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Abstract

Consumption binds the worlds of production and marketing to possession and ownership,
satisfying the consumer’s functional wants and needs, but also fulfilling hedonic desires
related to self-gratification and recreational aspiration. Across the last fifty years, growing
consumer individualisation through increased personal incomes, education and political
empowerment has transformed the importance of consumption spaces, which have further
systematized changes in urban growth dynamics. The preservation of attractive, thriving
and cohesive retail systems embedded within the urban fabric are now increasingly coupled
to urban sustainability. For this reason, building understandings of retail environments has
never been more pertinent, with many amenity-led theories of urban development premised
on the distribution of place-specific assets like consumption spaces.

A rich history of theories that, for example, describe how urban spatial structure
relates configurations of people, households and firms to clusters of attractive consump-
tion environments have guided our understandings of these systems. Yet, despite this
rich history, establishing theories that describe retail environments have often relied on
coarse approximations of the phenomena under study. While theories of urban consump-
tion behaviour are predicated at a fine spatial granularity (often describing consumer-
or store-level activities), their representativeness are often constrained by the misgiving
of coarse underlying data. This emanated from the traditional difficulties of acquiring
highly-detailed data required to support the design of research hypotheses that describe
consumption spaces.

Most recently, the ability to glance into the inner workings of urban systems like
consumption spaces has grown exponentially through the increased digitisation of retail
transactions, many of which were traditionally fulfilled offline. Vast quantities of data that
reflect many aspects of human behaviour have recently emerged from three main sources:
open datasets exposed by public organisations; data emergent as a by-product of companies
moving their business offerings online; and data streams produced by sensor technologies
like smartphones and tablets. This transformation of the data landscape accessible to urban
researchers has increased the volume and diversity of available data sources, enabling the
design of research questions at a degree of scale previously unthinkable. Unlike traditional
sources of data like censuses or economic surveys, however, these new forms of data were
not produced in view of research or policy analysis. Their usefulness emanates from an
accidental nature, but a major flaw of this new data pertains to the quality, degree of
completeness and unsuitability to traditional statistical techniques. Emphasising the latter
point, new forms of semi-structured and unstructured data (such as street-level imagery
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and digitised text documents) require techniques borrowed from outside the field of retail
geography. Methods that have emerged from significant innovation within the fields of
computer science and data mining have been identified as ripe for potential cross-pollination
to research problems in retail geography, but require non-trivial programming skills to
access. Therefore, researchers equipped with coding ability to analyse non-traditional
datasets with untraditional methods are uniquely placed to explore urban phenomena
through a much more granular lens than what has been used previously to drive the
construction of theoretical premises.

In this thesis, we embrace a data sharing partnership with the Local Data Company
that provides unprecedented access to characteristics describing consumption spaces. Cru-
cially, the granularity of this data allows us to explore novel means of empirically testing
theories and hypotheses that sit between the intersection of retail geography and urban
economics. With this in mind, the central aim of this thesis pairs data access with modern
analytical tools to validate, reinterpret and, where appropriate, provide new answers to
long-standing theories that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments.

To provide a comprehensive framework for these aims, the thesis initially provides an
in-depth review of the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of traditional works
exploring consumer spatial behaviour, and how emergent trends in online retail are reshap-
ing it. Alongside this, we critically examine how the evolution of emergent tools and tech-
niques that have permeated areas of urban science have any potential for cross-pollination
in retail geographic research. Having reviewed the contextual landscape of consumer spa-
tial behavioural research, we then distil our central aim and problem statement into four
research questions, which constitute a series of empirical chapters.

In the first empirical chapter, we assess the extent machine learning methods can
be leveraged to enrich data quality, allowing us to integrate different data sources for
describing consumption spaces with a rich set of linked attributes. The chapter frames our
study as a record linkage exercise, and we borrow innovative natural language processing
(NLP) to match the two databases based on attributes encoded in the text representations
of commercial addresses. Our proposed method yields successful classification performance,
with a precision of 95.5% and recall of 90.2%, indicating the promising potential of machine
learning innovations for creating enriched data that can be used in downstream analytical
to better understand consumption spaces.

Our second empirical chapter addresses a research question that asks whether urban
hierarchies reflect spatial configurations of attractive retail agglomerations. Hierarchies of
consumption spaces have long been examined under a series of public and commercial indi-
cators, yet existing works either lack spatial granularity and national-level representation,
or exist as commercial products. The contribution estimates retail centre willingness-to-
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pay (RWTP) scores for retail agglomerations across England and Wales, and their rankings
unpack positions which relate to the size, attractiveness and gravity of their composite re-
tailers influence. Using a validation exercise, we show associations between these rankings
and characteristics associated with prospering and thriving locations, which further shows
a direct validation of Edward Glaeser’s theory of consumer cities.

The third empirical chapter evaluates whether visual-only features extracted from im-
ages of retail environments reflect different urban consumer experiences. Visual properties
such as colour, brightness, shapes and sizes are all features within retail spaces that have
been shown to influence consumption behaviour and are important factors when choos-
ing between competing destinations. This contribution trains a deep learning network, a
convolutional autoencoder, on a national corpus of storefront images. Visual classifica-
tions are then constructed by clustering the representation learnt from the deep learning
model. Variables describing the economic health, composition, size and function, and
socio-economic characteristics of each individual premise are finally introduced to differen-
tiate between the clusters. Our approach found distinct groupings from the exercise, which
implied empirical support for theories that elucidate relationships between visual-only fea-
tures of retail spaces and different urban consumption uses.

In the fourth empirical chapter, we evaluate which physical characteristics of shop-
ping environments drive the attractiveness of consumption spaces. Finding which physical
characteristics represent benefits (or costs) that internalise into location value is of critical
importance to retail planners, and a rich set of theories have emerged more generally in
urban environments to describe the direction of particular relationships. The contribu-
tion links objects from storefront images predicted from a convolutional neural network to
subjective preference through an econometric statistical analysis. We use the estimated
RWTP scores from the second empirical chapter as a proxy for attractiveness, and find
various detected characteristics, such as motor traffic and pedestrian-features, are strong
correlates of this.

Through accumulation of these four empirical chapters, this thesis presents a data-
driven framework of analysis that pairs unprecedented coverage of consumption spaces
with modern analytical tools. In doing so, this work carries practical (and novel) sig-
nificance in introducing powerful machine learning algorithms from far ranging domains,
including NLP and computer vision, to research questions that explore urban consumption
behaviour. Of most significance however, the thesis brings new answers and reinterpreta-
tions to existing theories that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments using
data-driven methodologies. Ultimately, the thesis demonstrates that as the age of big data
expands the availability of high quality, granular data describing consumption spaces, retail
research that use these sources to explore urban consumption behaviour have a promising
future.
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1 — Introduction

1.1 Introduction to research problem

Consumption is defined as spending for the acquisition of goods and utility (Black et al.,

2017). As a form of consumption, shopping binds the world of production and marketing

to possession and ownership, with this circulation of goods typically conducted within the

public realm. When shoppers reveal preferences at the point of sale this represents a public

expression of consumption choice behaviour (Lunt and Livingstone, 1992). A consumer

undertaking shopping endeavours has acquisitive desires that are tempered by personal

control and financial constraint, while the retailer attempts to persuade and seduce a

patron into purchasing goods and services. This procurement of products not only satisfies

the shopper’s functional wants and desires, but also fulfils consumer aspirations such as

recreation, self-gratification or socialisation (Sheth et al., 1991). By choosing between these

values, a consumer is observed as a ‘problem solver’ who has various needs that are satisfied

by (im)material possessions, with shopping the medium by which these needs are obtained

(Lunt and Livingstone, 1992). This problem represents a series of decisions distilled to the

following questions – what to purchase, how much to spend, and where to buy it.

A principal consideration amongst shoppers is the question of which retail environ-

ment to patronise, and is contingent on factors such as product offerings, service provision,

weather, or distance. The rational model that describes predictive factors of shopping

motives at particular locations can be divided into two types. The first type describes

utilitarian shopping value which is derived from efficiencies of the shopping process. This

means optimising the ratio between the purchase of the right product at the right price
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and the shopping effort required to obtain it (Teller et al., 2008). The second type, hedonic

value, consists of benefits a consumer experiences from the shopping process. This includes

feelings of increased arousal, perceived freedom, fantasy fulfilment and escapism (Jin and

Sternquist, 2004). Drivers of patronage intention, therefore, comprise a broad range of

influences, and consumers typically adopt a holistic approach to their evaluation of con-

sumption spaces. Aside from direct shopping motives, attributes of retail environments

themselves exhibit significant customer drawing power within the catchments they service.

From a consumer perspective, sets of retail outlets deliver positive shopping externalities

through the bundling of shopping opportunity at a single location (Koster et al., 2019).

Such arrangements provide enriched shopping experiences compared to those offered by

single stores by enabling ‘trip-chaining’ behaviour and accessibility to broad varieties of

shops and entertainment facilities (Kim, 2002). Thus, beyond utility derived by the act

of shopping itself, consumers enjoy additional, indirect benefits related to the scale and

location of retail environments (Rosiers et al., 2005; Oner, 2017).

More concisely, desirable attributes of attractive retail environments command de-

mand inflows that create significant multiplier effects within cities and urban areas. Vi-

brancy provided by the presence of a retail cluster bustling with shopping activity fosters

increased social interaction in space, and large concentrations of stores within a market area

attract visitors from places outside the agglomeration, generating multiplier effects within

the local economy (Oner, 2017). For this reason, the retail sector has long been under-

stood as a pivotal driver underlying the resilience and sustainability of urban environments

(Mazza and Rydin, 1997). Under this framework, agglomerations of shopping opportunity

are perceived as ‘quasi-public goods’ like schools or health facilities, with higher volumes

of rational individuals drawn to reside closer to shopping areas that offer more attractive

goods and services compared to those without. This can be understood more intuitively

with a hypothetical example. On the housing market, a residential property up for sale

adjacent to a dozen retail units that are homogeneous in composition is likely to carry a
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muted effect on a prospective home-buyer’s willingness to pay. These circumstances are

contrasted to the higher willingness to pay for a property with identical structural char-

acteristics, but one that is situated nearby a shopping district with diverse leisure and

retail offerings. This location premium stands because the co-location of diverse retail,

leisure and service amenities exerts a pull-factor for customers and service providers alike.

Consumers will travel to patronize shops and purchase merchandise, but also spend their

leisure time enjoying additional services such as bars, restaurants and cafes (Oner, 2017).

Quite literally, consumer’s vote with their feet when choosing a retail destination

deemed appropriate for their leisure time consumption. High volumes of patrons draw

sales revenues that boost the local economy, with shopping environments that accommo-

date diverse tenant mixes a focus of the highest share of consumer purchase intention

(Ozuduru and Guldmann, 2014). Alongside this, residential locations that offer access

to these most attractive consumption opportunities typically elicit premiums that are re-

flected by a higher willingness to pay for properties in the local housing market (Teller and

Elms, 2012). Since the financial crisis of 2007-08, however, this trend has been muddled

by the expansion of online and omni-channel shopping, meaning consumers have become

far shrewder in their fulfilment of consumption needs (Grewal et al., 2018b). The emi-

nence of primary and secondary shopping locations has faltered in recent years, becoming

de-emphasised through substitution of consumption online. These changes have reshaped

the retail hierarchy in a tumultuous fashion, and disrupted the uniformity of what a retail

hierarchy resembles (Dolega et al., 2019). Despite this, space still matters. The positive

externalities tied to thriving retail agglomerations carry public and private benefits that

underpin aspects of urban growth dynamics (Oner, 2017), which we explore further in

Section 1.2. For this reason the availability of attractive shopping areas and consumption

spaces remains a critical driver for the growth and development of cities and regions, as

several seminal articles proclaimed over a decade ago (Glaeser et al., 2001; Clark et al.,

2002).
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Yet, despite a host of works that proposition an amenity-led theory of urban develop-

ment, the theories and hypotheses that make sense of the relationship between attractive

consumption spaces and urban development are often premised on coarse approximations

of the phenomena under study. In some cases, the generalisability of studies in retail

geography are limited by an absence of adequate coverage, which limits the extent of

truthfulness upheld by existing explanations. Most recently however, the traceability of

human life has grown exponentially through diverse digital footprints which, when aggre-

gated, offer a highly granular lens into the inner workings of urban systems (Batty, 2012).

Societal change has driven much of this transformation, with the now ubiquitous presence

of sensor technologies embedded in mobile devices, the movement of many transactions

historically recorded offline to the web, and growing open data releases by public and gov-

ernment organisations at varying geographical scales (Arribas-Bel, 2014). The down-scaling

of computational processing power and storage to microchips which can be embedded in

everyday objects has also been particularly influential to this change, allowing the seamless

integration of micro-technology to everyday life (Kandt and Batty, 2020). A by-product

of this has been a redefinition of the data landscape available to retail geographers and,

more generally, social scientists. The burgeoning field of urban analytics, coined as “the

core set of tools employed to deal with problems of big data, urban simulation, and geode-

mographics” has grown alongside this data movement, by exploiting the opportunities it

presents therein (Batty, 2019).

A central tenet of urban analytics is the belief that with parallel growth in real-time

data and computational power, the possibility to detect patterns and change across every-

day life grows simultaneously (Batty et al., 2012; Kandt and Batty, 2020). However, while

poised to offer new potential for urban knowledge on systems like consumption spaces,

fundamental challenges posed by urban big data remain. Making sense of millions or

billions of observations (alongside the high dimensionality of big data) means emphasis

has shifted towards the development of machine learning models able to translate derived
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insight into new urban theory (Kitchin, 2016). Traditional statistical methods were the

historic workhorse of retail geography and urban analytics, but were also designed in an era

where patterns were typically extracted from small, clean sample sizes with well-behaved

statistical properties (Batty et al., 2012). Recent, significant progress made principally

within the field of computer science have expanded the methods available to social scien-

tist’s for handling and extracting insights from urban big data (Kitchin, 2016). While these

changes might arouse temptation to let the data speak for itself, theory becomes more criti-

cal than ever when interpreting emergent patterns. A shopper choosing to use their retailer

loyalty card reflects a conscious negotiation of everyday consumption experience, and this

subjective process is identical whether we are seeking patterns in small or big data. As a

consequence, to transparently identify credible causal domains, a prerequisite of urban big

data studies are their rationalisation by underlying theory and hypotheses that underpin

urban dynamics (Kandt and Batty, 2020). Inspired by these debates, this thesis borrows

a similar framework from urban analytics and introduces these ideas to the field of retail

geography. In doing so, the thesis pairs unprecedented data access to retail environments

with new analytical tools to reinterpret, reformulate and validate long-standing theories

that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments. These aims are formalised as

follows:

1. To provide new answers and reinterpretations to long-standing research questions

concerning consumer perceptions of shopping environments.

2. To introduce powerful machine learning, natural language processing and computer

vision algorithms to research problems in retail geography that automate perceptual

qualifications of shopping spaces.

With these broad aims defined, the remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The

following section outlines a brief overview of the theoretical framework employed within this
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thesis, providing a grounding in which we frame our research questions. Next, Section 1.3

formalises the proposed research aims into a problem statement that breaks down to a series

of research questions answered across their respective empirical chapters. Finally, Section

1.4 details the explicit contribution of each chapter, before outlining the organisational

structure employed throughout the dissertation.

1.2 Theoretical framework

Traditional approaches rooted from the 1960s viewed urban development as a consequence

of the spatial distribution of the four factors of production – land, labour, capital and

entrepreneurship (Alonso, 1964; Richardson, 1977). Since then retailing and consumption

possibilities have been emphasised as pivotal drivers of the growth and development of

cities and regions (Florida, 2008; Glaeser et al., 2001; Oner, 2017). In the past, rising con-

sumer individualisation accrued through increased citizen income, education, and political

empowerment carried the development of more complex (and niche) markets characterised

by a volatility of tastes (Clark et al., 2002). This new direction systematized changes in

urban growth dynamics, causing a relative collapse in the explanatory power of variables

that influence the economic base such as transport costs, distance and local labour costs.

As a result, these changes shifted the mix of inputs that traditionally located clusters

of households, individuals and firms, inspiring a host of works that link the city’s abil-

ity to provide consumption opportunity through amenities such as shopping districts to

understandings of urban growth patterns (Lloyd and Clark, 2001; Dawson, 2013).

While these theories continue to ground our understandings of the ties between retail

systems and urban spaces, it can be argued current growth dynamics have been disrupted

by a “perfect storm” in retailing across the last decade. Growth in internet shopping

coupled with falling disposable incomes since the 2007-08 financial crisis and increased
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business rates for businesses have gravely threatened the vitality and viability of consump-

tion spaces such as town centres (Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014). Moreover, the composition

of these spaces themselves have evolved recently, and now accommodate an increasing de-

mand for leisure units and hospitality services (Dolega et al., 2019). The altered form

and function of traditional retail spaces has, according to Hallsworth and Coca-Stefaniak

(2018), torn apart our previous understanding that dictates “goods and services are lo-

cally supplied in line with local demand”. This has led Dolega et al. (2019) to argue for a

non-hierarchical classification of retail systems, challenging the pattern of ‘centrality’ that

dominated the organisational models of central place and retail-focused spatial interaction

theory (Mumford et al., 2020).

Under this structural change to the fabric of physical retail systems, a requirement

of research that attempts to study links between urban growth and retail systems is an

understanding that hierarchies are “now at best blurred” (Jones and Livingstone, 2018).

An increasing polarisation between primary and secondary locations propagated by the

impact of internet retailing is now being felt, with an emergent “convenience culture”

paving way for consumption spaces that are increasingly diverse in composition. For this

reason, the preservation of thriving, cohesive retail systems are now contingent on factors

such as the acquisition of diverse, attractive shopping composition alongside desirable

supply and demand dynamics. In recent times, these factors have been found to be tightly

coupled to urban sustainability and city vitality. This has led to a growing focus from

urban public authorities and place marketing exercises to build the attractiveness of retail

spaces in line with the diverse consumption needs of the modern consumer (Oner, 2017).

When this is performed successfully, the positive shopping externalities tied to a thriving

retail agglomeration carries significant potential to drive public and private benefit, which

is further internalised into the housing market. This is because a depth and breadth of

amenities within shopping areas and consumption spaces attract home-buyers to the city or

region hosting these features (Glaeser et al., 2001; Oner, 2017). Consequently, it is often
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argued an amenity-based theory underlies the demand for residential space (Brueckner

et al., 1999), and locations that satisfy the diverse needs of the modern consumer result in

higher property values for amenity-rich locations.

In the UK, this shift has become emboldened by changing planning regulations that

have relaxed previous laws that disallowed the conversion of commercial to residential

premises, which has since increased the flexibility of land usage in response to changing

market conditions (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2011). The desir-

ability of urban environments are increasingly linked to the provision of diverse consumer

amenities, as individuals are willing to pay premiums for locations offering attractive con-

sumption opportunities. Successful shopping spaces now stretch beyond the provision of

traditional retail categories, and include leisure and hospitality services such as restaurants,

performance venues and shopping malls (Teller and Elms, 2010; Wrigley and Dolega, 2011;

Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014). In terms of growth dynamics, these ideas link to a propo-

sition constructed in a seminal article by Glaeser et al. (2001): that high-amenity cities

are typically found to grow and develop faster than low-amenity cities. This is because

the provision of attractive consumption spaces is found to be crucial in attracting highly

skilled modern workers, who balance economic and lifestyle opportunity in selecting places

to live and work (Florida, 2008). This transition of urban growth dynamics toward con-

sumer amenity provision is, therefore, reflected in the comparative popularity of retail

systems as a key component underpinning theoretical and empirical urban geographical

analyses (Dawson et al., 2008). Ultimately, these perspectives that emphasise the role of

thriving consumer spaces in the development of cities and regions motivate the theoretical

framework employed within the thesis.
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1.2.1 Drivers of successful consumer experiences

The economic importance of retailing to urban growth dynamics has risen in parallel to

a growing social significance of shopping. In the UK total value of retail sales in 2019

exceeded £394 billion, with around one third of consumer expenditure allocated to retail

and leisure services (RetailEconomics, 2020). Moreover, the UK’s year-on-year percentage

change in retail sales volume has sustained a consistent increase between 2010 and 2019

(Sabanoglu, 2020). Clearly, these trends continue to highlight a sustained growth in the

consumption of retail goods and services, but which factors influence positive consumption

experiences, attracting a patron’s custom?

As a whole, drivers of patronage intention are a function of a broad range of influ-

ences, with consumers expected to adopt a holistic approach to evaluating consumption

spaces (Finn and Louviere, 1996; Bell, 1999). Trends illustrative of an increasing desire

to shop are often linked to the pursuit of enjoyment and experience, which has reshaped

traditional retail zones to become increasingly service-orientated, enriched by a multitude

of diverse consumer opportunities (Jin and Sternquist, 2004; Glaeser et al., 2001; Oner,

2017). Most fundamentally, store clusters within urban spaces create positive shopping

externalities through ‘trip-chaining’ behaviour (Wrigley et al., 2009; Lambiri et al., 2017;

Koster et al., 2019). Consumers conducting multi-purpose trips benefit from the conve-

nience of reductions in transport and product search costs through the bundling of wants

and needs at a single location (Reimers and Clulow, 2009).

Alongside retailing, diverse and successful consumption spaces also offer shoppers the

possibility of spending their leisure time eating, drinking or using entertainment facilities,

socialising with friends and relatives in coffee shops, or even using non-retail services such as

health and beauty, banks and council administration (Teller and Elms, 2012). In addition,

spaces that embrace “convenience culture” and provide seamless shopping experiences to
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technology-savvy customers are increasingly valued by modern consumers. Services like

click and collect, for example, are a much sought-after innovation, allowing the consumer

to conveniently decide when and where their shopping is assembled (Davies et al., 2019).

While we leave a detailed exposition of these factors to Chapter 2, generic attributes of

attractive retail agglomerations also include: accessibility and evaluations of convenience

(Ruiz et al., 2004; Reimers and Clulow, 2004); tenant mixes that encompass a wide range of

possibilities offered by retail and non-retail tenants (Teller and Reutterer, 2008); visual and

auditory stimuli that contribute to ambience and atmospherics (Baker et al., 2002; Michon

et al., 2005); and, most importantly, product ranges offered in terms of the assortment

of goods sold by retail stores alongside desirable price-value ratios of merchandise (Baker

et al., 2002; Léo and Philippe, 2002).

From a consumption perspective, shopping areas that offer these attractive retail-

related characteristics influence utility derived by prospective home-owners (Nase et al.,

2015). Home-buyers bid up property values in neighbourhoods located nearby retail en-

vironments with preferred place attributes, and this additional utility will be internalised

into the housing market. From an urban policymaker standpoint, these characteristics of

retail environments present a private benefit (or cost) to be considered alongside the wider

spectrum of social and environmental factors (Bitter and Krause, 2016). Cost-benefits

related to consumer environments moderate the desirability of nearby residential space to

prospective home-buyers, meaning empirical data describing these attributes can be used

to unpack which combinations link to urban growth and development. For example, retail

environments hosting diverse tenant mixes alongside agglomerations of private and pub-

lic services will carry substantial positive influence on variation in housing prices (Oner,

2017). Establishing commonalities between successful consumption spaces can, therefore,

be used to strengthen the “public purpose” nature of decision-making that guides private

development, public improvement and the selection from policy alternatives (Nasar, 1987;

Bitter and Krause, 2016).
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Alongside policymakers, empirical data describing consumer choice behaviour also pro-

vides opportunity for retailers to create a differential advantage by adjusting traditional

marketing channels of place, price and promotion (Bell, 1999). Restructuring to the tra-

ditional retailer landscape through diverse factors such as growth in electronic retailing,

preferences for convenient “local” top-up shopping, and transformation of shopping ar-

eas to leisure plazas (Chalmers et al., 2012; Wrigley et al., 2015; Helm et al., 2020) have

provided an increased number of consumption alternatives. This means attributes of shop-

ping environments (e.g. physical attractiveness) provide opportunities for retail managers

to differentiate their offerings. A concern among retailers is that choice of retail area pre-

cedes store patronage decisions (Bell, 1999), and so understanding drivers of attraction to

consumption spaces is of key interest to retail managers interested in eliciting a competitive

advantage amongst this restructuring.

1.2.2 Traditional approaches for measuring consumer perception

Traditional insights into the components of attractive retail environments have previously

been gathered by studying data collected through a wide variety of means. This includes:

in-person audits of shopping areas using surveying teams (Dolega et al., 2016; Dolega

and Lord, 2020); manually reviewing massive numbers of photographs that visualise the

consumption space (Petermans et al., 2014; Quartier and Vanrie, 2019); eliciting preferences

of consumers patronising a given location through survey-based responses (Babakus et al.,

2004; Rayburn and Voss, 2013; Brito et al., 2019); or revealing willingness-to-pay (WTP)

for particular characteristics by econometric modelling (Hui et al., 2007; Nase et al., 2013).

These studies typically isolate a representative mix of locations across a small sample

of retail environments, before deriving stated or revealed preference through quantitative

techniques that model consumer choice behaviour.

Briefly, stated preferences are elicited by collecting responses that describe respondent
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opinions towards hypothetical scenarios or observed perceptions of consumption spaces. In

retail studies, a closed question format is typically used to determine the relative impor-

tance of different shopping environment attributes. This begins by proposing a conceptual

framework of hypothesised relationships between perceived marketing mix characteristics

and latent constructs such as attractiveness, purchase intention, or willingness to pay more

(Teller and Reutterer, 2008; Nikhashemi et al., 2019). Construction of k-point Likert mea-

surement scales (1 = strongly disagree, k = strong agree) as questionnaire items are then

used to infer latent factors. Constructs are factored as a multi-item set of questions. ‘Re-

tail tenant mix’, for example, includes items such as “... has an attractive variety of retail

scores” and “... has a large variety of retail stores”, while ‘overall attractiveness’ might

be composed of questions like “How does ... meet your expectations” or “How satisfied

are you with ...” (Teller and Reutterer, 2008). Causal modelling techniques such as struc-

tural equation modelling (SEM) are then applied to test hypothesised associations between

these latent constructs. Having estimated a SEM model, interpretation can then begin by

presenting a graphical model that displays the magnitude and significance of pathways be-

tween, for example, retail tenant mix and overall attractiveness of shopping areas. Owing

to their interpretability, eliciting stated preferences via questionnaire items have been the

workhorse of a large literature of retail studies that explore drivers of attractive consumer

experiences (Oppewal and Holyoake, 2004; El–Adly, 2007). Yet, a limitation of these ap-

proaches are their susceptibility to issues of external validity relating to small sample sizes,

in addition to their reliance on respondent choices regarding hypothetical scenarios that

may not properly account for behavioural constraints.

Revealed preferences, on the other hand, infer decisions created by observable actions,

and so reflect a preferred measure of preference, motivation and behaviour. Examples have

traditionally employed econometric models based on hedonic regression techniques that

identify determinants of property prices; this gives indication of the WTP, or consumer

preference, for particular components of retail environments (Nase et al., 2013). Typically
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this literature has focused on the residential property sector, with hedonic studies on retail

property still embryonic due to confidentiality associated with retail premise transactions

(Rosiers et al., 2005). In the retail context, the range of “spatial” and “non-spatial” price

determinants included in hedonic studies of retail property are also far wider owing to the

dependence on “non-spatial” factors such as retail image and tenant mixes that influence

consumer preference (Mejia and Benjamin, 2002). Four major themes that constitute the

principal determinants of retail rents are divided into variables reflecting customer drawing

power, retail centre design, location and market characteristics (Nase et al., 2013), which

we explore to great detail in Chapter 2. While the literature describes these constituent

attributes in great detail, existing studies typically account for these across a small number

of retail units within a single urban context. In hedonic retail studies, for example, Rosiers

et al. (2005) explore retail rent determinants across a sample of 939 observations in Quebec

City, Canada, while Hui et al. (2007) investigates a set of 151 stores in Hong Kong, and

Nase et al. (2013) extracts 301 commercial property (office and retail) transactions in

Belfast, Northern Ireland.

As spatial and temporal dimensions of human (and consumer) activities are highly

dynamic (Steenbruggen et al., 2013), finding empirical data that measure consumer prefer-

ence at a fine spatio-temporal resolution is critical to decision-making in retail management.

Amongst a growing amenity-led theory of urban development, the accurate measurement

and estimation of consumer perceptions towards particular shopping area characteristics

is paramount to understanding behaviour within these spaces (Dawson, 2013). As a brief

review of this literature suggests, hedonic investigations that reveal the utility-bearing

characteristics of retail environments are still at a point of inception. Moreover, survey-

based approaches that extract stated preference to particular retail environment charac-

teristics are constrained by hypothetical bias, with responses potentially misleading or

poorly thought out. What further limits these two approaches are their use of coarse ap-

proximations of the clientele under study, meaning their findings are typically difficult to
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generalise elsewhere due to problems of external validity and infrequency of observational

units (Teller and Reutterer, 2008).

As a response, in this thesis we develop quantitative methods that circumvent these

previous challenges by providing novel ways of testing theories rooted in retail geography.

Retail geography has traditionally operated in a data-poor environment, whereby measure-

ments of reality were expensive and cumbersome to extract. A collapse in the cost required

to capture, store and manipulate digital data has moved the field more generally toward

data-rich circumstances. This traction is predicated on the belief that traditional analytical

methods are unsuited to extracting insight from massive, heterogeneous databases (Miller,

2010). Methods grown principally, but not exclusively, within the computer science com-

munity have circumvented the traditional requirement of data that exhibit well-behaved

statistical properties such as independence, normality and stationarity. These approaches,

typically coined as data mining methods, perform a variety of tasks including classification,

clustering and regression that share a common characteristic of scalability (Miller and Han,

2009).

While these tasks are not novel themselves, innovations stem from the application of

data-driven algorithms (such as artificial neural networks, support vector machines and

decision tree ensembles) to perform them. These changes carry strong potential to reshape

inferences and logical reasoning of problems in retail geography and, more generally, social

science. Traditional statistical models demand the social scientist specify a model premised

on theory, followed by hypotheses testing and finally a revision of theory based upon the

findings. In contrast, the number of potential hypotheses unlocked from big data is too

expansive to test exhaustively, despite the triviality many of these might present (Miller,

2010). While retail geography might be fertile ground for significant cross-pollination with

algorithmic innovation, never has it been more critical to accompany the discovery process

with domain-specific knowledge. The discipline is fortunate in that it can borrow from
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a rich history of theory, and in applying these exciting new methods, it is theory that

should be used as background knowledge to distil new learnings from the exhaustive set of

potential research questions. In the following section we formalise this problem statement,

before outlining the research questions answered within this thesis.

1.3 Problem statement and research questions

As exploration of our theoretical framework has shown, amenity-led theories of urban

development are premised on the distribution of place-specific assets like consumption

spaces that are known to contribute towards the attractiveness of cities and regions (Oner,

2017). Moreover, from a retailer standpoint, benefits of agglomeration economies lie in the

reduction of consumer search and uncertainty costs, in addition to increased total sales

volumes as a result of the clustering of similar stores (Eppli and Shilling, 1996; Rosiers

et al., 2005). A long history of academic literature on retail environments has evolved

around these theories of urban spatial structure that relate spatial configurations of people,

households and firms to clusters of attractive store locations (Dennis et al., 2002). Yet,

despite this rich history, the integration of theory and practice in retail geography has often

relied on coarse approximations of the phenomena under study. While theories of urban

consumption activities are predicated at a fine spatial granularity (usually describing, for

example, consumer- or store-level activities within cities and regions), the degree to which

measurements are representative of experiences and behaviours at this individual-level is

a question of debate. Our knowledge of consumption environments are premised on a rich

suite of theories that demarcate understandings of purpose and function, but their extent

of truthfulness is contingent on the empirical conditions to which we describe and explain

these processes and events.

Often theories account for social processes with “empirical tests of the plausibility of
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the narrative” (DiMaggio, 1995), with them primarily evaluated by the degree to which it

offers a close fit to empirical data, followed by the richness of descriptions from its account

(Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan, 2007). In retail geography researchers typically follow an

inductive approach that uses observation points as empirical evidence to create theoretical

constructs and propositions through inductive reasoning. This grounded theory involves

an iterative procedure of collating data that best represents the phenomena under study

(consumer, retail store, etc.), before analysing these findings in order to build theories that

describe how actors interpret their daily realities (Suddaby, 2006). Studies then conclude

with a set of propositions that encapsulate the resulting theory (Colquitt and Zapata-

Phelan, 2007). Yet, these propositions and understandings of retail environments are often

premised on coarse approximations of how actors behave. This is because collating highly-

detailed data to support research hypotheses was traditionally cost-intensive and limited in

the throughput required to reconstruct the empirical conditions of these complex systems.

To reintroduce an observation made earlier in this introduction, the ability to glance

into the inner workings of urban systems has recently grown exponentially as a product

of human life being increasingly traceable through diverse digital footprints (Batty, 2013).

A redefinition of the “data landscape” available to retail geographers has been enabled by

many economic transactions that were traditionally fulfilled offline being moved into the

web. This archival has facilitated an “accidental side-effect” of large volumes of data that

reflect many aspects of human behaviour becoming accessible to researchers (Arribas-Bel,

2014). These changes have made possible the testing of theories within retail geography at

levels of detail and scope unimaginable until only recently. Problems of data scarcity have

now been surpassed by an era of new datasets that describe quantifiable aspects of retail

environments with unprecedented detail.

One such avenue of data availability has stemmed from academic-commercial partner-

ships. Companies whose business models rely upon data intensive products and services are
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increasingly turning to collaborations with academic partners to create research synergies

and knowledge exchanges. In this thesis, we embrace such a partnership with the Local

Data Company (LDC), a retail location intelligence company who “physically track every

retail and leisure business across the entire country”, and whose data powers strategy and

decision-making for clients working across retail, leisure, out-of-home media, investment,

property and financial services (LDC, 2020a). Our partnership provides us with a na-

tional dataset describing attributes of 700,078 retail, leisure and service properties located

within shopping environments across the United Kingdom. This rich set of attributes in-

cludes variables describing property-level characteristics such as: geo-location, full address

text, business function, vacancy status, number of car parking spaces, and even individual

photographs visualising the premise’s storefront.

Yet, in order to unlock a full picture from characteristics of the LDC dataset, we also

require the introduction of scalable methods able to analyse and obtain understandings

from this highly granular and complex source of data. Traditional inferential methods

were designed to extract insight from scarce, static and clean datasets that were created

in a context of limited availability, and so were scientifically sampled and adhered to strict

statistical assumptions (Kitchin, 2016). Thus, we introduce new analytical tools that

rely on powerful computational algorithms to process and analyse massive datasets for

testing theories in retail geography and urban economics. These methods borrow from the

domains of computer science, pattern recognition and visual analytics, which have become

a significant area of modern research investment in the computer vision and deep learning

communities, but have yet to take foothold within retail geography.

To reconcile the discipline, we pair unprecedented data access to shopping spaces

with modern analytical tools to bring new answers and reinterpretations to long-standing

theories that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments. This direction can be

viewed as a positive force towards greater integration between these disciplines, with this
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“interdisciplinary glue” facilitating the potential for further cross-pollinization through new

interactions and knowledge exchanges (Arribas-Bel, 2014). Thus, our problem statement

can be distilled to the following research questions, with each addressing a different dimen-

sion from which we can build understandings of how retail environments are perceived.

1. To what extent can machine learning methods enrich data linkage for increasing

understandings of retail environments? Chapter 3

2. Do urban hierarchies reflect spatial configurations of attractive consumption spaces

and retail agglomerations? Chapter 4

3. Do visual-only features extracted from images of retail environments reflect different

urban consumer experiences? Chapter 5

4. Which physical characteristics of shopping environments drive the attractiveness of

consumption spaces? Chapter 6

Each of these research questions are addressed in the chapter indicated in italics,

with an explicit answer to each given by the conclusion in Chapter 7. By addressing

these questions, this dissertation supports the thesis that pairing new forms of data and

analytical techniques provides novel means for empirically testing amenity-led explanations

of urban development.

1.4 Key contributions and thesis structure

The chapters of this dissertation can be grouped into three parts: Chapters 1 and 2 provide

introduction and required background knowledge; Chapters 3-6 give a detailed account of

the contributions distilled from the research questions; and Chapter 7 concludes with a

discussion of main findings, before delivering an explicit answer to each of our proposed
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research questions. Overall, the key contributions of this thesis can be summarised by the

following passages.

A first contribution focuses on leveraging new analytical techniques rooted in machine

learning to link highly granular, detailed datasets that describe attributes of retail prop-

erties. Enriching data quality through this linkage exercise integrates otherwise disparate

sources of data, allowing researchers to access attributes of both datasets for the explo-

ration of desired hypotheses. Thus, this contribution seeks to resolve text-based linkage

between pairs of retail addresses into matches and non-matches. While address match-

ing has a long tradition in the literature, advances in machine learning have yet to be

integrated into the workflow, allowing for the potential of significant cross-pollination. In

practice, we empirically evaluate the performance of two recent developments in text-based

machine learning – conditional random fields and word2vec – that have not been applied

to address-based datasets. This contribution represents a linkage exercise pairing a gov-

ernmental and private business register of retail premises, allowing us to unlock a linked

dataset providing premise-level attributes such as non-domestic tax rates or the number

of parking spaces. Ultimately, Chapter 3 describes a workflow for linking address-based

datasets, and facilitates a data enrichment exercise for investigating research hypotheses

relating to consumer spatial behaviour.

Our second research contribution introduces a statistical technique, a Bayesian mul-

tilevel model, to derive indicators that describe hierarchies of retail environments across

England and Wales. While shopping spaces have long been examined under a series of

milestone reviews, there exists little quantitative evidence describing the performance of

retail economies at a fine spatial granularity. Our hierarchies are formed by estimating

the retail centre willingness to pay (RWTP) of shopping agglomerations, which reveals the

implicit price that home-owners attribute towards their local provision of retail, service

and leisure opportunities. In doing so, we unpack rankings of retail environments across a
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national network, the positions of which relate to the size, attractiveness, and gravity of

their composite retailers influence. Top-ranked retail centres, for example, typically offer

multi-purpose comparison shopping experiences that draw the widest geographical reach

on consumers, but also elicit the highest RWTP. To validate our retail hierarchies, we verify

whether the RWTP estimates correlate to socio-economic characteristics that describe the

residential location surrounding the retail environment. Thus, across an unprecedented

national scale that is uniquely enabled by access to highly granular consumption space

data, Chapter 4 tests whether urban spatial structure reflects an amenity-led theory of

urban development.

The third contribution uses an unsupervised deep learning technique called convo-

lutional autoencoders (CAEs) to explore relations between visual features of shopping

areas and functional characteristics of the surrounding urban environment. This approach

is motivated by the long-standing hypothesis that visual characteristics of consumption

spaces provide sensory cues that influence consumer experiences and behaviours within

these spaces. Moreover, such visual judgements allow consumers to draw fine distinctions

when evaluating between competing destinations. While previous research links factors

such as proximity to urban consumer behaviour, visual characteristics describing the en-

vironmental context around retail premises are typically neglected. To investigate this

hypothesis, we apply CAEs to extract visual features from storefront images of leisure,

service and retail amenities, before partitioning this collection of features into several clus-

ters. Measures describing attributes of the retail environment such as the economic health,

composition, size and function and socio-economic characteristics are then introduced to

differentiate between the clusters, allowing us to assess which variables are distinctive for

particular groupings. By leveraging unsupervised deep learning, the core contribution of

Chapter 5 demonstrates that visual characteristics of shopping spaces reflect patterns of

urban consumer behaviour.
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The fourth contribution assesses how physical characteristics observed within shopping

spaces influence consumer preferences for particular retail environments. In this work, a

state-of-the-art computer vision technology known as object detection is used to detect

instances of footfall, motor vehicles, pedestrian- and motor-orientated features from street-

level images of shopping, leisure and service premises across the national extent. By

automating this collation of data, compared to existing studies, our approach represents

an unprecedented audit of shopping locations, beyond which would be feasible to obtain

from a manual review of images or dispatch of surveying teams. An econometric approach

is then used to link predicted objects to subjective preference, which allows an evaluation of

which physical characteristics are positively or negatively related to the willingness to pay

for retail environments. Across an unprecedented coverage of shopping locations, Chapter

6 helps to direct retail geography a step closer towards understanding which characteristics

of the physical environment drive consumer preference.

Finally, the organisational structure of this dissertation has been designed such that

common parlance, terminology and required conceptual knowledge is introduced and for-

mally defined in Chapter 2. However, the contributions of Chapters 3-6 may be read

individually by the domain expert or reader equipped with pre-requisite conceptual and

empirical knowledge learnt from Chapter 2. Thus, the interested reader may choose to

begin with an introduction to previous research in Chapter 2, or skip to a desired contri-

bution chapter, referring back to formal definitions and conceptual knowledge in Chapter

2 only where necessary.



2 — Background

This chapter introduces conceptual and empirical knowledge from theories that explore

ties between urban spatial structure and consumption spaces; this forms a basis of the the-

oretical framework employed throughout the dissertation. First, classical theories of urban

consumer behaviour relevant to spatial patterns and processes of retail activity are dis-

cussed. This discussion evaluates the range of adopted theories, highlighting interrelations

and significant gaps in current knowledge alongside, where appropriate, suggestions for fu-

ture work deemed to be of practical significance. Next, drivers of consumer preference for

particular consumption spaces highlighted in the academic literature are outlined, includ-

ing discussion of how recent restructuring to shopping experiences have affected tastes and

preference. Following this, we conduct a selected review of existing literature that elicit

consumer behavioural patterns by stated and revealed preferences, providing examples of

each before debating the advantages and limitations of these approaches. In the penul-

timate section, we highlight applications of new analytical techniques rooted in machine

learning to research problems in urban science, describing existing approaches that have

significant potential for cross-pollination with retail geography. Finally, we concentrate on

particular applications of machine learning for reinterpreting, reformulating and validating

long-standing theories that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments.

22
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2.1 Consumer spatial behaviour

2.1.1 Central place theory

The distribution of retail activity is integral to the national economies of Western countries.

In Britain, purchases of goods and services account for around one third of total consumer

expenditure, with the retail sector supporting the employment of 2.9 million individuals

in 2019 (RetailEconomics, 2020). Despite the economic importance of retail distribution,

the study of urban consumer behaviour traditionally received comparative neglect as a

field of academic enquiry compared to subjects with more scholarly connotation (Smith,

1937). This predilection was shared amongst social scientists, notably by geographers and

sociologists, until significant advances in theory describing the spatial manifestation of re-

tail location emerged from town planners (Scott, 2007). In these years, growing attention

from geographers to central-place theory added considerably to the academic literature

on consumer spatial behaviour. Walter Christaller’s seminal study Die zentralen Orte in

Süddeutschland first aroused interest by English-speaking scholars through Ullman (1941),

which stimulated a considerable literature around central places. The spatial arrangement

of retail environments in the majority of British cities, for example, was traditionally un-

derstood in terms of central place principles (Brown, 1992). British planning professionals

argued this explained the prominence of top stores and fashion houses in London, and

reasoning why smaller places like Durham lacked department stores (O’Brien and Harris,

1991).

The principal motivation of Christaller’s theory propositioned that an urban environ-

ment – whether city, town or village – exists primarily to provide products and services for

the surrounding area (Scott, 2007). Thus, the implications of central-place theory explain

regularities in the spatial system of shopping spaces, and that, in normal circumstances,
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consumers tend to patronize the closest retail centre offering their required products and

services (Dawson, 2013). This framework offers a theoretical basis for the development of

hierarchical systems of retail centres at inter-urban scales. Larger centres typically con-

tain more extensive market areas with greater specialisation in service provision, therefore

providing more establishments of diverse business types. A nested hierarchy sorts lower-

order centres into the same sphere of influence of a higher-order centre, with the hexagon

argued as the most advantageous shape for market areas (Lösch, 1940). Retail centres of

a higher-order provide all the composite products and services of the lower-order centres,

together with a discrete group of higher-order functions (see Figure 2.1) (Scott, 2007).

Central-place theory is based on the classical assumption of homo economicus, the

economic man, where both suppliers and consumers of services are portrayed as agents

equipped with perfect information (Ullman, 1941). This information gifts the ability to

make economically rational decisions that are pursued optimally to their subjectively-

defined ends. For example, while a supplier of retail services arrives at the optimal lo-

cation decision, consumers embark on making economically rational journeys to consume

(Pred, 1966). From the retailer perspective, the optimal location decision is assumed to

be contingent on the ‘threshold concept’, which argues a service will only be provided in a

market area that is capable of supporting it at a profit (Berry and Garrison, 1958). This

threshold is determined by spatial competition of retail centres supplying the same prod-

ucts and services, below which the supply is no longer possible. Meanwhile, consumers are

argued to typically travel to the most proximate retail centre that exists within range of the

individual’s residential location, thereby minimising the time-cost budget of the journey.

In the past, the weight of evidence from academic enquiry asserted the validity of

central-place theory for explaining the spatial arrangement of shopping centres (Scott,

2007). Yet, later findings from empirical research were proven to be at variance with

Christaller’s conclusions, with the functional complexity, increased market area size and
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Figure 2.1: Demonstrative example of hierarchical nesting between lower-order and higher-
order shopping centres (Warf, 2010).

nested hierarchical pattern found to not always accompany higher-order centres (Kenyon,

1967). Johnston (1966), for example, found that while the metropolitan area of Melbourne,

Australia reflected hierarchies of shopping centres, there were significant areal departures in

the proportions of each class of centre which deviated from a uniform spatial arrangement.

Moreover, consumers, whether resident in metropolitan areas (Clark, 1968) or rural regions

(Golledge et al., 1966), have been observed to not necessarily patronize the most proximate

centre. A focus on the nearest centre hypothesis as the principal behavioural tenet of

the theory – whereby a consumer chooses to patronize the nearest centre supplying a

product or service – has since been regarded as a significant overstatement of behavioural

reality, especially in the Western urban context (Dawson, 2013). For example, a study

of the orderliness of consumer spatial behaviour in Christchurch, New Zealand, Clark

(1968) found only 50-60% of convenience shopping trips are predicted by the nearest centre

hypothesis, with consumers travelling significantly greater distances to the central business

district or larger centres.
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Various studies highlight deviations from central-place theory where under several cir-

cumstances consumer behavioural assumptions diverge from the norm. First, consumers

may attempt to minimize transport and search costs by ‘trip-chaining’ shopping tasks

to form a multi-purpose trip, as opposed to minimising travel costs for a single-purpose

(Koster et al., 2019). In doing so, shoppers procure both low- and high-order products and

services at a higher-order centre located farther away from the nearest lower-order centre

(Dawson, 2013). Second, Pred (1966) disputes the classical assumption that consumers

are equipped with perfect information. Instead, he argues consumer behaviour is likely to

be constrained by incomplete knowledge of retail supply. The economic man assumption

requires a consumer possess perfect knowledge of retail facilities, their relative location to

competitors, the transport routes to access them, their stock inventories and pricing levels,

which insight is self-evidently unrealistic (Downs, 1970). Asch (1952) argues individuals

act in terms of what they see, feel and believe, and when mistaken about things, in terms

of their erroneous motives, as opposed to things as they are. This will, in addition to

social reasons, cause shopping trips to be taken that are not necessarily an optimisation

of potential consumption opportunities. Finally, improvements in shopper mobility from

smaller towns and cities to larger markets increased visibility to the range of alternative

consumption opportunities (Berry, 1963). This increasing accessibility of shopping loca-

tions remained a pivotal factor in the emergent overlapping hinterlands of retail centres at

all hierarchical levels.

Together, behavioural shopping variation would appear to modify understandings of

central-place theory beyond recognition. In Britain, while town residents make most use of

the nearest retail centre offering a given quality, type and diversity of tenant mix, a multi-

tude of consumer behavioural factors are able to nullify movement minimization (Dawson,

2013). At best, central-place theory offers only a fractional explanation of consumption

behaviour in the intra-urban context. While frequently referenced in the literature, the

theory concerns only with a particular range of economic activities, precluding goods and
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services in which demand is dispersed and insensitive to distance (Parr, 2017) – online

retailing products that we discuss further in Section 2.2, for example. This is particularly

pertinent given dynamic changes underway in retail markets worldwide, guided by growing

consumer convenience culture and new technologies carrying transformative action to the

physical provision of retail services (Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014). Since the global financial

crisis of 2007-08, falling disposable incomes and the expansion of online and omni-channel

shopping have meant consumers became shrewder in their fulfilment of consumption needs

(Grewal et al., 2018b). These changes have altered the form and function of physical re-

tail spaces, as the role of prime and secondary shopping locations becoming de-emphasised

through substitution of consumption activity online. Moreover, Dolega et al. (2019) argues

there are no uniformities in approaches for establishing what a retail hierarchy resembles.

In the UK context, no convincing empirical evidence suggests functional networks of retail

centres are hierarchically ordered, with the bulk of this evidence rooted in studies based

across the plains of Germany, the US mid-west or centrally managed economies (Parr,

2017).

More recently, the discussion of consumer spatial behaviour has shifted away from

central place theory and into the realm of behavioural approaches in the study of shopping

behaviour. Thus, while a potentially useful pedagogic tool for understanding fundamental

arguments concerning the spatial arrangement of shopping opportunities, the limitations

and constraints of central-place theory from its behavioural assumptions suggest alternative

research frameworks were required to understand consumer spatial behaviour.

2.1.2 Retail gravitation

Spatial interaction theory proposed an alternative model that incorporated the behavioural

constraints that limited the basis in which central-place theory could account for retail hier-

archies. The nearest-centre hypothesis was supplemented by the fundamental insight that
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consumers patronize locations proportional to the attractiveness of retail centres (Joseph

and Kuby, 2011). Consumer patronage behaviour was, therefore, assumed to reflect a

complex trade-off between the size (or attraction) of retail centres against the friction of

distance, or distance decay (Huff and Jenks, 1968). These gravity models of consumer

attraction were derived from ‘the law of retail gravitation’, and motivated by analogy to

Newtonian physics (Reilly, 1931). This law emerged from William Reilly’s ambition to

identify break points in the demand surface between various sized cities at different dis-

tances (Joseph and Kuby, 2011). Reilly formulated that two cities attract retail trade from

an intermediate residential location in proportion to the population sizes of both cities, and

in inverse proportion to squared distances between the intermediate town and two cities

(Scott, 2007). An early application in Denmark, for example, Illeris (1967) used a gravity

model formulation to delimit the hinterlands of central places across various hierarchical

levels, validating them alongside hinterlands produced through empirical data of interview

surveys from retailers and home-owners.

Yet Reilly’s formulation was deemed inappropriately deterministic. This is because

assigning the potential sales of trading areas to particular stores or cities and disallowing

sales outside that trading area seemed somewhat unrealistic (Joseph and Kuby, 2011). Huff

(1964) argued this all-or-nothing treatment of trade area delineation reflected an unreal-

istic representation of consumer behaviour, believing the sales potential of retail centres

reflected a gradual decline that could be explained by varying degrees of probability. Thus,

Huff (1964) sought a model to account for potential overlapping catchments within a given

geographical area. The Huff model addressed these limitations by producing probability

isopleths that considered consumer patronage to vary in proportion to the size (or attrac-

tion) of the retail centre and inversely proportional to distance from residential areas, in

addition to competing opportunities offered by all other centres in the system (Dawson,

2013). More concretely, this simultaneous probabilistic reformulation of Reilly’s gravity

model was able to estimate the probability a consumer at origin i will shop at retail centre
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(2.1)

where,

Eij is the expected number of consumers at point i that are likely to patronize retail centre

j;

Sj denotes the size (or proxy for shopping attraction) of centre j. Example measures

include square feet of market area dedicated to the sale of products and services;

Tij reflects the distance or travel-time from area i to centre j;

λ is an exponent that is empirically estimated using known origin-destination data to

reflect the effect of distance disincentives on various kinds of shopping trips;

Ci denotes the total number of consumption expenditure of residents in area i.

Early applications of Huff models emerged in the 1960s, with Lakshmanan and Hansen

(1965) formulating a market-potential model for Baltimore, U.S, finding significant overlap

between retail sales generated by the model with actual sales of six large retail centres.

More recently, advancement and wider commercial application has been observed for indi-

vidual grocery stores (Beule et al., 2014) and entire retail agglomerations (Dolega et al.,

2016; Sevtsuk and Kalvo, 2018). Methods inspired from Huff have also been used for de-

lineating catchments that model spatial interaction within market areas of retail outlets,

demarcating the areal extent from which the main patrons of a store will be found (Davies

et al., 2019). Other prominent extensions to the Huff model include the competing desti-

nations model (Fotheringham, 1983) which added an accessibility variable to Equation 2.1,
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as it assumed the spatial arrangement of destinations would influence trip distribution and,

mechanically, patronage of certain locations.

While spatial interaction theory introduced the fundamental insight that consumer

patronage is contingent on attractiveness and not simply closest distance (Joseph and

Kuby, 2011), determinants of behaviour were premised on aggregate consumer theory

(Jensen-Butler, 1972). Recognising these limitations invoked an increased emphasis on

individual-level scales of analysis, with even Huff (1960) conceptualising the consumer

decision-making process as including a richer set of factors like the breadth of merchandise,

number of personal amenities and product values that are difficult to incorporate into

retail-based gravity models. Consequently, the absence of these finer drivers of attractive

shopping experiences generated considerable problems with the gravity model’s ability to

build comprehensive understandings of consumer spatial behaviour.

2.1.3 Consumer behavioural approaches

The constraints imposed by the aggregate behavioural assumptions of spatial interaction

theory brought an increased focus towards unpacking the nature of, and motivations be-

hind, consumer spatial behaviour (Dawson, 2013). In contrast to deterministic location

theory, behavioural approaches heeded specific focus to individual actions, which are a

function of environmental context and decision-making processes relative to it (Downs,

1970). Hence, growth in behavioural research of customer motives emerged in two main

directions: empirical behavioural approaches that focused explicitly upon classifying as-

pects such as social stratification and residential location; and cognitive approaches that

concentrated on perceptual dimensions of consumer patronage intention. Although both

deserve attention, given this dissertation’s research focus toward consumer perceptions

of shopping environments, in the remainder of this section we critically discuss cognitive

variants of traditional consumer behavioural research methods.
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The underlying driver of perceptual factors influencing consumer decision-making

was argued to be derived from Isard (1956), who propositioned the concept of individ-

ual space preferences. This notion is premised on perceptions of available alternatives,

which is argued as the principal stimulus of shopping behaviour (Dawson, 2013). Per-

ceptual qualifications of retail agglomeration attributes influence the share of spending,

time and choices of consumers relative to competing opportunities elsewhere (Teller and

Elms, 2010). One of the first comprehensive investigations into the underlying perceptual

determinants of consumer spatial behaviour was conducted by Downs (1970), who used

individual decision-makers as the basic unit of analysis. Descriptions for the perceptual

range of a shopping centre in Bristol, UK were undertaken using questionnaire analysis

that specifically excluded the factor of distance to determine how particular attributes of

shopping opportunities were likely to be evaluated. Results were analysed using principal

component analysis, which found eight factors that described cognitive categories of retail

area image, including: service quality; visual appearance; shopping range; and structure

and design. In similar vein, several studies later sought to explore ‘trip motivations’, where

insights into the determinants of shopping behaviour were derived from survey respondents

asked to indicate stated preferences towards their most important considered features when

selecting a retail centre to patronise (Davies, 1973; Bearden, 1977; Bellenger et al., 1977).

Under these approaches, the data are typically used in conjunction with stated preference

models to identify the most important determinants of consumer choice behaviour1.

While conceptually simple, numerous studies have analysed survey responses to con-

sistently identify a number of similar factors that drive consumer spatial behaviour. Acces-

sibility, alongside competitiveness and qualitative service characteristics of retail centres,

traditionally emerged as the strongest determinants of consumer choice (Dawson, 2013).

Elsewhere, more explicit environment-related drivers have been identified as easing or

1Given this section’s focus on the development of classical theory regarding consumer spatial behaviour,
we leave an explicit discussion of stated preference models to Section 2.3.
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enriching the the process of consumption, including the ambience of the agglomeration

vis-a-vis sensual stimuli and atmosphere (Bloch et al., 1994; Wakefield and Baker, 1998) in

addition to opportunities that facilitate the potential for social interaction (Wagner, 1975).

These attributes relate to the qualitative image of stores envisioned by consumers, which

links to a common research focus in the marketing literature of ‘store personality’. This

line of study has served as a corrective factor to the tendency of geographers to overstate

the spatial dimension of consumer perceptions of retail environments. Here, the market-

ing literature has built consumer perceptions of shopping spaces around non-geographical

attributes, embodied by Martineau (1958), who argues that stores have “a total image of

many more meanings in the consumer’s mind than that of a place for day-to-day transac-

tions.” These arguments have sought to clarify the manner in which distance is perceived

by patrons, with the suggestion that perceptual aspects of consumer decision-making were

increasingly prominent and integral to the study of patronage intention in later years

(Dawson, 2013).

2.1.4 Critical reflections and future

As a whole, geographers have played a pre-eminent role in the development of spatial

interaction and stated preference models for building understandings of consumer spa-

tial behaviour (Timmermans, 2004). Nevertheless, critical reflection of the assumptions

underlying these approaches suggest our understandings of these theories are not always

premised on convincing grounds, an issue we return to in greater detail in Section 2.3.

Spatial interaction models make simplistic assumptions regarding aggregate consumer be-

haviour (Jensen-Butler, 1972), while cognitive-behavioural studies are often constrained by

small sample sizes due to costs in acquiring survey respondents. Moreover, the traditional

instrument of research used to elicit consumer behavioural tendencies, the questionnaire,

has been shown as limited by the respondent’s modest power of recall (Chrysochou, 2017).
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In the past, various accuracy-validation surveys have shown that reports offered by con-

sumers interviewed immediately after a shopping trip are often faulted through omission

or mis-sequencing of events (Vanhuele and Drèze, 2002). Direct observations of recording

shopping behaviour in the field are also replete with difficulty, being highly labour- and

cost-intensive, but also provoking potential ethical objection relating to the non-consensual

observation of individual shopper activity for extended periods of time (Dawson, 2013).

Most poignantly, although the development of these methods has traditionally been

touted as the best-case line of enquiry, findings are often generalized from coarse approxi-

mations that exhibit limited geographic reach. For this reason, reaffirming understandings

through an expansion of methods that describe consumer spatial behaviour at finer spatial

resolutions represents the next logical advancement in the field. Despite their drawbacks,

however, spatial interaction and consumer behavioural approaches remain the workhorse

of existing research concerning consumer spatial behaviour. These approaches have shown

huge success in revealing dimensions of attractiveness that drive experiences of consumer

preference, of which we evaluate in the following section.

2.2 Drivers of shopping preference

Retail agglomerations are described by their marketing mix components, which reflect out-

comes of managerially-determined decision parameters and locational factors (Teller and

Reutterer, 2008). The array of retail centre characteristics are perceived by potential con-

sumers, who convert perceptions into evaluations of relative attractiveness, which drives

behavioural consequences and preferences (Finn and Louviere, 1996). The difficulty of un-

derstanding which characteristics drive positive experiences lies in distinguishing whether

it is perceptual drivers that cause consumers to choose between alternative shopping op-

portunity, or whether this spatial behaviour is determined partly by intervening stimuli
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(Downs, 1970). In this section, we comprehensively review the eclectic range of factors

that drive consumer perceptions of retail environments, which motivates the underlying

theory of research outcomes described among the later chapters.

2.2.1 Retail-related attractiveness of urban places

Positive shopping externalities

Empirical findings have shown that a multitude of factors influence the process that drives

retail attraction. The consumer’s system of perceptions and evaluations towards constructs

associated with retail attractiveness are highly interrelated, but most fundamentally re-

late to the utility derived from the act of shopping (Oner, 2017). By definition, retail

agglomerations are sets of stores that provide products and services to consumers that op-

erate within a close proximity retail market. Retail agglomerations represent an important

civic function for urban environments, and across European retail real estate have a gross

leasable area constituting over 200 million square metres (ICSC, 2017). Arguably, the most

important driver of retail attraction is the presence of shopping externalities generated by

clusters of stores. Synergistic effects between agglomeration tenants allow ‘trip-chaining’

behaviour, as consumers visiting several shops during a single trip benefit from increasing

returns to scale (Koster et al., 2019). Nelson (1958) first described these agglomeration

effects by the ‘cumulative attraction’ of store clusters, highlighting consumer preference

towards spatial retail networks over isolated retail locations. From the consumer point of

view, visiting several shops (or undertaking multi-purpose trips) represents a reduction in

search and transport costs, which are enhanced when multiple retail stores locate in close

proximity (Claycombe, 1991). This is because shopping at retail agglomerations increases

the likelihood of finding all required items across a single trip – products comprised of sev-

eral components like a clothing outfit might require the consumer to visit a range of fashion
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and footwear stores, for example. Several empirical studies examine behavioural tendencies

within retail agglomerations. Using a survey questionnaire, Oppewal and Holyoake (2004),

found that consumers are more inclined to purchase bundles of multiple non-substitutable

products for a single, combined price when more retail competitors are operating nearby.

Similarly, de Palma et al. (2010) also finds that retail agglomerations increase in attractive-

ness when they minimize transport costs required to hop between stores, which is enabled

by trip-chaining behaviour within these spaces.

A discussion concerning the attractiveness of a retail location is, therefore, tied to the

richness of consumption possibilities offered within the agglomeration. Retail is progres-

sively viewed as a vital amenity underlying the urban fabric, with some data suggesting

many consumers in Western countries are increasing their proportion of disposable income

allocated to the consumption of leisure and retail services (Oner, 2017). Changing con-

sumer needs and growing interest to the shopping experience has transformed expectations

of retail landscapes, with consumer preferences shifting towards consumption spaces and

shopping areas that are service and leisure orientated (Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014). These

changes suggest the activity of shopping is becoming increasingly linked to the concept of

enjoyment and experience (Jin and Sternquist, 2004). A consumer’s desire to patronise a

shopping destination is, therefore, associated with the fulfilment of needs within a physical

environment that can satisfy their leisure and retail desires, in addition to how much value

can be derived from the shopping experience at a particular retail centre (Hart et al., 2007).

Aside from purchasing habits, consumers are not always required to spend their money

at a given shopping destination to enjoy the visual properties and atmosphere of attractive

retail environments (Oner, 2017). The vibrancy elicited by patrons moving around retail

agglomerations fosters increased interaction in space, as shopping trips extend beyond sim-

ply satisfying a bundle of wants and desires. Consumers travelling to retail clusters are

often inclined to enjoy other amenities, and will expend their leisure time eating, drink-
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ing and using entertainment facilities with friends and family, in addition to using other

services such as banks and non-retail businesses (Teller and Elms, 2010). This presence

of consumers walking up and down a given consumption space – the footfall of an area –

contributes to its vitality and viability (Mumford et al., 2020), and has historically been

used as a key indicator of town centre attractiveness (DoE, 1996). This is because footfall

counts are typically associated with the level of attractiveness a location is deemed to pos-

sess, alongside its ability to satisfy catchment needs and as an indicator of potential spend

(Mumford et al., 2020). Therefore, while location-based factors are most often used to

gauge the potential attractiveness for retail spaces in modelling exercises, footfall provides

a measure of actual day-to-day visitor patterns, and has the advantage in revealing changes

in consumer behaviour and attitudes with lower temporal lag (Dolega et al., 2016). For

this reason footfall is often understood as a principal driver of properties such as “town

centredness” and frequently underpins the qualities of ‘live’ consumption spaces (Hillier,

1999; Dolega et al., 2016; Mumford et al., 2020). All together, the above discussion implies

not only do retail-related characteristics incite patronage behaviour and underpin the at-

tractiveness of retail clusters, but as do the environments consumers partake in themselves

too.

Place-based attributes and value perception

In more tangible terms, shopping tasks are understood as an outcome of a holistic evalua-

tion of perceived place and value attributes. Within the consumer’s system of perceptual

and evaluative qualifications of retail spaces, a number of marketing mix factors and at-

tractiveness dimensions are proposed to affect patronage behaviour. Teller and Reutterer

(2008)’s conceptual framework describing the evaluation process of a retail agglomeration’s

attractiveness is visualised in Figure 2.2. Every agglomeration attribute and every man-

agement decision undertaken by retail managers that influence agglomeration effects can
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be interpreted as a possible effect driver (Teller and Schnedlitz, 2012). Site-related drivers

that relate to the location of urban retail agglomerations reflect the spatial and temporal

distances consumers have to overcome between their point of origin – residential or em-

ployment location, for example – and the retailer’s premises (Teller and Reutterer, 2008).

The principal factor describing how a location is reached, accessibility, is argued to be

composed of three dimensions. These comprise the degree of (in-)convenience regarding

the shopping endeavour, the speed of access, and the number of obstacles obstructing the

way (Wakefield and Baker, 1998). Owing to the importance of cars for the transportation

of merchandise bought while shopping, this includes the connectivity, signage and routing

of the road network around the location (Guy, 2007), in addition to parking conditions in

and nearby the retail agglomeration which reflects an integrative part of perceived acces-

sibility (Teller and Elms, 2010). This latter characteristic is described by factors such as

the availability and cost of parking lots, the variety of parking facilities, and the extent

to which the retail environment is accessible from the parking lots itself (Teller and Elms,

2012). While previous literature have also included distance as a separate attribute that

links to accessibility (Huff, 1964), Teller and Elms (2012) argue perceptual dimensions of

distance are difficult to capture. This is because shoppers typically exhibit difficulty in

precisely recalling the logistics of their shopping efforts into units such as minutes and me-

tres, meaning distance is often an inadequate criterion of accessibility (Teller et al., 2006).

Overall, accessibility-based drivers that steer consumer preference for particular retail lo-

cations are linked to a ‘rationalisation effect’ that motivates the shopping endeavour in

terms of logistical possibilities (Teller and Reutterer, 2008).

The extent to which consumers can satisfy their wants and desires through retail (and

non-retail) offerings of shopping destinations represents an additional driver of attractive-

ness. The variety of composite retailers, number and type of retail and non-retail tenants

– cafes, gastronomy or entertainment facilities, for example – within retail agglomerations

reflect the range of consumption possibilities, with diverse tenant mixes also minimizing the
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual framework outlining the consumer evaluation process for determin-
ing a retail centre’s attractiveness (Teller and Reutterer, 2008).

logistics of shopping endeavours (Chebat et al., 2010). According to Teller and Reutterer

(2008), a varied mix of tenants has been shown to drive two positive shopping externali-

ties by accumulation and enrichment effects. An ‘accumulation effect’ reflects the benefits

shoppers experience by the enabling of multi-purpose shopping trips which are facilitated

by the combined retail and non-retail offerings within the agglomeration. Secondly, an ‘en-

richment effect’ denotes benefits generated through non-retail offerings which supplement

the consumer’s shopping trip by recreation, entertainment and social interaction. These

tenant-related drivers of retail attractiveness also relate to the retail offer promoted within

agglomerations. This is based upon value perceptions inferred from merchandise value,

which is contingent on overall price, quality and price-quality ratio of merchandise, along-

side the number of price promotional offers available (Baker et al., 2002). Supplementary

to this, the friendliness, competencies and eagerness to assist in the shopping endeavour

from sales personnel are also identifiable determinants describing the ‘retail face’ of shop-

ping destinations, which also potentially attract patrons to consume within these spaces

(Teller and Elms, 2012).

Finally, while not as important as those already mentioned, management-related

drivers also factor into consumer patronage intentions. This is because they facilitate a
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comfortable shopping experience that is used to increase the attractiveness for consumers

and, by extension, the success of the retail agglomeration and its tenants (Teller and Elms,

2010). This involves the planning, coordination and control of drivers that are highly spe-

cific to the retail agglomeration. For example, this might include the provision of public

restrooms, ATMs, consumer recreational facilities or even information counters that direct

patrons to their desired shopping destination (Baker et al., 2002). Alongside this, the ex-

tent of enclosure a shopping environment offers to climatic extremes such as noise, traffic

and odours may influence consumer behaviour, with sheltered and pleasant environments

encouraging consumers to relax and enjoy the shopping experience (Reimers and Clulow,

2009). Lastly, measures or services controlled by the central agglomeration management

such as the employment of security and cleaning services, appropriate store opening hours,

consistent branding of the retail agglomeration and a well-designed arrangement and ori-

entation of stores have all been identified as factors that elicit high levels of consumer

satisfaction and preference (Severin et al., 2001; Teller and Reutterer, 2008; Teller and

Schnedlitz, 2012).

Retail area image

Alongside the aforementioned drivers, consumer preferences have also been argued as re-

lating to the set of visual, auditory and olfactory stimuli confronting consumers that are

actively (or passively) used by retail management to ease or enrich the process of pur-

chasing products and services across retail agglomerations (Teller and Elms, 2012). As

competitiveness within the retail sector has intensified, managers have sought to tran-

scend a product focus towards enriched customer experiences (Puccinelli et al., 2009).

Unsurprisingly, consumers have traditionally been shown to spend more leisure time in

those shopping environments they find pleasant (Donovan et al., 1994). Finn and Louviere

(1996), for example, argue retail area image perceptions to be a significant determinant
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of patronage consideration and choice. It is unsurprising an emergence of sensory market-

ing approaches have began to make sense of the richness and complexity of the customer

experience.

To align with consumer preference, products, settings and consumption spaces are

increasingly sculpted to appeal to consumers through both rational and emotional levels

across multiple senses (Spence et al., 2014). Overall perceptions that define experiences of

urban places include feelings of safety, alongside overall perceptions of atmospheric stimuli

like temperature, ambience, lightness, air, sound, odour and cleanliness (Baker et al., 2002;

Teller and Elms, 2010; Spence et al., 2014). While these stimuli are difficult to control due

to the open-air character of retail agglomerations like shopping high streets, the atmosphere

can be viewed as a unique feature of urban retailing, which might be leveraged to a com-

petitive advantage (Hackett and Foxall, 1994; Teller and Elms, 2012). All elements of retail

atmospherics combine to form the consumer experience, which relays the customer’s cog-

nitive, affective, emotional, social and physical response to the retailer (Roggeveen et al.,

2020). For example, the experience upon entering the premises of UK cosmetics retailer,

Lush, overloads the consumer with the pleasant aroma and scent of hand-made creams,

soaps, shampoos and other cosmetics for the face, hair and body. This journey is heavily

immersive, with sales personnel engaging with customers and encouraging product sam-

pling options. In addition, the store merchandise is beautifully set amongst greenery and

rustic store furniture. These sensory marketing approaches generate more touch points

with the customer, allowing retailers to differentiate their offering. Spence et al. (2014)

formalises this into an organizing framework consisting of several attributes that affect

different stages of the customer journey. Crucially, this framework complements rather

than replaces the shopping externality and place-based drivers of consumer preference.

The most important domain consists of visual atmospherics which regard items such as

colour, brightness, size and shapes of retail spaces that affect encountered levels of stimula-
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tion. In the past, Bellizzi and Hite (1992) found consumers preferred blue over red coloured

store designs, as blue atmospheres encouraged longer merchandise browsing and greater

purchase intention. Similarly, Ward et al. (1992) demonstrate exterior resemblance among

fast food restaurants as a significant positive predictor of typicality, attitudes and market

share. More recently, Puccinelli et al. (2013) showed male consumers perceived higher

savings when prices were presented in red (as opposed to black), while females appeared to

show natural inclination towards greater elaboration of the ad and demonstrated greater

price recall. Together, studies have shown that visual cues trigger responses in consumers

which causes different decision-making behaviour under certain conditions. Changing the

visual atmospherics of in-store colour schemes, brightness or hue of lighting conditions are

factors that influence purchase intention and sales, and so enter into attitudes of consumer

preference for particular consumption spaces (Bell, 1999). Compared to other senses, vi-

sual cues have generally been shown to exert a stronger effect on human perception and

other sensory stimuli, although other studies have disproved this (Calvert et al., 2004).

While not inherently spatial, additional elements such as auditory atmospherics also

contribute significantly toward the consumer liking of shopping spaces. Auditory elements

such as volume, pitch, rhythm, tempo and emotional tone of sounds have been shown

to cause a positive effect on shopper patronage behaviour (Spence et al., 2014). A meta-

analysis undertaken by Garlin and Owen (2006) found the presence of familiar and likeable

music carried a positive influence on consumer patronage behaviour as a result of enhancing

perceptions of store atmosphere. For example, not long ago London’s famous department

store, Harrods, installed a reactive and multisensory sound system in its toy department

to evoke further positive associations amongst shoppers (Krishna, 2013). These auditory

devices are used to convey brand positioning by establishing an appropriate impression on

customers browsing the retailer’s merchandise. Studies show that constructing soundscapes

creates immersive experiences that affect the consumer’s degree of stimulation (Spence

et al., 2014). Musical tempo, for example, has been shown to affect a consumer’s perceived
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passage of time in retail and consumption spaces (Oakes, 2003). For retail managers, this

reflects a positive outcome as higher dwell times inside shopping destinations are typically

linked to an increased number of items purchased. Thus, by adjusting auditory atmo-

spherics, retailers possess the means to control the flow of customers across the shopper

floorspace (Spence et al., 2014).

Lastly, the introduction of appealing fragrances and scents into retail settings may

elicit approach behaviour. Biswas and Szocs (2019), for example, show that when con-

sumers smell an indulgent food product for longer than a two minute duration, they

purchase healthy products more than unhealthy items, with this effect reversed if the

scent is available for less than thirty seconds. Similarly, Madzharov et al. (2015) consider

food-related ambient scents that evoke varying perceived temperatures. They show that

cinnamon describes a warm scent and peppermint a cool scent, which alter perceptions

and choices such that experiencing a warm ambient scent generates increased premium

purchases and higher overall spending, in addition to participants perceiving greater social

density in the shopping location. Indeed, olfactory cues are often thought to exert the

strongest memory recollection of all the senses after first smelling the scent (Goldman and

Seamon, 1992), with scented items and shopping environments particularly well recalled

(Krishna et al., 2010). Most scent marketing approaches are, therefore, uniquely suited to

retailers whose merchandise range includes fragranced products such as soap, chocolate and

coffee (Spence et al., 2014). Outside of fragranced products, however, Spangenberg et al.

(2006) showed that shoppers are highly likely to exert approach behaviour in the presence

of an ambient scent congruent with gender-based items. They found adding a vanilla scent

to a women’s clothing department and a sweet floral scent to the men’s doubled sales in

both sections of the store. This demonstrates that retailers can capitalise on scent mar-

keting by identifying an appropriate scent that is pleasing and congruent with the store

and brand identity to drive positive evaluations of the store environment, merchandise and

sales (Parsons, 2009).
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Most research linking store atmospherics to drivers of consumer preference for partic-

ular shopping environments focus on single aspects of retail spaces such as sound, lighting

or scent. In reality, manipulation of several environmental aspects are required to control

the multisensory properties of shopping environments for altering consumer behaviour.

Moreover, Roggeveen et al. (2020) argue of the importance for broadening conceptualisa-

tions to recognise the customer experience as a longer journey that begins outside physical

store environments. Beyond aspects which take place within stores, stages of the customer

journey also take place online, where myriad retail touchpoints are established to drive

consumer perceptions of the retailer and choices (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016).

2.2.2 Changing preferences induced by e-commerce

Restructuring of the traditional brick-and-mortar retailer landscape through increased in-

ternet retail had previously been thought as detrimental to the market share of retailing,

leisure and service sectors as consumers progressively sought convenient shopping oppor-

tunity. These concerns were linked to the growing trend of physical shopping opportunity

being substituted online, with early predictions suggesting high street stores in the UK were

estimated to lose 20% of their business to online retailing (Angelides, 1997). This perspec-

tive was channelled by a mood of unbridled optimism regarding the internet’s potential to

reshape the commercial world, which caused a flurry of hyperbole issued by media articles

and consultant reports relating to the death of physical retail (Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick,

2010). Concerns centred on opportunities internet retailing provided for manufacturers to

target consumers directly, thereby removing the intermediary role of the retailer (Malone

et al., 1987). Moreover, commentators envisaged that new players without an established

physical presence within shopping destinations could pair commerce software to scheduling

(and distribution) capabilities to achieve a lower cost channel structure (Doherty et al.,

1999). These changes were perceived to threaten established retailers as restructuring to
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the distribution channels of consumer products was seen as a circumvention of traditional

distributors.

While these fears were, arguably, well-grounded, online retailing has increasingly

become linked to complementarity and modification processes that blend traditional re-

tail channels with e-commerce (Poushneh and Vasquez-Parraga, 2017). In the UK’s on-

line grocery sector, for example, restructuring is forecasted to increase market size from

£11.4Billion in 2018 to £17.3Billion by 2023 (IGD, 2018). These trends have accompa-

nied the proliferation of modern retail channels which have compelled the introduction of

new phrases into the retail lexicon, including ‘click-and-collect’, ‘one-click purchasing’ and

‘freshly clicked’ (Jones and Livingstone, 2018). Thus, consumer preferences have shifted

toward a complex set of omni-channel interactions with retailers, which posed new logis-

tical, strategic and operational challenges in the management of resources (Hood et al.,

2020). These trends began in the UK during the late 1990s when grocery retailers such as

Tesco and Asda started to operate an online grocery service using a home delivery network

(Clark and Chang, 2014). During this period most retailers adopted store-based online

packing and dispatch to command a rapid expansion across catchment areas that were

proximate to the end user (Hood et al., 2020). Yet, these typical customer-facing stores

were often ill-equipped to accommodate an efficient and effective order assembly, which

limited capacity and reduced customer satisfaction (Hübner et al., 2016). Moreover, the

challenges associated to this ‘last mile’ has been argued to account for over 50% of supply

chain costs relating to order fulfilment (Aspray et al., 2013). Alternative delivery modes

that afford greater logistical efficiency, reduce costs and free consumers from the restrictive

time-slots required to accept home-delivery orders compelled retailers to introduce new

channels in an attempt to reflect changing consumer behaviours (Hood et al., 2020).

To accommodate these changing consumer preferences, retailers most recently have

introduced collection points that allow shoppers to purchase certain products from par-
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ticular stores without any direct interaction with the store itself (Jones and Livingstone,

2018). Conveniently for consumers, they can then opt to pick up the product at a loca-

tion that best suits themselves. This strategy allows retailers to uphold and increase a

geographical market presence in competitive catchments while also remaining competitive

to the offer of online retail (Vyt et al., 2017). In the UK, for example, Jessops, a camera

retailer with a strong brand presence, undertook a major restructuring that allowed the

business to reduce their physical store network from 187 in 2013 to 51 in 2016 while main-

taining healthy revenue streams through online sales (Jones and Livingstone, 2018). This

restructuring has often been facilitated by many retailers offering collection from non-store

locations like leisure venues and transport interchanges that have proved successful for

non-perishable products, but less so for groceries. In November 2013, for example, the UK

retailer ASDA explicitly targetted commuters by introducing click and collect services to

six London Underground stations that allowed orders before noon to be picked up from

the station car park (Odell and Pickford, 2013). To date however, these online initiatives

have made virtually no impact on physical floor space occupation, highlighting the differ-

ence in consumer behaviours between grocery and non-food sectors, in addition to unique

supply-demand interactions (Hood et al., 2020).

Online retail touchpoints

While design elements traditionally pertain to visual features of physical retail spaces, key

properties entailing functional and aesthetic elements of online touchpoints (e.g. website,

mobile app) are increasingly employed to convert transactions online through schemes

such as home delivery and click-and-collect (Roggeveen et al., 2020). Relevant functional

elements include layout, navigation, search speed and organisation of retailer websites,

while aesthetic properties refer to factors such as emotional appeal and “uniformity of the

website’s overall graphical look” (Cyr, 2008). Amongst existing research, researchers have
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found the quality of online merchandise displays are drivers of purchase intention, with

high investment sites characterised by white backgrounds, elegant fonts, product videos

and enhanced zoom features as increasing preferences and valuations of hedonic options

(Schlosser et al., 2006; Roggeveen et al., 2020). In addition, introduction of services that

grant authentic situated experiences and trialability through augmented or virtual reality

enhance customer value perceptions by allowing product exploration that simulate physical

control and environmental embedding (Hilken et al., 2017). Thus, while anecdotal evidence

suggests growth in technologies such as online mobile phone use work to reduce point-

of-sales purchases, Grewal et al. (2018a) argues restructuring has caused a transcending

between distinctions of physical and online retail landscapes, which can lead to increased

purchases even when consumers divert from conventional shopping loops.

Changing retail hierarchy

The rise of internet retailing is most associated to opportunities provided by mobile de-

vices for online shopping, such as smartphones and tablets, alongside the penetration of

broadband, which by early 2019 had 95% of UK households provisioned by 24Mbps+

connectivity (DCMS, 2013; Singleton et al., 2016). These changes have accompanied an

increased consumer demand for e-services, which have carried transformative changes to

the hierarchies of physical retail spaces. Growing online consumption has transferred power

from retailers to consumers through the provision of opportunity for 24/7 convenience and

price comparison alongside a wider potential geographical reach of products to the con-

sumer (Williams, 2009). Evidence suggests the recent expansion in online consumption

and digital technology has affected the health of retail centres in complex ways (Singleton

et al., 2016). However changes to the geography of physical retail spaces are required to be

understood within the wider historical retail context. Beginning in the 1970s, the emer-

gence of motor vehicles transformed consumer shopping behaviour and retail development,
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resulting in grocery-led flight from traditional town centres (Jones and Livingstone, 2018).

Upheaval to the retail hierarchy from online retail, therefore, must be understood as a cul-

mination of structural change across the last fifty years. Similar to the motor age, internet

retail enhanced opportunities for convenient consumption, which invoked another phase of

restructuring for traditional UK high streets (Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014). Amongst this

change, the role of retailer size has been argued as an important issue that potentially

allows retailers to capitalise upon growing online usage and expand beyond their natural

catchments. Large retailers with established brand presence that specialise in comparison

and fashion products have generally flourished within this new marketplace characterised

by click and collect methods of consumption. Conversely, adoption of new digital tech-

nologies have been slower in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (Wagner et al.,

2003). To account for this, Jones and Livingstone (2018) suggest that while SMEs oper-

ating click and deliver are able to expand local catchments, the scope for them to exploit

omni-channel online sales is constrained by the limited access to investment capital for the

heavy development costs of this structural change.

Changing consumption behaviour enabled by a growth in e-services has, most im-

portantly, heralded investigation into the implications of internet retailing on traditional

physical shopping destinations. Singleton et al. (2016) propose a framework of e-resilience

to quantify the extent of vulnerability for retail hierarchies to the substitution or replace-

ment of physical shopping opportunity, in addition to the blending with traditional retail

via complementarity or modification. Their conceptual framework of e-resilience is vi-

sualised in Figure 2.3. The central concept of e-resilience estimates the likelihood that

existing infrastructure, functions and physical shopping provision of the retail centre can

adapt or accommodate the proliferation of internet services. Empirical evidence suggests,

for example, the presence of anchor stores and service providers that are difficult to digi-

tise such as leisure venues or outlets that employ experiential marketing to engage with

consumers and convert sales outlets are typically associated with lower online substitution
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rates (Weltevreden, 2007). Conversely, retailers who trade merchandise such as books,

music or video games media that is easily digitised are highly receptive to competition

from internet retailers (Singleton et al., 2016). This non-uniformity concerning the impact

of online shopping across retail types had been documented early in this growing literature

(Sinai and Waldfogel, 2004). Yet, the supply and demand factors that influence retail

offerings are also contingent on the (geo)demographic characteristics that shape the likely

internet engagement behaviour of prospective customers. Below, we briefly consider these

factors before concluding our discussion of modern consumption patterns.

Figure 2.3: Singleton et al. (2016)’s proposed conceptual framework of e-resilience.

Geodemographic drivers of shopping behaviour

Geodemographic characteristics of the catchments serviced by retail centres fundamentally

drive consumer behaviour and the propensity to partake in internet retail which, by ex-

tension, influences the health of established retail hierarchies (Birkin et al., 2002). More

concretely, a behavioural component that relates to characteristics of people and their res-
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idential location captures engagement with internet retail and so shapes the differential

geographies of online shopping (Longley and Singleton, 2009). Across various contexts,

preferences for internet retail relate to demography and geographic context. Typically

age has played the most important role in driving e-shopping behaviour, with an Acxiom

Research Option Poll finding highest engagement from 25–44 year olds, while just 1 in

10 respondents from over 65’s reporting consistent e-commerce use (Clarke et al., 2015).

Despite this, more recent evidence suggests significant growth in the rate of online pur-

chasing amongst the 65+ group, with 48% purchasing online up from 16% in 2008 (ONS,

2018). These trends suggest that retail centres able to adapt their offerings into the grow-

ing virtual marketplace have the potential to boost the vitality and viability of physical

shopping destinations. This is because digital technologies grant accessibility to online

information of product availability, stores, services and brands prior to visiting, and these

convenience factors enhance the overall customer experience enjoyed within the physical

shopping destination (Wrigley et al., 2015). Alongside age, gender also acts a dominant

factor driving internet shopping engagement. Mortimer et al. (2016) finds higher frequen-

cies of females partake in online shopping compared to men across multiple retail sectors,

however the reverse has been shown in the Netherlands (Weltevreden, 2007). In addition,

reflections of affluence such as household disposable incomes are key considerations in con-

sumer purchase decision-making. Davies et al. (2019), for example, show increased up-take

of store-based click and collect points amongst affluent socio-economic groups, while Wel-

tevreden (2007) finds positive associations between the education of respondents surveyed

and the propensity to engage with e-commerce.

Lastly, alongside demographic and socio-economic variation, behavioural patterns also

vary according to a spatial component that directly links to the geographies of demand for

retail environments. Geographic variations in the ownership of basic digital skills (Helsper

and Eynon, 2010), the speed of connection (Singleton et al., 2016), and remoteness of

locations (Warren, 2007) are all factors that shape consumer spatial behaviour within the
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digitally transformed retail landscape. For instance, Hood et al. (2020) argues e-commerce

engagement can be differentiated between areas based on rurality, where online shopping

propensity increases in places where access to physical stores is lower. Cao et al. (2013)

offer an alternative theorisation, claiming e-commerce to be an urban phenomena driven

by technology that would slowly diffuse to suburban, exurban and finally rural areas.

Irrespective of how e-commerce uptake was theorised to spread, the literature unequivocally

argues consumer behaviour vis-a-vis internet retail is governed by an interaction between

the multidimensional social attributes of particular areas and the underlying geography.

Efforts to understand how attributes of residential locations influence consumer behaviour

towards e-commerce have commonly relied upon geodemographic classification such as the

Internet User Classification (IUC) (Singleton et al., 2016) for differentiating the degree

of an area’s e-resilience. Clearly, the growth of internet retailing facilitated by consumer

preference for digitally-enabled methods of consumption heralded transformative change

to the physical hierarchies of shopping spaces. Yet, despite continued uncertainty for

traditional high streets, geography remains an important force shaping the vitality of

retail centres. These changes are contextualised amongst structural adjustment through

multi-channel shopping opportunities and consumer expectations which are increasingly

technology-driven.

In conclusion, this discussion has sought to discuss the changing nature and complex-

ities of consumption behaviour in the modern era. In the following section, we critically

analyse existing empirical studies that elicit stated or revealed preferences for particular

retail environments.

2.3 Empirical methods for measuring consumer perception

Rushton (1969) famously described consumer spatial behaviour as an outcome of the search
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among alternative opportunities, with preferences driving the expression of observed con-

sumer tendencies. The actual nature of this behaviour is able to be approximated em-

pirically, and contributions that study possible drivers of retail location preference are

typically classified into two streams of research. In this section, we briefly review both

before opening a critical discussion contrasting their strengths and limitations.

2.3.1 Stated choice approaches

Stated choice models measure the importance of different objective characteristics from a

particular set of choices by introducing specifically-designed questionnaires to samples of

individuals (Vyvere, 1994). Typically, attitudinal and perceptual values towards attributes

of retail environments are represented by asking respondents to choose an option between

a given choice set, or to rank alternatives on a semantic scale to ascertain the level of

satisfaction or importance (Morikawa et al., 2002). Choices are often coded into inde-

pendent binary variables for each attribute of a retail location the analyst is interested in

estimating the utility for. Stated choices across all consumers can then be decomposed into

partial weights reflecting the importances of each choice alternative within the set (Vyvere,

1994). These approaches are rooted in random utility theory, which postulates that shop-

pers possess unobservable, latent (and stochastic) preferences when choosing between retail

destinations. Assuming the principal of utility maximization, the probability of choosing

between a set of alternatives is equal to the probability the utility for a choice option exceeds

all other alternatives in the choice set (Timmermans, 2004). When predicting shopping

location choice, consumers will evaluate decisions in reference to characteristics described

in Section 2.2.1, such as place-based attributes like travel times, tenant mixes and parking

facilities (Oppewal et al., 1997). The most widely applied model to estimate stated choices

is the multinomial logistic (MNL), where the preference of consumer i towards alternative

j is expressed by,
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Pij =
exp(Uij)
J∑

q=1
exp(Uiq)

, j = 1 ... J (2.2)

where Pij represents the probability of consumer i choosing store j from J alternatives,

and Uij is the observed utility of store j for consumer i. Moreover, the consumer’s utility

function Uij for estimation is written as,

Uij =
K∑

k=1

βkxkji + ϵij , (2.3)

where xkij represents attributes of store j or socio-economic characteristics of indi-

vidual i, βk is the parameter for attribute k and ϵij denotes the random, unobserved

component of utility (Moore, 1989). Thus, Uij is an additive utility function that re-

flects a compensatory decision-making process, where lower valuations of particular retail

location attributes may be compensated by higher evaluative scores on other, remaining

attributes (Timmermans, 2004). Typically for each respondent, a combination of binary

variables that reflect the importance of different attributes define a hypothetical alternative

of choice, which is hypothetical due to its creation within an experimental setting (Moore,

1989).

Amongst this rich empirical literature, studies typically draw small numbers of samples

from designated areas before speculating how their findings generalize beyond the study.

Below, we introduce the workflow of three studies taken as best practice examples to

demonstrate the execution of stated choice approaches. In the first of these, Oppewal and

Holyoake (2004) use questionnaire choices derived from 220 undergraduate students at an

Australian university (see Figure 2.4) to test a range of hypotheses that assess whether

the propensity for multi-purpose shopping behaviour increases when consumers have more
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information about individual components. An example question asked is, “Are consumers

more likely to buy a separate component (flight) if they know there is a possibility to buy a

matching component (accommodation) in a nearby store?”. The authors rely on theory of

‘unbundled markets’, where components are traded separately and can be self-assembled

by consumers (Wilson et al., 1990). Their contribution show how choice experiments

dissect the shopping process, demonstrating how consumers equipped with more product

information compel them to buy components separately and from different stores.

Figure 2.4: Example choice scenario imagined within stated preference experiments (Oppe-
wal and Holyoake, 2004).

Elsewhere, Arentze et al. (2005) used a stated choice experiment across a sample

of 1,704 household telephone surveys in Northern Brabant, the Netherlands, that asked

respondents to recall their most recent shopping trip to a retail centre. For instance,

participants were required to report whether they had purchased groceries, clothing, or

other semi-durable categories across the trip. A nested-logit model was then estimated to

reveal evidence for many hypothesised agglomeration effects which were shown to increase

the volume of multi-purpose trips. Location, size and perceived purpose-specific utilities

of shopping destinations were found to elicit the most significant impact on choice of trip
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purpose. One caveat of the study is they consider shopping trips in isolation from other

out-of-home activities that might interact with the propensity to shop.

Lastly, Severin et al. (2001) used stated choice models to assess the stability of prefer-

ences underlying retail-shopping choice over time and space in Edmonton, Canada. Across

several years, samples of 740 (1992), 624 (1993) and 476 (1996) consumers were used to

assess perceptions of shopping spaces. Survey respondents were required to circle features

that applied to particular retail centres – “high quality”, “wide selection” and “nice at-

mosphere”, for example. Their research demonstrated stability of underlying drivers of

preference over time, which suggested that managerially similar retailing strategies should

be expected to yield similar results. One limitation of their approach, however, is that

only a small subset of perceptual attributes were common to each of the sample years.

These three studies demonstrate the general workflow of stated choice research, which

typically proceeds by hypothesising some phenomena relating to drivers of consumer pref-

erence, before planning an experimental design in which to test this. While we describe

only three studies for illustration, we note the existence of a rich set of literature within

this domain of research (Arnold et al., 1983; Dellaert et al., 1998; Arentze and Timmer-

mans, 2001; Teller et al., 2008; Teller and Elms, 2010, 2012; Zoltan and Masiero, 2012;

Badrinarayanan and Becerra, 2019).

2.3.2 Revealed preference approaches

Revealed preference is opposed to stated preference, with the former focusing on real-world

data and overt human behaviour (Moore, 1989). Rushton (1969) argues consumer spatial

behaviour, as any other behaviour, can be determined only through revealed preferences

alone. This direction is influenced by the traditional view in econometrics that valid

choice data is only derived from actual choices taken place (Morikawa et al., 2002). Thus,
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revealed preference is an ‘ex-post’ analysis which estimate choices constrained by factors

like budget, time or accessibility, for example. Hedonic price modelling is one valuation

method typically used in real estate studies to reveal the implicit price of a property’s

utility-bearing characteristics (Rosen, 1974). These techniques express the value of complex

goods like housing as a function of multiple intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics, including

structural, locational and environment attributes common to the property.

Alongside residential properties, retail premises can also be understood as a complex

good within the framework of hedonic regression. Retail centre design and site location

factors are critical to bridging consumers and products, with Salleh and Ruddock (1999)

arguing that understanding which attributes influence valuations like rental prices assist re-

tail managers in the provision of better facilities, which drives enjoyable leisure experiences

and consumer spending. Most importantly, a retail facility’s market position can also be

inferred from its paid commercial rent (Hui et al., 2007). This can be decomposed further,

as higher commercial rents generally infer more attractive retail spaces which draw con-

sumers from wider geographical catchments due to the gravity of their composite retailers

influence (Dennis et al., 2002). Ultimately, holding other things constant, the performance

of shopping locations can be reflected by rental value, which further approximates cus-

tomer perceptions on the brand/marketing positioning of particular consumption spaces

(Hui et al., 2007).

The general form of a hedonic regression model for a retail premise can be specified

as a linear combination of exogenous factors (Rosiers et al., 2005), expressed simply as:

yi = α+ xiβ + ϵi, (2.4)

where yi often reflects annualised per-area net rental value for store i, β is a k × 1

vector of regression coefficients to be estimated, xik is a 1× k vector of price determinants
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for store i, and ϵi denotes random unobserved error assumed to be i.i.d. In the literature,

typically non-spatial and spatial determinants of retail premise rents constitute the vari-

ables commonly used in the descriptor series, x (Nase et al., 2013). Non-spatial variables

include drivers discussed in Section 2.2.1, such as retail image and mix, alongside positive

shopping externalities derived from the presence and type of anchor tenants which proxy

economic potential and retail gravitation indices (Mejia and Benjamin, 2002; Hui et al.,

2007). Non-spatial determinants are so important that Gatzlaff et al. (1994) showed los-

ing an anchor tenant caused 25% reductions in non-anchor tenant rents, illuminating the

customer drawing power and externalities retailers derive from positioning alongside key

tenants. Aside from anchor tenant presence, non-spatial determinants also include: variety

of merchandise; price levels; franchise reputation; customer service quality; and shopping

atmosphere and cleanliness (Ibrahim, 2002). Alongside non-spatial drivers, spatial deter-

minants of retail rent prices have also been widely identified in the literature. These include

site location and structural design characteristics, which consist of physical attributes such

as: retail centre shape (U-shape or L-shape, for example); density of nearby shops; store

positioning relative to high footfall locations; leaseable gross floor area; number of trans-

portation links nearby; and the amount of urban greenery present (Rosiers et al., 2005;

Borst et al., 2008; Teller and Elms, 2010).

While stated choice research belongs to a rich history, hedonic studies that elicit

revealed preferences through retail property rents are still embryonic due to confidentiality

concerns associated with retail transactions (Rosiers et al., 2005). Nonetheless, below we

introduce three studies observed as best practice examples for eliciting revealed preference

through retail hedonic approaches. Our first example, Hui et al. (2007), explores the

relationship between market positioning and retail rents across 151 stores in Hong Kong.

A regression analysis is deployed to learn associations between per-area net rental value

and attributes describing physical characteristics, location factors and market position
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(district centre or high street shop, for example)2. The study shows district centres as

commanding the highest average rental values, presumably owing to positive shopping

externalities derived from many stores at a single location, which reduces transport and

product search costs. A major caveat of their findings, however, is the small sample size,

which limits the generalizability of this research.

Figure 2.5: Example set of variables used in retail hedonic studies (Hui et al., 2007).

The second example, Nase et al. (2013), focuses particular attention on the relation-

ship between urban design quality and the real estate values of 301 retail premises in

Belfast, Northern Ireland. A regression-based approach was estimated utilising a range of

variables designed using quantitative and qualitative approaches to strengthen the research

value. The authors find aspects of design including store frontage continuity and variety,

connectivity and building material quality all increased valuations of rental values, while

also emphasising the high impact of location and tenant mix characteristics. Ultimately,

their findings reveal which aspects of quality design are highly valued by retail tenants

and, by extension, elicit favourable consumer perceptions. Unfortunately, the study suffers

2Complete set of variables displayed in Figure 2.5.
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similar limitations relating to the restricted availability of data describing large numbers

of retail units.

Most recently, Koster et al. (2019) use instrumental variables (IV) estimation – a

standard econometric technique – to recover causal relationships between shopping exter-

nalities like footfall and numbers of shops and rental values across 4,738 retail units in

Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The authors control for potential endogeneity by employing

an instrument that uses exact cinema locations from 1930, which has strong autocorrelation

with footfall and the number of shops in the vicinity. By removing sources of endogeneity,

the authors arrive at causal claims that demonstrate shop rents as positively dependent on

high footfall locations, with a store’s marginal willingness to pay for a passing pedestrian

amounting to around 0.009 euros. However, one limitation of their study is the highly

peculiar consumption landscape of Amsterdam, which potentially limits generalizability of

their findings.

As this brief review confirms, hedonic investigation of retail properties are still embry-

onic. Sector peculiarities mean the existing retail hedonic literature is often hampered with

small quantities of rental data, with this fractional number of studies focusing most often

on planned retail agglomerations such as shopping malls (Benjamin et al., 1990; Sirmans

and Guidry, 1993; Mejia and Benjamin, 2002; Rosiers et al., 2005), but also unplanned

clusters like neighbourhood centres (Hardin and Wolverton, 2001; Hui et al., 2007; Nase

et al., 2013; Koster et al., 2019). Having outlined the workflow of stated and revealed

preference research, in the following section we critically discuss the applicability of both

approaches to research questions in retail geography.
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2.3.3 Strengths, limitations and contrasts

Consumer spatial behaviour, in general, can be viewed in two opposing fashions. Eliciting

preference through direct questioning reflects an outcome of choices reflecting motivations

and values of individuals, while observation of overt behaviours reflects the constraints of

environmental and personal circumstances (Pahl, 1970). In both cases, each statistical

unit of observation reflects either the signalled intention of choice or marker of actual be-

haviour, such as willingness to pay (Vyvere, 1994). While stated preference techniques have

been used extensively by market researchers, revealed preference models are the domain of

econometricians, who argue valid choice is observable only from actual choices being made

(Morikawa et al., 2002).

The case for stated preference research

Early growth in popularity of stated preference modelling stemmed from dissatisfaction

of the interpretive performance of aggregate econometric models (Louvière and Timmer-

mans, 1990). Significant advances in experimental design allowed retail analysts to study

hypotheses through stated choice experiments that were rigorously controlled (Vyvere,

1994). Market researchers argue that using observational studies to test utility functions

are often constrained by factors imposed in real markets, such as statistical confounding

from inter-variable correlation and endogeneity from omitted, unobservable characteristics.

Unless revealed preference data exhibit well-behaved properties, the estimates of utilities

consumer derive from particular retail characteristics are likely to be biased. This is be-

cause of the boundless constraints that limit the likelihood revealed preferences translate to

overt behaviour, which raises the ontological question of whether one is observing the real-

ity of a desired outcome. As Hwang and Albrecht (1987) remark in context with residential

housing, “there is a persistent discrepancy between residential preferences and actual mov-
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ing behaviour”, which applies equally to retail premises. Preferences are ruptured by high

costs of purchasing (or renting) property, and the immobility of housing goods (Vyvere,

1994). For example, a retail manager might be forced to lease a shopping unit that costs

the same as a unit at a destination that naturally attracts more passers-by as a result of

limited supply. In this case, higher rental values do not necessarily infer more attractive

retail spaces that are able to draw high volumes of footfall, as is suggested in the retail

hedonic literature. Anderson (1971) goes further to argue revealed preferences reflect a

danger to research, as observed behaviour might be misinterpreted to reflect what people

choose rather than are forced to do. Ultimately, the authors above stress stated prefer-

ence data should not be dismissed too readily when compared to revealed preferences, as

care must be taken to ensure assumptions in the latter are not too strong for a particular

application.

Another advantage of stated preference approaches are that the hypothetical set of

choices determined within an experiment are independent of choice context, and can be

designed to cover a range of attributes for inclusion to the modelling procedure (Moore,

1989). Respondents can be questioned on preferences for stores with, for example, diverse

variety of merchandise, presence of leisure facilities such as bars and restaurants, or avail-

ability of free parking, even though the shopping destination may not contain such options

at the time of study. There is no free lunch, however, as Louviere et al. (2000) warns of the

importance for new, proposed alternatives to not be too dissimilar from existing choices.

Reasonable familiarity with the range of alternatives presented within the stated preference

experiment is necessary, as little familiarity means respondents formulate no preferences

or discriminating rules when evaluating attribute utility when choosing between stores

(Moore, 1989).

Finally, stated preference approaches carry several empirically-driven advantages when

compared to revealed preference methods. As variation in attributes described within the
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chosen set of survey questions are entirely specified by the analyst, stated preference analy-

sis allows one to control correlations between variables (Vyvere, 1994). This is particularly

useful for unpacking the multidimensional nature of how particular variables drive retail

location choice. Conversely, in revealed preference research, distinguishing independent

effects from the explanatory variables are likely to be tempered by inter-correlations that

exist between real-world variables (Moore, 1989). For example, retail environments with

a high density of stores will generally also have a large number of parking spaces. Thus,

unless orthogonality is observed among these variables, measuring their separate contribu-

tion to the consumer’s utility function will be biased due to correlation cancelling out their

effects in the model (Moore, 1989)3. Lastly, revealed preference models are also constrained

to systems and choice processes based on the observed data. This means they cannot make

inferences or predictions of the likely effects of radical new alternatives and non-existing

attributes, simply because revealed preference data accommodate no information about

their effects on present experiences (Vyvere, 1994; Morikawa et al., 2002).

The case for revealed preference research

Protagonists of revealed preference research often cite the philosophical works of Bertrand

Russell, who evinced that dependable preference information is yielded from what their

choices reveal them to prefer, rather than what individuals proclaim to (Pirie, 1976).

Economists argue preferences should satisfy consistency with what psychologists call con-

struct validity (Schlaepfer and Fischhoff, 2010). That is, the appropriateness of inferences

3Stated preference models are, however, not exempt from these challenges. A significant criticism against
MNL models used in choice analysis is that the utility contribution of a choice alternative is independent
from the set (and attributes) of other alternatives in the choice set – this is known as the Independence from
Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property. In reality, this assumption is too strong as particular alternatives will
exhibit a high degree of similarity (Timmermans, 2001; Severin et al., 2001). To circumvent this limitation,
extensions of the basic MNL model have been proposed to relax the IIA assumption. The nested logit
model, for example, mitigates the IIA-property by assuming correlated choice alternatives group into the
same nest (Arentze et al., 2005).
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made on the basis of observations and insensitivity to irrelevant information. A well-known

violation of these conditions arise from anchoring biases, whereby responses are guided by

values within questions that respondents use as mental reference points when making deci-

sions (McFadden, 2001). An example hypothetical question that inserts an anchoring effect

would be: “How much would you pay for parking at this retail location? [£2, £4, £6]”. In

this example, the anchor encodes information as to what the researcher believes the value

of parking to be, rather than this information being inferred empirically from the sample.

Additionally, stated preference approaches often expose respondents to retail location eval-

uation tasks in less life-like ways – telephone surveys or interviews undertaken away from

retail locations, for example. Tasks in these circumstances require respondents to invoke

strong imaginary skills when simulating a realistic shopping situation in their mind (Teller

and Reutterer, 2008). In doing so, these study designs ignore the situational and shopping

context-specific factors that consumers evaluate under real shopping situations.

One direct advantage of revealed preference approaches are that they portray retail

systems in a state of market equilibrium with fixed constraints (Abdullah et al., 2011).

There are considerable motivations explaining why one might expect preferences elicited

through stated preference questioning to differ from realistic experiences. For example,

consumers may fail to adequately account for budgetary constraints and feasible substitute

products and retail locations when responding to hypothetical scenarios of choice presented

within the survey (Azevedo et al., 2003). Time and financial resources consumers perceive

as available for allocation toward particular locations and products may be inflated by poor

survey design (Bateman et al., 2002). Low scenario credibility ensues when consumers have

uncertainty over valuations of attributes under unfamiliar price and quality settings. Thus,

the preference structure governing revealed preferences might be completely independent

of the structure governing stated preferences (McConnell and Strand, 1981). When true,

this infers information derived from stated preferences is arbitrary, leading to unreliable

estimates of consumer utility for particular attributes. These issues are corrected under
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revealed preference data, because they are constructed by users in a determined context

of constraints (dell’Olio et al., 2018).

Another advantage of revealed preference methods is they arrive more easily at ex-

ternal validity, which is definable as the ability of a decompositional model to explain

real-world behaviour. As Rushton (1969) explains, revealed space preference is the organ-

ising principle of consumer spatial behaviour. Rankings and orderings of hypothetical sets

of retail opportunities based on common observed characteristics – such as whether retail

tenants pay more for shopping destinations that attract high footfall – are likely to be

place independent, and unlikely to vary between places unless major cultural boundaries

are crossed. In stated preference approaches, on the other hand, it remains unclear the

extent that findings are useful in understanding real-world processes and decisions outside

the sample (Horowitz and Louviere, 1995). This problem relates to the geographic trans-

ferability of models calibrated in one location being unable to accurately predict choices in

another, which occurs due to differences in socio-economic constraints that shape consumer

behavioural tendencies across different market segments and geographic regions (Vyvere,

1994). This issue is limited in revealed preference approaches because they accommodate

such constraints as fixed. One way to test external validity of stated preference approaches

are to apply ‘before/after’ studies, where stated preferences are confirmed by subsequent

choice behaviour (Wardman, 1988). Unfortunately, however, this adds an additional layer

of complexity to the study design.

An ongoing debate among researchers implies no single answer to the question of

which, stated or revealed preference methods, are the most theoretically and empirically

valid for understanding consumer perceptions of retail environments. A sensible resolution

would be to realise there may be answers to where (or when) the approaches are more

suitable (Shogren, 2006). Across this section, we have reviewed the two principal streams

of research that elicit consumer preferential behaviour. In both cases, each stream typically
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use small samples of data that exhibit well-behaved tendencies, where data points are neatly

delimited into rows and columns of a spreadsheet. The research questions explored within

this thesis use data that does not observe these well-behaved tendencies, and requires new

epistemological frameworks of thinking, which we explore in the next section.

2.4 Machine learning applications in urban science

In recent years, the ability to quantify urban phenomena in contexts where data were tra-

ditionally scarce has been transformed through access to a ‘data landscape’ that increas-

ingly traces aspects of human behaviour (Arribas-Bel, 2014). A growth in the amount

and diversity of structured and unstructured data sources available to urban researchers

has enabled the testing of hypotheses concerning emerging patterns that were hitherto

unthinkable. Previous data-informed urbanism premised ideas and theory on data such

as censuses, household surveys and commissioned interviews that were typically sampled

at highly coarse temporal granularities, offering occasional snapshots into urban spaces

(Kitchin, 2016). Increasingly however, new forms of urban big data that are exhaustive

in scope are able to augment these traditional datasets. This transformation has been

enabled by the roll-out of digital technologies and Internet of Things (IoT) platforms that

collate huge volumes of data from various sources including: sensors; smart systems; online

communications; audio and video; search queries; and media files (Rathore et al., 2018).

These technologies embed within the urban fabric and continuously send data to control

and management systems. In context of urban research, sensors, for example, can be used

to monitor MAC addresses to infer mobility of pedestrians across space, which can even be

contextualised alongside data that are sampled less periodically like public census records.

To illustrate the scale of storage requirements as a by-product of this embedding process,

Arribas-Bel and Reades (2018) show the entirety of US Census data is a mere 6.3 GB when

compressed, while self-driving vehicles are estimated to produce over 4 TB of data every
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90 minutes. The consequence of this emerging data deluge concerns the subtle replace-

ment of a data-informed to a data-driven urban science. Academic researchers aided by

data analytics software are able to process, analyse and visualise this vast deluge of data

for problem solving at fine spatio-temporal resolutions, while analysts from the public do-

main may use big data systems for a highly responsive urban governance by influencing or

controlling how city systems perform and respond (Kitchin, 2016).

A principal driver of this recent change lies in the growing availability of cheap compu-

tational hardware to accommodate the ingestion, warehousing and processing of urban big

data. The declining size and cost of computer software and hardware platforms enables the

possibility of building networked devices that innovate the collection of geographical data,

but also the dispersion of this data through application programming interfaces (API)

(Arribas-Bel and Reades, 2018). Google Street View (GSV) is one such API that obtains

360◦ panorama images of streetscapes from recordings made by the roof-mounted camera

of cars that tour road networks of cities and rural areas worldwide (Anguelov et al., 2010).

Crucially, each unique panoid is accompanied by metadata that describes the latitude, lon-

gitude and time stamp of a location when an image is recorded (Naik et al., 2017). As we

discuss later in Section 2.4.1, the cumulative ability of systems like GSV to record aspects

of urban environments with unprecedented coverage is instrumental to unlocking insights

from social and physical environments.

But this changing data landscape, alongside the co-evolution of hardware, requires

the development of new data analytics that utilise machine learning to process these enor-

mous datasets (Kitchin, 2016). Unlike observations derived from designed experiments,

new forms of data often arise without predefined purpose, meaning there is often great dif-

ficulty in extracting useful features (Li et al., 2013). This data requires new techniques to

extract signal from noise that remain in infancy when compared to traditional statistical

methods designed for data-scarce science of smaller, clean samples with known proper-
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ties (Silver, 2012; Batty, 2012). As a response, significant innovation in the fields of data

mining, pattern recognition and statistical analysis have recently been made within the

computer science community, which have since infiltrated the social sciences, in particular

the sub-fields of quantitative geography and urban modelling (Kandt and Batty, 2020). Yet

this initial introduction of new methods was roundly criticised within the social sciences

at first owing to the brash framing that urban issues could be solvable through technical

solutions alone (Kitchin, 2016). Shunning of past scientific practice through a ‘data-driven

epistemology’ was argued as undesirable because the predictive mechanisms of these new

approaches are often difficult to interpret and devoid of geographical and social context

(O’Neil, 2016). In scientific enquiry, while commercial systems may only require an accu-

rate prediction, social scientists are more concerned with processes that drive outcomes,

which has driven this understandable backlash (Singleton and Arribas-Bel, 2019). More

concretely, this alleged reductionist thinking is seen to collapse multidimensional social

structures to rows in a database, which explicitly ignore the complex aspects of human life

that shape urban relations (Kitchin, 2016). Thus, a creation of hypotheses and knowledge

‘born from data’ as opposed to ‘born from theory’ is a grave concern.

Allaying these concerns, Singleton and Arribas-Bel (2019) argue for the mediatory

role of geography in advancing a new data-driven epistemology that more closely aligns

with scientific enquiry, alongside core critical (and ethical) principles. In the remainder of

this section, we critically examine the extent to which studies that use methods similar to

those applied within this dissertation contextualise processes and findings amongst urban

theory. This critical discussion is paramount, as any machine learning innovations in retail

geography have to stem from research activities that occur more generally within urban

environments.
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2.4.1 Urban science studies

The abundance of sensors that receive streams of data like street-level imagery have en-

abled the possibility of large-scale understanding on how individuals perceive urban envi-

ronments. For example, research questions that measure or detect shifts in urban percep-

tion towards land use across an unprecedented geographical reach have become enabled

by this increased digitisation. Alongside the data deluge, computer vision tasks have too

become highly popular in urban sciences for automating tasks of the human visual sys-

tem. Computer vision models are machine learning approaches trained to learn cognitive

understandings of visual features from imagery based upon a sequential sample presented

to the model (LeCun et al., 2015), and are an example of one method used among the

empirical chapters. Throughout this section, we critically review data sources and studies

within urban science that apply approaches mirroring those used by this dissertation.

We first turn attention to the conditions that nurtured our ability to understand urban

environments at a fine spatial resolution. As shown by Arribas-Bel (2014), the predominant

mechanism for this general change in the data landscape resulted from a three-way move-

ment of citizens producing data, businesses moving online, and governments at every level

opening their data infrastructure to the cyberspace. For the latter, a release of open data

from public organisations have been motivated by the four strategic drivers of transparency,

economic value, service improvement and employment generation (Arribas-Bel, 2014). An-

cillary to this, data providers such as the Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC) have

pre-processed a number of government sources to increase their usability for the end-user

(CDRC, 2020). Elsewhere, in the case of businesses, growing internet popularisation fa-

cilitated the digital translation of business activity online. In some cases, businesses have

released data in either a reduced volume capacity (Twitter, 2020; Foursquare, 2020) or via

aggregate quantities (Google, 2020). In context with this dissertation, the data provider’s

main avenue for revealing insight to their clients is through virtual dashboards, which
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require the acquisition of relevant data for building metrics that populate the visualisa-

tions (LDC, 2020b). Often a by-product of this digitisation is the construction of datasets

that offer unprecedented insight into urban environments that companies offer to academic

partners in exchange for knowledge spillover and collaboration. This aspect of the data

landscape is the avenue followed by this dissertation, which we discuss in far greater detail

in Section 2.5.

More specifically, recent advances in the digitisation of materials required to audit

places have enabled large-scale studies to increase the ease of measuring the physical city,

and permit learnings of how behaviour might be influenced by urban environments at

micro-level. Photographs, surveys and field work were the traditional domain of designers

and planners for collecting empirical data for many years, but recent avenues like Google

Street View (GSV) have offered more flexibility to automate understandings of urban envi-

ronments (Yin and Wang, 2016). As argued by Yin et al. (2015) and Ploeger et al. (2016),

automation of street-level GSV images through machine learning practically eliminates

expensive field logistics, increases coverage beyond traditionally small sample areas, and

has been shown to increase time-savings by 50% when collecting data. But while these

sources reduce time requirements of direct auditing, critics argue street view data cannot

capture every feature that reconstructs the spectrum of perceptual qualities experienced

within urban environments (Rundle et al., 2011). Properties intrinsic to human perception

like variation in sound and smell, markers of physical disorder like litter or graffiti, and in-

dicators like traffic speeds and perceived safety are difficult, if impossible, to evaluate with

static video images (Salesses et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2019). Nonetheless, several studies

have found agreeability between the results of observational field studies and street-level

image audits (Kelly et al., 2013; Hara et al., 2013). While these approaches compare fairly

objective measures such as building heights, the recent plethora of research in this area

is instructive of how resources like GSV are enabling large-scale understandings of urban

environments.
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A rich literature exists that pairs computer vision with street-level imagery, with the

best examples providing supportive evidence towards classical theories of urban planning.

Typically studies ‘train’ a computer vision model to automatically classify and label im-

ages based on discriminating features encoded by the image (Ibrahim et al., 2020). Naik

et al. (2017), for example, investigate theories of change in the physical appearances of

neighbourhoods for time-series street-level imagery. They train a computer vision model

based on data collected from human-derived ratings for the perception of a street’s safety.

This is achieved using a web-based platform that records user responses to questions that

ask, from a pair of images, “Which place looks safer?” The dataset was constructed by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2011 as the Place Pulse Project (Salesses

et al., 2013), and has since been used extensively across the literature (Dhar et al., 2011;

Dubey et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). This crowd-sourced dataset contains 1.17 million

pairwise comparisons across 110,988 images and describes perception along a number of

domains, including liveliness, affluence and beauty for 56 international cities. Naik et al.

(2017) generate ‘Streetscores’ using the Microsoft Trueskill (Herbrich et al., 2007) rating

system for street-view images between 2007 and 2014, and find evidence for the tipping

theory of Schelling (1969) that suggests neighbourhoods in poor physical condition pro-

gressively worsen over time, as nicer areas get better. While the study is instructive of how

quantitative approaches can reveal temporal variation in neighbourhood conditions, GSV

images remain proprietary data which offers a pertinent reminder they are collected by a

for-profit organisation. Locations that are updated more frequently are driven by searches

that drive web traffic to the Street View website, meaning observing change for suburban

communities outside urban centres may be difficult because of lower update rates (Yin

et al., 2015).

Elsewhere, Salesses et al. (2013) measure the safety, class and uniqueness across four

international cities, finding the range of perceptions to be wider, more contrasting and

unequal in New York and Boston than Linz and Salzburg. The authors form direct con-
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nection to Jane Jacob’s Broken Windows Theory that suggests visible evidence of physical

disorder, like broken window panes, progressively induce other forms of disorder leading

to negative social outcomes and increased crime levels (Jacobs, 1961). Overall, they show

evidence to support this theory, and find significant correlation between safety perceptions

and homicide rates in New York city. Research analogous to Salesses et al. (2013) follow a

similar direction and demonstrate that capturing detailed information describing evalua-

tive dimensions of street-level imagery can be used to characterise urban phenomena such

as: walkability (Blecic et al., 2018); gentrification (Ilic et al., 2019); and building quality

(Liu et al., 2017).

Another application of computer vision methods relates to the extraction of particular

visual elements from urban environments. This direction is influenced by Kevin Lynch’s

idea of the city’s mental map, that particular visual features of urban environments distin-

guish one locale from another (Lynch, 1960). These studies rely on computer vision models

that use object detection and semantic parsing (see Figure 2.6) to automatically identify

visual elements such as windows, cars, or people that would otherwise be inferred from

manual photograph review or field surveys. Quercia et al. (2014), for instance, find that

“visual words” from happy urban scenes are associated with public gardens, red bricks,

residential trees and Victoria houses, while unhappy scenes contain more highway road

signs and council housing. Gebru et al. (2017) use object detection to identify the make,

model and year of all motor vehicles in 50 million images of street scenes in 200 United

States cities. They find powerful associations between car make with characteristics such as

income, education and voting behaviour, with cities containing a higher number of Sedans

than pick-up trucks more likely to vote Democrat than republican. Elsewhere, Helbich

et al. (2019) apply semantic segmentation on the pixel space of street-level imagery to

identify green (e.g. lawns, street trees) and blue (e.g. rivers, lakes) spaces. Overall they

find inverse associations between metrics describing exposure to green and blue space with

geriatric depression in Beijing, China. Several other studies highlight the applicability of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Demonstration of object detection (a) and semantic parsing (b) of urban
environments (Helbich et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019).

object detection and semantic parsing for automating neighbourhood quality assessment

(Nguyen et al., 2018), learning associations between perception and visual elements (Zhang

et al., 2018), and the detection of cars from unmanned aerial vehicles (Yang et al., 2019).

Despite these successes, drawbacks have been identified that argue associations be-

tween visual elements and human behaviour typically reflect a predictable response regard-

ing which urban features evoke particular reactions. For example, a removal of man-made

objects (which Quercia et al. (2014) show to be associated with ugly scenes) for increasing

the beauty of urban environments represent a ‘democratic’ solution, but possibly not one

that aligns to modernist or forward-thinking approaches to planning. If planners are to use

study findings to implement one-size-fits-all policies, they face pigeon-holing certain types

of buildings, greenspaces or architectural styles based on highly context-specific outcomes,

rather than considering the unique variation within their own cities (Quercia et al., 2014;

Bader et al., 2017).
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Despite this critique, understanding the processes that drive individual and collective

outcomes require an eclectic range of neighbourhood conditions (Small and Feldman, 2012).

The narrow geographic scope of studies relying on the dispatch of surveying teams limit

the generalizability of findings as physical attributes of neighbourhoods have been shown

to contrast highly across space (Salesses et al., 2013; Bader et al., 2017). This has led to

arguments that only research automated by Street View imagery and computer vision can

feasibly record urban appearance at city-wide scales (Naik et al., 2017). Yet, automation

invokes a trade-off between spatial resolution and the quality of visual audit. Unfortunately,

a balance between high quality auditing and sufficient sample sizes within (and between)

neighbourhoods is a requirement to be mediated (Yin et al., 2015). Training a computer

vision model requires collecting massive volumes of human-labelled data, and often large,

non-expert workforces are utilised to build datasets such as Place Pulse (Salesses et al.,

2013). From an economic efficiency standpoint, researchers seek a swift image labelling

process for the lowest price, while enabling workers to easily (and accurately) provide

annotation. Crowd-sourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) enable

this by allowing researchers to hire pools of online workers to complete annotation tasks

submitted to the platform (Sorokin and Forsyth, 2008). Yet, while platforms such as

AMT offer resource-efficient opportunity, critics argue urban experiences are highly socially

constructed, which introduces human biases into the workflow (Quercia et al., 2014). The

user action in response to the question, “Does this place look wealthy? [YES/NO]”, for

example, is likely to be influenced by shared priors drawn from cultural tastes and socio-

economic factors unique to the labeller. Individuals engage with urban environments in

different ways, meaning visual characteristics of places may not necessarily convey the

same meaning between various socio-demographic groups, which introduces biases into the

annotation process if a representative sample of labellers are not pre-selected.

In summary, while data- and methods-driven innovations face considerable challenges,

their applications demonstrate substantial promise in building understandings of urban
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systems related to the built environment. As retail is intrinsically tied to the urban fabric,

it is surprising these same innovations have yet to take hold within retail geography. In

response, our final section introduces motivations for the development of cross-pollination

between the fields of retail geography, urban analytics and machine learning.

2.5 Machine learning applications in retail geography

As a research domain, retail geography possesses many appealing characteristics that are

opportune for integration with the ongoing big data revolution. Foremost amongst these,

the size of the retailing industry as a sector essential to the livelihoods of families mean it

raises potential for research to benefit many stakeholders, such as consumers, manufactur-

ers, retailers and policy makers (Dekimpe, 2019). Moreover, given the sector’s multi-faceted

nature and constant flux, some argue the sector faces more complex challenges than those

elsewhere (Reinartz et al., 2011), which, from a research perspective, invites a more inter-

esting line of questioning. Throughout this section, we document the circumstances that

nurture the grounding for which retail geography can capitalise upon opportunities pro-

vided by the changing data landscape. Following this, we discuss potential methodological

spillovers from the urban sciences that have the capacity to change how hypotheses in

retail geography are approached.

2.5.1 Retail sector and the changing data landscape

The retail sector is inundated by data describing characteristics ranging from consumer

transactions to the estimated spheres of influence exerted by retail centres (Grewal et al.,

2017). A big data industry by definition, retailers like Walmart manage over 11,000 stores

across 25 countries internationally, serving over 35 million consumers day-to-day, who

purchase an average of 140,000 products across its supercentres (Dekimpe, 2019). Ac-
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cording to some estimates, these volumes resolve to around 2.5 petabytes of information

each hour, reflecting attributes such as micro-transactions, customer engagement, loyalty

expenses and location-based factors (Bradlow et al., 2017). This sheer volume of data

collected by retailers is often enriched by linkage with information relating to items such

as: inventory statuses across the supply chain (Ulrich et al., 2019); sensors that automate

footfall collection (Mumford et al., 2020); location-specific weather data (Verstraete et al.,

2019; Badorf and Hoberg, 2020); and indicators derived from social media (Kim and Ko,

2012; Lu and Miller, 2019). For accurate predictive analytics, retailers rely upon timely re-

sponses to data signals so adjustment to stock-keeping units are optimised in near real-time

(Dekimpe, 2019). Accuracy in these adjustments are critical to avoiding scenarios such as

stock-outs, pricing errors or suboptimal recommendations that drive customer attrition

(Bradlow et al., 2017).

Additional sources of data capture identifiable consumer- and household-information

such as geodemographics, purchase history, and customer locations. This location-based

data has typically been generated by growing consumer preferences to use devices like

smartphones for shopping, with Ghose and Han (2014) finding that in-app purchase op-

tions tend to increase overall app demand. Data collected by smartphones is often mined of

geo-location, navigation and usage data from the retailer’s shopping app, which provides

contextual information of real-time locations that can be exploited to target marketing

messages on deals and promotions (Bradlow et al., 2017). In the extreme case, targetting

condenses customer segment sizes to size one – also known as personalisation. This granu-

larity of targeting has resulted through use of technologies such as browser tracking cookies

that enable retailers to target advertisement at consumers, and even re-target those who

exit the virtual store (Kannan and Li, 2017). All things equal, personalisation is generally

desired by consumers, as reshaping recommendations to the consumer’s unique needs and

preferences drives high quality service experiences. Yet, communicating individual prefer-

ences requires surrendering personally-identifiable information, which induces a trade-off
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between personalisation and privacy protection, with strong, recent laws such as the Gen-

eral Data Protection Act greatly restricting the storage of personal information (Rust,

2019). Arguments in this debate proposition that just because certain data are accessible

does not qualify them for ethical use, with reminders that customer trust is broken far

easier than it is gained (Boyd and Crawford, 2012).

Another distinct source draws upon habitual patterns and consumer behaviours that

individuals reveal at the point of sale or when customers patronize a particular shopping

destination. Online, examples include eye-tracking technologies for assessing which stimuli

draw visual attention from pre-shopping to the point of sale (Huddleston et al., 2018).

Offline, the dynamic paths consumers take and the footfall retail spaces generate have

been collected as key indicators of town centre vitality and viability (Dolega et al., 2019).

Traditionally, footfall (or pedestrian) counts were used by field teams to link patterns of

visitor behaviour to the attractiveness of retail locations, and their ability to satisfy catch-

ment needs (Mumford et al., 2020). More recently, WiFi sensors that ping cell phone

devices have enabled measurement of actual day-to-day visitor behaviour across wide tem-

poral windows, offering richer interpretations of when retail spaces are used and accessed

(Murcio et al., 2018).

Finally, data produced as by-products of efforts to quantify the vitality of shopping

environments have emerged accidentally which, while intended for different purposes, are

useful to retail analysts for testing hypotheses in this area (Arribas-Bel, 2014). The Local

Data Company (LDC), for example, hires ground teams of auditors who physically examine

every retail location across the UK to construct highly precise and dynamic readings of

market trends (LDC, 2020a). Through strategic consulting, the LDC extrapolate present

and future trends to their clients, enabling them to make data-driven decisions tailored

to their business. Arriving at these insights requires linkage of data collected by the field

teams, which include characteristics such as floor space of the premise, full address, type of
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business, property tax paid for the space, vacancy status, and storefront images. While the

LDC create business value from the amalgamation of this data, independently the variables

provide potential gold mines of coverage describing retail environments for researchers.

Knowledge exchanges between private companies and academic institutions facilitated by

businesses opening their data create opportunities to test hypotheses that would otherwise

remain impractical. Although this data, like others, is not free of challenge.

Opportunities and challenges

Despite the volume, variety, velocity, and veracity of data in the retail sector, there exists

a considerable discrepancy between its potential business value and the ease of extracting

those benefits (Dekimpe, 2019). While big (and new) data offer retailers opportunities to

create value, guidance of “where to look” amongst the data, alongside clearly-defined hy-

potheses and outcomes informed by theory, are required to navigate this landscape (Brad-

low et al., 2017). Otherwise, focused attention on big data and analytics can overwhelm

interpretive efforts to align results with theory, which is crucial to unpacking insight from

the generative processes that underlie a researcher’s findings (Lehmann, 2020). For exam-

ple, when Walmart opened their Express stores in remote locations with small populations,

they maintained identical predictive analytics for setting prices to their other stores, which

caused profitability to plummet, with the project closing after four years (Bell, 2014). In

this instance, reference to local demography and theories of service uptake in rural envi-

ronments would have allowed the retailer to distinguish from competitors using local store

formats or pricing strategies compliant with area demographics (Kumar et al., 2017).

At its core, theory delineates the story that drives particular outcomes, and is agnostic

to the data collection and analysis stages of research (Lehmann, 2020). The importance of

theory helps to account for unobservable, latent forces that drive outcomes and to identify

spurious trends in the data. Endogeneity relating to variables omitted from the analysis is
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often tied to biases in model estimates that deceive decision-making efforts. Bradlow et al.

(2017) use the example of optimizing advertisement promotions, stating that while the

success of physical advertising is contingent on being viewed, viewership is rarely known

because of practical challenges in recording this data. But, with knowledge of what data

are required, researchers can opt for exploration of technologies like eye-tracking to record

consumer reception towards particular adverts, and arrive at more informed decisions by

doing so. In this instance, understanding the underpinnings of what data (eye-tracking)

was required to assess the key performance indicator (viewership) built insight towards an

outcome that optimized the advert display (Bradlow et al., 2017).

More generally, while big data offer potential opportunities for learning new insight,

Dekimpe (2019) advises retailers to look beyond the hype, as biases manifest in the report-

ing of successful machine learning deployment create false impressions of success frequency.

Weinberg et al. (2013), for example, argue successful ventures are often perpetuated by

technology firms in order to further the adoption of their data-driven solutions by ma-

jor retailers. Moreover, retail analysts should not blindly accept that databases are free

of error and biases, which are magnified when linked with additional datasets of similar

properties. As a corollary, empirical studies that examine small samples should not be

dismissed too readily also. Small data encourages the necessity of theory and speculation

of how findings drawn from small samples generalize beyond the study (Lehmann, 2020).

Thus, while data-driven solutions are useful for fine-tuning recurring problems like recom-

mendation offers to loyalty-card holders or stock allocation, they should not necessarily

replace small sample studies unless underlined by convincing theoretical motivations.

2.5.2 Opportunities for measuring consumer perception

While retail-based studies are typically encouraged to possess a theoretical basis, not least

because of the expectations set by the peer review process, Lehmann (2020) argues such
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demands potentially occlude “innovative explorations”. Absence of a clear predecessor to

an analyst’s work mean studies often have to pigeon-hole results into fitting a particular

theory, which encourages the recycling of literature, topics and methods that underlie a

study’s theoretical framework. This does not, however, imply that when confronted with

an abundance of data, one should ignore well-established theoretical insights. Rather,

researchers seeking to introduce innovation into retail geography should be unafraid of

generalizing their findings outside existing paradigms, as opposed to leading convoluted

efforts at contextualising them amongst the status quo. With these comments in mind,

this final section discusses the potential for cross-pollination between machine learning

and retail geography for the reinterpretation, reformulation and validation of theories that

explore consumer perceptions of retail environments.

Beyond coarse approximations of theory

As shown by Sections 2.1 and 2.2, retail geography is understood with reference to a rich

palette of theories. A legacy of research relates the spatial configuration of people to the

embedding of attractive retail environments within the urban fabric. Often, however, find-

ings that reveal intuition behind shopping spaces are premised on sample designs that lack

adequate coverage, raising issues of external validity and generalizability. As mentioned

before, we reiterate that small sample studies remain paramount to scientific enquiry.

However, offerings from the changing data landscape and accessibility of machine learning

libraries enable refreshing means of testing theories in retail geography. More concretely,

unprecedented coverage of characteristics describing urban consumer behaviour enable re-

search beyond the traditionally coarse approximations of phenomena under study. While

understandings of consumption spaces are premised on a rich suite of theories, their ex-

tent of truthfulness are contingent on the empirical conditions in which these processes

are observed. Thus, a data-driven epistemology provides new means of testing or validat-
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ing theories in retail geography, and observing the extent of (mis)alignment to existing

theoretical insight.

Still, when confronted with a myriad of data, there may be some temptation to naively

“throw in” all possible variables to the analysis (Dekimpe, 2019). In this instance, letting

the data speak for itself could reveal some significant insight. From this, the analyst may

deduce some theory based on the observed data generating process, possibly without ref-

erence to existing knowledge. Indeed, Lamey et al. (2018) argue that retailing theory, in

certain areas, may not be sufficiently developed to formulate hypotheses that account for

relevant effects, especially in cases involving higher-order interactions between variables.

This discussion in big data of which precedes the other, theory or empirics, is particularly

salient to the field of retail geography. This is because retail geography is a discipline

of complex systems intrinsically difficult to model, owing to the competition, dependen-

cies and collective behaviour of human agents within retail environments. Accounting for

these higher-order interactions, however, is increasingly possible with data-driven research

able to accommodate the massive size (rows) and high dimensionality (columns) of sec-

ondary data sources (Rust, 2019). Dekimpe (2019) argue of the inevitable shift from theory

development-focused to data-driven research, but caveat this by claiming “theory will never

become obsolete”. Worryingly, direction of the latter sees an emergent line of enquiry that

is entirely prediction/data driven (Lehmann, 2020). In our context, the use of big data

analytics could be used to make predictions for which attributes of retail environments are

favoured by consumers visiting the location. Doing so, however, without understanding

the processes that drive “why” a prediction is made does little to build understanding

of consumer spatial behaviour. So-called black-box prediction models present a risk to

the field, as failing to discover the underlying mechanisms driving consumer choices could

mean the discipline rapidly becomes a haphazard accumulation of disparate facts (Coveney

et al., 2016; Dekimpe, 2019). Echoing Kandt and Batty (2020), as the volume of datasets,

generated patterns and big data analytics grows, theory becomes more, not less important
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in the pursuit of transparently identifying plausible causal domains. Ultimately, while a

purely data-driven science is suitable for more routine decision-making, introducing these

innovations to retail geography seems more appropriate when blended with reference to

underlying theories of causes and effects.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has summarised the prerequisite conceptual and empirical knowledge that

motivates the underlying research questions proposed within this thesis. In summary, we

introduce a data-driven approach of research to explore consumer perceptions of retail en-

vironments, but underlie our empirical decisions with existing theory, which is crucial to

reconcile (or contrast) new insights with pre-existing knowledge. Rather than a discon-

tinuity with the retail geography literature, we demonstrate how access to new methods,

volumes and forms of data should not repel solid theory development. We motivate this

position in reference to Coveney et al. (2016), who argues big data require even bigger the-

ories, meaning in each chapter, our model development exercise proceeds by aligning data

with theory. Thus, the proposed objective of this research seeks to provide a grounding in

which hypotheses in retail geography can be explored through data-driven science. While

we leave a comprehensive discussion of each project to the respective chapters, we offer a

brief summary below for illustrative purposes.

To begin, Chapter 3 rationalises a data enrichment exercise that creates conditions in

which further exploration of research hypotheses relating to consumer spatial behaviour

can be explored. Following this, Chapter 4 uses existing research describing place-based

attributes of consumption spaces to rationalise hierarchies of retail environments. Finally,

Chapters 5 and 6, use street-level imagery of shopping destinations to evaluate theories

that suggest visual characteristics of consumption spaces influence consumer experiences,
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behaviours and preference for particular environments. The following chapters present the

outcomes of these exercises in sequential order, with each prefaced by the academic journal

the research is published at, or peer reviewed in.
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Abstract

Record linkage is a frequent obstacle to unlocking the benefits of integrated (spa-

tial) data sources. Absent of unique identifiers to directly join records, practitioners

often rely on text-based approaches for resolving candidate pairs of records to a match.

In Geographic Information Science (GISc), spatial record linkage is a form of geocod-

ing that pertains to the resolution of text-based linkage between pairs of addresses

into matches and non-matches. These approaches link text-based address sequences,

integrating sources of data that would otherwise remain in isolation. While recent

innovations in machine learning have been introduced in the wider record linkage liter-

ature, there is significant potential to apply machine learning to the address matching

sub-field of GISc. As a response, this paper introduces two recent developments in text-

based machine learning – conditional random fields and word2vec – that have not been

applied to address matching, evaluating their comparative strengths and drawbacks.
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3.1 Introduction

Address matching, the process of identifying pairs of records with a spatial footprint,

is increasingly required for enriching data quality in wide ranging, real-world applica-

tions. With government bodies, businesses and health-care agencies drowning in an ever-

increasing deluge of data, a competitive advantage exists in the analysis of integrated data

sources as opposed to analysing databases in isolation (Christen, 2012). Yet, in reality,

most real-world databases are noisy, inconsistent and replete with missing values. These

issues complicate the integration of data. In fact, the acquisition of matched addresses are

often key to spatially enabling data used for visualisation or spatial data mining projects

(Boulos, 2004). In the address matching context, while geospatial matching is directed by

linking the geometric representations of spatial objects (Du et al., 2017), spatial record

linkage focuses on resolving text-based linkages between addresses1.

In absence of unique identifiers that enable direct linking of data in relational database

management environments, practitioners have traditionally relied on mathematical linkage

techniques broadly divided by deterministic or probabilistic principles (Churches et al.,

2002). While deterministic matching consists of generating hand-crafted rule-bases for

classification developed from specialist domain knowledge (Oliveira et al., 2016), proba-

bilistic linkage incorporates the varying distributions of a record’s attribute values into the

assignment of different weights for each field comparison. Weight assignment is related to

the frequencies of value occurrences, with stronger weights given to matches for attributes

upon which matching is less likely (Blanchette et al., 2013). For address matching, field

comparisons might include comparing the street names of an address pair, with more com-

mon street names penalized by a lower weighting factor. In this way, resolving text-based

1Environment health studies, for example, rely on spatial record linkage to determine whether individuals
in residential locations live within defined zones of exposure to hazardous environments (Cayo and Talbot,
2003; Reynolds et al., 2003; Baldovin et al., 2015)
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postal addresses to the same address is a form of geocoding, where the quality of the match

rate is intrinsically tied to the quality of the underlying reference data layer (Goldberg,

2011). Traditionally, address matching has focused on the probabilistic linkage approaches

developed by the US Census Bureau in the 1970s (Jaro, 1984).

More recently, record linkage has been permeated by advances in machine learning. In

this article, we focus on introducing two particular innovations into the address matching

workflow: Conditional Random Fields and word (address) embeddings. Before classifica-

tion into address matches, input data requires segmentation into feature columns (Churches

et al., 2002). The segmentation of postal addresses into attribute columns representing

street numbers, street names or zip codes, for example, has been traditionally undertaken

using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). HMMs use statistical induction to predict, from

possible arrangements of hypothetical states, the most likely arrangement to have pro-

duced the address sequence, and to then label each state by an attribute field (Christen,

2012). For addresses, labels might identify whether the present state represents a street

number or street name. A recent innovation for text segmentation tasks has been the

use of trained Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001). While HMMs

assume the labelling of text sequences are statistically independent of previous outputs,

CRFs are conditional by nature, meaning they assume no independence between output

labels. Given real-world text sequences such as addresses are represented by interaction

and dependencies between words – zip codes are related to city names, for example – it is

reasonable to assume CRFs will perform well on a number of real-world text segmentation

tasks.

A second innovation relates to the construction of so-called ‘comparison vectors’ that

are used for classifying records into matches and non-matches. Comparison vectors are

created for each candidate record pair and contain several attributes that describe the

text similarity of each pair (Christen, 2012). Traditionally, comparison vectors have been
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generated using string similarity metrics that measure the text distance between two ad-

dress fields – the string similarity between two street names such as “Baker Street” and

“Bakery Road”, for example. Recently, however, advances from the natural language pro-

cessing community demonstrate methods that map whole words and sentences to vectors

in a continuous vector space. Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is one such method that

maps semantically and syntactically similar words to nearby points in a vector space, en-

coding many linguistic patterns and regularities contained within the text. Such methods

rely on a theory of language called the distributional hypothesis which states that words

appearing in the same context purport similar meaning (Harris, 1954). In the address

matching context, one might hypothesise the word vectors generated for two semantically

and syntactically similar postal addresses may be correctly resolved to a match.

While recent advances in machine learning have become adopted in the wider record

linkage literature (Köpcke and Rahm, 2010; Nasseh and Stausberg, 2016; Ektefa et al.,

2011), the address matching sub-field of GISc holds significant potential for the application

of machine learning. In this article, we explore how these advances can be integrated into

the address matching workflow. In particular, we empirically evaluate the performance

of CRFs and word2vec in computing high quality match rates between pairs of postal

addresses. The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 3.2 introduces

the data challenge. Section 3.3 motivates the methodology of the workflow. Section 3.4

presents the findings of the applied address matching methods. Section 3.5 concludes the

article.

3.2 Data

Our comparison relies on a set of addresses previously matched by the Local Data Company

(LDC) (Singleton, 2015). This provides a ground truth of address pairs with a known match
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status, which allows us to evaluate the performance of the linkage methods. These address

pairs were obtained from a previous round of matching between non-domestic addresses

of the LDC and Valuation Office Agency (VOA) databases. In particular, these address

pairs reflect matches between LDC records of high street shops to commercial addresses

contained in the VOA 2010 rating list (VOA, 2014). A description of the address fields

for the LDC and VOA addresses that were segmented by a method we introduce later,

the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), are tabulated in Table 3.1, and are introduced to

familiarise the reader with components of a structured address string.

Tag Description Example

House Venue or business name ascribed to the address. Automotive Solutions

Number Street-facing building number or apartment number. 43

Unit A secondary unit designator that identifies an office, unit or apartment. 4a

Level Expression signifying a floor number. Ground Floor

Street Identifying name given to a street. Paradise Street

Suburb Unofficial neighbourhood name. Ropewalks

City Any human settlement such as the metropolis, city, town or village. Liverpool

District Second-level administrative division. North West

State First-level administrative division. England

Zip code Postal code used for mail sorting. L3 5TB

Table 3.1: CRFs parser label tags and descriptions identified for the LDC and VOA ad-
dresses. Note: tags are aligned to address fields of the OpenCage (2018) address formatting
library.

Crucially, the matched set of LDC to VOA addresses contains 110,742 pairs that

resolve to the same address. This matched set is augmented with 934,150 synthetic non-

matched pairs that are generated with the Freely Extensible Biomedical Record Linkage

(FEBRL) (Christen and Churches, 2019) Data Set Generator. This works by creating

variants of the matched addresses with different error characteristics introduced to the

data, meaning the models learn the representations of non-matched addresses (Christen,

2012). Thus, for each address field in Table 3.1, with exception to city and zip code, we
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introduce error characteristics to the data. A demonstration of how the synthetic non-

matches are generated are shown by Table 3.2, where three examples of records from the

LDC and VOA database are mutated with different error characteristics. In particular, we

set the probability of a missing field as proportional to the number of missing fields in the

matched addresses. Moreover, we assign the maximum number of modifications per address

field and per address string to one, also testing a scenario where we increase the number of

modifications to four later on. These modifications introduce a probability for a character in

the address field to be randomly inserted, deleted, substituted or transposed. Importantly,

the match status of these synthetic non-matches are always set to false, meaning our

machine learning techniques learn the representations of non-matched addresses for highly

nuanced cases. To prepare the data for segmentation, we append all address fields from

the LDC and VOA datasets into a comma separated address string – ‘Home Bargains, 28,

Church Way, Bradford’, for example – while keeping the zip code separate for reasons we

explain immediately below.
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Our next step introduces blocking for each method to increase the computational

tractability of the linkage task. On a Dell Precision Tower 7000 series with 60GB RAM

and multi-core processor, the computational expense for the comparison of each address

in the LDC and VOA datasets is substantial. This is because the number of address

comparisons without blocking is a function of the Cartesian product of both datasets,

which has a quadratic complexity of O(n2). So, for example, if the LDC and VOA datasets

both contained just 104 records, the linkage task requires 108 comparisons, which becomes

computationally non-trivial. To remedy this, we introduce blocking to partition the set of

all possible address comparisons between the LDC and VOA databases to within mutually

exclusive blocks (Newcombe and Kennedy, 1962). Now, if we let b equal the number

of blocks, we are left with n/b addresses per partition on average, which reduces the

complexity to O(n2/b) (Christen, 2012). This means the linkage task becomes tractable

even on low-performance machines, as the linkage within each partition can be processed

sequentially or, alternatively, in parallel if the user has access to a multi-core machine.

Therefore, in each of the following methods, we use the zip codes of postal addresses as

a blocking key. This reduces the number of address pair comparisons to within 39,855

zip code ‘blocks’, with the distributional characteristics of these partitions displayed in

Figure 3.1. In our case, the near uniform frequency distribution of the zip code blocks and

completeness of the zip code attribute means it is a sensible choice as a blocking key. Yet,

for different address databases where the zip code column is replete with missing values, an

alternative attribute should be considered as a blocking key, which is an empirical decision

to be motivated by the characteristics of the databases’s attribute columns.

Yet, one potential issue with using zip codes as a blocking key are typographic errors

in the spelling. In our case, this is pertinent because while validation checks are employed

by the LDC, the recording of commercial addresses are undertaken by teams of surveyors,

and are therefore susceptible to human error. To account for this, we explore sorted

neighbourhood blocking. We sort together the LDC and VOA datasets using the zip code
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Figure 3.1: Distributional characteristics of the address block partitions (n = 39, 855).

as a sorting key value while restricting address comparisons to only records within a window

of fixed dimension, w = 5. As the window slides over the sorted zip codes, the identification

of matches and non-matches are restricted to candidate address pairs within this window

of fixed size (Cibella and Tuoto, 2012). This means the technique is highly sensitive

to lexicographic order which, in our case, is advantageous because we create candidate

address pairs from misspelt zip codes – for example, the comparison between addresses

with sorted zip codes ‘L3 5TA’ and ‘L3 5TB’ that pertain to the same address. However,

a limitation of sorted neighbourhood blocking is that misspellings of the first character in

the blocking key can erroneously direct addresses to incorrect zip code blocks. Q-gram

blocking is an alternative approach to generate partitions of zip code blocks, and converts

blocking keys to a list of bigrams (Q = 2). The zip code “SW11 9LU”, for example,

generates a bigram list as [‘SW’,‘W1’,‘11’,‘19’,‘9L’,‘LU’], from which k sub-lists of length

k − 1 are generated recursively to create variations of the zip code (Christen, 2012). This

continues up to a minimum threshold for the number of bigrams in the sub-list. Following

the example, this might create blocking key values such as ‘W1 9LU’, ‘SW1 9LU’ and

‘SW19 LU’, meaning that the same address is likely to be inserted into several different zip
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code blocks. While the recursive generation of sub-lists is computationally expensive, the

advantage of Q-gram blocking is that it overcomes typographic error in the characters of

the blocking key. In our case, given the zip code attribute was profiled as generally being

of high quality, the choice of blocking mechanism was less fundamental. Nevertheless, we

introduce additional blocking techniques to provide instructional guidance to researchers

interested in replicating our methodology on their own datasets, where attributes of the

blocking key values might be less clean.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Conditional Random Fields

One of the principle challenges in obtaining high quality match rates is the conversion of raw

data into a structured, usable format for comparison. For postal addresses, this involves

parsing address sequences into feature columns. Take, for example, a canonical address of

the form ‘3B Records, 5 Slater Street, Liverpool L1 4BW’. Our objective is to segment (or

label) this address into appropriate columns for business name, property number, street

name, city and zip code. To use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Baum and Petrie, 1966)

for segmentation would be to assign a joint probability to the observation sequence where

the labelling of address elements are independent of previous labels (Churches et al., 2002).

This means, following the example above, ‘3B’ could be incorrectly classified as a property

number, whereas it actually completes the business name ‘3B Records’. Importantly, ‘3B’

will now be considered a property number, and that (alternative) fact will be used to

classify the next token, ‘Records’. This leads to an erroneous sequence of label predictions.

In real-world text sequences such as addresses, the probability of a transition between

labels might depend not just on the current address element, but also on past and future
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elements. For this reason, Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) are

more suited to address segmentation tasks. Principally, this is because CRFs negate what

is known as the label bias problem: “transitions leaving a given state to compete only

against each other, rather than against all transitions in the model (Lafferty et al., 2001).”

Returning to the example, when the CRFs has parsed ‘3B’ and reaches the second token,

‘Records’, the model scores an l× l matrix where l is the maximum number of labels that

can be assigned by the model. In L, element lij reflects the score for the probability of

the current word being labelled i, and the previous word labelled j (Diesner and Carley,

2008). Returning to the example, when the parser gets to the actual property number, ‘5’,

the highest score in the matrix indicates the current label should be revised to a property

number, and the previous label to a business name. Below, for example, we provide an

illustrative example for an erroneous sequence of labels predictions that hypothetically may

have been segmented with a HMM.

3B Records Slater Street Liverpool L1 4BW

NUMBER STREET SUBURB CITY ZIPCODE

While in the CRFs, prediction of the most likely sequence of labels uses a reversible

highest scoring path. This is known as Viterbi inference (Viterbi, 1967), and leads to a

sequence of labels with the highest likelihood.

3B Records 5 Slater Street Liverpool L1 4BW

HOUSE NUMBER STREET CITY ZIPCODE

With the CRFs model, the previously raw and unstructured address will now be

correctly segmented into the following feature columns that can be used as a basis for

classifying records into matches and non-matches:
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House: 3B Records
Number: 5
Street: Slater Street
City: Liverpool
Zip code: L1 4BW

In our case, address segmentation is undertaken using the Libpostal C library (Barren-

tine, 2013) that trains a CRFs model on addresses sourced from OpenStreetMap (OSM)

data. This means we apply a pre-trained address segmentation model to each raw address

string, setting the country code of the parser to “GB” (for Great Britain) so the software

recognises it is segmenting UK addresses. Libpostal’s parse address command will then

label the address sequence into features columns, if they exist, for the fields in Table 3.1.

To empirically evaluate the performance gain, we also introduce a HMM2 alongside the

CRFs parser. Once feature columns consisting of address elements have been obtained for

every LDC and VOA address, a comparison vector is constructed for each candidate ad-

dress pair. Comparison vectors contain several attributes that describe the text similarity

between each feature column (Christen, 2012). In our case, each element of this compar-

ison vector contains the Jaro-Winkler string similarity between each address field, with

exception to zip code, in Table 3.1. Briefly, Jaro-Winkler distance calculates the minimum

number of single character transpositions required for converting one string into another,

also increasing the similarity when the first few characters are the same (Herzog et al.,

2007). We motivate the decision to use Jaro-Winkler as our string comparison function

because previous findings show it performs best on attributes containing named values –

property names, street names, or city names, for example (Christen, 2012; Yancey, 2005).

If a given address field is missing, the Jaro-Winkler similarity between the pair of address

2Our HMM is trained on the same OSM addresses for the UK as Libpostal. They are obtained by
filtering the ‘great-britain-latest.osm.pbf’ file available from Geofabrik (2020). Filtering is performed using
the Osmosis command line application (OpenStreetMap, 2018) that allows us to distil addresses from the
entirety of OSM data in the file. Therefore, we use Osmosis to filter by the following tags: ‘addr:housename’,
‘addr:housenumber’, ‘addr:street’ and ‘addr:postcode’. Implementation for the HMM model is provided by
a script available from FEBRL (Christen and Churches, 2019), which tags free-text address sequences from
look-up tables before rearranging the tags to the most likely sequence of address fields.
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fields is set to zero. These comparison vectors for each address pair are the basis of a bi-

nary classification for classifying whether address pairs resolve to matches or non-matches.

The general idea is that the more similar two addresses are, as described by Jaro-Winkler

similarity, the higher likelihood they resolve to the same address.

Our classification approach is supervised, meaning we use our training data of known

true match and true non-match status generated in Section 3.2 to evaluate the outcome

of our address matching exercise. By training a classifier, we allow the model to learn

the nuances of matched and non-matched addresses. This means after training, we can

test whether unseen address pairs for which the match status is known correctly resolve

to matches and non-matches, allowing us to evaluate the performance of our linkage tech-

niques. Thus, once comparison vectors have been generated for each training record, we

introduce several classifiers to facilitate the linkage into matches and non-matches. In

particular, two ensemble methods for classification, a random forest (Breiman, 2001) and

gradient boosted classifier known as XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016), are trained

alongside a logistic regression model. We motivate our use of ensemble classifiers for one

key reason. Our comparison vectors are embedded to a 9-dimensional vector space. This

means each dimension reflects one of the nine Jaro-Winkler similarities between each ad-

dress field in Table 3.1, with the exception of zip codes which are used for blocking. When

partitioning matches from non-matches in this 9-dimensional vector space, while the lo-

gistic model searches for a linear decision boundary, the multiple decision trees of the

ensemble methods partition the vector space into half spaces by using axis-aligned lin-

ear decision boundaries (Efron and Hastie, 2016). This has the net effect of a non-linear

decision boundary, which is desirable if the comparison vectors cannot be accurately sep-

arated into matches and non-matches by a single hyperplane. From here, the classifiers

are trained using k-fold cross-validation where k = 10, which we explain in Section 3.4,

and are evaluated against metrics commonplace in machine learning such as precision and

recall (Christen, 2012).
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3.3.2 Word embeddings

In our second approach, we augment the use of CRFs with so-called ‘word embeddings’,

which are the name given to the vector representations of words. Vector space models em-

bed words in a continuous vector space, where words with similar syntactic and semantic

meaning are mapped, or embedded, to nearby points (Mikolov et al., 2013). Such meth-

ods leverage the distributional hypothesis of language which states that “words which are

similar in meaning occur in similar contexts” (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). One

such method is word2vec, a neural probabilistic language model whose training objective

is to find word vector representations that are good at predicting the surrounding words

in a text-based sentence or document3. In our case, we hypothesise that learning high-

dimensional vectors from postal addresses may be used to match addresses that resolve

to the same geographic location despite irregularities in the text. In practice, we train

gensim’s (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka, 2010) implementation of word2vec on 29.6 million parsed

postal addresses from the UK Postcode Address File (PAF) database (PAF, 2018). Learn-

ing word embeddings using word2vec requires setting the dimensionality of the vectors,

so the training phase begins by randomly initializing each address component with 100

real numbers. Following the literature (Mikolov et al., 2013), we set the dimensions of the

word vectors generated for the parsed address fields to 100, meaning each field is repre-

sented by an array of numbers of length 100 which, as an example, can be represented as:[
0.32 0.28 ... 0.01 0.58

]
∈ R100. By feeding successive address fields to the model, the

real numbers of each word vector are updated so that words sharing the same context are

mapped closer together in the vector space. To build intuition towards this idea, we employ

Figure 3.2, where a t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) dimensionality reduction

technique is applied to the top ten closest vectors to an address field for property name,

“halifax plc”. In this 2-dimensional vector space, the closeness of word vectors, measured

3For details of technical implementation, the reader is referred to Mikolov et al. (2013).
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by cosine similarity, represent words that share closer semantic and syntactic meaning.

‘Halifax PLC’, for example, is a bank, and interestingly the word vector generated for it

is embedded nearby to business’s that have a financial remit, ‘Natwest’, ‘TSB Bank’ and

‘Barclays Bank PLC’, for example.

Figure 3.2: t-SNE visualisation demonstrating the top 10 closest vectors to the word
“Halifax PLC” in a 2-D vector space.

Under this approach, instead of using Jaro-Winkler similarity between the address

fields, we augment the linkage task by comparing word vectors generated by word2vec for

the address fields segmented by the CRFs model. Thus, after training a word2vec model on

PAF addresses, for every LDC and VOA address we are able to obtain a 100-dimensional

vector for each address field. The postal address, ‘5, Myrtle Street, Liverpool’, for example,

contains three address fields – a street number, a street name, and a city name – we obtain

vectors for. Similar to our first approach, we construct a comparison vector, but this

time each element is the cosine similarity between the word vectors constructed from the

address fields parsed by the CRFs model. In cases where address fields are missing, we
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set the cosine similarity to 0, which infers orthogonality or linear independence between

the vectors under comparison. The decision to choose cosine similarity as the criterion

for measuring similarity between address fields is because it has favourable qualities in

capturing the semantic closeness of word vectors (McInnes and Pedersen, 2013). As before,

we train a random forest, XGBoost and logistic regression model on the comparison vectors

and associated match status labels using k-fold cross-validation to evaluate the linkage

performance.

3.4 Results

To evaluate the performance of the HMM and CRFs alongside the CRFs augmentation with

word2vec, we use address pairs for which the match status is known (as discussed in Section

3.2). The results of these methods are highlighted in Table 3.3, and are benchmarked

by evaluation metrics known as recall and precision. Recall measures the proportion of

address pairs that should have been classified, or recalled, as matched (Christen, 2012).

The precision – or, equivalently, the positive predictive value – calculates the proportion

of the matched address pairs that are classified correctly as true matches (Christen, 2012).

To minimize over-fitting our supervised models, we introduce k -fold cross-validation where

k = 10, meaning the training data is split into ten disjoint groups. In each split, the

classifier is trained and tested on these subsets of address pairs, with the resulting recall

and precision averaged across the groups. This means for each group we have a randomized

training and testing set split by 75% and 25%, respectively.

To begin interpretation, we first turn attention to the baseline HMM that we use as a

point of comparison for the machine learning techniques we introduce. Consistent with our

earlier motivations, when address fields are parsed with the CRFs model, they outperform

the HMM. This is shown by the lower recall values retrieved by each of the classifiers using
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Table 3.3: Recall and precision evalua-
tion metrics for the HMM, CRFs, and
CRFs augmented using word2vec.

Method Precision Recall

HMM

Logistic 0.738 0.459

Random forest 0.944 0.696

XGBoost 0.959 0.688

CRFs

Logistic 0.933 0.820

Random forest 0.940 0.918

XGBoost 0.955 0.902

CRFs-Word2vec

Logistic 0.870 0.687

Random forest 0.933 0.874

XGBoost 0.950 0.870

† Note: results are 10-fold cross-
validated using 25% of the data for test-
ing within each fold.
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the HMM technique. Interestingly, the precision values of the HMM and CRFs techniques

are broadly consistent. This implies that, of the total number of matches returned, both

techniques perform well at partitioning true positives from false positives, but the CRFs

classifies a larger proportion of matches as shown by the higher recall value. This finding

suggests, unlike the HMM, that the reversible sequence of labelling introduced by the

CRFs leads to higher quality match rates. We now turn direct attention to the supervised

classifiers that are trained on the comparison vectors built using the CRFs model. An

interesting facet of tree-based models is that the feature importances can be recovered

(Hastie et al., 2009). The ‘importance’ of different features, or, equivalently, address fields,

to the match classification are visualised by the red bars in Figure 3.3, along with the

inter-trees variability. Figure 3.3 is consistent with conventional wisdom, as it indicates

the street name and house number are the most important features that are used when

resolving candidate pairs of addresses to a match. To visualise the absolute numbers

of matches, we provide a confusion matrix in Figure 3.4 for the random forest trained

with address pairs parsed by the CRFs. In Figure 3.4, the top-left quadrant shows true

negatives, top-right shows false positives, bottom-left shows false negatives, and bottom-

right shows true positives. Briefly, true positives are address pairs labelled as matches that

are true matches; false positives are address pairs mislabelled as matched; true negatives

are records classified as non-matched which are true non-matches; and false negatives are

addresses classified as non-matched but are actually true matches (Christen, 2012).

From Table 3.3, it is clear the ensemble learners offer slight improvement over the

logistic model in returning a larger fraction of true positives amongst all returned ‘matches’.

This is shown by the marginally higher precision value for the random forest, which we

complement by displaying a precision-recall curve in Figure 3.5. The green line in the

figure suggests that while the random forest performs well at classifying true matches

from the matches it returns, it performs less well at retrieving all matched instances.

Between the two ensemble approaches, XGBoost classifies the highest number of true
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Figure 3.3: Feature importances of address fields from Table 3.1 to matching outcomes.
Importances are given for the random forest model trained on address fields segmented by
the CRFs.
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Figure 3.4: Confusion matrix for true positives, false positives, true negatives and false
negatives retrieved by the random forest classifier for CRFs segmentation.
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matches correctly, with there only marginal differences between the recall, or retrieval

of relevant address pairs, between the two. Presumably, the ensembles perform better

because the vector space for classifying address pairs is not linearly separable, and requires

a non-linear decision boundary to partition matches from non-matches to a high degree of

accuracy.

Figure 3.5: Precision-recall (PR) curve for the random forest classifier trained on addresses
segmented by the CRFs model.

Next, we turn attention to the CRFs method that is augmented with the use of

word2vec for address field comparisons. While the first method uses Jaro-Winkler simi-

larity to assess the string distance between address fields parsed by the CRFs model, our

second approach augmented the first by replacing Jaro-Winkler similarity with cosine sim-

ilarity between word vectors learnt from the parsed address fields. Overall, this augmented

approach is highly competitive with the first approach. If, for example, we take XGBoost

findings from Table 3.3 as a point of comparison, the precision and recall values only de-

crease by 0.005 and 0.032, respectively, in the augmented approach when compared to the

first approach. In all, the findings support our theoretical motivations from Section 3.3,
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and imply the word vectors obtained for the address fields perform well in capturing the

syntactic structures and regularities required to resolve address pairs to a match.

Finally, we tweak two components of our empirical design to evaluate the robustness

of our main findings. In doing so, we evaluate any substantive change in the match per-

formance for our preferred specification, the XGBoost classifier, trained on comparison

vectors generated by the CRFs model. Firstly, we adjust the probabilities for introducing

modifications to the synthetic non-matched addresses generated by FEBRL. Here, we ap-

ply two scenarios: in one, we set the probability of a missing field equal to the proportion

of missing fields in the matched addresses, while setting the maximum modification per

field and maximum modification per address to one; and in two, we maintain the same

probability for missing fields, but increase the maximum number of modifications per field

and maximum modifications per address to nine in both cases. Modifications refer to in-

sertions, deletions and transpositions of characters in the address field. These scenarios are

introduced to evaluate the extent to which the classifier performance changes as we degrade

the quality of our non-matches in the training data. As expected, the precision value in-

creases marginally from 0.955 to 0.973 as we increase the number of error modifications to

the non-matched addresses. This is intuitive as increasing error in the non-matches means

the address pairs become more dissimilar. Therefore, it becomes easier for the classifier

to disambiguate between matches and non-matches as the nuances between non-matched

address pairs become less pronounced. Our second tweak tested the change of blocking

mechanism from standard blocking to sorted neighbourhood blocking and Q-gram block-

ing. This was applied to better handle cases of misspelt zip codes, which is problematic

because misspellings could allocate addresses to incorrect zip code blocks. Despite the

empirical motivations to alternate the blocking mechanism, we found the results of our

main findings were invariant to which blocking technique was applied. Presumably this

was because zip codes of the LDC and VOA addresses are of high quality, as the VOA

addresses originate from an official UK government source and the LDC have a business
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case in maintaining accurate, high quality zip codes.

3.5 Conclusion

Often the biggest problem when faced with spatial data is accessing it. Address matching

resolves text-based address sequences to matches, integrating disparate sources of data

that would otherwise remain in isolation. In this article, we evaluated the performance

of two recent machine learning techniques for linking address pairs where the match sta-

tus was already known. Our first technique, the CRFs approach, focused on segmenting

whole postal addresses into address fields, which became the basis for constructing com-

parison vectors for every candidate address pair in the dataset. Once obtained, supervised

classifiers were applied to partition the comparison vectors of address pairs into matches

and non-matches. In all, the classifiers trained using addresses segmented by the CRFs

achieved a precision of up to 0.955, with the ensemble learners outperforming the logistic

model. This was likely due to the improved fit of a non-linear decision boundary to the

underlying vector space.

Our second approach augmented the first, by replacing the string similarity metric we

used to compare parsed address fields from the CRFs model with a comparison between

word vectors. These were generated using a technique called word2vec, which sought to

embed semantically and syntactically similar address fields to nearby locations in the vector

space, with the expectation that vectors embedded nearer together could be used to match

address fields. As before, we used supervised classifiers to facilitate the linkage, which

resulted in a precision of up to 0.950. This value implied the vectors obtained for the address

fields performed successfully at encoding word relationships, patterns and regularities that

are required to facilitate the accurate linkage between address pairs. In synthesis, the

main implications of this article point to the utility of CRFs, and its augmentation with
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word2vec, for the accurate segmentation of addresses. These steps are preconditions for

constructing high-quality comparison vectors that can be used to accurately classify address

pairs into matches and non-matches.
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Abstract

The perceived quality of urban environments are intrinsically tied to the availability

of desirable leisure and retail opportunities. In this paper, we explore methodologi-

cal approaches for deriving indicators that estimate the willingness-to-pay for retail

and leisure services offered by retail centres. Most often, because the quality of ur-

ban environments cannot be qualified by a natural unit, the willingness-to-pay for

an urban environment is explored through the lens of the residential housing market.

Traditional approaches control for individual characteristics of houses, meaning the

remaining variation in the price can be unpacked and related to the availability of

local amenities, or equivalently, the willingness-to-pay. In this paper, we use similar

motivations but exchange housing prices for residential properties with property taxes

paid by non-domestic properties to glean hierarchies of retail centres. We outline the

applied methodological steps that includes very recent, non-trivial contributions from

the literature to estimate these hierarchies, and provide clear instructions for repro-

ducing the methodology. Using the case study of England and Wales, we undertake a

series of econometric experiments to rigorously assess retail centre willingness-to-pay

(RWTP) as a test of the methods reviewed. We build intuition towards our preferred

specification, a Bayesian multilevel model, that accounts for the possibility of a spa-

tial autoregressive process. Overall, the applied methodology describes a blueprint for

building hierarchies of retail spaces and addresses the limited availability of spatial

data that measure the economic and social value of retail centres.
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4.1 Introduction

The quality of an urban environment is a principle determinant of attractiveness (Glaeser

et al., 2001). Attractiveness, in this context, might be understood as an outcome of per-

ceived place attributes (Finn and Louviere, 1996), which can be argued as those percep-

tions, attitudes and patronage behaviour of consumers drawn to particular places (Teller

and Elms, 2012). However, the quality of an urban environment cannot be qualified by a

natural unit of analysis, and so approaches typically observe its capitalisation into housing

prices (Rappaport, 2009). The depth and breadth of consumer amenities, natural and

cultural assets, and opportunities in the labour market are seen as an influential driver of

demand for residential space (Oner, 2017). As an example, the attractiveness of Paris might

be considered as a product of fine-dining restaurants, art museums such as the Louvre, and

the impressive stock of buildings (Brueckner et al., 1999). Accordingly, Rappaport (2009)

argues that environments with above-average consumer amenities, or implicitly, quality of

urban environment, typically sustain a higher density of residential population, resulting

in higher prices in the housing market.

Under these assumptions, the desirability of areas has often been explored through

the lens of home-buyer decisions in the residential housing market. Hedonic analyses that

estimate the willingness-to-pay for consumer amenities through residential housing markets

derive a snapshot for the desirability of particular places. In recent years, the proportion

of the individual’s spend allocated to consuming the economy’s lifestyle amenities and

services has increased substantially (Oner, 2017). An increasing share of the individual’s

rising wealth is allocated to the pursuit of enjoyment and experience, which is reflected

by an increase in the willingness-to-pay for properties that are proximate to retail and

leisure destinations. Changing consumer desires have transformed traditional retail zones

into spaces of leisure consumption that are increasingly service-orientated. Concentrations
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of retail outlets are referred to as retail agglomerations and exist across a system in space,

with their attractiveness to home-buyers related to the composition and richness of the

retail environment, but also competing opportunities available elsewhere (Teller and Elms,

2012). Moreover, areas of retail perform as attractors for a multitude of heterogeneous

user groups such as prospective and existing residents, consumers, visitors and employees

(Teller and Reutterer, 2008). In this way, the availability of consumer amenities are seen as

a driver of urban vitality, and so an estimation of the willingness-to-pay for an amenity-rich

environment can be used to gauge how desirable that area is.

One particular area that attracts a number of retail opportunities is the town centre.

Town centres are complex urban economic systems that are characterised by the clustering

of socio-economic activity (Thurstain-Goodwin and Unwin, 2000). Embedded within the

urban fabric of town centres are retail centres which are agglomerations of consumer spaces

and shopping destinations that are central to economic and civic life (Pavlis et al., 2018).

Town centres are typically comprised of a retail centre, but in some cases have more expan-

sive functional areas that include office spaces in addition to retail and services. A focus on

classifying retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP) is foundational to understanding hier-

archies of retail spaces which, by implication, reveal geographic patterns in urban growth

and development. Retail centre hierarchies are the rankings of particular centres within a

network, whose position relates to the size, attractiveness and gravity of their composite

retailers influence, with top ranked centres typically offering multi-purpose, comparison

shopping experiences that have a wider geographical reach on consumers (Dennis et al.,

2002). By contrast, smaller district centres are more embedded in local economies and are

patronised by a smaller catchment area. While an underlying driver to the sustainability

of the built environment, since the 1970s retail centres have become threatened by the

decentralisation and dispersal of development to out-of-town locations on the periphery of

towns. Not only this, Singleton et al. (2016) claim retail has become increasingly vulnera-

ble to the effect of growing online shopping, and so must be considered within a framework
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of e-resilience.

In the present paper, we introduce a statistical technique to derive indicators that

describe hierarchies of retail centres across the national extent, which we obtain alongside

a measure of uncertainty in the rank-ordered estimate for each retail centre. Despite the

concerns raised above, while retail centres in the UK have long been examined under a series

milestone reviews (Department of the Environment Urban and Economic Development

Group, 1994), there is little quantitative evidence that explore the performance of town

centre retail economies, which has undermined effective policy formulation and decision-

making (Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin, 2014). Indicators of retail hierarchies produced

by commercial organisations (CACI, 2018), for example, lack fine spatial granularity at

the retail centre scale. Our approach is motivated by a hedonic framework of analysis

that is typically orientated towards residential housing markets, except that we exchange

residential for commercial properties to execute our empirical strategy. We describe the

methodological steps required to reproduce the RWTP estimates, which includes very

recent, non-trivial contributions from the econometrics literature. Finally, we introduce a

validation exercise to verify the RWTP estimates correspond to conventional wisdom by

correlating the scores to socio-economic characteristics of the retail centre. Not only is the

approach we operationalize novel in application, but we note our methodology is replicable

and generalisable to international contexts, conditional on data availability.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section motivates the un-

derlying conceptual framework of the paper, followed by an introduction to the specification

and underlying assumptions of the modelling approach. After elaborating on the nature

and limitations of the data source, we step through the results of each model, including a

validation exercise to confirm whether the RWTP estimate for each retail centre responds

to characteristics that are associated with attractive places. The final section summarises

the article, presenting extensions for future elaborations of the applied methodology.
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4.2 Background and Motivation

4.2.1 Modern Consumption Patterns

The desirability of urban places to live is increasingly dependent on their ability to provide

consumption opportunities, which are often reflected in housing prices (Glaeser et al., 2001).

Leisure and retail amenities such as restaurants, live performance venues and shopping

districts, have been shown to be crucial for attracting modern day workers who balance

economic and lifestyle opportunity in selecting places to live and work (Florida, 2000). As

perceptual qualifications for the quality of leisure and retail environments cannot be directly

counted nor observed, it has often been evaluated by the willingness-to-pay for residential

property through hedonic approaches (Rivera-Batiz, 1988; Hui and Liang, 2016). Jin and

Sternquist (2004) argue the desire for leisure and shopping is increasingly linked to the

concept of enjoyment and experience. From a consumer perspective, shopping trips not

only satisfy the individual’s bundle of wants and needs at a given store, but they allow

the consumer to speak their own geographies of everyday life through the language of

consumption (Sack, 1988). This “credit-card citizenship” towards identities and preferred

lifestyle choices provides opportunity for social mixing and participatory entertainment

(Goss, 1993). Over the last few years, however, this traditional brick-and-mortar retailer

landscape has been restructured by the growth of electronic retailing, with e-commerce

sales in the U.S. rising by 101% in the period between 2011 to 2016 (Helm et al., 2020).

Due to the rise of the internet, online consumption has tilted power from retailers to

consumers through opportunities for 24/7 convenience and price comparison, increased

ease of market entry and transparency, and also a distribution of products to a wider

geographical reach (Williams, 2009). Evidence suggests this rapid expansion in online

consumption has impacted the health of retail centres in complex ways, and has been a

principal driver of change to the geography of traditional UK high streets (Wrigley and
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Lambiri, 2014).

Adjustments as a result of online shopping to the market share of retailing, leisure and

services in retail centres are typically considered by detrimental effects that cause physical

shopping opportunity to be substituted online (Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick, 2010). Yet,

online retailing has also been linked to complementarity and modification processes that

blend traditional retail channels with e-commerce by refashioning the in-store consumer

experience (Poushneh and Vasquez-Parraga, 2017). In the UK, major retailers including

Argos, John Lewis, and Boots have integrated new technologies by opening ‘click and

collect’ points that act as points of delivery for internet sales by allowing customers to

order goods online and collect them in-store (Singleton et al., 2016). Thus the role of retail

centres remains vital to modern consumption and the continuity of physical shopping

environments, with consumers pointing to the hedonic experience physical stores offer

through recounted social experiences, the opportunity to discover new and exciting goods,

and the gratification afforded by touching or trying products in-store (Cho and Workman,

2011). Under this lens, Singleton et al. (2016) recast the propensity of localised populations

to engage with the mixture of online shopping and physical retailing provision under a frame

work of ‘e-resilience’. The constraint or opportunity of e-commerce to retail centres are

not uniform across all retail types, with retailers whose merchandise can be replicated and

digitised online the most vulnerable to large-scale store closures and lost physical shopping

opportunity (Zentner et al., 2013).

4.2.2 Geographic Behavioural Drivers of Retail Centre Hierarchies

More concretely, the geodemographic characteristics of catchments served by retail centres

are fundamental drivers of consumer choices and behaviours that shape the willingness-to-

pay for retail opportunity, and, in turn, hierarchies of retail spaces (Birkin et al., 2002).

In the UK, geographic variation of consumer disposable incomes affect the relative retail
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value of catchment areas. For example, hierarchies of retail centres for large conurba-

tions and metropolitan centres are moderated by their propensity to attract highly mobile

consumers who require multiple retail and leisure choices (Wrigley et al., 2015). More

generally, steps in the hierarchy of retail centres have become contingent on a rising ‘con-

venience culture’. This incorporates the progressive rise of online retail with preferences for

‘local’ shopping (and derived product authenticity, traceability and sustainability benefits)

alongside a revaluation of consumer awareness towards ‘community-sustaining’ consump-

tion (Chalmers et al., 2012). Since the early 2000s, significant demographic and societal

shifts have driven these trends, with particular growth among low density households, age-

ing populations, and younger workers who are faced with longer working hours and busy

lifestyles (Wrigley et al., 2015). These groups in particular have an increasing desire for

convenience at the local level. In the UK this is revealed by evidence from the Institute

of Grocery Distribution (IGD) that suggests consumers are increasingly shopping little

and often at shops closer to home rather than shopping at larger out-of-town retail devel-

opments, a phenomena described as ‘top-up shopping’ (IGD, 2014). Moreover, a report

by the Ethical Consumers Market suggests the number of shoppers purchasing produce

from local shops increased from 15% to 42% between 2005 and 2012 (Ethical Consumer

Research Association, 2013). This has considerable beneficial implications for the configu-

ration of the UK’s retail centres, as high streets and town centres are now increasingly the

preferred locations for consumers to undertake their top-up shopping. Not only has this

driven footfall back to retail centres, but local shopping has reshaped hierarchies of retail

spaces by boosting the vitality and viability of town centres and high streets in the UK

(Wrigley et al., 2015).

Yet there is significant demographic variation in the propensity for consumers to value

local shopping and engage with internet retail; this has determined the differential geogra-

phies of online shopping (Longley and Singleton, 2009) and, in turn, been an influential

driver of retail hierarchies. Whilst typically younger age groups have been the most recep-
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tive to online shopping, significant growth has been recorded in the rate of online purchasing

amongst those aged 65+, with 48% buying online in 2014, increasing from 16% in 2008

(ONS, 2018). By exploiting opportunities provided by digital technologies and adapting

retail spaces to the meet the needs of every population group retail centres have become

virtual marketplaces. Here, consumers are able to access information online regarding the

availability of products, stores, services and brands prior visiting which has enhanced the

retail centre customer experience (Wrigley et al., 2015). However, despite these signifi-

cant structural changes, good product ranges, quality of retail provision and traditional

factors such as overall retail centre experience, atmosphere and leisure provisions remain

foundational drivers of footfall in retail centres. This extends their use from shopping des-

tinations to areas for economic and educational activities (in addition to social interaction)

(Warnaby et al., 2002).

In addition to demographic variation, consumer behavioural patterns also vary spa-

tially and are directly linked to the geographies of demand towards retail facilities. Steps

in the hierarchy of retail centres are intertwined with the underlying characteristics of the

catchment area itself. Variations in consumer confidence, the ownership of basic digital

skills and local supply factors such as convenience and accessibility at the small area level

are influential factors towards the vitality of retail centres (Wrigley and Dolega, 2011).

Thus, the propensity and desirability of consumers to engage with physical shopping op-

portunity is governed by a multitude of contexts and influences such as: the rurality and

remoteness of an area (Warren, 2007), the extent of internet connectivity and speed of

connection (Singleton et al., 2016), and even how informed (and educated) consumers are

to access online retail (Helsper and Eynon, 2010). Despite these factors, and even in a dig-

itally transformed retail landscape, the demand for high street shops remains a permanent

fixture of consumer desires, and so an estimation of the willingness-to-pay for retail centres

is foundational to unpacking hierarchies of retail spaces that reveal geographic patterns in

urban growth and development.
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4.2.3 Measuring Attractiveness

Within the academic literature, measures for estimating attractiveness1 are most typically

classified into two streams of research. Models of the first stream are inspired by Reilly

(1931)’s gravitational law of retail, which motivated the seminal work of Huff (1963). The

Huff Model applies Newtonian laws of physics to estimate a retail catchment area that fac-

tors the spatial distribution of competing retail destinations when evaluating their gravity

or consumer pull to different population groups (Dolega et al., 2016). Huff models are

advantageous because they simultaneously estimate break points in the demand surface

for all competing retail destinations in the model, and reduce the probability of a con-

sumer to patronize a given location to three groups of variables, namely distance between

shops and consumer’s homes, a measure of attractiveness such as store size, service levels,

or opening hours, and competition proxied by the number of retail units in a location

(Teller and Reutterer, 2008). Yet, the usual criteria for retail attraction in Huff models are

often argued as incomplete, as additional factors that impact the consumer’s propensity

to visit a retail destination involve a suite of qualitative indicators. These include: the

variety of retail-tenants; site-related factors such as accessibility and parking conditions;

and environmental factors reflected by sensual stimuli such as ambience, atmosphere and

perception of safety (Teller and Elms, 2010). Clearly, these indicators influence the choice

of shopping destination, but measuring this is difficult to obtain across a national extent

(Dolega et al., 2016).

Methods of the second stream are motivated by findings that demonstrate housing

1Given this paper’s intersection between retail geography and urban economics, particular attention
to the conceptualisation of attractiveness is required. While urban economists perceive attractiveness
through an estimation of willingness-to-pay, retail geographers might observe the attractiveness of shopping
environments through a lens of image-based characteristics such as cleanliness of the shopping environment,
plurality and variety of shops, or existence of fun and entertainment programs (El–Adly, 2007; Chebat et al.,
2010; Gomes and Paula, 2017). Thus, to avoid confusion, in the present paper we adopt the direction of
the former and describe our measure of interest by willingness-to-pay.
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prices to increase faster than wage levels, implying a premium for particular locations

(Glaeser et al., 2001). This has led to a number of studies estimating the relevance of con-

sumption opportunities to the desirability of places, with a focus on home-buyer decisions

towards urban amenities. That is, by controlling for property-specific characteristics of a

residential property such as the number of bedrooms, bathrooms, or whether the property

has a back garden, the residual variation in the property value can be unpacked and re-

lated to the local availability of amenities or lifestyle opportunity. Under this approach,

the desirability of urban environments has been shown to be factored into property values,

and is broadly defined by the provision of place-specific assets and amenities that con-

tribute to the allure of an urban area (Brueckner et al., 1999). Its importance, therefore,

is intrinsically tied to population growth and development (Glaeser et al., 2001; Clark,

2004), as attractive places that elevate one’s experience of an urban environment through

concentrations of arts, leisure and retail have been shown to attract highly-skilled individu-

als (Florida, 2008). Clark (2004), for example, demonstrates that university graduates are

more likely to locate to areas with high numbers of constructed amenities such as museums,

libraries and leisure outlets. Oner (2017) pays particular attention to the role of retail as

an urban amenity, regressing a Q-ratio – a ratio of the marginal price of a property to the

marginal production cost – on variables reflecting accessibility to shopping destinations.

In all, the study found a significant increase in the Q-ratio of 0.1 for every 1% increase in

the accessibility to shops for city municipalities.

4.2.4 Measuring Retail Centre Attractiveness

In this paper, we follow methods of the second stream. Thus, we apply a hedonic framework

to estimate the willingness-to-pay for retail centres. Given our focus on retail environments,

business rates paid by commercial property such as high street shops provide an alternative,

yet more suitable lens to explore hierarchies of retail centres than housing prices; while rent
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or housing prices are our idealised dataset, these are difficult to obtain, particularly at the

national level. Under similar motivations to how urban economists proxy willingness-to-

pay through residential housing, by controlling for property-level characteristics in business

rates – the total floor area, the number of car parking spaces, the store type, for example

– the remaining variation in a premise’s business rate is convincingly explained by home-

buyer desirability for a particular area, or, in our case, the retail centre. In the UK, non-

domestic rates, or business rates, are a property-based tax levied on the estimated value of

all non-residential properties such as shops, offices, warehouses and factories (Stuart and

Miller, 2014). Business rates are determined using a rateable value for each non-domestic

property. This is set by the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) who analyse rent evidence

(rent and lease agreement details) alongside undertaking visual inspections of properties to

ensure all evidence is considered fairly. VOA surveyors set rateable values to reflect features

including: total floor area, business assets such as lifts, air conditioning and CCTV security

systems, and changes in the local property market (VOA, 2014). A valuation begins by

setting a common basic value per square metre for similar properties in the same area.

This basic value is then adjusted to reflect the property’s individual features. Each review

of a property’s valuation considers property-level characteristics and, most importantly,

the buoyancy of the local property market. In this way, business rates are synchronized to

local economic market conditions, reflecting the relative size and scale of retail economies

(Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin, 2014).

In our study, we label the estimated phenomena as retail centre willingness-to-pay

(RWTP), which describes the price that home-buyers ascribe to the leisure and retail ser-

vices offered by retail centres proximate to the property. In all, our findings are permissible

because the residual variation in the business rate is attributed to local property market

conditions (VOA, 2014), which themselves are influenced by home-buyer aspirations to

reside in an environment that satisfies their wants and desires (Glaeser et al., 2001). By

implication, this means the rateable value, once controlling for property-level characteris-
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tics, can be used to approximate RWTP for the retail centre whose catchment services the

surrounding area. Under our conceptual approach, we can begin to unpack hierarchies of

retail centres by undertaking a series of experiments on several econometric techniques to

find a preferred specification that provides the most rigorous estimates of RWTP for retail

centres across the case study of England and Wales.

4.3 Methodological Framework

Our approach to estimate retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP) relies on hedonic mod-

elling (Rosen, 1974). This technique is typically used in the real estate literature to dis-

entangle the price of a complex good as a function of the multiple intrinsic and extrinsic

characteristics common to the property. In our case, a hedonic framework is applied to

unpack the determinants of business rates for individual stores. By controlling for various

property-level descriptors, a hedonic approach that uses a variable to represent each retail

centre allows us to recover the implicit price for the retail and leisure opportunities pro-

vided by the retail centre. Practically speaking, this approach translates into a regression

that explains the willingness-to-pay for receiving consumer amenities inside different retail

centres. Once controlling for property-specific characteristics, the RWTP effect can be

recovered for the location where stores are located because the business rate for each prop-

erty involves setting a common basic value per square metre for similar properties in the

same area, reflecting the performance, size and scale of local market conditions (Astbury

and Thurstain-Goodwin, 2014).

To estimate the most robust empirical hedonic model specification, we compare several

approaches, with a focus on recent contributions to the literature. To begin, we introduce

a baseline spatial fixed effects model (Anselin and Arribas-Bel, 2013), which is expressed

as:
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ln yij = x′
ijβ +

J∑
j=1

θjDj + ϵij (4.1)

where yij , the business rate for each store i in retail centre j, is log-transformed to

alleviate the potential impact of heteroskedasticity; x′
ij is a 1 × k vector of store-level

variables in Table 4.3 and β is a k × 1 vector of regression coefficient to be estimated;

Dj is the dummy variable for retail centre membership where Dj = 1 when j = h for

i ∈ h, 0 otherwise; and ϵij is the model residual term, following an independent normal

distribution N (0, σ2
e). For model identification, the intercept is constrained to equal zero

so that a separate RWTP effect θj can be estimated for each retail centre. From a non-

technical standpoint, θj can be interpreted as the average willingness-to-pay (in log units)

for stores to market their services in retail centre j. One might expect different retail

centres offer varying degrees of utility such as access to particular socio-economic groups,

amount of footfall, or the prestige of surrounding consumer amenities. Taking into account

individual store characteristics, θj captures RWTP of retail centres.

Limitations exist associated with the fixed effect estimation strategy for the RWTP of

retail centres. First, the estimator of θj , θ̂j , would not be reliable and precise if the number

of stores in retail centre j, nj , is small. In addition, if different spatial processes operate at

the property and retail centre scale, the conflation of unobservable influences will violate

the independence of errors assumption through heteroscedastic and/or spatially-correlated

error in the covariance structure (Dong and Wu, 2016). Multilevel models are approaches

that allow variance between areas, and so they remedy these issues by treating the retail

centre as part of the explanation for geographically varying outcomes (Owen et al., 2016).

Instead of fitting a spatial fixed effect that assumes the relationship between the predic-

tors and response holds as constant, multilevel models factor both spatial heterogeneity

(differences) between areas and also dependencies (similarities) within them (Jones, 1991).
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Put another way, this allows two stores located within the same retail centre to be more

alike in their outcomes than would be expected given their individual characteristics alone.

Correlation within boundaries are expected because stores are assumed to be affected by

the same aggregate effects, also known as group dependence (Dong et al., 2015). Our sec-

ond model thus requires a two-level hierarchical structure, an outcome variable measured

at the lower level geography – individual stores – and a more aggregate spatial scale for

the higher level – retail centres. We specify a random intercept multilevel model as,

ln yij = x′
ijβ + uj + ϵij

var(ϵij) = σ2
e ; var(uj) = σ2

u. (4.2)

where uj (j = 1, 2, . . . , J) measures the RWTP of the retail centre j, assumed to be

independently distributed as N (0, σ2
u). Under Eq 4.2, the dependency between stores in

the same retail centre j is,

cov(yij , yij) = cov(uj + ϵij , uj + ϵij) = σ2
u, (4.3)

The random intercepts uj are a linear combination of “fully-pooled” and “no-pooling”

models. The fully-pooled model ignores heterogeneity by fitting a common intercept for

all retail centre boundaries, whereas the no-pooling model, identical to the spatial FE,

assumes a separate intercept for each retail centre. The multilevel model introduces the

partial pooling, or shrinkage, of the RWTP effect towards the global intercept (Gelman

and Hill, 2007). This is expressed as:

uj = τju
NP
j + (1− τj)u

FP
j , (4.4)

where uj can be seen as a compromise between the “no-pooling” estimate uNP
j , where
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each retail centre is assigned its own indicator variable, and the “fully-pooled” estimate uFP
j

which assumes a single intercept for all retail centres. This precision-weighted compromise

is governed by the shrinkage factor τj (e.g. Goldstein, 2003),

τj =
σ2
u

(σ2
u + σ2

e/nj)
. (4.5)

where the weighting for τj is determined by the sample size in the j − th retail centre

(nj) and the variation within (σ2
e) and between (σ2

u) groups (Goldstein, 2011). For example,

when a retail centre boundaries contains a small number of stores nj , the RWTP estimate

is pulled towards the “fully-pooled” estimate. Similarly, when the boundary-level variance

σ2
u is small – when the RWTP of retail centre boundaries is similar – estimates are more

pooled towards the mean level than when σ2
u is large.

The use of a multilevel model in the estimation routines for constructing hierarchies of

retail centres represents a novel application. Multilevel models have been used to produce

league tables by inferring school effectiveness from individual pupil’s educational attain-

ment, but to our knowledge, have never been applied to explore hierarchies of retail centres.

Moreover, whilst this area of social science has a rich history in the direct application of

multilevel models (Goldstein, 2003), they rarely account for explicit spatial hierarchies in

the empirical design. Thus, there has been emerging interest in incorporating spatial de-

pendence into multilevel models (Dong and Harris, 2015). While we pursue a modelling

objective similar to educational research by building a league table of retail centres, in

the remainder of this section we develop an empirical strategy that accounts for potential

spatial autocorrelation across the system of retail centres in space.

The model specified in Eq. 4.2 adopts a deterministic, ‘container-driven’ view of

geographical space that contrasts with the reality that two retail centres located close to-

gether might be similar given their spatial proximity (Owen et al., 2016). In our case,
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we expect the RWTP effect induced by the retail centre at a particular location to be

directly dependent on observed values at surrounding locations, with the intensity of this

influence moderated by geographic proximity. This interaction is described by a simultane-

ous autoregressive (SAR) process. If the data generating process contains inherent spatial

correlation, this may bias the estimated variance used for statistical inference. To account

for this possibility in a spatially-explicit hierarchy, Dong and Harris (2015) distinguish

between two kinds of spatial dependence: horizontal and vertical. The horizontal are the

spatial dependencies between lower level units that are the traditional concern of spatial

econometrics (Anselin, 1988), and the vertical are top-down group dependence due to re-

gional effects. One potential problem is the vertical spatial dependence effect that causes

the RWTP effect in nearby retail centres to be more similar than those further away. To

account for this possibility, we specify a hierarchical spatial autoregressive (HSAR) model

(Dong and Harris, 2015) that integrates SAR processes for the higher level residuals:

ln yij = xijβk + θj + ϵij , (4.6)

θj = λMjθ + uj ,

where M is an J × J spatial weights matrix that captures the interaction structure of

stores by assigning non-zero weight Mij ̸= 0 to pairs of observations assumed to be spatial

neighbours, zero otherwise. Mj is the j-th row of M . Given the spatial characteristics

of the data points, we define neighbours using an exponential decay function with the

distance bandwidth d set to five kilometres2. Following convention, M is row-standardized

so that each row sums to unity
∑

j Mij = 1. The parameter λ quantifies the correlation of

2Spatial connectivity at the retail centre level is specified as

Mij =

{
1, exp(−(d2ij)/d

2), if dij ≤ 0

0, otherwise.
(4.7)

where dij is the Euclidean distance between retail centres and d is the fixed distance bandwidth. A
semivariogram was used as an exploratory tool for determining the distance at which the spatial dependence
between business rates between retail centres became negligible (see Figure 4.5).
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RWTP, with higher values for λ leading to spatial covariance that dissipates slower for a

higher order of neighbours. The reduced form of θ in Eq. 4.6 is

θ = (IJ − λM)−1u, u ∼ N (0, IJσ
2
u) (4.8)

where the spatial filter (IJ−λM)−1 captures any vertical spatial dependence in the RWTP

effect θj . A “Leontief expansion” of the matrix inverse expands to (IJ − λM)−1 = I +

λM + λ2M2 + λ3M3 + · · · and demonstrates spatial feedback when an increasing order of

neighbours creates bands of ever larger reach around each location, relating every retail

centre to every other one (Anselin, 2003).

A different, but related, model we specify next is a hierarchical spatial error model

(HSE) which is similar to Equation 4.6, except that we specify a spatially-autocorrelated

error term in η:

ln yij = xijβk + θj + ϵij , (4.9)

θj = uj + λMη

A final methodological consideration relates to LeSage (2014)’s empirical question as to

whether the spatial process under study is global or local. The covariance structure induced

by the HSAR model is global, as the spatial process relates every retail centre to each

other. A spatial moving average (SMA) process, on the other hand, considers only first-

and second-order neighbours, beyond which the spatial covariance is zero (Anselin, 2003):

θj = γMθ + uj . (4.10)

The data generating process of Eq. 4.10 collapses to the reduced form

θj = (IJ + γM)u, (4.11)
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where everything holds as in Eq. 4.6, except that we introduce the SMA parameter γ.

Unlike Eq. 4.8, because (IJ + γM) is not inverted in the SMA specification, there is only

local range for the induced spatial covariance. This approach is intuitive as there may

only be local interaction across a ‘neighbourhood’ of different retail centre boundaries, as

opposed to interaction across the entire system of the national extent.

While the standard multilevel model is estimated using maximum likelihood esti-

mation, the spatial models are estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

simulation technique whose stationary distribution constructs a target probability distri-

bution for the parameters. MCMC simulations are typically the only feasible approach

for fitting spatial models that introduce the complexities of place relatedness into the

variance-covariance structure (Lesage, 1997). Under these motivations, conditional Gibbs

samplers are derived for the HSAR (Dong and Harris, 2015) and HSE and HSMA (Wolf

et al., 2020) models to obtain posterior samples for each parameter. This way, the joint

density for the parameters are broken into univariate conditional probabilities where every

successive parameter draw is conditioned on the draw for the previous parameter value

(Geman and Geman, 1984). Not only is this sampling technique computationally efficient,

the draws from the parameter space {β, σ2
e , σ

2
u, λ} accumulate to an entire distribution

for each parameter. In our case, we summarise each parameter estimate by the median

value across the distribution, but also with interval calculations. Each sampling chain is

simulated for 10,000 iterations, with the first 5,000 draws discarded as “burn in” to allow

the posterior distributions for each parameter to converge. In addition, we assess the serial

autocorrelation for the posterior draws by examining the effective number of independent

samples. As in time series analysis, we evaluate this because autocorrelation can often

understate estimates of the variance in correlated sequences. A final methodological note,

the same weakly informative prior distributions were assigned to the model parameters in
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each model3. Further details on the technical implementation of the spatial models for the

HSAR are found in Dong and Harris (2015), and the HSE and HSMA in Wolf et al. (2020).

Despite our empirical strategy becoming increasingly sophisticated, a commonality

between each model is that we obtain a free measure of uncertainty alongside each esti-

mate of the willingness-to-pay for a particular retail centre, θj . Uncertainty is expressed

in the estimates for the confidence intervals of the spatial FE and MLM, and Bayesian

credible intervals for the HSAR, HSE and HSMA models. As point estimates for θj rep-

resent an absolute ranking, overlapping interval estimates for each retail centre imply

confidence/credibility regions that change the rank ordered estimate of centres in the hier-

archy. Where the density bands of the confidence or credible intervals become less disjoint,

there is increased uncertainty in the disambiguation between ranks of a given set of retail

centres. Uncertainty measurements are desirable in cases where retail centres contain a

small number of stores nj . Returning to Eq. 4.4, as this carries implications for the cal-

culated uj , an uncertainty estimation is valuable to ascertaining a measure of trust in the

rankings of retail centres.

4.4 Data

Our point of departure for the proposed methodological approach is a geographical data

set sorted into a hierarchical structure consisting of units grouped at two different levels.

The points in our lower level geography represent 355,076 individual high street stores

3The following conjugate priors are chosen:

P (β) ∝ N (0, 100)

P (σ2
e) ∝ InverseGamma(0.01, 0.01)

P (σ2
u) ∝ InverseGamma(0.01, 0.01)

P (λ) ∝ Uniform(−1, 1)
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across England and Wales that are located inside retail centre boundaries. This includes

franchised chains such as fast-food outlets, supermarkets and clothing stores – McDonald’s,

Tesco and Primark, for example – but also independent retailers with more local scope.

The data was collected by a large pool of surveying teams from the Local Data Company

(LDC) in 2015, and includes various descriptors for each property such as retail function

and occupancy status. The most important characteristic of the data is that commercial

addresses in the LDC database are matched to addresses in the VOA 2010 rating list (VOA,

2018). This affords us a business rate valuation for every non-domestic premise, allowing us

to unlock a rich, unique and highly granular dataset that provides a new and alternative

lens through which to explore the implicit value describing the willingness-to-pay of an

area. In all, for every store we have store-level variables that offer a rich description of

the premise’s physical condition. This includes data collected by VOA surveyors on the

date of assessment such as the total floor area, the amount of rooms in the premise and

the number of car parking spaces, but also data collected by the LDC that categorises the

business’s function4. A full description of the variables that enter our design matrix is

tabulated in Table 4.3.

Yet, there are limitations to the VOA rating list that introduce error, especially given

the primary purpose of the list is not intended for data analysis. The most notable limi-

tation is what Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin (2014) describe as the regional difference

in data collection techniques that affect the extent to which the rateable value reflect the

market tone of a particular area may lead to over- and under-predictions of the business

rate assessed for the premise. Moreover, whilst the rating list was released in 2010, the

rateable values set are actually conditioned on the 2008 market climate. Given the UK

economy underwent the shock of an economic crisis during this period, a time characterised

by fragile consumer confidence, a decline in household disposable incomes, and rising shop

4LDC premise types were recoded in accordance to VOA Special Categories outlined in Rhodes and
Brien (2017).
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vacancy on the high street (BIS, 2011), it is likely the overall market tone has been over-

and under-valued across retail centres for England and Wales. Despite these considera-

tions, the VOA ratings list provides highly granular and geographically accurate access to

data reflecting local market economic conditions for the national extent.

The retail centre is the observational unit from which we obtain home-buyer willingness-

to-pay estimates. Our higher level units are represented by 2,951 exogenously-determined

retail centres across England and Wales. Conceptually, the retail centre is an appropriate

choice for this purpose because they are both drivers of local economic performance and

reflect the wider economic health and social well-being of the urban environment (BIS,

2011). Moreover, while they are often viewed as hubs for retail activity, they also exhibit

a multitude of heterogeneous uses, including services, offices, residential and public build-

ings (Teller and Elms, 2012). The boundaries used in the present study were produced by

Pavlis et al. (2018) as a successor to boundaries developed by Thurstain-Goodwin and Un-

win (2000) for the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in 2004,

with the exception that they were intended to move away from a definition of town centre

locations of employment to functional spaces delineated for retail. While the resulting

retail centres may not perfectly align with those designated in governmental planning pol-

icy, they provide a consistent method for comparing retail centres nationally. In all, these

boundaries are our higher level geographical unit, and represent the functional economic

market area of the retail centre. The resulting spatial hierarchical structure of the data is

illustrated in Figure 4.1 through the example of Liverpool.

4.5 Empirical Findings

In this section, we develop a discussion of our empirical findings in two main directions:

first, we step through each of the modelling approaches, building intuition towards our
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Figure 4.1: Lower level store premises (black dots) nested into higher level retail centre
boundaries (in red) for Merseyside, UK.
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preferred specification; and second, we introduce a validation exercise to evaluate whether

variation in the estimated retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP) effect can be attributed

to characteristics that are generally associated with attractive areas.

4.5.1 Model Validation

Our point of departure is a discussion of the results provided in Table 4.1 for the proposed

methodology5. Thus, before exploring the subtleties of the multilevel specifications, we

firstly step through a description of the parameter estimates for the store-level explanatory

characteristics. To do this, we use the classical multilevel model (shown by column (2) in

Table 4.1) as a baseline, but note the estimates are generally consistent across each model.

Overall, the estimates for the store-level covariates that enter our design matrix are fairly

intuitive and of the expected signs for all models. For example, every additional room in the

premise increases the rateable value by 7%, which is consistent with the VOA’s mandate

to adjust the rateable value by property-level characteristics (VOA, 2014). This is also

reflected in the number of car parking spaces, where each additional ten spaces increases the

rateable value by 1.3%. Somewhat surprisingly, increasing the total floor area by 1, 000m2

only seemed to increase the rateable value by 2.3%, but given we control for different store

sizes latently with the store category variables, this is somewhat expected. On the whole,

the store type categorisations are consistent with conventional wisdom. The rateable value

for premises such as takeaway food outlets, for example, are generally 20.2% less than the

reference category, showrooms. This makes sense because the locations of takeaway outlets

are generally linked to geographical inequalities in health outcomes (Daras et al., 2018),

which are simultaneously related to environments that are considered less desirable. On the

other end, the rateable value for hypermarket stores (with a gross floor area over 2, 500m2)

5Potential problems of multicollinearity were assessed using variance inflation factor (VIF) scores for
each predictor variable in the spatial FE model. VIF scores revealed no evidence of such problems, with
scores of about 3.0 leading us to continue with our inferential exercise.
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are three times greater, which is expected given the number of business assets such as lifts,

warehouse machinery and CCTV security systems common to large supermarket stores.

We next address model selection by means of goodness-of-fit tests. In each case,

every model in Table 4.1 had a highly similar Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and log-

likelihood value. While the R2 of the spatial FE model (67.6%) is marginally higher than

the multilevel model(s) (67.1% to 67.2%), the spatial FE fits a parameter for J = 2, 951

retail centres, which contrasts with the regularisation introduced by hierarchical pooled

effects in the multilevel models for smaller groups. In other words, not only does the spatial

FE likely overfit, but the estimates and standard errors of the retail centre fixed effect will

be noisier in places with a smaller number of properties. In our case this is pertinent

because the minimum number of stores across retail centre boundaries is two. For this

reason, we motivate our preferred specification as the multilevel model(s). However, as the

performance of each multilevel specification is comparable on goodness-of-fit grounds, we

undertake further examination of the substantive effects in the RWTP estimate later on.

Figure 4.2: Rank ordered estimates for retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP). Note:
95% confidence and credible intervals are shaded either side of the point estimate.
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Table 4.1: Regression coefficients estimates for estimated models.

Dependent variable:

ln Business Rate

FE MLM HSAR HSE HSMA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(Intercept) NA 9.088∗∗∗ 9.064∗∗∗ 9.067∗∗∗ 9.071∗∗∗

NA (0.015) (0.018) (0.026) (0.027)

Structural Characteristics

No. Rooms 0.070∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.0003) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Floor Area 0.023∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0000) (0.0003)

Car Parking Spaces 0.013∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Store Typology

Banks and Other A2 Uses 0.048∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Factory Shops 0.060∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.058∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020)liv

Food Stores 0.066∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

Hairdressing/Beauty Salon −0.356∗∗∗ −0.360∗∗∗ −0.360∗∗∗ −0.360∗∗∗ −0.360∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Hypermarket/Superstore 3.037∗∗∗ 3.053∗∗∗ 3.054∗∗∗ 3.053∗∗∗ 3.054∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.013)

Large Food Stores 1.556∗∗∗ 1.568∗∗∗ 1.569∗∗∗ 1.569∗∗∗ 1.569∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Large Retail Shops 2.770∗∗∗ 2.770∗∗∗ 2.766∗∗∗ 2.764∗∗∗ 2.760∗∗∗

(0.427) (0.427) (0.425) (0.429) (0.427)

Non-Retail −0.385∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Other −0.312∗∗∗ −0.316∗∗∗ −0.316∗∗∗ −0.316∗∗∗ −0.316∗∗∗

(0.0125) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Pharmacies −0.197∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Post Offices 0.001 −0.003 −0.002 −0.003 −0.002
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Restaurants and Bars −0.051∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009)

Retail Shops 0.108∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Takeaway Food Outlet −0.199∗∗∗ −0.202∗∗∗ −0.202∗∗∗ −0.202∗∗∗ −0.202∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Variance Components

σ2
e 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

σ2
u NA 0.503 0.484 0.477 0.492

NA (0.0001) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

λ NA NA 0.232∗∗∗ 0.230∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗

NA NA (0.026) (0.023) (0.020)

RMSE 0.732 0.733 0.747 0.733 0.732

pseudo-R2 0.676 0.671 0.671 0.671 0.671
Log Likelihood -395,353.5 −402,548.3 -395,478.8 -395,481.9 -395,479.2
AIC 796,644.9 805,136.7 790,993.7 790,999.7 790,994.4

Note: p-values for Bayesian models correspond to credibility intervals crossing zero. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A comparison of the rank ordered estimates for the RWTP effect θj are visualised for

each model in Figure 4.2. The figure reflects our rankings of point estimates for RWTP,

along with a measure of uncertainty shown by the 95% confidence (FE and MLM) and

credible (HSAR, HSE, HSMA) intervals. If any of the confidence/credible density bands

for any two models overlap, the two estimated ranks are not distinct. The rankings,

1 to 2,951, are presented on the x-axis, while the y-axis displays the estimated RWTP

value in log units. Additionally, we include a zoomed inset to highlight movement in the

estimated RWTP value, which is zoomed at a window that displays the most variability in

the estimated scores between each model. Taking a closer look, it appears the movement

for the RWTP estimate relative to the spatial FE model, marked by the green line, is

not uniform. In the upper and lower tails, for example, there is systematic variation in

the parameter estimates between the spatial FE and estimates of the multilevel models.

This suggests the point estimates for RWTP values deviate widely from the multilevel

models for the most and least desirable retail centre boundaries, with there being little

systematic variation in-between. At a general level, the figure reproduces a classical result,

as the estimates of the multilevel model demonstrate hierarchical pooled effects, that is,

shrinkage towards the global intercept. Here, the estimates exhibit improved precision,

which contrasts with the higher magnitude of uncertainty in the spatial FE estimates, as

shown by the more extreme and noisy estimates in the upper and lower tails of the figure.

Shrinkage effects can be seen clearer in Figure 4.3, where we sample nine retail centres from

our rankings to demonstrate movement in the RWTP estimates by expanding the point

estimates horizontally along a 2-D axis for each model. In the case of Meridian Leisure

Park, Leicester, for example, the FE estimate is shrunk from 10.42 ±.73 to 9.72 ±.51 in

the MLM. In real terms, this reflects a change in magnitude from £33,523.43 to £16,647.24

when we exponentiate from log units. Interestingly, what is also observable for this retail

centre is what Wolf et al. (2020) describe as “spatially-local shrinkage”, where spillovers

from the jth adjacent retail centres cause growth in the spatial multilevel estimates towards
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the mean of neighbouring retail centres from 9.72 ±.51 to 9.82 ±.51 under the HSAR model.

While none of the interval estimates become disjoint for each retail centre in Figure 4.3, the

findings from the spatial models suggest the RWTP estimate is moderated by shrinkage

towards the values of neighbouring retail centres.

Figure 4.3: Model estimates for nine retail centre boundaries sampled from the hierarchy
of rankings.

Having discussed our rankings, we now build intuition towards our preferred specifica-

tion for the RWTP estimate, which we begin by turning attention to the within-boundary

(σ2
e) and between-boundary (σ2

u) variance components. By combining these measures, we
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calculate the variance partitioning coefficient (VPC) for the MLM which measures the pro-

portion of variance explained by the hierarchical structure ( σ2
u

σ2
u+σe

). This measure outlines

the correlation between stores within the same retail centre, and is required to ascertain

the percentage of variation explained by the retail centre differences for store i in retail

centre j (Browne et al., 2005). The VPC statistic reveals a value of 0.482, meaning 48.2%

of the variance in the response is explained by the retail centre geography. This VPC value

motivates the empirical decision to take our multilevel models as the preferred specifica-

tion(s) over the FE model, with these models able to flexibly accommodate the covariance

structure induced by the grouping of stores by retail centre boundary. Our search for a

preferred specification continues by evaluating potential spatial dependence in the RWTP

effect uj estimated by the MLM. Given the MLM assumes RWTP values to be indepen-

dent of each other, we follow Dong et al. (2015) and use a Moran’s I to test whether the

estimates for RWTP are spatially dependent. A Moran’s I statistic for uj premised on

the spatial weights matrix M for the retail centre polygons returns a coefficient value of

0.174 (p-value equal to < 0.001). This illustrates positive spatial autocorrelation for the

estimated RWTP values, which motivates using the spatial models given the core model

assumption of independence for uj across retail centres does not hold.

We subsequently turn direct attention to the spatial multilevel models. Given our

hierarchical approach is fully Bayesian, trace plots are required to monitor the convergence

of each parameter to the target distribution (see Figure 4.6). In each case the parameters

were assessed to have converged. Moreover, there was no serial autocorrelation identified in

the stationary Markov chain for each parameter. The first substantive difference we observe

is that not accounting for spatial dependence leads the MLM to marginally overestimate the

retail centre boundary variance σ2
u relative to the spatial models; σ2

u can be understood

as the average variation of RWTP values across the retail centres. Here, σ2
u falls from

0.503 in the MLM to 0.484, 0.477 and 0.492 in the HSAR, HSE and HSMA models,

respectively. We also recover evidence of a significant spatial autoregressive parameter
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λ, which is indicative of spatial spillovers effects of RWTP values between neighbouring

retail centres. This is recovered as λ is distinct from zero at the 95% credible interval.

Interestingly, the density of the covariance structure seems to impact the estimate for λ.

The HSMA model, with a sparse covariance structure that is restricted to first- and second-

order neighbours, estimates a λ value of 0.189. On the other hand, models with a denser

covariance structure such as the HSAR and HSE estimate highly similar values of 0.232

and 0.230. Each of these estimates indicate spatial interaction effects among retail centre

boundaries.

To aid the visualisation of spatial patterning, we illustrate the case of Liverpool in

Figure 4.4 with assistance of legendgrams that show the distribution of RWTP values

across all 2,951 retail centres, and is colour coded using k = 8 break points classified using

Fisher-Jenks optimization (Jenks, 1967). Each cell highlights a selected retail centre in

red, with the corresponding RWTP estimate shown by the vertical bar stemming from the

x-axis of the legendgram, with 95% confidence and credible intervals shaded either side to

highlight uncertainty in the estimate. From left to right, the columns identify the RWTP

estimate for the FE, MLM, HSAR and HSMA models. From a first reading, the spatial

patterning in the figure seems to reveal a fragmented picture of vitality and decline, with

less desirable retail centres observed in the immediate hinterland of the prospering regional

centre (identifiable by the large red polygon in the first row). Overall, from this reading of

the figure, we are able to discern spatial hierarchies that possibly fragment Merseyside’s

functional market area, with certain retail centres eliciting a higher willingness-to-pay than

neighbouring centres.
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Figure 4.4: Retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP) values in log units for Merseyside,
UK. Note: purple vertical bar identifies the value of the retail centre highlighted in red,
with 95% confidence/credibility intervals shaded in grey either side.
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4.5.2 Technical Validation

After motivating our preferred methodological approach, we undertake a validation exer-

cise to evaluate whether the estimated RWTP effect θj for each retail centre in the HSAR

model responds to characteristics that are generally identifiable for prospering and thriving

areas. Here, we regress θj on a selection of variables using ordinary least squares to: firstly,

assess whether any of the variation in the estimated RWTP values can be attributed to

variation in the selected explanatory variables; and secondly, to quantify the strength of

relationship, if any, between the response and explanatory features. Principal attention is

paid to the 2011 census Workplace Zone (WZ) population characteristics (Mitchell, 2014)

that represent individuals working in the retail centre. As commuter patterns change the

spatial distribution of the working population, which holds when the bulk of economic ac-

tivity occurs during “traditional” office hours (Mitchell, 2014), WZ statistics are preferable

because they describe the day-time working population who commute to their places of

work inside the retail centre. The WZ variables we use include: the percentage of people

who report their general health as “Good” or above; the percentage of individuals with no

qualifications; the percentage of home-owners; the percentage of workers enrolled in higher

managerial occupations; and the percentage of individuals in full-time employment. Other

variables we consider include: the vacancy rate of stores in the retail centre calculated

from the LDC database6; a raw count of stores from the LDC database; the amount of

urban green space (m2) (Daras et al., 2018); logged median housing values for the 2015

rolling year (Land Registry, 2016); and finally binary variables for regions in England and

Wales that reflect Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) subdivisions –

North West, London, West Midlands and Wales, for example. In each case, the variables

are spatially joined7 from WZ statistical units to the retail centre boundary polygons.

6Vacancy rates are defined as the proportion of all available retail units that are vacant or unoccupied.
7As there is only partial overlap between the retail centres and WZ polygons, the resulting WZ statistics

are aggregated by the spatially weighted mean value for the intersecting WZ geometries when joined to
each retail centre polygon.
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The findings are displayed in Table 4.2. Generally, they are consistent with expecta-

tions, although there are deviations from conventional wisdom. For WZ characteristics,

an increase to the number of individuals with “Good” health (or above) by one percent

increases the RWTP value by 3.9%. Similarly, an increase in the number of people with no

qualifications by one percent decreases the value by 2.9%. Surprisingly, an increase in the

number of workers in higher managerial occupations by one percent decreases the RWTP

of the retail centre by 4.9%. At first glance this result appears counter-intuitive, but man-

agerial workers are more likely to work in financial districts characterised by mostly office

space, which are not necessarily perceived as desirable in the same way consumer amenities

such as leisure plazas and urban green spaces are.

Next, we consider retail centre boundary characteristics. For every additional one

hundred stores in the retail centre, the RWTP value increases by 4.30%, which is implicit

of patrons valuing a large number of available retail destinations. Similarly, as the vacancy

rate increases by 1%, the RWTP of the area decreases by 2.2%. Again, this is consis-

tent with expectations that a large number of vacant units deteriorate the vibrancy of

the streetscape by revealing signs of decay. On the other hand, the availability of urban

green space was not a significant determinant. For the regional indicators, relative to the

East Midlands reference category, we recover some examples of regional inequality. While

retail centres in the East of England are estimated as having the highest RWTP value

(28.9%), there is a clear disparity in the estimated values for North West England (9.5%),

South West England (4.1%) and to a less extent Yorkshire and The Humber (13.5%) when

compared to South East England (20.3%) and London (20.3%). These inequalities are

broadly consistent with regional variations in wealth across England and Wales (Rowling-

son and McKay, 2011). In all, the validation exercise demonstrates a relationship between

RWTP values and socio-economic characteristics that is consistent with conventional wis-

dom. Although not conclusive, the coefficients of our estimates suggest a decline in RWTP

is related to urban environments that with poorer social and community well-being. This
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begins to address a key gap in the evidence linking retail centre outcomes to characteristics

of the urban environment that is identified by The Department of Business, Innovation

and Skills for England and Wales (BIS, 2011).
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Table 4.2: OLS regression results for validation exercise.

Dependent variable:

HSAR θj

(1)

(Intercept) 2.684∗∗∗

(0.485)

Workplace Zone Characteristics

Good Health (%) 0.039∗∗∗

(0.002)

No Qualifications (%) −0.029∗∗∗

(0.005)

Tenure Owned (%) 0.0003
(0.001)

Higher Managerial Occupations (%) −0.049∗∗∗

(0.003)

Full-time work (%) 0.020∗∗∗

(0.001)

Retail Centre Boundary Characteristics

Vacancy Rate −0.017∗∗∗

(0.002)

Store Count 0.024∗∗∗

(0.004)

Urban Green Space −0.002
(0.018)

ln Median House Price 2015 0.243∗∗∗

(0.039)

Regional Indicators

East of England 0.289∗∗∗

(0.056)

London 0.203∗∗∗

(0.061)

North East England 0.095
(0.067)

North West England 0.023
(0.053)

South East England 0.203∗∗∗

(0.052)

South West England 0.041
(0.054)

Wales −0.066
(0.068)

West Midlands 0.229∗∗∗

(0.057)

Yorkshire and The Humber 0.135∗∗

(0.054)

Observations 2,951
RMSE 0.555

Adjusted R2 0.352

Note: regions reference category is East Midlands. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗townp<0.01
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4.6 Conclusion

The depth and breadth of leisure and retail opportunity is increasingly linked to the desir-

ability of places to live (Glaeser et al., 2001). As the quality of urban environments cannot

be qualified by a natural unit of analysis, the willingness-to-pay to receive an amenity-rich

environment has often been explored through the lens of the residential housing market.

The groundings of this paper were motivated by similar hedonic analyses, except that

we used business rates for commercial properties alongside a non-trivial methodological

framework to estimate retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP), of which we provide a

detailed exposition for reproducing the analysis. Similar to approaches that analyse hous-

ing prices, by controlling for property-level characteristics such as the total floor area, car

parking spaces, and store type, the remaining variation in the business rate was attributed

to the willingness-to-pay of the retail centre. This was possible because business rates

approximate local market conditions, as rateable values are set by estimating a basic cost

per square metre which is adjusted to reflect similar properties in the same area (VOA,

2014). Despite our empirical motivations, particular attention to how the RWTP esti-

mates interface with the unique geographic behavioural characteristics of the UK retail

landscape was required. Due to restructuring of the traditional brick-and-mortar retailer

landscape through growth in electronic retailing our study required particular attention to

the nuances of UK retail spaces. It is often argued that growth in online retailing is fore-

cast by its deleterious effects that cause physical shopping opportunity to be substituted

online (Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick, 2010). Despite these concerns, online retail has re-

cently been linked to complementarity and modification processes. These processes blend

traditional retail with e-commerce through integration of technologies such as ‘click and

collect’ points that operate as points of delivery for internet sales (Singleton et al., 2016).

Thus, through the market system of using business rates, the RWTP estimates relate to

how much the behaviour of consumers value a given retail area. Amongst the context of
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behavioural patterns, this allowed us to unpack hierarchies of retail spaces. These spaces

are an underlying driver to the sustainability of built environments and so, by implication,

reveal geographical patterns in urban growth and development.

Multilevel models have a rich history in the educational sciences literature for build-

ing league tables of school performance (Goldstein, 2003). We used similar motivations

to build a ranking of retail centres, except that unlike previous studies, we allowed for

possible spatial autocorrelation that operates on the basis of geographical proximity. This

is because the RWTP effect per retail centre is likely to covary based on spatial proximity.

Under these motivations, and by revamping the traditional focus of multilevel modelling

techniques, we were able to derive retail centre estimates of RWTP. A particular focus on

retail centres, our geography of choice, was because they have been argued as a moderating

influence on urban hierarchies (Dennis et al., 2002). Yet, there is a limited availability of

national data for measuring the economic and social value of retail centres, with a pre-

sumptive attitude in UK policy circles that the impacts of policy instruments such as the

Town Centres First approach are “instinctively positive” (BIS, 2011). In producing ranked

estimates, we remedied these uncertainties by building quantifiable evidence to directly ob-

serve disparities in RWTP across networks of retail centres. More concretely, the derived

scores allow an understanding of a particular retail centres position within a network of

centres; this can be used as a proxy of economic health and an indicator of the gravity that

particular retail centre catchments pull on consumers in the area. From this retail prac-

titioners might be able to use the derived scores as proxies for footfall generation which

would allow them to deduce consumer appeal of particular centres. Knowledge of such

characteristics might be used in decision-making processes such as determining investment

and divestment outcomes or the rationalisation of store portfolios, for example. At a gen-

eral level, our findings also provide a platform for researchers to build upon. The applied

methodology provides a blueprint for constructing hierarchies of retail centres that is repli-

cable and generalisable to similar contexts, conditional on data availability. Not only this,
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to our knowledge, the study is a first of its kind that to build indicators that describe

hierarchies of retail centres across a national extent, with previous studies typically limited

to smaller case study areas. Finally, a core and intentional contribution of the paper is the

potential for exploration of hypotheses in retail geography that were previously unavailable

due to the absence of statistical data on retail centres.

To conclude this article, we illustrate elaborations to consider for future research.

One refinement involves the addition of further attributes at the store or retail centre level

to be specified into the modelling approach. This might involve undertaking visual, in-

person surveys for small case study areas to collect image attributes identified in Gomes

and Paula (2017) such as parking security, atmosphere perception, or mix and quality of

stores within the retail centre boundary, for example. Due to the practicality concerns of

obtaining these highly granular measures in the present study, this direction would reduce

the number of retail centres the approach can return RWTP estimates for. However, the

benefit is that it would allow an estimation of the willingness-to-pay for highly granular

measures that describe image-based attributes of attractive shopping environments. A

final remark, the advantage of the applied methodology is that it can be redeployed in the

future to generate timely updates. This is possible because the VOA continue to reassess

the rateable values of non-domestic properties according to a five year revaluation cycle

(VOA, 2014). Conditional on the VOA continuing to release their ratings list as an open

data product, the area estimates of RWTP are updatable over time. Future research might

develop retail centre rankings into a longitudinal data product that allows an exploration

into the temporal characteristics of RWTP, and how successive five year windows alter the

rank-ordered positions of retail centres.
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4.7 Appendix

4.7.1 Appendix A: Variable Description
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4.7.2 Appendix B: Semivariogram for Business Rate Semivariance

Figure 4.5: Semivariogram demonstrating the tendency for retail centres close together in
space to exhibit higher correlations for business rates than those further apart.
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4.7.3 Appendix C: Trace Plot for Markov Chain Monte Carlo Draws
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Figure 4.6: Trace plots (left) displaying simulated draws from MCMC chain for parameters
and distribution of samples (right) for HSAR model. Vertical red line highlights the point
along the chain where previous samples are discarded.
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Abstract

Visual characteristics of leisure and retail environments provide sensory cues that

can influence how consumers experience and behave within these spaces. In this paper,

we provide a computational method that summarises the “visual features” of shopping

districts by analysing a national database of geocoded store frontage images. While

the traditional focus of social scientific research explores how drivers such as proximity

and attractiveness of shopping environments factor into store patronisation and loca-

tion choice decisions, the visual characteristics that describe the enclosing urban area

are often neglected. This is despite a tacit assumption that consumers translate visual

appearance of a retail area into a judgement of its functional utility, which mediates

consumer behaviour, patronage decisions and the image a retail location projects to

passers by. Such judgements allow consumers to draw fine distinctions when evaluat-

ing between competing destinations. We introduce a deep learning model known as

Convolutional Autoencoders to extract visual features from storefront images of leisure

and retail amenities, before partitioning these visual features into a sensible number of

clusters. We then introduce measures describing the environment around the leisure

and retail properties to differentiate between the clusters and assess which variables are

distinctive for particular groupings. Our empirical strategy unpacks distinct groupings

from the clusters, which implies the existence of relationships between visual features

of shopping areas and functional characteristics of the surrounding urban environment.

Overall, using retail environments, a core contribution of this paper seeks to demon-

strate the utility of unsupervised deep learning methods to research questions in urban

planning.
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5.1 Introduction

Visual characteristics of urban spaces drive how individuals evaluate and experience their

surroundings for the purpose of location choice behaviour and patronage decisions (Hauser

and Koppelman, 1979). In the The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch argues the built

environment can be drawn as “mental maps” that describe how the city is read visually by

cues such as shapes, sizes and colours (Lynch, 1960). Not only this, Silver and Clark (2016)

argue the actions, tastes, and traits of individuals create and support particular meanings

attached to places. The measurement of a scene assesses the character of a particular place

and highlights distinctive visual aspects of the built environment. As visual (but subjective)

measures that describe scenes such as liveliness are hard to quantify with traditionally-

available data, urban planners typically resort to building indicators that are based on more

directly observable characteristics such as population density (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009)

or street layout (Jung et al., 2017). Often representations that characterise the scenes of

streets are inferred using visual audits conducted by researchers who collate data to explore

similarities and differences of physical attributes visible from street-level – the quality of

building facade, the presence of street art, or the condition of sidewalks, for example

(Bader et al., 2017). Once aggregated, researchers can unpack relationships exploring the

link between particular visual attributes of built environments and characteristics of the

surrounding area. For retail environments, the visual image that shopping areas project to

consumers is a function of a broad range of influences which affect patronage behaviour and

consumer experiences (Bell, 1999). Retail area image is a multidimensional concept and

to understand it requires unpacking the multitude of functional and visual characteristics

that consumers associate with shopping areas (Baker et al., 1994). These characteristics

are stimuli that influence consumer perception and, by extension, patronage intention

for particular retail environments. Typically measures of retail area image are derived

using survey approaches that rate characteristics such as the quality of building materials,
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the attractiveness of shop signage and overall environmental cleanliness (Bellizzi et al.,

1983; El–Adly, 2007). As conducting in-person studies in shopping areas to record this

data requires a high level of human judgement, they are cost-intensive and limited in the

throughput required to construct visual descriptors of retail environments for large study

areas

To circumvent the scalability issues of manually auditing a national sample of retail

locations, we apply Convolutional Autoencoders (CAEs) to automatically extract visual

features from images showing the frontage of leisure and retail properties across England

and Wales. Particular interest on street-level imagery for leisure and retail amenities stems

from their influence to the vibrancy of places and, hence, in the characteristics of the

urban hierarchy (Dennis et al., 2002). While previous studies have shown that proximity

to leisure and retail amenities factor into location choice decisions and patronage of retail

environments (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009), the visual characteristics that describe the

urban environment around the point of interest are neglected. Such approaches assume a

“vacuum” around single amenities, which ignores the environmental context that surrounds

these premises. As an example, the visual characteristics of a street with a restaurant

accessible by several modes of transportation is likely to differ by the amount of liveliness

when compared with another restaurant serviced in a location with no transport links.

Capturing visual features of leisure and retail amenities allows an exploration into whether

aspects of what we see are related to particular characteristics of the built environment

that describe the amenities location. By clustering visual features extracted from the CAE,

the principal contribution of this paper uses deep learning to assess whether visual-only

features of retail landscapes correlate with observed characteristics of built environments,

and whether there are distinctive characteristics for particular groupings.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 5.2 motivates the un-

derlying conceptual framework of the paper. Section 5.3 introduces the sources of data
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we utilise through the study, before describing the modelling approach we implement to

arrive at our empirical objective. Section 5.4 presents the main findings. Finally, section

5.5 concludes the paper.

5.2 Background and Motivation

5.2.1 Visual characteristics of built environments

In the Critique of Judgement Immanuel Kant first observed aesthetic perception as a self-

organising process that drives how individuals react to different environments (Kant, 1790).

Not only do humans perceive their environment as neutral facts and data, but we react

to distinctive aesthetic cues encoded in our surroundings that change how these spaces

are experienced as we walk through them (Silver and Clark, 2016). Our judgement of the

elements in our surroundings are rendered as a totality, independent of the constituent

parts. When we stroll through a “hip neighbourhood”, the avant-garde feel, boutique

stores, and DIY atmosphere are not perceived as independent objects. This is because

they collectively recall a particular way of behaving that is adopted from the tastes and

preferences derived from the environment the individual chooses to surround themselves

with (Merleau-Ponty, 2004). Thus, an environmental psychology influences how preferences

for certain environments are driven by a multitude of interwoven factors. Jane Jacobs

recognised this as early as 1960, emphasising the role streets perform in setting the visual

scene of cities. In a critique of modernist planning policy, Jacobs (1961) argued that

unifying design elements of urban spaces is short-sighted, as the interplay of their “bits

and pieces” are central to supporting the diverse excitement that street scenes offer.

Visual cues are seen as discriminative features that influence perceptions and evalua-

tions of urban spaces, and even when considering socio-cultural biases in aesthetic judge-
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ment, have been shown to affect the psychological state of their inhabitants (Quercia et al.,

2014). Kelling and Coles (1997)’s Broken Windows Theory, for example, suggests cues of

environmental disorder in urban appearance such as abandoned cars, litter, and vandal-

ism drive a perceived breakdown of social order which, in turn, induce more severe forms

of criminal activity. Beyond disorder places deviate from conventional form by appearing,

amongst other things, transgressive, glamorous, or informal (Silver and Clark, 2016). Thus,

a suite of evaluative dimensions are considered when characterising the visual attributes

of urban spaces, with different environments reflecting different visual representations of

tastes and values. Not only this, Massey (1991) argues these particular spaces are not

static, but have multiple identities that are forged by ever-changing social interactions

occurring between people within them. All together, these considerations highlight the

complexities of capturing a signal that reflects the visual qualities of street scenes.

5.2.2 Traditional approaches for describing retail environments

As aesthetic descriptions of urban environments such as glamorous, lively or conventional

are difficult to measure directly, urban scientists typically fall back to constructing indica-

tors of the qualities that describe spaces such as shopping areas (Silver and Clark, 2016).

In-person visual audits strive to unpack how the functional, physical and social character-

istics of retail environments correlate to affective outcomes such as store patronage and

location choice decisions. Survey techniques have an extensive history in urban planning

research, and borrow from psychometric measurement models to infer latent traits through

an aggregation of single items visible across the audit (Bader et al., 2017). In UK plan-

ning discourse, for example, concepts such as vitality and viability have long underlined

‘health checks’ of town centre areas, reflecting arguments in Jacobs (1961) that thriving

places maintain a diverse range of uses, attract significant numbers of people, and sustain

a continuing ability to attract investment (Ravenscroft, 2000). Thus, vitality and viability
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is typically inferred by aggregating multiple items such as pedestrian counts, diversity of

amenities, or boarded-up windows that are sampled at points across different retail lo-

cations. In the retail literature, several examples aggregate sets of measures to describe

visual characteristics of shopping spaces. Bell (1999), for example, shows environmen-

tal stimuli such as appealing store colours, attractive shop signs and fashionable product

ranges constitute a ‘visual amenity’ that inspires consumer willingness to patronise a shop-

ping environment. Moreover, El–Adly (2007), finds attractiveness attributes of shopping

malls such as luxury, comfort and convenience drive different patronage motives amongst

different shopper segments in the UAE.

Survey-based approaches are often required to describe the visual properties of urban

environments due to the absence of accessible and high coverage quantitative data (Salesses

et al., 2013). Traditionally, studies are undertaken by relying on a mix of personal inter-

views, street-level observations of visual appearances, and annotated video recordings by

experts (Quercia et al., 2014). This manual review of material is an arduous task however,

and requires considerable collective effort to distinguish amongst the variety of visual cues

encoded in the images.

5.2.3 Deep learning approaches for describing urban environments

To evaluate visual characteristics of particular places, Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNNs) that are ‘trained’ with human-labelled images of street scenes are increasingly

used to automate the classification of the scenes presented by built environments. This

new body of literature has been punctuated by emerging access to new sources of data

that have been released by commercial providers and photo-sharing websites in open for-

mats (Arribas-Bel, 2014). Providers such as Google Street View (GSV) and Flickr have

opened up access to street-level imagery for researchers through Application Programming

Interfaces (APIs), which have, in turn, been used to construct modern crowdsourcing plat-
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forms for collecting millions of user perceptions about particular places. Large quantities

of human-labelled, street-level imagery have been used for training computer vision tech-

niques. Zhang et al. (2018), for example, use a deep learning based approach to predict

perceptions of neighbourhoods in Bejing, China along six perceptual indicators of safe,

lively, boring, wealthy, depressing, and beautiful, before investigating which visual ele-

ments correlate to a particular perception. The study used street-level images collated by

MIT Media Lab as part of the “Place Pulse” program, which by fall 2018 had collected

1,566,218 pairwise comparisons between 110,988 street-level images from 56 cities world-

wide (Dubey et al., 2016). This crowdsourced data was made publicly available by Salesses

et al. (2013), who originally used it to understand the effect of the built environment’s vi-

sual features on perceptions of safety, class and uniqueness in the cities of New York and

Boston in the United States, and Linz and Salzburg in Austria. Additional studies that

use labelled GSV images include Liu et al. (2016), who detect shifts in city identities and

urban form for 26 cities from Europe, Asia, and North America. Lastly, Seresinhe et al.

(2017) trained machine learning models on 217,000 crowdsourced images from the “Scenic-

Or-Not” online game that rates outdoor, natural environments on an integer scale (1-10)

of its scenicness, and explores questions that ask which types of greenspaces are perceived

as beautiful.

Unfortunately, a drawback of these supervised methods are the large sample sizes re-

quired to train the network which are often unfulfilled in real-life applications. Moreover,

these approaches typically utilise a large, non-expert workforce (voting on crowdsourc-

ing platforms) to construct massive volumes of labelled image data. This creates several

challenges. Principal amongst these is the balancing between maintaining a swift and eco-

nomical annotation process while ensuring the collected labels are accurate (Sorokin and

Forsyth, 2008). More importantly, the user’s interaction with the labelling task may be

influenced by socio-economic and demographic factors. As urban experiences are highly

socially constructed, different groups might engage with the built environment in differ-
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ent ways, meaning visual characteristics are highly particular to various socio-economic

or demographic groups (Quercia et al., 2014). These challenges exist because CNNs are

supervised, meaning they require the network to be shown labelled instances of images for

learning the nuances between particular predicted outputs. An alternative approach to ex-

tracting features from street-level imagery are Convolutional Autoencoders (CAEs). CAEs

are unsupervised approaches meaning they provide a self-organised means for learning the

relationships between elements in the data without being shown labelled inputs. CAEs

are advantageous because they provide a less data-intensive alternative to CNNs that does

not require the user to assemble large quantities of labelled data for training the network.

5.2.4 Application of computer vision methods to retail environments

While many studies that apply deep learning have focussed on urban environments, to our

best knowledge, no application of deep learning to explore visual characteristics of retail

environments currently exists in the literature. This is despite the high suitability of com-

puter vision methods for characterising the variance in image attributes between different

shopping areas. Consumers with little experience of a store or environment may use per-

ceptual qualifications of image, in addition to prices, as a proxy for the quality of goods

and service provision (Bell, 1999). Stimuli that influence consumer perceptions of shopping

area image are functional qualities but also the aura of psychological attributes aroused

by the environment. Functional characteristics include convenience and accessibility of

store or retail area location, parking availability, the range of stores and products offered,

and proximity to residential neighbourhoods and workplaces (Baker et al., 1994; Chebat

et al., 2010). Psychological characteristics relate to the “visual amenity” experienced by

consumers in shopping environments. For example, previous research links store patronage

decisions to visual elements such as architecture, shop signage and exterior design (Baker

et al., 1994), but also factors such as cleanliness and even colour of store premises (Bellizzi
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et al., 1983). Thus, quality inference for shopping areas is a function of multiple influences

that affect consumer decision-making choices.

Given the wealth of research that has already linked image attributes of shopping areas

to consumer patronage, the focus of the present study moves away from an exploration of

footfall. Instead, our main research direction focuses on characterising the different visual

representations of shopping environments by functional attributes that describe the area

in which the premise is located. In synthesis of these two attributes, we unpack different

representations of the scene that particular shopping environments project to passers by.

The “scene” of an environment reflects both the visual characteristics and configuration of

leisure, services, retail and cultural life, and data describing amenities such as leisure and

retail premises are windows that allow researchers to unpack these configurations (Silver

and Clark, 2016). An understanding of different scenes from leisure and retail environments

is an important exercise because it unpacks patterns of urban human activity and function.

This is useful information for retail planners and urban management schemes because

it raises awareness of attributes and image among particular areas. Public or private

sector agencies might utilise this to rationalise investment decisions that allocate spend to

promotional activities and place marketing campaigns for building the profile of shopping

environments (Page and Hardyman, 1996).

The visual design of retail environments are among the tools used to enrich the con-

sumer shopping experience. Visual design of shopping areas has been manipulated previ-

ously to evoke desirable responses, such as arousal and pleasure which triggers approach

behaviour and supports store positioning (Ballantine et al., 2010; Baker et al., 1994). Yet

the visual design of retail environments in the UK is highly particular, and so consider-

ation to its nuances is required for understanding potential implications to our applied

methods. One limitation in applying computer vision methods to UK high street envi-

ronments is a phenomena known as clone towns (Ryan-Collins et al., 2010). The idea of
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‘cloned’ streets relates to the loss of identity and local character when chain stores come

to homogenise high street environments at the expense of independent stores (Carmona,

2015). The implications for computer vision approaches concern the difficulty in identifying

different typologies where no unique characteristics are directly observable from the im-

ages when they broadcast no local distinctiveness. Despite the British Retail Consortium

(2019) arguing there have been calls for communities to reclaim their local high streets

through the encouragement of local spending, it remains that a large number of distinctive

facades constructed from local building materials may have been exchanged by identical

glass, steel and concrete frontages (Ryan-Collins et al., 2010). This potentially limits the

discovery of more interesting, diverse and distinctive types derived from empirical exercises

that use street-level imagery from UK high streets. Despite this limitation, for wider study

areas than would be permitted by in-person audits, computer vision approaches allow us

to unpack how visual features of leisure and retail properties relate to functional charac-

teristics of shopping environments, and consequently, how we can characterise the scenes

these places offer.

5.3 Empirical Strategy

Our approach to explore differentiation between visual features of leisure and retail premises

is three-staged. Firstly, we extract visual features from images of leisure and retail premises

using a computer vision algorithm. Secondly, we partition visual features into a sensible

number of clusters using a bottom-up classification strategy. And thirdly, to differentiate

between the clusters, we introduce variables that describe characteristics derived from the

point of interest around the properties.
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5.3.1 Data

To implement the methodological approach we require two principal sources of data de-

scribed below. Our first source of data are street-level imagery of 314,542 retail, service and

leisure properties across England and Wales. These images display the front exterior of the

property that face onto the adjacent street or open space. Exterior images were collected

by a large pool of surveying teams equipped with hand-held cameras from the Local Data

Company (LDC) in 2015. Sample images are displayed in Figure 5.1, and are categorised

row-wise by several variables introduced in Table 5.1. As a pre-processing step, each JPEG

image is resized from 800× 400× 3 to a 224× 224× 3 pixel image for compatibility with

the applied neural network architectures, before normalizing the RGB values (0-255) to a

0-1 range. These resized, normalised digital images are the 3-dimensional inputs (width,

height, and colour channel) to the convolutional neural networks we introduce in Section

5.3.2.

While this data offers new opportunities, there are limitations of using street-level

imagery for visual audit purposes. Channels that affect perceptions of built environments

such as sound and smell are absent from pictographic representations, and so cannot be

directly evaluated from the image (Salesses et al., 2013). Similarly, small items less visible

to the human eye that vary over short periods such as litter, drug paraphernalia, broken

glass, or cracked sidewalks are difficult to measure given street-level imagery represent a

single snapshot in time (Bader et al., 2017). More specifically, given the principle concern

for the LDC surveying teams was to photograph facade features of the store premises,

measures related to sidewalks such as number of parked cars or shrubbery might be partially

occluded in the image, despite contributing to the overall ambiance of the urban area.

Despite these limitations, the LDC images remain a valid source of data for our purposes.

This is because they simulate a virtual walk down the street that replicates an eye-level

experience, and the large number of LDC images provides granular, unprecedented coverage
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that would be impractical (and cost-intensive) to obtain otherwise.

Figure 5.1: Sample LDC images for several features in Table 5.1. Each image is a random
sample from each of five equal interval bins.

The second source of data is derived from characteristics that differentiate the partic-

ular visual representations of LDC images, and is used in the third stage of our approach.

Our variable selection covers measures derived within a 15-minute walk catchment (as-

suming a walk speed of 4.5 kilometres per hour) around each leisure and retail premise
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(see Figure 5.2). These catchments are constructed using OSMnx, which is a Python li-

brary for acquiring, analysing and visualising street networks (Boeing, 2017). Within each

catchment, we derive measures for a number domains outlined in Dolega et al. (2019) that

describe shopping activity such as composition, diversity, size and function, and economic

health (see Table 5.1). Aside from LDC and OSMnx data, we derive variables from several

other sources. Census data is provided by the ONS (2016), our e-res score variable is from

a Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC) data product and describes the vulnerability

of town centres to the impacts of online shopping (estimated by Singleton et al. (2016)),

and the transport variable is from the database of National Public Transport Access Nodes

(NapTAN) (DfT, 2014). In addition, we use a small number of census-based socio-economic

characteristics at Output Area (OA) level to describe the area in which the leisure or retail

premise resides. OAs are built from postcode units and are the smallest statistical unit for

which UK census data is published (ONS, 2019).
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Figure 5.2: Example 15-minute walk catchment for a retail store around London Bridge.
Note: 30 leisure or retail premises are sampled within the catchment to avoid clutter.
Large red star denotes the store for which the catchment was created.
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5.3.2 Visual features from CAEs

Given the collection of leisure and retail property images are unlabelled and represented by

a large number of raw pixels, a mathematical technique is required to decompose this larger

set of correlated variables (or pixels) to a condensed set that captures the most salient

characteristics of the image (Efron and Hastie, 2016). To learn this compressed set of

variables from the raw pixels we rely on Convolutional Autoencoders (CAEs) (Goodfellow

et al., 2016) which are composed of two layers: an encoder layer fE and a decoder layer

fD. From a non-technical standpoint, the objective of CAEs is to take an input image, I,

and reconstruct it as a copy, Î. Internally, CAEs use a hidden layer h that describes a code

to reconstruct the image (Goodfellow et al., 2016). This lower dimensional mapping forces

the CAE to prioritise aspects of the image that are the most useful for reconstructing a

copy from the input image, meaning h learns the most useful properties of the data while

discarding redundancies.

CAEs are extensions of autoencoders, which are techniques that essentially reduce

the data under consideration to a smaller set of principal values. Practical applications of

autoencoders include data compression for saving storage space and transmission times,

and also cleaning corrupted data inputs by denoising. Thus, CAEs are autoencoders that

introduce convolutional and (de)convolutional layers in the encoder fE and decoder fD

sections, respectively:

fE = σ(I ∗K + b) = h (5.1)

where σ is a Rectified Linear Unit (Relu) activation function which is a truncation per-

formed individually for every pixel x of the input, Relu(xij) = max(0, xij), that allows

the CAE to learn non-linear patterns in the data, I are 224 × 224 × 3 images where the

3 refers to the red, blue and green (RGB) colour channels, K are 3 × 3 matrices called

convolutional filters, b is the bias unit which is similar to the intercept of a linear function
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and allows the line of the activation function to shift from the origin, and h is the code

that represents the lower dimensional mapping of I. The convolution operator, I ∗K, is

described more explicitly for the first layer in Eq. 5.2:

(I ∗K)xy =
224∑
i=1

224∑
j=1

Kij · Ix+i−1,y+j−1 (5.2)

which overlays each 3× 3 filter over every possible pixel of the image, and records the sum

of the element-wise product to an intermediate representation known as an activation map.

The convolutional operator exploits spatial location in the image, as neighbouring pixels

become activated for particular groups of edges that respond to semantically meaningful

objects – trees, cars, or people, for example. This means particular filters become activated

for specific patterns in the image, and stacking these filters across successive convolutional

layers facilitates parameter sharing, where hierarchies of filters introduce levels of abstrac-

tion to the different kinds of features identified in the image (Goodfellow et al., 2016).

As an example, the banks of filters learnt at the first convolutional layer might represent

lower-level features such as lines, circles, and curves, while the higher-level convolutional

layers will use these to construct whole objects – eye-like shapes or automobile wheels, for

example. As the starting values of the K filters are randomly initialized, over the course

of training the CAE the network will learn to find the optimal filter values that minimize

the reconstruction error between I and Î.

Within each convolutional layer, a final step commonly applied to modify the output

from Eq. 5.2 is pooling. In our case, after passing the intermediate representation through

the Relu activation function, we apply the max pooling operation which returns the maxi-

mum pixel value within a 2× 2 filter that steps across non-overlapping pixels of the input.

This has the net effect of down-sampling an image by a factor of two, which sequentially

reduces the pixel representation of our image from 224×224×3 to a latent representation,

h, which has shape 28 × 28 × 1 and reflects the visual features we use for our clustering
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exercise (see Section 5.3.3).

To train the CAE end-to-end, we also require a decoder fD network that reconstructs

the original image Î from h:

fD = σ(h ∗ U + b) = Î . (5.3)

The only difference between fE and fD is that convolutional layers in the former are

replaced by deconvolutional layers in the latter. This has the net effect of up-sampling

the latent representation h (28 × 28 × 1) back to 224 × 224 × 3, thus completing the

reconstruction of the original image I. Once the CAE network has been sufficiently trained,

the latent representation h, represented by 28× 28× 1 = 784 pixels, becomes the basis of

the visual features we use to differentiate between the visual scenes of different leisure and

retail premises. To summarise these methodological steps, we visualise the resulting CAE

architecture defined by Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.3 in Figure 5.3. In regards to implementation, the

CAE model is defined in Keras (Chollet, 2015), with training undertaken on a single Nvidia

Quadro M4000 GPU with 8GB memory. The Adam optimizer with default parameters is

used to minimize the reconstruction error, which we evaluate using binary cross-entropy

loss. Finally, we use a mini-batch size of 16 for 100 epochs, meaning updates to the

convolutional filter’s parameters are calculated using batches of 16 images at a time.
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Figure 5.3: Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) architecture showing encoder fe, com-
pressed representation h, decoder fd and reconstructed LDC image Î. Note: filter numbers
are shown horizontally along z-axis of feature maps, while width and height are shown along
the x and y, respectively. Illustration was produced on the open-source vector graphics
editor Inkscape (Inkscape Project, 2019)

5.3.3 Clustering visual features

To derive meaning from the visual features, we require a technique to group our vectors

of visual features such that those in the same grouping exhibit similarities. This allows

us to unpack similarities between the visual scenes for different retail environments which

we can then describe by a number of functional characteristics outlined in Table 5.1.

Our approach constructs a bottom-up classification where an initial typology with 250

numerous smaller groups are partitioned using k-means. Given the sensitivity of k-means

to the initial starting values of the centroids, the algorithm is initialized 1,000 times with

different centroid seeds, taking the final result as the output that best minimizes the within-

cluster sum of squares. Finally, we allow up to 100,000 iterations within a single run to

ensure stable convergence of the centroids. After the initial partition, we aggregate the

clusters into coarser and larger groupings based Ward’s method of hierarchical clustering

(Ward, 1963). As Ward’s method produces a dendrogram, we use it to slice a horizontal

cut along the y-axis to create coarser levels of classification, which groups the 250 centroids

of visual features into a smaller number of distinct clusters. This final partition represents
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the resulting clusters that differentiate the visual characteristics of the LDC images. Thus,

we replicate a work flow similar to Spielman and Singleton (2015) and follow simple and

widely supported methods to facilitate methodological transparency and reproducibility.

5.4 Results

In this section, we develop a discussion of our empirical findings based on two validation

procedures. First, we undertake a validation exercise on our bottom-up clustering solution

to ascertain a desirable number of clusters; and second, we explore consistency of group

membership to particular clusters across sets of visual features generated from the CAE

and two pre-trained CNNs. For brevity, the detailed outcome of these exercises are moved

to Appendix 5.6.1 and Appendix 5.6.2. Based on the outcome of these exercises, in the

following section we introduce several characteristics to unpack differences between the five

distinct clusters of images we retrieve from our clustering approach.

5.4.1 Differentiating visual characteristics

To describe differences between the visual clusters, we aggregate characteristics for the

consumer properties from Table 5.1, taking the median value for each variable per cluster1.

To begin, we introduce radar plots in Figure 5.4 where each plot reflects a different visual

cluster that shares similar psychological attributes reflected by common visual elements

such as similar exterior design, signage, architecture, or colour. Along the axis of each plot

aggregated variables that describe functional characteristics of these clusters are displayed.

Thus, in synthesis of visual (psychological) attributes revealed by the cluster groupings and

functional characteristics by the variables, we describe the scene projected by the clusters.

1Prior to the aggregation, we transform each variable to z-scores by standardization, z = x−µ
σ

, meaning
each characteristic is rescaled by the fractional number of standard deviations from the mean value.
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Figure 5.4: Median economic health, composition, size and function, and socio-economic
characteristics in standardized units. Circular red line identifies zero, which shows standard
deviations from the mean value.
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Turning to the group sizes, we note the numbers of leisure and retail premises within

the visual clusters vary substantially. Our largest cluster, Group A, contains 159,251

leisure and retail properties whose built environment is distinguished by high density street

networks and large proportions of comparison retail outlets who sell merchandise that

consumers purchase relatively infrequently and so evaluate prices, features and quality

between stores before making a purchase. This includes outlets such as DIY & household

goods, electrical, and clothing and footwear stores. Group A also contains a considerable

proportion of hospitality outlets such as restaurants, bars and pubs, and entertainment

venues. The Roeck compactness value measures irregularity in the shape of the retail

area’s boundary, with higher values indicating a highly compact retail area and lower

values reflecting dispersion. The Roeck value for Group A, alongside its high street density,

implies the urban morphology of the built environment around these stores is highly dense

and not dispersed. All together, this suggests the scene characteristics of Group A reflects

a bustling shopping area with relatively affluent residents who live in the immediate area

(as shown by the high percentage of residents in higher occupational roles).

Group B contains 24,567 leisure and retail premises and is highly differentiated amongst

its characteristics when compared to the other clusters. The functional attributes shared

by leisure and retail premises inside this visual grouping reflect areas that have a low di-

versity of premise types, with the majority of outlets represented by comparison retail or

consumer services such as car showrooms and house & home stores. Premises in this clus-

ter are located in areas with high vacancy rates, meaning there are higher percentages of

vacant or unoccupied store units relative to the other groupings. Moreover, outlets in this

cluster appear to have high total floor areas and are serviced by fewer transport options,

which conjures images of peri-urban spaces consisting of large retail units and warehouse

spaces located on the fringes of dense urban areas and so are less beaming with consumer

activity. Overall, the visual and functional characteristics of Group B portray a scene of

sparse and less desirable retail and leisure land use when compared with the other clusters.
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This is reinforced by socio-economic characteristics which reveal that individuals who live

in the area, and might patron the shopping environment as consumers, typically occupy

low percentages of high paid employment.

The next grouping that shares visual similarity is Group C, which contains 81,310

leisure and retail premises and is ascribed the label of ‘Upmarket Hospitality’. The shop-

ping environment of premises in this cluster are reflected by a large proportion of diverse

hospitality outlets and leisure venues. This includes services ranging from restaurants and

bars to theatres and galleries. A second defining characteristic of Group C is the extremely

low vacancy rate when compared with the other clusters. This shows store units around

the built environment for this grouping are typically occupied, which implies units in this

cluster are in higher demand and so possibly elicit increased rates of rent. Similar to

Group A, catchments around premises in this cluster are well served by transport links

and possess highly similar urban morphology and socio-economic characteristics. In syn-

thesis of visual similarities for leisure and retail premises within the cluster and functional

characteristics of the urban landscape around these premises, Group C projects the scene

of a thriving and upmarket shopping environment that is highly accessible and amenable

to consumption activity.

Our smallest grouping, Group D, contains 6,962 leisure and retail units and is highly

similar to Group C, although there are a few variables that differentiate the two clusters.

Like Group C, Group D is characterised by a diverse range of hospitality outlets and stores

that provide comparison goods such as electrical appliances and clothing. Compared to

the dense street network of Group C, the urban morphology of Group D appears to reflect

longer average street lengths that are fairly dispersed as shown by the low street density.

Consistent with conventional wisdom, these two observations imply the built environment

surrounding leisure and retail premises of Group D reflects high street shopping areas.

Residents who occupy residential housing near stores in Group D typically occupy lower
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proportions of higher managerial roles. This suggests consumers, and by extension lo-

cal consumption opportunities, are represented by less upmarket leisure and retail outlets

given local patrons are typically less affluent than in Group C. Nine example images com-

paring low to high average street length for Group A and D, respectively, are shown by

Figure 5.5. The presence of automobiles in images sampled from Group D suggest the

built environment here is more amenable to vehicle use, with streets around leisure and

retail premises in this cluster typically longer and less dense. All together, the composite

visual and functional characteristics of Group D project a scene of long high streets that

serve a diverse range of consumption purposes to local consumers.

Figure 5.5: Leisure and retail storefront images and average street length values in metres
sampled from Group A and Group D.

The last cluster, Group E, contains 81,310 leisure and retail premises and represents

a middle ground between Group C and Group E. While units providing hospitality rep-

resent the highest proportion of services in this cluster, no particular mode of retail or

leisure dominates unlike the other groupings. In fact, premises in Group E have the low-

est proportion of comparison retailers in the surrounding urban environment. The urban

morphology of Group E is fairly dense and compact, as evidenced by a relatively high

street network density and Roeck compactness value. In synthesis, the shared functional
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attributes of premises in Group E suggest this grouping reflects a leisure, services and

shopping environment that is accessed by consumers for everyday consumption as opposed

to being accessed for a particular mode of retail or leisure service.

5.5 Discussion and conclusions

Visual characteristics of shopping environments are a significant determinant of area con-

sideration and choice (Bell, 1999). Traditionally, visual representations of retail areas are

retrieved using teams of human surveyors, who are cost-intensive to train and limited in the

throughput necessary to construct the visual form of built environments. Consequently,

in this paper, we use vast quantities of street-level imagery to explore whether visual fea-

tures of leisure and retail environments correlate to measurable characteristics of built

environments. This was achieved using a deep learning model known as Convolutional

Autoencoders (CAEs) which learnt a compressed representation that captured the most

salient characteristics required to reconstruct the image from a lower dimensional repre-

sentation. Once these visual features were partitioned into a sensible number of clusters,

functional characteristics that describe a 15-minute walk catchment from each premise were

introduced to differentiate between the cluster partitions. By clustering the compressed

representation, we were able to identify five partitions from the data that reflected different

categorisations of the scene that particular shopping environments project to consumers

across a national extent. This is important because information describing retail area im-

age has historically been desired by retail planners for rationalising investment decisions in

place marketing campaigns (Page and Hardyman, 1996), but is seldom available at wide

geographical scales.

Furthermore, our findings unpacked patterns of retail activity and function, which

demonstrated that certain visual features were distinctive for particular built environments.
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From an urban planning perspective, the main implications of our study demonstrated that

aspects of what humans see were related to particular functional characteristics of retail

environments. This was a pertinent question for retail practitioners to ask, as while previ-

ous studies have shown that proximity to (and attractiveness of) amenities such as leisure

plazas, galleries and shops enter into consumer patronage decisions (Glaeser and Gottlieb,

2009), the defining visual characteristics of these environments are typically ignored. This

is despite visual amenity being an important influence on patronage behaviour and the

scene that shopping environments project to consumers (Silver and Clark, 2016). A fur-

ther contribution of the present study relates to several methodological innovations we

introduce in the analysis. As our CAE model is unsupervised, it does not require large

numbers of labelled images for training the model to produce visual features for each im-

age. While the existing focus of the literature uses pre-trained or fine-tuned Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs) for computer vision tasks in urban planning (Dubey et al., 2016;

Seresinhe et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018), in the present paper we show that unsupervised

techniques such as CAEs can also extract visual information from street-level imagery.

This is advantageous for two reasons. Firstly, it does not require the user to assemble a

large number of labelled images for training the CNN, which might possibly be derived

from a non-expect workforce on a crowd-sourcing platform such as Amazon Mechanical

Turk. And secondly, because pre-trained networks are often designed for a different pur-

pose than that intended by the user, transfer learning approaches may provide sub-optimal

performance if the images used are too heavily skewed compared to the data used to train

the original network. Thus, while CNNs can be fine-tuned to the user’s image data, a sec-

ondary contribution of this paper highlights the utility of CAEs for urban scientific tasks

seeking to extract visual information from street-level imagery.

Despite these advantages, there exists conceptual and methodological limitations that

frame the conditions for which the study should be interpreted. From a conceptual stand-

point, it is reasonable to suggest the 15-minute walk catchment used to derive measures
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that describe the functional characteristics of the environment around each premise might

not be reflective of reality on the ground. A 15-minute walk in a dense urban environment

like London is likely to intersect a variety of scenes that possess polarised socio-economic

and functional characteristics – for example, the short distance between the affluent and

poorer areas of Clapham and Brixton, respectively. This means measures describing the

built environment within each catchment might be inaccurate due boundary effects that

influence area consideration and create barriers beyond which consumers do not patron-

ize. From a methodological perspective, a further limitation is that repeatability of the

empirical approach is conditional on the availability of suitable GPU hardware for train-

ing the CAE model end-to-end. Unfortunately, deep learning models require appropriate

hardware to train, and this presents a financial barrier of access to researchers interested

in replicating (or extending) the empirical strategy to their own datasets. Despite these

concerns, the main contribution of this article presents directions for future researchers

to employ the deep learning methods adopted by the paper. As CAE networks are unsu-

pervised, they offer flexibility to researchers seeking to extract visual features from image

data without using pre-trained networks. This is a pertinent point to consider because the

target domains of pre-trained networks are often purposed to answer a different research

question than that asked by the user.

5.6 Appendix

5.6.1 Appendix A: Cluster validation

The lack of a single global optimization procedure is an inherent limitation of clustering

exercises, meaning the plausibility and usefulness of the classification are typically split

between the purpose it serves but also a validation of its system-wide accuracy. With this

in mind, we pair human intuition for ascertaining a sensible number of clusters alongside
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a metric used for measuring cluster compactness known as average silhouette width. To

determine the quality of possible cuts to the dendrogram and, therefore, resulting number

of final clusters, we calculate the average silhouette width for several partitions of the 250-

class k-means solution. Silhouette width ranges from −1 ≤ si ≤ 1, with higher values being

desirable as they imply low within-cluster dissimilarity; it is calculated as si =
bi−ai

max(ai,bi)
,

where ai is the average Euclidean distance of i to all other data points in the same cluster,

and bi is the Euclidean distance of i to the cluster nearest to the one i is assigned to.

Figure 5.6: Average silhouette for different aggregations of the 250-class k-means solution.
Vertical dashed line indicates the desired five-class solution.

In practice, we average si for all observations for each cut from 2 to 249 of the den-

drogram in Figure 5.6, taking the final cut as one that yields a high average silhouette

and sensible number of clusters. By scanning the figure we are able to discern a sensible

number of five clusters which is ideal because five is both manageable to describe and large

enough unpack interesting between-cluster variation. To accompany this, we provide the

resulting dendrogram for the five clusters in Figure 5.7, which visualises the agglomerative
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steps used to aggregate the 250-class k-means solution into five coarser groupings. This

is important because hierarchical clustering techniques do not provide cluster partitions

automatically, and so tree-cutting procedures are required to return partitions that reflect

similarities amongst observations in the agglomerative procedure. In our case, while other

cuts to the dendrogram offered reasonable performance, we take the decision to cut the

dendrogram horizontally at this particular position (of the y-axis in Figure 5.7) because the

five cluster solution has a high average silhouette width and sensible number of clusters.

Figure 5.7: Dendrogram displaying the agglomerative merge of the 250-class k-means so-
lution.
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5.6.2 Appendix B: Consistency with pre-trained visual features

To benchmark the visual features, h, retrieved from the latent representation encoded by

the CAE we extract a similar set of visual features from two pre-trained Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs): VGG16-Places365 (Kalliatakis, 2017) and ResNet50 (He et al.,

2015). While pre-trained CNNs are trained using large volumes of labelled data for pre-

dicting a pre-defined set of categories, CAEs learn visual information that is optimised

to the dataset supplied by the researcher. Between these approaches reflects a trade-off

between the generalisability of CNNs to extract features learnt from a larger pool of images

and more focused visual information extracted from the CAE trained on the researcher’s

data. Irrespective of this, both serve as points of comparison to assess the consistency

of group memberships to particular clusters across different sets of visual features. Given

these networks are pre-trained, they are not required to be trained from scratch, and so are

initialized with existing weights. For VGG16-Places365, the network weights are initialized

to those trained on the Places365 database consisting of 365 different environment cate-

gories – highways, vineyards, or libraries, for example – and are tuned for scene recognition

tasks. ResNet50, on the other hand, is initialized with weights trained on the ImageNet

database, which is a large visual dataset consisting of hand-annotated images that repre-

sent a wider range of 20,000 categories. For these pre-trained networks, we remove the

fully-connected layer at the top of the network, meaning instead of returning probabilities

for categories, we extract the visual features that are discriminative towards particular

categories instead. In all, three sets of visual features are introduced to the clustering

exercise introduced below. This includes visual features from the CAE represented by 784

pixels, VGG-Places365 features by 512 pixels, and ResNet50 features by 2048 pixels.

To externally validate our empirical approach we monitor changes in group member-

ship and cluster sizes between visual features extracted from our CAE and the two pre-

trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs), VGG16-Places365 and ResNet50. Thus,
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after clustering each set of visual features from the three models, we explore agreeability

of cluster membership for a five cluster solution in Figure 5.8. The cluster sizes are rep-

resented by the vertical white rectangles for the CAE, VGG16-Places365, and ResNet50

models (left to right), with the frequency of leisure and retail amenities changing between

groupings shown by the stream fields, and so represent changes in the composition of

clusters between the three models. From an initial reading of the figure a mixed picture

emerges. While the group sizes are moderately consistent between the CAE and VGG16-

Places365, the clusters formed from the visual features of ResNet50 are far more balanced,

with leisure and retail amenities spread more equally amongst the partitions. In regards

to group membership, the highest agreeability is observable between the largest clusters

partitioned using visual features of the CAE and VGG16-Places365 models. Similarly,

the clusters identified by ‘0’ in both models seem to share moderate agreeability, with

there also being minor agreeability between ‘2’ and ‘4’ of the CAE and VGG16-Places365

models, respectively; the frequency flows of the remaining clusters are far more dispersed

between different clustering solutions. Agreeability with ResNet50 visual features, on the

other hand, is observably low, with there being no discernible patterns and consistencies

between the clustering solutions. This is unsurprising given the target domain of both pre-

trained networks is highly dissimilar, a phenomena known as data bias (Chen et al., 2017).

While VGG16-Places365 is optimized for scene recognition tasks, ResNet50 is trained to

predict over 20,000 object categories from the ImageNet database, with classes ranging

from particular types of plants to bedroom items. The weights of the ResNet50 network

are tuned to generate visual features that are discriminative for a wider range of object

classes, meaning when we recover a representation for each leisure or retail amenity image,

the kinds of features activated are more generalised than those from VGG16-Places365.

This is due to the narrow focus for the range of categories that VGG16-Places365 has been

trained to identify (with an emphasis on scene recognition tasks), meaning the visual fea-

tures are more likely to be similar to those derived from the CAE model. Therefore, as the
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LDC images describe scenes observable from street-level, there is likely higher agreeability

between the CAE and VGG16-Places365 models in terms of group membership and cluster

sizes, which is reflected in the figure. All together, these observations confirm the visual

features we extract using the CAE model are representing salient properties of the image,

which motivates our descriptions for the characteristics of particular visual clusters in our

empirical findings section.

Figure 5.8: Agreeability of the five cluster solutions for visual features from Convolutional
Autoencoder (CAE), VGG16-Places365, and ResNet50.
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N.B. The research presented in this chapter was adapted to be submitted in the Interna-

tional Journal of Geographical Information Science, where it is currently under review.
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Abstract

Quantifying relationships between physical characteristics of retail environments

and consumer preference has long been of interest to urban planners and retail man-

agement. Attributes of environments such as shopping areas capitalise into home-buyer

willingness-to-pay, and so reflect an important private benefit (or cost) for urban poli-

cymakers to consider alongside the wider spectrum of social and environmental factors.

In this work, a deep learning approach is proposed to automatically detect the pres-

ence of various physical characteristics of shopping environments. A state-of-the-art

computer vision model was used to detect instances of pedestrians, motor vehicles,

pedestrian- and motor-orientated features among 249,190 street-level images of shop-

ping, leisure and service premises inside a national sample of retail centres. By using

these predictions within a regression modelling framework, we show how heterogeneity

in physical characteristics across different retail centres influence preferences for par-

ticular shopping environments. Retail managers and place marketing initiatives might

use this to establish commonalities between thriving consumption spaces, before em-

ploying findings to rationalise investment portfolios for public and private development.

Ultimately our principal contribution demonstrates how object detection can be em-

ployed to automate the understanding of which physical environment properties drive

the attractiveness of consumption spaces.
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6.1 Introduction

Physical characteristics of street frontages are a central component of urban design because

they contribute to the social life and vibrancy of public spaces (Gehl, 2010). Active street

frontage is defined as the front exterior of buildings and includes physical characteristics

such as windows, doors and presence of trees, but also pedestrian-orientated features like

benches, parking bays and marked crosswalks (ODPM, 2004). According to best prac-

tice in urban design (Llewellyn-Davies., 2007), improving the condition of street frontages

creates multiple social and economic benefits through increased property (and rental) val-

uations, enhanced civic pride, and improved pedestrian access (Heffernan et al., 2014). For

shopping environments, the physical attractiveness of store frontages has been argued as

an influential factor of consumer desires to patronise consumption spaces (Bell, 1999). Re-

lationships between consumer behaviour and store image such as architecture and layout

(Ward et al., 1992), attractiveness of shop signage (Dennis et al., 2010), and the blend

of store colours (Babin et al., 2003) are all visual stimuli that influence the individual’s

experience while patronising a retail environment. Not only this, characteristics indicative

of the attractiveness for shopping areas such as pedestrian facilities, tenant mixes, product

ranges, traffic volumes and presence of vegetation and greenery are all drivers of preference

for urban spaces (Borst et al., 2008; Teller and Elms, 2010).

Traditionally, measurement of perception towards urban features has been conducted

using survey respondents for small numbers of sampled locations. Through stated choice

experiments, researchers have previously utilized respondents to rate characteristics such

as the prominence of people, vehicles and pedestrian spaces to evaluate perceptual qual-

ities like the walkability, safety and vitality of urban places (Herzog, 1992; Borst et al.,

2008). Yet, constructing a dedicated resource from in-person surveys that describe percep-

tual qualities of urban spaces is cost-intensive and limited in the throughput required to
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describe characteristics of large study areas. Often hours of in-class training for surveyors

or volunteers is required prior to data collection, with studies often limited to particular

districts of cities (Adkins et al., 2012). Most poignantly, sample designs lacking adequate

coverage raise issues of external validity, which leads to speculation of how far findings

generalize beyond the sample.

To circumvent these challenges, in the present paper we introduce a novel technique

that has yet to be applied within the field of retail geography. More concretely, this involves

a computer vision technology known as object detection to estimate revealed preferences

for particular physical characteristics detected within shopping areas. Using an automated

method for recording the physical characteristics of urban landscapes allows us to cover a

national sample of 2,808 retail centres across England and Wales. Within these centres, we

rely on street-level imagery consisting of 249,190 unique photographs for individual retail,

leisure and service premises taken by Local Data Company (LDC) surveying teams in 2015.

This allows us to extract characteristics such as the number of cars, people and benches

from images of the store frontages for individual premises, before aggregating the detected

objects upward to the retail centre-level. From this, we create a collection of features

for evaluating associations between characteristics of shopping areas and their desirability

from the consumer perspective. With this workflow in mind, we pose the following research

question: which observable characteristics of consumption spaces increase (or decrease) the

desirability of retail environments?

While significant advances in the use of computer vision techniques for recognising

the image content of urban environments have been observed in the literature (Liu et al.,

2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Ilic et al., 2019), there has been far less explicit attention to

consumption spaces. We link a dependent variable that describes the attractiveness of

shopping environments to its physical characteristics using retail centre willingness-to-

pay (RWTP) values estimated by Comber et al. (2019). In doing so, this paper achieves
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three novel contributions. Firstly, our work is novel in exploring associations between

consumer preference and physical characteristics of retail environments at the national

scale. Secondly, our efforts introduce modern analytical tools that have yet to be applied to

consumption spaces. A secondary intention of this paper is as a potential pedagogic tool to

researchers interested in using computer vision tools for extracting visual information from

urban environments. Finally, this work has important implications for urban policymakers.

Understanding how attributes of built environments such as shopping areas influence value

is critical, as this represents a private benefit (or cost) to be considered alongside the

wider spectrum of social and environmental factors (Bitter and Krause, 2016). Empirical

data describing observed physical attributes might be used by urban planners to establish

commonalities between thriving retail spaces, with results used for directing public and

private development, in addition to the selection from design alternatives. Overall, we

find the presence of high footfall and pedestrian-orientated amenities were shown to be

positively related to the RWTP for retail centres, while motor traffic and motor-orientated

design features were found to be negatively related to attractiveness. Across a national

sample of locations, our findings fill a research gap that use novel methods to address how

physical characteristics of retail environments impact their desirability from the consumer

perspective.

We organise the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 6.2 we review re-

lated work and motivate the underlying conceptual framework of the paper. Section 6.3

introduces the empirical strategy used to detect semantic objects from the images and

the approach used to determine associations between characteristics of retail centres and

consumer preference. In Section 6.4 we introduce our sources of data, images displaying

frontages of consumer space premises and variables at the retail centre-level that allow us to

unpack relationships between objects detected and the willingness-to-pay for retail centres.

Section 6.5 describes results of the proposed method before a discussion and concluding

remarks in Section 6.6.
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6.2 Background and related work

The public realm lays the terrain for social interaction, but also forms a significant part

of the urban landscape’s transaction base – high streets, market squares, shopping centres

(Jalaladdini and Oktay, 2012), for example. Within retail environments, physical design

elements that increase the attractiveness of a shopping environment have been argued to

influence consumer location choice and patronage behaviour (Teller and Elms, 2010). Par-

ticular characteristics of shopping areas, such as the presence of leisure plazas or walkable

spaces, may elicit positive consumer perceptions which increase the desirability of residen-

tial locations nearer to these particular retail centres. Matthews and Turnbull (2007), for

example, demonstrate that proximity to consumption spaces that are pedestrian-orientated

enhance local quality of life in the public domain, and so carry a positive effect on housing

prices. This is because reinforcing pedestrianism strengthens the social function of urban

areas, creating desirable consumer spaces that are sustainable, lively and safe. These ar-

guments blend with the wider perspective in urban planning discourse that a multitude of

valuable social, leisure and recreational opportunities emerge naturally when reinforcing

life on foot (Gehl, 2010).

6.2.1 Perceptions of physical characteristics

Amongst the literature, different attributes of consumption spaces have been shown to

drive the attractiveness of particular locations from the perspective of its users. Success-

ful public spaces are often those with urban design characteristics that are comfortable,

physically accessible and remove barriers to their use (Jalaladdini and Oktay, 2012). For

example, pedestrian facilities inherent to lively streets such as bus stops and wide sidewalks

have been shown to be positively related to the attractiveness of high streets (Borst et al.,

2008). For older adults (aged 65 and over) in particular, street furniture such as benches
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to rest upon and pedestrian crossings by traffic lights have been shown to drive the attrac-

tiveness of walking, alongside increasing accessibility and perceptions of safety in shopping

environments (Adkins et al., 2012). Alongside this, enhancing mobility choices through

installation of bicycle facilities is another desirable design feature of lively, sustainable and

healthy urban environments (Cervero et al., 2009; Gehl, 2010).

In more retail-focused terms, location desirability is an outcome of spatial and non-

spatial characteristics that drive the attractiveness of shopping destinations (Rosiers et al.,

2005). Briefly, non-spatial include factors such as: tenant mixes; merchandise ranges; staff

friendliness; and value perceptions inferred from overall price, quality of products and

price-quality ratios of merchandise, alongside advertised promotional offers (Baker et al.,

2002; Teller and Reutterer, 2008; Teller and Elms, 2010). Spatial determinants include

physical characteristics like site-related factors consumers evaluate when choosing between

competing destinations. One of the most important factors includes accessibility, which

comprises connectivity, signage and routing of the road network around the location, along-

side parking conditions described by the availability and cost of spaces (Teller and Elms,

2012). Additional drivers of attractive retail environments include the physical presence

of entertainment facilities like restaurants, bars, cinemas (Oppewal and Holyoake, 2004;

Wrigley and Lambiri, 2014; Yavas and Babakus, 2009), in addition to non-shopping attrac-

tions like workplaces and transport facilities (Arentze et al., 2005; Teller and Reutterer,

2008).

High footfall is another characteristic that links to location attractiveness, in addition

to reflecting a shopping destination’s capacity to satisfy catchment needs and potential

consumer spend (Mumford et al., 2020). Moreover, footfall is too a proxy of vacancy rates,

which depends negatively on the number of passers-by. Shopping environments with a high

level of vacancies typically induce lower volumes of pedestrian traffic and, by extension,

decrease the already small number of non-vacant stores in the area (Koster et al., 2019).
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Streets bustling with human activity, on the other hand, are typically considered attractive

for walking, with busy streets often found to be wider and more amenable to pedestrian

movement (Borst et al., 2008). Good walking opportunities are prerequisite for lively, safe,

sustainable and healthy urban environments, with pedestrians deriving social and recre-

ational value when reinforcing life on foot (Gehl, 2010). These factors relate to the vitality

of urban environments which may influence shopper preference to particular retail spaces.

As Jacobs (1961) famously remarked, higher pedestrian flows provide more “eyes-on-the-

streets” which increases street-level sense of security, but also encourages more passive

enjoyment of shopping spaces through people watching, social interaction and cultural ex-

change (Jalaladdini and Oktay, 2012). Pedestrian densities also tend to be higher in areas

with a larger number of shops, with the majority of all pedestrian movement occurring

through shopping (Koster et al., 2019). This stems from the positive shopping external-

ities derived from the clustering of retail, leisure and service premises. ‘Trip-chaining’

behaviour from consumers visiting several shops causes them to benefit by reductions in

the transportation and search costs which are incurred when customers have to visit stores

for each shopping trip (Claycombe, 1991). These positive shopping externalities derived

from stores operating in close proximity are drivers of consumer preference (and utility

maximisation) (Schulz and Stahl, 1996), which one might hypothesise to be speculatively

internalised into valuations of nearby locations.

Lastly, several physical characteristics that detract from the atmospheric quality of

consumption spaces have also been identified in the literature (Roggeveen et al., 2020).

Exposure to noise derived from road traffic has been linked to increased likelihood of er-

rors of perception and interference of communication (Barreiro et al., 2005) which, in retail

environments, may degrade the visual and auditory atmospherics of the consumer shopping

experience. Additional stimuli of unattractive retail spaces linked to motor vehicles are the

reduced evaluations of safety from un-pedestrianised streets and air pollution emitted by

motorised engines that detract from perceptions of environmental cleanliness (Teller and
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Elms, 2010). Studies have shown retail units with easy access for vehicles have a negative

influence on the attractiveness of walking, while a buffer between pedestrians and motor

traffic is associated with increased perceived attractiveness (Adkins et al., 2012). Ulti-

mately, these kind of people-place interactions have been documented across an impressive

number of empirical studies (see Carmona (2019) for a comprehensive review).

6.2.2 Measuring perception in retail environments

Typically three ways of measuring the influence of physical attributes on consumer per-

ception have been employed by practitioners: the traditional field survey-based approach,

hedonic regression studies, and newer (automated) approach rooted in machine learning.

Exploring associations between physical attributes and consumer perception has tradition-

ally occurred through collection of data on-site, through physical observation or manually

reviewing photographs taken at sampled points of interest. The observational unit of these

approaches are qualitative judgements of particular characteristics ascertained from sur-

vey respondents, whose credentials might range from passers-by to expert assessors. In a

relevant literature search, we found these studies typically use data points ranging between

288 to 2,139 respondents, with studies most often focusing on particular districts of cities

(Juan, 2004; Borst et al., 2008; Teller and Reutterer, 2008; Yavas and Babakus, 2009; Teller

and Elms, 2010; Adkins et al., 2012). Another line of enquiry evaluates perception from

the perspective of revealed preference within a hedonic framework of valuation, where the

implicit price of attributes are revealed by willingness to pay (Rosen, 1974). These methods

unpack the value of complex goods as a function of its intrinsic and extrinsic characteris-

tics. In related literature, retail premises can be viewed as complex goods within a hedonic

modelling framework, where studies explore which attributes influence valuations of rental

prices. A retail unit’s market position can be inferred from its commercial rent (Hui et al.,

2007); higher rents generally infer more attractive consumption spaces which draw con-
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sumers from wider geographical catchments due to the gravity of their composite retailers

influence (Dennis et al., 2002). Alongside broader macro-economic conditions, exploring

price determinants allow understandings of which physical attributes such as occupancy

rates, gross floor area, and tenant mixes influence rental values and, mechanically, a re-

tail locations brand/marketing position. Similar to before, a search of relevant literature

found studies used between 151 to 4,738 premises, with most focused within particular

neighbourhoods or city districts (Hardin and Wolverton, 2001; Mejia and Benjamin, 2002;

Rosiers et al., 2005; Hui et al., 2007; Nase et al., 2015; Koster et al., 2019).

Small data studies encourage the necessity of theory and speculation of how findings

drawn from samples generalize beyond the study (Lehmann, 2020). However, in this paper

we argue leveraging modern analytical tools and big datasets provides a data-driven means

to supplement and, where appropriate, create new knowledge that circumvents potential

issues of external validity. This is because advances in digitization have allowed practition-

ers to conduct large-scale studies at micro level (Yin and Wang, 2016). Increasing access

to digital media, whether as an accidental side effect of businesses moving online (Arribas-

Bel, 2014) or industry-academic collaborations intended to create knowledge exchanges,

has enabled researchers to access large sample areas while reducing time and logistical cost

required for data collection. For instance, growth in the availability of street-level imagery,

alongside adoption of deep learning algorithms, has enabled researchers to map visual in-

formation at fine spatio-temporal resolutions for wide geographical areas (Liu et al., 2017).

The workhorse enabling these changes are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which

are automatic image classification models that have been used for far ranging tasks. These

involve the extraction of visual information from imagery, which includes tasks such as:

pixel-wise semantic segmentation of urban scenes into different components – building,

water features, sky, for example (Amirkolaee and Arefi, 2019; Helbich et al., 2019; Stub-

bings et al., 2019); quantifying neighbourhood characteristics such as liveliness, beauty

and safety (Dubey et al., 2016; Naik et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018); and the automatic
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evaluation of quality and scenicness for building frontages (Liu et al., 2017; Law et al.,

2018).

Despite the growing application of these methods in urban environments, often several

photographs are required to reconstruct the scene of particular locations in full, with

mobile elements such as pedestrians and motor vehicles potentially missed (Nasar, 1987).

Alongside movement, channels such as sound, colour and smells present in urban settings

are often absent from pictographic representations, and so cannot be directly evaluated

from the image (Salesses et al., 2013). Despite these concerns, however, several studies

demonstrate substantial correlation between responses to images and respondent opinions

expressed on-site (Kelly et al., 2013). Moreover, as the principal focus of the present

study is not of perceptual judgement, these concerns are far less grave. Instead, we are

interested in identifying straightforward and objectively measured physical characteristics

such as traffic lights and people, meaning street-level images remain a practical source of

information for describing our consumption spaces.

6.3 Empirical strategy

The approach to explore drivers of consumer preference for retail centres is two-staged.

Firstly, we describe the computer vision algorithm that is applied to generate features

from the Local Data Company (LDC) images. And secondly, we introduce the modelling

framework we use to estimate determinants of retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP).

6.3.1 Object detection network

To record physical characteristics from LDC images of consumer amenities inside our retail

centres, we require an automated technique to identify objects relevant to our research ob-
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jectives. We frame this problem as a computer vision task known as instance segmentation.

This approach combines elements from classical computer vision problems of classification

and semantic segmentation, but in addition, requires a correct detection of individual ob-

jects in an image. Thus, we differentiate between objects by precisely segmenting each

instance into a fixed set of categories; this allows us to count object occurrences rather

simply classifying whether (and where) objects exist in the image. To implement this, we

run a forward pass for each LDC image through the pre-trained Mask R-CNN (Regional

Convolutional Neural Network) (He et al., 2017) for detecting instances of relevant objects

to our research agenda. Mask R-CNN is a state-of-the-art model designed by Facebook

AI Research that is pre-trained on the Microsoft COCO (Common Objects in Context)

database. Not only has it surpassed all prior state-of-the-art instance segmentation sys-

tems, but it conveniently classifies a number of classes relevant to our research problem,

namely those relating to motor- and pedestrian-orientated features, footfall and motor

vehicles1 (see Figure 6.1). Passing our images through Mask R-CNN generates as many

predictions as there are objects present, which we filter for relevancy and those that share

a high probability of correctness. For brevity, we locate technical description of how we

apply Mask R-CNN to our data in Appendix 6.7.1. As we highlight previously in Section

6.2.1, the object classes we extract from Mask R-CNN have previously been identified as

stimuli of behaviour among consumption spaces and urban environments more generally.

The presence of high volumes of footfall, for example, is implicit of good walking opportu-

nities, with busy streets often more amenable to pedestrian movement (Borst et al., 2008).

By automating the measurement of our four object variables, we uncover national-level

reach that allows us to explore correlation between physical properties of consumer spaces

and the perceived willingness-to-pay of these environments.

Through extraction of relevant objects, we construct variables that allow us to count

1The full list of COCO object categories relevant to our research are: cars, trucks, people, bicycles,
motorcycles, buses, trains, traffic lights, stop signs, parking metres and benches.
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the occurrence of detected objects and approximate conditions of consumption spaces.

These variables are emboldened in Table 6.1, with several object classes combined into

more meaningful, composite measures that reduce multicollinearity between features and

capture latent factors that underlie built environments – pedestrian-oriented features such

as benches and bicycles, for example. Counts of our four object themes – footfall, motor

vehicles, motor- and pedestrian-orientated features – are then aggregated by taking their

summation across each retail centre, and then dividing by the total area to return these

four variables as densities per kilometre square.

Figure 6.1: Masks, bounding boxes and probabilities of objects detected from four sample
LDC storefront images in Notting Hill, London.
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6.3.2 Modelling framework

Our modelling framework relies on hedonic pricing models (Rosen, 1974), which treat

“products” such as residential or commercial property as a differentiated bundle of at-

tributes. In our case, we specify four different models that variably control for spatial

and non-spatial price determinants of shopping environments, and use a hedonic regres-

sion approach to reveal the willingness-to-pay for particular characteristics identified by

our object detection network. Our four models are specified at the consumption space

scale as opposed to store-level because store clusters create positive shopping externali-

ties through trip-chaining behaviour, which consumers seek via the bundling of wants and

needs at a single location (Koster et al., 2019). Stores operate in a “co-opetitive”, value-

adding partnership, and the study of their benefits should be considered as a totality of

the agglomeration rather than just a single store (Kotzab and Teller, 2003).

To estimate revealed preferences among our retail centres, our first model begins by

specifying a baseline model that estimates the response as a linear combination of features

(see Equation 6.1),

log RWTPi = α+ objectsiϕp + xiβk + ϵi, (6.1)

where RWTPi is the retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP) estimated value for each

retail centre i in the sample, objectsi is a 1× 4 vector of composite measures describing

densities of objects detected for the ith retail centre per square kilometre, ϕp is a 4 × 1

vector of coefficients that estimate the effect of detected objects on RWTP, xi is a 1 × k

vector of control price determinants from Table 6.1, βk is a k × 1 vector of regression

coefficients for controls to be estimated, and finally ϵi is the model residual term following

a multivariate normal distribution N (0, σ2
e).
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6.3.3 Accommodating spatial autocorrelation

Our initial equation contains an assumption challenging our claim ϕp is an unbiased and

consistent estimator of RWTPi. The inherent spatial nature of retail centres means a

proportion of unexplained variance in RWTPi determination may relate to a spatial com-

ponent (Anselin and Lozano-Gracia, 2008). To account for this, we improve our baseline

model by modelling spatial effects of unobserved characteristics into a spatially autocorre-

lated error term, ui, known as a spatial error model (SEM). The SEM is particularly useful

in the presence of particular spatially-correlated omitted variables, such as store prestige.

In this case, everything applies as in Equation 6.1, except the assumption of our error term

ϵi being well-behaved is relaxed, as we now have the spatially-correlated error term ui,

ui = λ
n∑

j=1

wijuj + ϵi, (6.2)

where λ is a scalar parameter ranging from −1 to 1 that captures the strength of

spatial autocorrelation present in unobserved characteristics of retail centres, and wij is

the ij-th cell of a spatial weights matrix, W . W is an N ×N positive definite matrix that

encodes the spatial arrangement of retail centres by assigning non-zero to pairs of retail

centres that are neighbours, zero otherwise2 A limitation of Equation 6.2 is that we impose

a formal definition of spatial connectivity through W that might be incorrect. Our third

equation specifies a spatial heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (SHAC) model

(Kelejian and Prucha, 2007) that leaves the covariance unspecified, meaning we assume no

2Spatial connectivity at the retail centre level is subject to exponential distance decay expressed as,

Wij =

{
1, exp(−(d2ij)/d

2), if dij ≤ 0

0, otherwise.
(6.3)

where dij is the Euclidean distance between retail centres and d is the fixed distance bandwidth of
26-kilometres which ensures that every retail centre has at least one neighbour.
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functional form for distance decay. More formally, we apply a non-parametric estimator

for the variance-covariance (VC) matrix that uses weighted averages for cross-products of

residuals, with ranges determined by a kernel function (Anselin and Lozano-Gracia, 2008).

Thus, individual rs-th elements of the non-diagonal spatial VC matrix Ψ̂ are calculated

as:

Ψ̂r,s = n−1
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

xirxjsûiûjK(dij/d), (6.4)

where subscripts index individual elements of the explanatory variables matrix X and

residual vector û, and K is a triangular kernel function that determines which ij-th pairs

of retail centres are included in the cross-product calculation (Anselin and Lozano-Gracia,

2008). In our case, our kernel uses a variable bandwidth based on the distance to fifteen

nearest neighbours. For further technical details on implementation of SHAC models see

Kelejian and Prucha (2007).

6.3.4 Non-linear relationships

Finally, we compare our traditional (and linear) models with a modern approach originating

from the machine learning literature, a random forest (RF), which allows us to explore

potential non-linear relationships between RWTP and our four object variables (Breiman,

2001). This non-linearity can be visualised using accumulated local effects plots that show

dependency between the response and individual variables by conditionally averaging over

the values of all other features within “windows” around particular data instances. In our

case, we grow 1,000 regression trees to maximal depth without pruning, also requiring a

minimum of five samples within each leaf node. Fortunately, RFs require little manual

tuning and are robust to constraints such as multicollinearity, making them suitable for
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our application. Once fit, graphical devices can be exploited to reveal insight into the

underlying surface fit by the RF. Variable importance plots, for example, can summarize

the relative importances of each variable, alongside the provision of a measure of variability

in the predicted RWTP scores across the forest.

6.4 Data

Several data sources are required to implement our methodological approach. The principal

source of data are 249,190 street-level images of every retail, service and leisure property in

our sample that displays the frontages and physical characteristics of the premises’ exterior.

Images were collected by a large pool of surveying teams from the Local Data Company

(LDC) in 2015, and were photographed using hand-held cameras across every major city

and town in England and Wales. These 800 by 600 pixel images are accompanied by data

describing features such as the store type, geo-location, number of parking spaces, and

total floor area of the premise.

6.4.1 Retail centre-level variables

Our second data source are retail centre boundaries released as an open data product by

Pavlis et al. (2018)3. Only stores located inside the boundaries of retail centres are used

within the subsequent analysis. Examples of how stores nest hierarchically into retail centre

boundaries are shown by Figure 6.2. For each retail centre we obtain an estimate of retail

centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP), which represents the premium home-buyers attribute

to proximity of a nearby retail centre. These RWTP scores are derived by Comber et al.

(2019), and also reflect rankings of particular centres within a hierarchy, whose position

relates to the size, attractiveness and gravity of their composite retailers influence. Centres

3https://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/cdrc-2017-retail-centre-boundaries

https://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/cdrc-2017-retail-centre-boundaries
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that top the hierarchy offer multi-purpose, comparison shopping experiences that contain

a wide variety of stores that cast a wide geographical reach on consumers. By contrast, low

ranked centres are embedded in local economies and offer shops and services that are used

by smaller consumer catchments. The attractiveness of retail centres to home-buyers are

related to the composition and richness of shopping opportunity (Teller and Elms, 2012),

and so centres that offer an amenity-rich environment elicit higher RWTP values (Comber

et al., 2019).

Figure 6.2: LDC database provides a storefront image for every store (red circles) located
inside the retail centre boundary. Example shown is for a retail centre in Birkenhead,
Liverpool.

RWTP values for each retail centre allow an exploration of how different physical

characteristics of shopping environments moderate the willingness-to-pay for retail cen-

tres. Thus, we compile a number of spatial and non-spatial characteristics that we hy-

pothesise as determinants of RWTP. Broadly, these determinants align with four themes

commonly found in the retail hedonic literature (Sirmans and Guidry, 1993; Nase et al.,

2015): location-based factors, market characteristics, retail centre design, and customer

drawing power. These themes cover several variables that describe characteristics of retail
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centres (see Table 6.1). Most variables are aggregated upward to the retail centre-level

by taking the summation, average or density. Take, for example, the number of objects

detected by our computer vision approach for images showing store frontages. By dividing

the sum of detected objects for all stores inside the retail centre by its area, we create

a collection of features that describe the density of physical characteristics per kilometre

squared. Given the completeness of LDC retail premise records, this approach provides a

realistic approximation of conditions that would be observed by in-person surveying teams.

While several variables described in Table 6.1 are intuitive, others deserve further clar-

ification. Variables under the “Market and location-based factors” theme reflect dummy

variables that describe classifications of retail centres derived from characteristics including

composition, diversity, function and economic health from Dolega et al. (2019). Over forty

variables that constitute these domains are used in their modelling process for building

the classification. This complete set includes variables such as vacancy rate, store diver-

sity, tenant mix and proportions of comparison, convenience, hospitality and consumer

services, with the complete set found in the supplementary materials of their paper. As

variation in RWTP caused by these attributes is accounted for in Dolega et al. (2019)’s

classification, they are not re-entered into our modelling process. For gvi index, we proxy

street greenery by applying a colour recognition measure developed by Li et al. (2015)

called the green view index (GVI) to individual images4. average circuity reflects the aver-

age curvature of streets within a ten minute walking radius of the retail centre’s centroid.

Straight-line roads are more navigable, with evidence suggesting that a street morphology

that is grid-like enhances internal connectivity and enables the viability of walking to sat-

isfy a consumer’s daily needs (Bitter and Krause, 2016). These catchments are also used

as buffers for counting the number of transport options (rail, bus, and trams) within and

4We acknowledge this approach is problematic when separating street greenery (such as grass, trees and
shrubs) from green objects like cars, green store decorations and even walls. This could be alleviated using
image segmentation approaches, but given urban greenery is not our variable of interest, we leave this to
future research.
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nearby the boundaries of retail centres. All together, variables in Table 6.1 allow us to

describe determinants of RWTP for 2,808 retail centres.
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6.5 Empirical findings

In this section, we develop a discussion of the findings from our empirical approach in

three directions: first, we explore frequencies and distributions of objects detected inside

our sample of retail centres; second, we unpack findings of our modelling approach by

describing which characteristics most significantly determine retail centre willingness-to-

pay (RWTP); and third we introduce several graphical devices that describe the importance

of particular variables for predicting RWTP and potential non-linear feature relationships

between RWTP and our object themes.

6.5.1 Exploratory analysis of detected objects

Before exploring the frequencies and distributions of our four object classes, we first note

how our applied computer vision technique allows us to extract valuable physical prop-

erties of consumption spaces that would be cost-intensive to attain otherwise. While our

impressions are built from static snapshots of consumption spaces, we argue the scope and

granularity of our data offers a national-level approximation of the inventories of footfall,

motor vehicles, pedestrian- and motor-orientated features that would be impractical to ob-

tain elsewhere. With this in mind, we first visualise the distribution of each object class for

all retail centres in our sample (see Figure 6.3). Footfall appears to vary the most between

retail centres, while the distribution of motor vehicles is far less spread, and has a slightly

higher median number of vehicles when compared to the quantity of pedestrians detected.

On the other hand, pedestrian- and motor-orientated features appear less numerable, with

very narrow margins of variation across all retail centres in the sample.

Turning attention to particular retail centres, in Figure 6.4 we rank the top twenty

by absolute number of footfall and visualise the proportions of object classes within each
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Figure 6.3: Distributional properties of footfall, motor vehicles, pedestrian-orientated fea-
tures and motor-orientated features for retail centres in England and Wales (n = 2808).

centre. Unsurprisingly, retail centres in major UK cities such as London, Manchester,

Newcastle and Liverpool occupy top rankings within the hierarchy, whose positions pre-

sumably relates to the size, attractiveness and gravity of their composite retailers influence.

Interestingly, the proportions of each class are highly similar across the rankings, which

indicates the likeness of human activity and urban design features that are detected from

store frontages inside retail centres ranked highly by footfall. Of every retail centre in the

ranking, The Hayes, Cardiff has the highest asymmetry of footfall compared to pedestrian-

orientated features, which suggests consumers patronising this retail environment are ser-

viced relatively less well by pedestrian facilities. On the other hand, Albion Street, School

Close in Leeds appears to have the most balanced proportion of detected objects.

6.5.2 Determinants of retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP)

Interpretation of our specified linear models is performed by examining the magnitude,

significance and signs of the estimated parameters, which we observe as generally consistent

across each model. The main results for both the linear and spatial models are displayed

in Table 6.2. First, we highlight reasonable goodness-of-fit, which implies the data could
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Figure 6.4: Percentage proportions of footfall, motor vehicles, pedestrian-orientated fea-
tures and motor-orientated features for top twenty retail centres ranked by footfall (white
horizontal line).
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reasonably been generated under the fitted models. Each of the models have a similar Root

Mean Square Error (RMSE) and pseudo-R2, with the standard deviation of the residuals

(or prediction error) ranging between 0.475 to 0.494 and around 49.8% of the variability

in RWTP explained by our modelling approach5. We find a highly significant spatial

parameter λ for the SEM, implying the presence of omitted variables that spatially correlate

with the error term. While the standard and spatial models largely agree, the introduction

of spatial effects to the SEM and SHAC in column (2) induces some marginal change in the

magnitude of coefficient values. However, given the broad similarities between our models,

we take the baseline OLS model specified in column (1) as our point of departure.

Before we begin, the magnitude of coefficients for variables in Table 6.2 represent semi-

elasticities, and reflect the percentage change in the willingness-to-pay that consumers levy

on residential property nearby the retail centre. To begin, we pay attention to market and

location-based factors that are described by a series of categorical variables that reveal

the RWTP for different typologies of retail centre. Compared to the reference category of

‘leading, comparison and leisure destinations’, retail centres classified as ‘retail shopping

and leisure parks’ command the highest RWTP premiums of 88.4%. This suggests con-

sumers are willing to pay 88.4% more than the reference category to reside closer to retail

centres that have been identified as out-of-town locations which are typically occupied by

‘big box’ retailers and large multiple chains specialising in mass and value comparison

merchandise (Dolega et al., 2019). By contrast, we estimate ‘traditional high streets’ as

the least desirable consumption spaces of the retail centre typologies. This is presumably

because these shopping environments focus more on convenience and local household ser-

vices that are located in small market towns, traditional high streets or general rural areas,

which is reflected in the 46.3% decrease in RWTP.

Turning to variables that reflect design characteristics of retail centres, we observe

5Potential multicollinearity of predictors were assessed using variance inflation factor (VIF) scores, and
every variable was beneath the commonly-used threshold of five.
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Table 6.2: Regression coefficients estimates of specified models. Note: variables in bold
are rescaled for interpretability by multiplying coefficient by 100.

Dependent variable:

RWTP

OLS SEM SHAC RF

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(Intercept) 8.560∗∗∗ 8.703∗∗∗ 8.560∗∗∗ -
(0.286) (0.282) (0.321)

Market and location-based factors

local retail and service centres -0.306∗∗∗ -0.232∗∗∗ -0.306∗∗∗ -
(0.033) (0.032) (0.045)

retail shopping leisure parks 0.884∗∗∗ 0.923∗∗∗ 0.884∗∗∗ -
(0.052) (0.050) (0.076)

primary food secondary comparison -0.353∗∗∗ -0.301∗∗∗ -0.353∗∗∗ -
(0.033) (0.032) (0.035)

traditional high streets -0.463∗∗∗ -0.449∗∗∗ -0.463∗∗∗ -
(0.035) (0.034) (0.038)

Retail centre design

average circuity 0.374 0.258 0.374 -
(0.261) (0.256) (0.292)

gvi index 0.0081∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.0081∗∗ -
(0.025) (0.026) (0.036)

car parking spaces -0.031∗∗ -0.038∗∗ -0.031 -
(0.015) (0.014) (0.024)

motor orientated features -0.069∗∗ -0.071∗∗ -0.069∗∗ -
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

pedestrian orientated features 0.019∗∗∗ 0.027∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗ -
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008)

Customer drawing power

motor vehicles -0.010∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗ -0.009∗∗∗ -
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

avg floor area 0.035∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ -
(0.003) (0.003) (0.006)

transport -0.002∗∗∗ -0.001∗ -0.002∗∗ -
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

footfall 0.024∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ -
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

RMSE 0.475 0.494 0.475 0.313
pseudo-R2 0.498 0.497 0.498 0.783

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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average circuity of the street network inside (and within a ten minute walk) of the centre

as an insignificant determinant of RWTP. This implies consumer preferences are generally

indifferent to whether the streets they shop amongst reflect a spatial ordering logic of

circuitous and curving roads or more grid-like geometries. Regarding the extent of street-

level urban greenery, we find Green View Index (GVI) as a significant determinant of

RWTP, with a 0.81% premium for every one percent increase in GVI. This implies a living

landscape element factors into consumer preferences for particular shopping environments.

These findings appear to confirm previous studies that argue urban street greenery makes

an important contribution to the attractiveness and walkability of built environments (Li

et al., 2015).

Surprisingly, we estimate a significant negative relationship between RWTP and the

average number of parking spaces at stores within the retail centre. While the conve-

nience aspect of parking facilities have been identified previously as drivers of shopping

destination attractiveness (Chebat et al., 2010), our data does not disambiguate by the

type of parking facility or whether these spaces are free (Teller and Elms, 2010), which

possibly accounts for the observed negative relationship. Next, we observe the density of

motor-orientated features (such as parking meters, road signs, traffic lights and crossings

per square kilometre) detected from LDC images inside retail centres as a significant de-

terminant of RWTP. Every 100 additional motor-orientated features per square kilometre

decreases the RWTP value of the retail centre by 6.9%. Conversely, increasing the number

of pedestrian-orientated features per square kilometre by 100 increased RWTP by 1.9%.

We lead a further discussion to qualify findings from these object themes in Section 6.6.

Finally, we interpret estimates of characteristics that describe our last theme, the

customer drawing power of the retail centre. Consistent with conventional wisdom, the

density of motor vehicles appears to have a negative relationship to RWTP. That is, for

every additional 100 motor vehicles detected per square kilometre from the LDC images,
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the RWTP of the retail centre decreases by 1.0%. Regarding human activity, we find

a significant positive relationship between footfall and retail centre attractiveness, with

every additional 100 pedestrians detected per square kilometre inside the retail centres

increasing RWTP by 2.4%. This finding emphasises the ability of attractive shopping

environments to attract high volumes of consumer traffic. Next, we observe a significant

positive relationship between the average floor space of retail, leisure and service premises

and RWTP. These estimates reveal that consumers prefer store units that, on average,

contain larger floor area dimensions able to stock a wider volume and array of merchandise.

Somewhat counter-intuitively, the number of transport stops (bus, train and trams) has a

negative, but small, association with RWTP. Every additional transport stop is estimated

to decrease the RWTP of retail centres by 0.02%. Given transport facilities are expected to

increase the consumer’s ease of accessibility to the retail centre this appears surprising, but

when we disaggregate the modes of transportation into single variables for buses, trains and

trams a different picture emerges. While an additional train and tram stop increases RWTP

by 2.7% and 7.9%, respectively, a single bus stops decreases RWTP, albeit marginally, by

0.03%. This reveals bus transit is a less desirable mode of transportation for consumers

accessing retail centres.

6.5.3 Variable importance and non-linear feature relationships

Before embarking on a discussion of our object theme findings, we briefly explore additional

insight derived from our random forest (RF) approach. Because the RF is a non-parametric

technique it cannot be interpreted in similar terms as the linear models in Table 6.2.

Instead, we use a variable importance plot and Accumulated Local Effects (ALE) plots to

draw insight into the relevance and non-linearity of relationships between our explanatory

characteristics and RWTP. Figure 6.5 visualises the importances computed from the RF

in column (4) for every variable that enters our specification. The importance scores
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are ranked according to variables that yield splits in the decision trees among the forest

that best reduce the sum of squared residuals criterion. The plot shows the majority of

predictive power derives from just over two or three variables, despite the fact thirteen were

used originally. While possessing a wide range of variability, average floor area dominates

over the other variables, which implies stores where patrons are able to experience or

shop amongst larger floor dimensions are valued highly by consumers. This is followed by

whether or not the retail centre is classified as a retail, shopping or leisure park (retail park),

and the volume of footfall traffic generated.

Figure 6.5: Importance of variables from Table 6.1 for predicting retail centre willingness-
to-pay (RWTP). Note: black vertical lines represent variability of scores across trees in the
forest.

To explore potential non-linear relations between our variables of interest and RWTP,

Figure 6.6 displays the ALE plots derived from the RF for footfall, motor vehicles, motor-

and pedestrian-orientated features. This figure highlights how the direction of relationship

between objects we detect from our computer vision algorithm and RWTP changes across
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a reasonable range of values. This range of values is shown along the horizontal axis,

where the effects of all other features are averaged within a small “window” of values,

while the vertical axis presents values of the accumulated effect. Alongside this, we run

a Monte-Carlo simulation of 100 replications where we randomly sample 60% of the data

and re-compute the ALE, and we plot each replica as a light blue in Figure 6.6. Overall,

there are substantial differences between each object theme. The first two variables in the

top row display an overall positive relationship with RWTP, while the third and fourth

variables in the bottom show demonstrate oscillation and some non-linearity, respectively.

The accumulated effect function for pedestrian-orientated features shows an immediate

marginal decrease, before remaining almost flat until 200 units, followed by a gradual

positive increase across the remaining values. This evidence of non-linearity contrasts with

the constant 1.9% increase in RWTP per 100 additional pedestrian-orientated features

per square kilometre estimated from the linear models. On the other hand, the case of

footfall is much more predictable, showing a constant linear increase. The relationship

between motor-orientated features and RWTP is highly non-linear, oscillating majorly

along the range of values on the horizontal axis. This behaviour contrasts wildly to the

magnitude of coefficients estimated by the linear models, which imply up to 7.1% decreases

in RWTP per 100 additional motor-orientated features per square kilometre. Finally, motor

vehicles displays a negative relationship for lower values until around 800 vehicles per square

kilometre, where the trend begins to saturate.
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Figure 6.6: Accumulated local effects (ALE) plot for the four object themes. Monte-Carlo
replicas shown by light blue lines. Rug plot of actual values that retail centres take for the
variables shown by small vertical lines across horizontal axis.
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6.6 Discussion, implications and concluding remarks

Under Glaeser et al. (2001)’s consumer city, the bundling of leisure, shopping and service

amenities offered within consumption spaces induce positive externalities that are spec-

ulatively internalised into residential property located nearby attractive shopping spaces

(Claycombe, 1991). Alongside this, physical attributes of consumption spaces themselves

are also influential drivers of patronage intention (Nase et al., 2015), which our findings

show to capitalise into retail centre willingness-to-pay (RWTP). Individual RWTP scores

represent premiums attributed to the attractiveness of a particular consumption space

(Comber et al., 2019), and using this measure with a simple linear model allowed ex-

ploration into which tangible characteristics of retail centres correlate to their perceived

attractiveness.

For instance, one hundred additional pedestrians detected per square kilometre was

found to increase RWTP by 2.4%, which aligned to previous work linking footfall density

to the attractiveness, vitality and ability of consumption spaces to satisfy catchment needs

(Koster et al., 2019; Mumford et al., 2020). Consistent with conventional expectation, a

higher density of motor vehicles was found to decrease RWTP by 1.0%. Our result supports

past evidence that shows automobile density as a driver of negative visual and auditory

atmospherics within consumption spaces (Teller and Elms, 2010). Presumably, this ac-

counts for the observed direction of relationship we discover, which has been recovered

previously in hedonic studies that find negative relationships between home-buyer WTP

and an increased presence of motor vehicles (Barreiro et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2010). Lastly,

we found expected relationships between the density of pedestrian- and motor-orientated

urban features. One hundred additional items of pedestrian furniture per square kilome-

tre such as benches, bicycles (which are often detected as parked in bicycle facilities) and

pedestrian crossings was shown to increase RWTP by 1.9%. This aligns to existing works
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that find urban design features that are comfortable, physically accessible and remove bar-

riers to their use increase the attractiveness of public spaces, in addition to promoting

more sociable and lively consumer environments (Gehl, 2010; Jalaladdini and Oktay, 2012;

Adkins et al., 2012). Conversely, higher density of motor-orientated features was estimated

to decrease RWTP by 6.9%. This might seem surprising, as features like parking meters

are suggestive of convenient access. However, motor-orientated features are generally in-

dicative of automobile dependency and high travel frequencies of cars, which likely detract

from the overall visual and auditory atmospherics enjoyed by the consumer, in addition to

the loss of social function (Teller and Elms, 2010).

In summary of our findings, this work has answered the research question that asks

which observable characteristics of consumption spaces increase (or decrease) the desirabil-

ity of retail environments? In doing so, we arrive at several novel contributions that are

important within a range of contexts. Firstly, this study is the first to explore consumer

preferences to physical characteristics of consumption spaces across a national picture of

England and Wales. While previous works focus on perception within general urban land-

scapes (Dubey et al., 2016; Naik et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018), we pay particular attention

to retail environments, and cover 249,190 retail, leisure and service premises located within

2,808 retail centres nationally. Second, we demonstrate a novel application of object de-

tection within the fields of retail geography and urban economics. Our analysis automates

the recording of shopping environment characteristics, and extends our coverage beyond

which could feasibly be obtained from manual review of LDC photographs. Moreover, our

efforts demonstrate how the complexity of deep learning machinery can be smoothed into

a highly interpretable modelling framework. By linking object predictions to subjective

preference, we show how deep learning methods can be used to communicate highly intu-

itive outcomes that are accessible to a range of audiences including policymakers, planners

and retail managers.
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While our findings are interesting themselves, more importantly they carry implica-

tions for decision-makers in urban and retail planning. Our findings provide information

that strengthens the position of planners to justify the “public purpose” of investment

portfolios. As we have shown, physical characteristics of retail spaces represent a private

benefit (or cost) that, alongside the wider spectrum of social and environmental factors, are

speculatively internalised into valuations of nearby locations. Equipped with these insights,

urban and retail planners might use our findings to inform place marketing strategies, and

allocate budgetary spend towards particular planning objectives that maximize successful

consumer experiences (Page and Hardyman, 1996). More generally, our findings offer a nat-

ural succession to the seminal work of Glaeser et al. (2001). The consumer city phenomena

emphasises how urban growth and development is coupled with consumption possibilities

and urban amenities (Oner, 2017). The measure of RWTP for every retail centre allows us

to approximate the attractiveness of these consumption spaces, but introduction of an ob-

ject detection network enables us to go further. Recording physical characteristics within

these spaces means we identify commonalities between attractive consumption spaces that

drive higher valuations of nearby locations. This information is critical to policymakers,

because it can inform how planners shape consumption spaces to maximize consumer ex-

periences. If design considerations in retail spaces are optimized towards constructing the

most attractive consumer environment, then local economies might see dividends from

increased patronage which, mechanically, may incentivise higher spend.

Despite these potential implications, however, several limitations frame the conditions

our study should be interpreted by. Foremost among these, our analysis presents aggregate

drivers of consumption space attractiveness; this is despite consumption being highly indi-

vidualistic. While our study yields unprecedented coverage, our aggregate approach likely

smooths over more qualitative factors, such as the reasons why certain attributes render an

environment to be more attractive. Such insight can only be revealed through qualitative

approaches which, while covering smaller areas, are able to build knowledge from asking
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the finer questions. Moreover, the LDC photographs themselves represent a literal snap-

shot of consumption spaces, with several additional photographs required at each location

to capture dynamism of the scene in full. While previous works show agreement between

observational field and image-based audits (Kelly et al., 2013), the validity of our find-

ings could be improved by collecting more photographs around the retail location, taking

into account temporality of when photographs are taken, and otherwise moving beyond a

non-causal empirical design. We leave this as an extension for future research.

6.7 Appendix

6.7.1 Appendix A: Mask R-CNN architecture

The Mask R-CNN architecture is conceptually simple, adopting a two-stage approach

for classifying pixels into different object instances. The network’s backbone consists of

a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that contains two branches: a classification branch

that outputs probabilities of ‘objectness’ and a regression branch that outputs coefficients

describing coordinates of bounding boxes that contain objects. To begin, several candidate

bounding boxes are proposed – these are known as anchors. As shown by Figure 6.7, these

anchors are unevenly distributed across the pixel space and vary by size and aspect ratio.

These candidate anchors are regions of interest that provide only rough localisations of

objects, meaning refinement of these proposals are required to achieve precise localisation

(Girshick, 2015). For each proposal, the RPN predicts a probability for an anchor being

located in either the foreground (object) or background (non-object). Concurrently, the

regression branch outputs four bounding box descriptors for each anchor that describe

the x coordinate, y coordinate, width and height of a labelled box, b = {bx, by, bw, bh}.

As we use Mask R-CNN for inference, and because the neural network of the bounding

box regressor is pre-trained, the parameters bi for each anchor can be calculated from
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dimensions of the anchor (subscripted by a) and predicted bounding boxes outputted by

the regression branch of the RPN (Ren et al., 2015),

bx = (x− xa)/wa, bv = (y − ya)/ha, (6.5)

bw = log(w/wa), bh = log(h/ha).

Figure 6.7: Demonstration of Region Proposal Network (RPN) refinement for LDC image.
a) A random sample of 200 regions of interest (ROIs), or anchors, are displayed. Edges of
proposal boxes classified as background and foreground are dashed and straight, respec-
tively. b) Demonstrates precise localisation and removal of low IoU anchors.

Filtering for foreground objects only, the regressor descriptors bi are then applied to

the anchors for precise localisation. This moves the proposal bounding boxes to cover pixels

of our images that are more likely to contain an object. A step known as non-maximum

suppression is then applied on the remaining anchors. This step calculates the intersection
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of union for each anchor with every other anchor,

IoU i =
Ii ∩ Ij
Ii ∪ Ij

, (6.6)

where the highest-scoring IoU i bounding box is retained from a group of overlapping

boxes. A graphic that demonstrates these previous stages is shown by Figure 6.7. Finally,

for each highest-scoring bounding box of objects in the image, anm×m segmentation mask

that encodes the spatial layout of the object within the bounding box is generated on a

pixel-to-pixel basis (see Figure 6.1 for example segmentation masks within highest-scoring

bounding boxes) (He et al., 2017). Only detected objects above a probability threshold of

85% are included in our analysis, which we found the optimum threshold for maximizing

the performance of our modelling approach.



7 — Conclusion

This thesis has introduced a data-driven framework to bring new answers and reinterpre-

tations to long-standing theories common to the consumer spatial behavioural domain of

retail geography. Through unprecedented access to data describing consumption environ-

ments, we illustrate novel means of empirically testing hypotheses exploring how consumer

tastes and preference manifest in physical space. Among existing works, traditional efforts

of testing research questions are often grounded in inferential methods designed to draw

inference from small data samples, exhibiting well-behaved statistical properties (Kitchin,

2016). More recently, non-traditional sources of data emanating from the increased digi-

tisation of retail environments have emerged from businesses expanding their economic

model into digital product offerings. In some cases, this has facilitated the archival of large

volumes of data reflecting many aspects of retail environments, and when this landscape

is made available to researchers, it presents opportunities to study problems at degrees of

detail and scope unthinkable only a few years ago (Arribas-Bel, 2014).

Taking advantage of this change, in this thesis we embraced an industry-academic part-

nership with a retail intelligence company who audit every consumer location in the UK,

known as the Local Data Company (LDC), to access a nationally-comprehensive dataset

describing retail spaces. This data describes a rich set of structured attributes relating to

features such as type of consumer amenity and structural characteristics of the premise,

but also unstructured attributes describing the text representations of the premise loca-

tion and storefront images visualising the property’s exterior. Completeness of the LDC’s

data afforded us a scale of spatial granularity at the national scale that is unseen within

the present literature. This presented an opportune moment to revisit existing theories

220
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that explore the interface between retail environments and consumer spatial behaviour.

Under existing works, theories and deductions of consumer tendencies are often predicated

on coarse approximations of how actors behave, and further rely on small samples that

were traditionally cost-intensive and limited in the throughput required to reconstruct

the underlying empirical conditions of these complex systems. It is arguable that while

our understandings of consumption spaces are premised on rich theories, their extent of

truthfulness are contingent on study designs obtaining convincing out-of-sample general-

isability and, mechanically, robust external validity. In traditional data-scarce contexts,

these assumptions may not always hold.

Therefore, the central contribution of this thesis used the LDC dataset to unlock un-

precedented access in retail spaces to empirically validate and, where appropriate, provide

new insights to long-standing theories explaining consumer spatial behaviour. Yet, to de-

cipher this picture our thesis also required the introduction of scalable methods to process

new forms of unstructured data, such as storefront images and textual representations of

business addresses. Often these sources are ill-purposed for traditional statistical analysis,

and require powerful machine learning algorithms designed within the computer science

community to extract useful signal embedded within the data. While innovations in ma-

chine learning, both unsupervised and supervised, have driven knowledge discovery in other

fields of quantitative geography, retail geography has been slower to adopt these changes,

despite the rich opportunity for potential cross-pollination. Therefore, a secondary contri-

bution of this thesis served as a pedagogic tool to retail geography researchers interested in

applying similar methods among their own works. In light of these two contributions, the

following paragraphs provide an explicit answer to the four research questions proposed

within this thesis, while also highlighting novelties of where non-traditional datasets and

innovative methods have been used to reach these conclusions.

Our first research question asked: to what extent can machine learning methods enrich
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data linkage for understanding retail environments? To enrich data quality, record linkage

is often a prerequisite step for identifying pairs of records that resolve to the same entity.

More precisely, address matching is an enrichment exercise that allows practitioners to inte-

grate disparate sources of data describing retail environments that would otherwise remain

in isolation. In this empirical chapter, we demonstrated how machine learning could be

applied to match two databases based on attributes encoded in the text representations of

commercial addresses. More concretely, we resolved pairs of addresses from the LDC and

Valuation Office Agency (VOA) databases of commercial premises using two recent devel-

opments in text-based machine learning – conditional random fields (CRFs) and word2vec

– that had yet been applied for address matching. Using a supervised classification exercise,

we found building comparison vectors for candidate pairs of addresses with CRFs address

segmentation achieved a precision value of 95.5% and a recall of 90.2%. Meanwhile, our

second approach augmented the first by replacing the string similarity metric used to com-

pare segmented address fields with a comparison between word vectors. This augmented

approach yielded a precision of 95.0% and recall of 87.0%. Interestingly, despite the in-

creased sophistication of our word2vec-augmented approach, using hand-crafted features

derived from domain knowledge of address structures outperformed the learnt features

from word2vec. Regardless of this, the performance of both approaches contribute knowl-

edge of how machine learning innovations in address matching show promising potential

for facilitating the enrichment of data for use in downstream analytical tasks concerning

retail environments.

Despite this contribution, however, we note several limitations that emerge from this

empirical chapter. Firstly, the volume and scale of training data we obtained with a

known match label is highly peculiar to this study. Accessing thousands of pre-matched

addresses to train an address matching classifier is often an unrealistic expectation in

many practical applications. Moreover, the Royal Mail’s Postal Address File used to train

the word2vec model is also a licensed product, whose access is contingent on a pricing
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subscription. Clearly, the outcomes of this study are contingent on data access that is

often difficult to obtain, which highlights issues of reproducibility inherent to this research.

While identifying these challenges, however, it is arguable these issues highlight gaps which

future research in address matching might seek to fill. Recently proposed unsupervised and

semi-supervised matching techniques have been successfully developed in the wider record

linkage literature, and have reduced the manual effort of labelling data or eliminated it

entirely (Jurek-Loughrey and Deepak, 2019). Extensions to this empirical chapter might

seek to introduce these methods to address matching, and establish tooling that requires

far less proprietary data to resolve pairs of addresses to a match.

The second research question we posed asked: do urban hierarchies reflect spatial

configurations of attractive consumption spaces and retail agglomerations? Hierarchies of

shopping spaces have long been examined at small geographical scales by academics (Den-

nis et al., 2002) and commercial organisations (CACI, 2018) alike. Yet, existing works

lack fine spatial granularity at the retail centre scale, and this absence of quantitative

evidence describing performance has precluded effective policy formulation and decision-

making (Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin, 2014). In this contribution, we constructed

hierarchies of consumption spaces across the entirety of England and Wales. These hier-

archies were formed by estimating retail centre willingness to pay (RWTP) scores, which

reveal the premium home-buyers attribute to proximity of a given retail centre. Our find-

ings unpack rankings of consumption spaces across a national network, where positions

within the rankings relate to the size, attractiveness and gravity of composite retailers

influence. Using a validation exercise, we further show associations between these rank-

ings and characteristics associated with prospering and thriving locations. For example,

we found as the vacancy rate increased by 1%, the RWTP of the consumption space de-

creases by 2.2%, which is consistent with expectation that large numbers of vacant units

deteriorate the vibrancy of the streetscape, revealing implicit signs of decay. By using a

dataset that describes unprecedented coverage of consumer spaces, our evidence provides
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a direct validation of Edward Glaeser’s theory of consumer cities (Glaeser et al., 2001), as

we find urban hierarchies do reflect patterns of attractive consumption spaces. This is a

useful contribution because it highlights how a data-driven workflow can be leveraged as

supporting evidence of much-used qualitative descriptions regarding how retail hierarchies

are configured.

Again, despite the chapter’s usefulness, we note several limitations of our approach.

Firstly, an estimation of RWTP was only possible for 2,951 of 3,253 retail centres due

to data availability. Ubiquitous national-level coverage is contingent on successful linkage

between LDC and VOA properties, which unlocked the core attributes required for the

modelling process – the business rate and geo-location to identify which retail centre a

store nests within. Clearly, in around 9% of retail centres this linkage was not facilitated

at all, which decreased the coverage our indicator claims to hold. Moreover, while this

research presents a replicable and generalizable blueprint for constructing retail hierarchies,

it is likely this data would be difficult for other researchers to acquire. This caveat is a

reflection of the current state-of-the-art in terms of data access and reproducibility, which

should motivate further efforts to democratise data accessibility. Extensions for future work

might look to replace more restricted retail unit data with residential properties instead,

which could also be used to extract willingness to pay estimates for retail environments.

A further extension might also involve the creation of a longitudinal measure of RWTP

estimates from future VOA data releases. This is enabled by the VOA continuing to

reassess business rates of commercial property on a five-year revaluation cycle (VOA, 2014).

Conditional on the ratings list being released as an open data product, our measure has

updateability over time, which would allow exploration into the temporal dynamics of how

this five-year window alters the hierarchies we observe.

Our third research question asked: do visual-only features extracted from images of

retail environments reflect different urban consumer experiences? Long-standing theories
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show how visual features of consumption spaces provide sensory cues that influence con-

sumer experiences and behaviours. Visual atmospherics such as colour, brightness, size

and shapes within retail spaces are all conditions that affect levels of stimulation from

consumers, which have been previously shown to influence purchase intention and prefer-

ence for particular consumption spaces (Bellizzi and Hite, 1992; Ward et al., 1992; Bell,

1999). To approach this research question, our contribution trained a deep learning model,

a convolutional autoencoder, on many thousands of storefront images displaying the front

exterior of each unique premise. This computational approach allowed us to summarise

“visual features” describing consumer spaces across a national database of images. After

clustering these visual features, we unpacked five distinct groupings which we differentiated

by introduction of several different measures including variables describing the economic

health, composition, size and function, and socio-economic properties of the environment

within a 15-minute walk catchment of each premise. Our exercise found distinct group-

ings from the clusters, which implied the existence of relationships between visual-only

features of retail environments and different urban consumption experiences. One visual

cluster we labelled as ‘sparse services’, for instance, appeared to be characterised by low

diversity of premise types and high rates of vacancy, which were also serviced by very

few transport options, conjuring images of sparse and less desirable retail and leisure land

uses. Regarding practical implications, these findings are useful because they detect visual

commonalities between particular urban consumer experiences, which might be used by

practitioners to deconstruct the features of what makes certain visual environments more

amenable to particular uses of consumption spaces.

As before, despite this contribution, we note several empirically-driven limitations of

our findings that mirror open research problems that remain unresolved in the computer

science literature. Firstly, the average silhouette width, which is a metric for the validation

of consistency within clusters of data, was found to be relatively low. This implied our

visual clusters of storefront images were poorly separated. k-means typically has difficulty
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in clustering non-spherical data of varying sizes and density. Problematically, our learnt

embeddings from the convolutional autoencoder were highly non-linear, which meant a pair

of non-linearly associated points may not be close in high-dimensional space. This creates

difficulty in effectively defining a cluster “centre” (Wang et al., 2015), which is possibly

reflected by the low average silhouette width in our study. In addition, while we cluster a

condensed representation of the LDC images (224 × 224 × 3 or 150,528 dimensions) to a

784× 1 embedding, we still maintain high dimensionality, which affects the convergence of

k-means. This is because in high dimensional spaces the algorithm becomes less effective

at distinguishing between observation points. Aside from these technical points, the low

silhouette width might otherwise suggest the differences between visual clusters of store-

front images are fuzzy, and not separable by simply minimising some Euclidean criteria

such as the sum of squared error. Therefore, extensions to this work might seek to refine

the clustering approach used here, as k-means is typically most suited for partitioning of

hyperspherical clusters. Alternatives might involve adding additional pre-clustering steps

to reduce the dimensionality of features further, or using soft clustering methods such as

Gaussian Mixture Models to ascertain probabilities of cluster membership, and probabilis-

tically filtering images based on which cluster a data point is most likely to form part

of. These limitations are not restricted to the work presented here, however. Ultimately,

problems working with high dimensional image data are unresolved in the literature and

extend beyond this presented empirical chapter. For this reason, these limitations should

not downplay the contributions stated in the preceding paragraph.

Lastly, our fourth research question asked: which physical characteristics of shopping

environments drive the attractiveness of consumption spaces? Finding which physical char-

acteristics of retail environments represent benefits (or costs) that internalise into location

value is critical to arriving at attractiveness optimised design considerations (Page and

Hardyman, 1996). Traditionally, previous works have explored ties between retail envi-

ronments and their attractiveness through either stated or revealed preference approaches.
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Stated preference works are often limited by small sample sizes resulting from challenges in

obtaining survey respondents, while revealed preference approaches by historic confiden-

tiality concerns related with accessing retail premise transactions (Rosiers et al., 2005). To

circumvent these highlighted issues, this contribution used a scalable objection detection

network to predict instances of footfall, motor vehicles, pedestrian- and motor-orientated

features from 249,190 storefront images of consumer amenities across England and Wales.

Despite using a complex deep learning model, our findings remained highly interpretable,

as we linked predicted objects to subjective preference through an econometric modelling

approach. Using the previously estimated RWTP values, we linked our proxy of attrac-

tiveness to various physical characteristics detected within different consumption spaces.

Our evidence found the presence of high footfall and pedestrian-orientated amenities were

positively related to the RWTP for consumption spaces, while motor traffic and motor-

orientated features were found to be negatively related. By using a consistently measured

and nationally-comprehensive sample, our contribution’s findings can be interpreted as

convincingly generalisable. Planners might use these findings as an impetus for devising

place marketing strategies, or even rationalising the allocation of budgetary spend towards

planning objectives that maximize successful consumer experiences.

To balance our noted contributions, we further outline limitations that frame the con-

ditions of these findings. Firstly, our analysis presents an aggregate consumer behavioural

picture for explaining drivers of consumption space attractiveness, despite consumption

itself being highly individualistic. One limiting aspect of our study is that while we ob-

tain unparalleled coverage, we likely smooth over aspects that can only be yielded from

other, more qualitative-based approaches. As powerful and scalable as our object detection

method is, its purpose is not tasked for answering the more finer questions, such as: “what

is it about particular pedestrian features that render the environment to be more attrac-

tive?” Clearly, in its current iteration, our empirical approach would be unable to yield

these finely grained insights. A second limitation relates to our coverage of retail environ-
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ments being based on literal snapshots of individual consumer amenities. The lens of the

LDC surveying teams camera’s frame our window of opportunity to inspect the physical

characteristics of these spaces, and its unquestionable that multiple additional photographs

at each individual amenity will be required to reconstruct these locations in full. However,

while noting the imperfections of these images, we argue this source is not imperfect enough

to preclude the detection of interesting properties from consumption spaces. This is due to

two factors. Firstly, the LDC images exhibit national-level coverage that would be difficult

to acquire by other means. And secondly, while imperfect, the images retain enough signal

to derive useful insight into the underlying physical characteristics of consumption spaces.

Future extensions of this work might seek to increase coverage at existing locations by

using Google Street View imagery to better approximate the physical conditions of these

spaces.

In conclusion, through the accumulation of four empirical chapters, this thesis has

sought to introduce a data-driven epistemological framework to retail geography research.

By pairing modern analytical tools with unprecedented coverage of consumption environ-

ments, our efforts have brought new answers and reinterpretations to existing theories

that explore consumer perceptions of retail environments. Yet, while noting these aims

and expectations have generally been met, we further note several possible implications

for the future of retail geography research in this direction. Firstly, caution is advised

on using non-traditional datasets that are not originally purposed for research. A major

flaw of datasets collected as by-products of business functions are that they suffer from

varying degrees of quality and representability, which potentially compromises results and

misleads conclusions. In our case, storefront images were certainly not purposed for build-

ing inventories describing the physical characteristics of consumer spaces, despite our use

of the data in this way. Considerations regarding the extent to which the researcher’s

‘non-traditional’ dataset approximates the reality under study should, therefore, emerge

at the forefront of empirical considerations. Secondly, leveraging powerful machine learn-
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ing algorithms requires some basic programming skills to access these sources, but also to

manipulate, mould and pre-process data into a representation amenable to quantitative

analysis (Arribas-Bel, 2014). While many computational models used within this thesis

were pre-trained from other research groups, significant programming was still required

to assemble a workflow, meaning these approaches are not always simply packaged into

a single line of code. While many of these resources are pre-built into existing libraries,

being able to navigate a landscape constructed by computer scientists brings advantages in

being able to apply state-of-the-art methods to problem cases that have yet to trickle down

to the wider community. With these points in mind, if retail geography researchers are to

employ data-driven methods, then conquering these barriers of access is a first step in the

right direction. Conditional on these changes, retail geography has a promising future in

the age of big data.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Address matching, the process of identifying pairs of records with a spatial footprint, is increasingly required for 
enriching data quality in wide‐ranging, real‐world applications. With government bodies, businesses and health‐
care agencies drowning in an ever‐increasing deluge of data, a competitive advantage exists in the analysis of inte‐
grated data sources as opposed to analyzing databases in isolation (Christen, 2012). Yet, in reality, most real‐world 
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Abstract
Record linkage is a frequent obstacle to unlocking the ben‐
efits of integrated (spatial) data sources. In the absence of 
unique identifiers to directly join records, practitioners 
often rely on text‐based approaches for resolving candidate 
pairs of records to a match. In geographic information sci‐
ence, spatial record linkage is a form of geocoding that per‐
tains to the resolution of text‐based linkage between pairs 
of addresses into matches and non‐matches. These ap‐
proaches link text‐based address sequences, integrating 
sources of data that would otherwise remain in isolation. 
While recent innovations in machine learning have been in‐
troduced in the wider record linkage literature, there is sig‐
nificant potential to apply machine learning to the address 
matching sub‐field of geographic information science. As a 
response, this paper introduces two recent developments in 
text‐based machine learning—conditional random fields and 
word2vec—that have not been applied to address matching, 
evaluating their comparative strengths and drawbacks.
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databases are noisy, inconsistent and replete with missing values. These issues complicate the integration of data. 
In fact, the acquisition of matched addresses is often key to spatially enabling data used for visualization or spa‐
tial data mining projects (Boulos, 2004). In the address matching context, while geospatial matching is directed 
by linking the geometric representations of spatial objects (Du, Alechina, Jackson, & Hart, 2017), spatial record 
linkage focuses on resolving text‐based linkages between addresses.1 

In the absence of unique identifiers that enable direct linking of data in relational database management en‐
vironments, practitioners have traditionally relied on mathematical linkage techniques broadly divided by deter‐
ministic or probabilistic principles (Churches, Christen, Lim, & Zhu, 2002). While deterministic matching consists 
of generating hand‐crafted rule bases for classification developed from specialist domain knowledge (Oliveira, 
Bierrenbach, Camargo, Coeli, & Pinhero, 2016), probabilistic linkage incorporates the varying distributions of a 
record’s attribute values into the assignment of different weights for each field comparison. Weight assignment 
is related to the frequencies of value occurrences, with stronger weights given to matches for attributes upon 
which matching is less likely (Blanchette, DeKoven, De, & Roberts, 2013). For address matching, field comparisons 
might include comparing the street names of an address pair, with more common street names penalized by a 
lower weighting factor. In this way, resolving text‐based postal addresses to the same address is a form of geoc‐
oding, where the quality of the match rate is intrinsically tied to the quality of the underlying reference data layer 
(Goldberg, 2011). Traditionally, address matching has focused on the probabilistic linkage approaches developed 
by the US Census Bureau in the 1970s (Jaro, 1984).

More recently, record linkage has been permeated by advances in machine learning. In this article, we focus on in‐
troducing two particular innovations into the address matching workflow: conditional random fields (CRFs) and word 
(address) embeddings. Before classification into address matches, input data requires segmentation into feature col‐
umns (Churches et al., 2002). The segmentation of postal addresses into attribute columns representing street num‐
bers, street names or zip codes, for example, has been traditionally undertaken using hidden Markov models (HMMs). 
HMMs use statistical induction to predict, from possible arrangements of hypothetical states, the most likely arrange‐
ment to have produced the address sequence, and to then label each state by an attribute field (Christen, 2012). 
For addresses, labels might identify whether the present state represents a street number or street name. A recent 
innovation for text segmentation tasks has been the use of trained CRFs (Lafferty, McCallum, & Pereira, 2001). While 
HMMs assume the labeling of text sequences is statistically independent of previous outputs, CRFs are conditional by 
nature, meaning they assume no independence between output labels. Given that real‐world text sequences such as 
addresses are represented by interaction and dependencies between words (e.g., zip codes are related to city names), 
it is reasonable to assume CRFs will perform well on a number of real‐world text segmentation tasks.

A second innovation relates to the construction of so‐called “comparison vectors” that are used for classify‐
ing records into matches and non‐matches. Comparison vectors are created for each candidate record pair and 
contain several attributes that describe the text similarity of each pair (Christen, 2012). Traditionally, comparison 
vectors have been generated using string similarity metrics that measure the text distance between two address 
fields (e.g., the string similarity between two street names such as “Baker Street” and “Bakery Road”). Recently, 
however, advances from the natural language processing community demonstrate methods that map whole words 
and sentences to vectors in a continuous vector space. Word2vec (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) is one 
such method that maps semantically and syntactically similar words to nearby points in a vector space, encoding 
many linguistic patterns and regularities contained within the text. Such methods rely on a theory of language 
called the distributional hypothesis which states that words appearing in the same context purport similar mean‐
ing (Zellig, 1954). In the address matching context, one might hypothesize the word vectors generated for two 
semantically and syntactically similar postal addresses may be correctly resolved to a match.

While recent advances in machine learning have become adopted in the wider record linkage literature (Ektefa, Sidi, 
Ibrahim, Jabar, & Memar, 2011; Kopcke & Rahm, 2010; Nasseh & Stausberg, 2016), the address matching sub‐field of 
geographic information science holds significant potential for the application of machine learning. In this article we ex‐
plore how these advances can be integrated into the address matching workflow. In particular, we empirically evaluate 
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the performance of CRFs and word2vec in computing high‐quality match rates between pairs of postal addresses. The 
remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data challenge. Section 3 motivates the meth‐
odology of the workflow. Section 4 presents the findings of the address matching methods applied. Section 5 concludes.

2  | DATA

Our comparison relies on a set of addresses previously matched by the Local Data Company (LDC) (Singleton, 
2015). This provides a ground truth of address pairs with a known match status, which allows us to evaluate the 
performance of the linkage methods. These address pairs were obtained from a previous round of matching be‐
tween non‐domestic addresses of the LDC and Valuation Office Agency (VOA) databases. In particular, these ad‐
dress pairs reflect matches between LDC records of high‐street shops and commercial addresses contained in the 
VOA 2010 rating list (VOA, 2017). A description of the address fields for the LDC and VOA addresses that were 
segmented by a method we introduce later, the conditional random fields, is introduced in Table 1, to familiarize 
the reader with components of a structured address string.

Crucially, the matched set of LDC to VOA addresses contains 110,742 pairs that resolve to the same address. 
This matched set is augmented with 934,150 synthetic non‐matched pairs that are generated with the Freely 
Extensible Biomedical Record Linkage (FEBRL) (Christen & Churches, 2005) data set generator. This works by 
creating variants of the matched addresses with different error characteristics introduced to the data, meaning 
the models learn the representations of non‐matched addresses (Christen, 2012). Thus, for each address field in 
Table 1, with the exception of zip code, we introduce error characteristics to the data. A demonstration of how 
the synthetic non‐matches are generated is given in Table 2, where three examples of records from the LDC and 
VOA database are mutated with different error characteristics. In particular, we set the probability of a missing 
field as proportional to the number of missing fields in the matched addresses. Moreover, we set the maximum 
number of modifications per address field and per address string to one, also testing a scenario where we increase 
the number of modifications to nine later on. These modifications introduce a probability for a character in the 
address field to be randomly inserted, deleted, substituted or transposed. Importantly, the match status of these 
synthetic non‐matches is always set to false, meaning our machine learning techniques learn the representations 
of non‐matched addresses for highly nuanced cases. To prepare the data for segmentation, we append all address 
fields from the LDC and VOA data sets into a comma‐separated address string (e.g., “Home Bargains, 28, Church 
Way, Bradford”) while keeping the zip code separate for reasons we explain immediately below.

TA B L E  1   CRF parser label tags and descriptions identified for the LDC and VOA addresses

Tag Description Example

House Venue or business name ascribed to the address Automotive Solutions

Number Street‐facing building number or apartment number 43

Unit A secondary unit designator that identifies an office, unit or apartment 4a

Level Expression signifying a floor number Ground Floor

Street Identifying name given to a street Paradise Street

Suburb Unofficial neighborhood name Ropewalks

City Any human settlement such as a metropolis, city, town or village Liverpool

District Second‐level administrative division North West

State First‐level administrative division England

Zip code Postal code used for mail sorting L3 5TB

Note. Tags are aligned to address fields of the OpenCage (2018) address formatting library.
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Our next step introduces blocking for each method to increase the computational tractability of the linkage 
task. On a Dell Precision Tower 7000 series with 60 GB RAM and multi‐core processor, the computational cost 
for the comparison of each address in the LDC and VOA data sets is substantial. This is because the number of ad‐
dress comparisons without blocking is a function of the Cartesian product of both data sets, which has quadratic 
complexity O(n2). So, for example, if the LDC and VOA data sets both contained just 104 records, the linkage task 
requires 108 comparisons, which becomes computationally non‐trivial. To remedy this, we introduce blocking to 
partition the set of all possible address comparisons between the LDC and VOA databases to within mutually ex‐
clusive blocks (Newcombe & Kennedy, 1962). Now, if we let b equal the number of blocks, we are left with n/b ad‐
dresses per partition on average, which reduces the complexity to O(n2∕b) (Christen, 2012). This means the linkage 
task becomes tractable even on low‐performance machines, as the linkage within each partition can be processed 
sequentially or, alternatively, in parallel if the user has access to a multi‐core machine. Therefore, in each of the 
following methods, we use the zip codes of postal addresses as a blocking key. This reduces the number of address 
pair comparisons to within 39,855 zip code “blocks,” with the distributional characteristics of these partitions dis‐
played in Figure 1. In our case, the near uniform frequency distribution of the zip code blocks and completeness 
of the zip code attribute means it is a sensible choice as a blocking key. Yet, for different address databases where 
the zip code column is replete with missing values, an alternative attribute should be considered as a blocking key, 
which is an empirical decision to be motivated by the characteristics of the databases’ attribute columns.

One potential issue with using zip codes as a blocking key is the existence of typographic errors in the spelling. 
In our case, this is pertinent because while validation checks are employed by the LDC, the recording of commer‐
cial addresses is undertaken by teams of surveyors, and is therefore susceptible to human error. To account for 
this, we explore sorted neighborhood blocking. We sort together the LDC and VOA data sets using the zip code as 
a sorting key value while restricting address comparisons to records within a window of fixed dimension, w = 5. 
As the window slides over the sorted zip codes, the identification of matches and non‐matches is restricted to 
candidate address pairs within this window of fixed size (Cibella & Tuoto, 2012). This means that the technique is 
highly sensitive to lexicographic order which, in our case, is advantageous because we create candidate address 

F I G U R E  1   Distributional characteristics of the address block partitions (n = 39,855)
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pairs from misspelt zip codes (e.g., the comparison between addresses with sorted zip codes “L3 5TA” and “L3 
5TB” that pertain to the same address). However, a limitation of sorted neighborhood blocking is that misspellings 
of the first character in the blocking key can erroneously direct addresses to incorrect zip code blocks. Q‐gram 
blocking is an alternative approach to generating partitions of zip code blocks, and converts blocking keys to a list 
of bigrams (Q = 2). The zip code “SW11 9LU”, for example, generates a bigram list [“SW”,“W1”,“11”,“19”,“9L”,“LU”], 
from which k sub‐lists of length k−1 are generated recursively to create variations of the zip code (Christen, 2012). 
This continues up to a minimum threshold for the number of bigrams in the sub‐list. Following the example, this 
might create blocking key values such as “W1 9LU”, “SW1 9LU” and “SW19 LU”, meaning that the same address 
is likely to be inserted into several different zip code blocks. While the recursive generation of sub‐lists is compu‐
tationally expensive, the advantage of Q‐gram blocking is that it overcomes typographic error in the characters 
of the blocking key. In our case, as the results presented below show, given the zip code attribute was profiled as 
generally being of high quality, the choice of blocking mechanism was less fundamental. Nevertheless, we intro‐
duce additional blocking techniques to provide instructional guidance to researchers interested in replicating our 
methodology on their own data sets, where attributes of the blocking key values might be less clean.

3  | METHODS

3.1 | Conditional random fields

One of the principal challenges in obtaining high‐quality match rates is the conversion of raw data into a struc‐
tured, usable format for comparison. For postal addresses, this involves parsing address sequences into feature 
columns. Take, for example, a canonical address of the form “3B Records, 5 Slater Street, Liverpool L1 4BW”. Our 
objective is to segment (or label) this address into appropriate columns for business name, property number, street 
name, city and zip code. To use a hidden Markov model (Baum & Petrie, 1966) for segmentation would be to assign 
a joint probability to the observation sequence where the labeling of address elements is independent of previous 
labels (Churches et al., 2002). This means, following the example above, that “3B” could be incorrectly classified 
as a property number, whereas it actually completes the business name “3B Records”. Importantly, “3B” will now 
be considered a property number, and that (alternative) fact will be used to classify the next token, “Records”. This 
leads to an erroneous sequence of label predictions.

In real‐world text sequences such as addresses, the probability of a transition between labels might depend 
not just on the current address element, but also on past and future elements. For this reason, conditional random 
fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) are more suited to addressing segmentation tasks. Principally, this is because CRFs ne‐
gate what is known as the label bias problem: “transitions leaving a given state to compete only against each other, 
rather than against all transitions in the model” (Lafferty et al., 2001). When the CRFs has parsed “3B” and reaches 
the second token, “Records”, the model scores an l×l matrix where l is the maximum number of labels that can be 
assigned by the model. In L, element lij reflects the score for the probability of the current word being labeled i, and 
the previous word labeled j (Diesner & Carley, 2008). Returning to the example, when the parser gets to the actual 
property number, “5”, the highest score in the matrix indicates the current label should be revised to a property 
number, and the previous label to a business name. Below, we provide an illustrative example of an erroneous 
sequence of labels predictions that hypothetically may have been segmented with an HMM.

 

3B Records Slater Street Liverpool L1 4BW

NUMBER STREET SUBURB CITY ZIP CODE

In the CRFs, prediction of the most likely sequence of labels uses a reversible highest scoring path. This is 
known as Viterbi inference (Viterbi, 1967), and leads to a sequence of labels with the highest likelihood.
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3B Records 5 Slater Street Liverpool L1 4BW

HOUSE NUMBER STREET CITY ZIP CODE

With the CRFs model, the previously raw and unstructured address will now be correctly segmented into the 
following feature columns that can be used as a basis for classifying records into matches and non‐matches:

 

House: 3B Records

Number: 5

Street: Slater Street

City: Liverpool

Zip code: L1 4BW

In our case, address segmentation is undertaken using the Libpostal C library (Barrentine, 2018) that trains a 
CRFs model on addresses sourced from OpenStreetMap (OSM) data. This means we apply a pre‐trained address 
segmentation model to each raw address string, setting the country code of the parser to “GB” (for Great Britain) so 
the software recognizes it is segmenting UK addresses. Libpostal’s parse_address command will then label the ad‐
dress sequence into features columns, if they exist, for the fields in Table 1. To empirically evaluate the performance 
gain, we also introduce an HMM2  alongside the CRFs parser. Once feature columns consisting of address elements 
have been obtained for every LDC and VOA address, a comparison vector is constructed for each candidate address 
pair. Comparison vectors contain several attributes that describe the text similarity between each feature column 
(Christen, 2012). In our case, each element of this comparison vector contains the Jaro–Winkler string similarity 
between each address field, with exception of zip code, in Table 1. Briefly, the Jaro–Winkler distance calculates the 
minimum number of single character transpositions required to convert one string into another, also increasing the 
similarity when the first few characters are the same (Herzog, Scheuren, & Winkler, 2007). We motivate the decision 
to use Jaro–Winkler as our string comparison function because previous findings show it performs best on attributes 
containing named values (e.g., property names, street names, or city names) (Christen, 2012; Yancey, 2005). If a given 
address field is missing, the Jaro–Winkler similarity between the pair of address fields is set to zero. These compari‐
son vectors for each address pair are the basis of a binary classification for classifying whether address pairs resolve 
to matches or non‐matches. The general idea is that the more similar two addresses are, as described by Jaro–Winkler 
similarity, the higher the likelihood that they resolve to the same address.

Our classification approach is supervised, meaning we use our training data of known true match and true 
non‐match status generated in Section 2 to evaluate the outcome of our address matching exercise. By training 
a classifier, we allow the model to learn the nuances of matched and non‐matched addresses. This means that, 
after training, we can test whether unseen address pairs for which the match status is known correctly resolve 
to matches and non‐matches, allowing us to evaluate the performance of our linkage techniques. Thus, once 
comparison vectors have been generated for each training record, we introduce several classifiers to facilitate the 
linkage into matches and non‐matches. In particular, two ensemble methods for classification, a random forest 
(Breiman, 2001) and gradient boosted classifier known as XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin, 2016), are trained along‐
side a logistic regression model. We motivate our use of ensemble classifiers for one key reason. Our comparison 
vectors are embedded into a nine‐dimensional vector space. This means each dimension reflects one of the nine 
Jaro–Winkler similarities between each address field in Table 1, with the exception of zip codes which are used 
for blocking. When partitioning matches from non‐matches in this 9‐dimensional vector space, while the logistic 
model searches for a linear decision boundary, the multiple decision trees of the ensemble methods partition the 
vector space into half spaces by using axis‐aligned linear decision boundaries (Efron & Hastie, 2016). This has the 
net effect of a nonlinear decision boundary, which is desirable if the comparison vectors cannot be accurately 
separated into matches and non‐matches by a single hyperplane. From here, the classifiers are trained using k‐fold 
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cross‐validation where k = 10, which we explain in Section 4, and are evaluated against metrics commonplace in 
machine learning such as precision and recall (Christen, 2012).

3.2 | Word embeddings

In our second approach, we augment the use of CRFs with so‐called “word embeddings,” which is the name given to 
the vector representations of words. Vector space models embed words in a continuous vector space, where words 
with similar syntactic and semantic meaning are mapped, or embedded, to nearby points (Mikolov et al., 2013). Such 
methods leverage the distributional hypothesis of language which states that “words which are similar in meaning 
occur in similar contexts” (Rubenstein & Goodenough, 1965). One such method is word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), a 
neural probabilistic language model whose training objective is to find word vector representations that are good at 
predicting the surrounding words in a text‐based sentence or document.3  In our case, we hypothesize that learning 
high‐dimensional vectors from postal addresses may be used to match addresses that resolve to the same geographic 
location despite irregularities in the text. In practice, we train gensim’s (Řehuřek & Sojka, 2010) implementation of 
word2vec on 29.6 million parsed postal addresses from the UK Postcode Address File (PAF) database (PAF, 2018). 
Learning word embeddings using word2vec requires setting the dimensionality of the vectors, so the training phase 
begins by randomly initializing each address field component with 100 real numbers. This means each parsed 
address field is represented by an array of numbers of length 100 which, as an example, can be represented as: [0.32 0.28 … 0.01 0.58]∈100. By feeding successive address fields into the model, the real numbers of each 
word vector are updated so that words sharing the same context are mapped closer together in the vector space. To 
build intuition for this idea, we employ Figure 2, where the t‐distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t‐SNE) (van 
der Maaten & Hinton, 2008) dimensionality reduction technique is applied to the top 10 closest vectors to an address 

F I G U R E  2   t‐SNE visualization demonstrating the top 10 closest vectors to “Halifax PLC” in a two‐
dimensional vector space
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field for property name, “halifax plc”. In this two‐dimensional vector space, the closeness of word vectors, measured 
by cosine similarity, represent words that share closer semantic and syntactic meaning. “Halifax PLC”, for example, is a 
bank, and interestingly the word vector generated for it is embedded nearby to businesses that have a financial remit, 
“Natwest”, “TSB Bank” and “Barclays Bank PLC”, for example.

Under this approach, instead of using the Jaro–Winkler similarity between the address fields, we augment the 
linkage task by comparing word vectors generated by word2vec for the address fields segmented by the CRFs model. 
Thus, after training a word2vec model on PAF addresses, for every LDC and VOA address we are able to obtain a 
100‐dimensional vector for each address field. The postal address, “5 Myrtle Street, Liverpool”, for example, contains 
three address fields (a street number, a street name, and a city name) for which we obtain vectors. Similarly to our 
first approach, we construct a comparison vector, but this time each element is the cosine similarity between the word 
vectors constructed from the address fields parsed by the CRFs model. In cases where address fields are missing, 
we set the cosine similarity to zero, which implies orthogonality or linear independence between the vectors under 
comparison. The decision to choose cosine similarity as the criterion for measuring similarity between address fields 
is because it has favorable qualities in capturing the semantic closeness of word vectors (McInnes & Pedersen, 2013). 
As before, we train a random forest, XGBoost and logistic regression model on the comparison vectors and associ‐
ated match status labels using k‐fold cross‐validation to evaluate the linkage performance.

4  | RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the HMM and CRFs alongside the CRFs augmentation with word2vec, we use 
address pairs for which the match status is known (as discussed in Section 2). The results of these methods are 
highlighted in Table 3, and are benchmarked by evaluation metrics known as recall and precision. Recall measures 
the proportion of address pairs that should have been classified, or recalled, as matched (Christen, 2012). The 
precision (or, equivalently, the positive predictive value) calculates the proportion of the matched address pairs 
that are classified correctly as true matches (Christen, 2012). To minimize over‐fitting our supervised models, we 
introduce k‐fold cross‐validation, where k=10, meaning the training data is split into ten disjoint groups. In each 
split, the classifier is trained and tested on these subsets of address pairs, with the resulting recall and precision 
averaged across the groups. This means that for each group we have a randomized training and testing set split by 
75% and 25%, respectively.

TA B L E  3   Recall and precision evaluation metrics for the HMM, CRFs, and CRFs augmented using word2vec

Method Precision Recall

HMM

Logistic 0.738 0.459

Random forest 0.944 0.696

XGBoost 0.959 0.688

CRFs

Logistic 0.933 0.820

Random forest 0.940 0.918

XGBoost 0.955 0.902

CRFs–word2vec

Logistic 0.870 0.687

Random forest 0.933 0.874

XGBoost 0.950 0.870

Note. Results are 10‐fold cross‐validated using 25% of the data for testing within each fold. 
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To begin interpretation, we first turn our attention to the baseline HMM that we use as a point of comparison 
for the machine learning techniques we introduce. Consistent with our earlier motivations, when address fields 
are parsed with the CRFs model, they outperform the HMM. This is shown by the lower recall values retrieved by 
each of the classifiers using the HMM technique. Interestingly, the precision values of the HMM and CRFs tech‐
niques are broadly consistent. This implies that, of the total number of matches returned, both techniques perform 
well at partitioning true positives from false positives, but the CRFs classify a larger proportion of matches, as 
shown by the higher recall value. This finding suggests that, unlike the HMM, the reversible sequence of labeling 
introduced by the CRFs leads to higher‐quality match rates. We now turn to the supervised classifiers that are 
trained on the comparison vectors built using the CRFs model. An interesting facet of tree‐based models is that 
the feature importances can be recovered (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). The “importance” of different 
features, or, equivalently, address fields, to the match classification is visualized by the red bars in Figure 3, along 
with the inter‐trees variability. Figure 3 is consistent with conventional wisdom, as it indicates that street name 
and house number are the most important features that are used when resolving candidate pairs of addresses to 
a match. To visualize the absolute numbers of matches, we provide a confusion matrix in Figure 4 for the random 
forest trained with address pairs parsed by the CRFs. In Figure 4, the top left quadrant shows true negatives, top 
right shows false positives, bottom left shows false negatives, and bottom right shows true positives. Briefly, true 
positives are address pairs labeled as matches that are true matches; false positives are address pairs mislabeled 
as matches; true negatives are records classified as non‐matches which are true non‐matches; and false negatives 
are addresses classified as non‐matches but are actually true matches (Christen, 2012).

From Table 3 it is clear the ensemble learners offer slight improvement over the logistic model in returning a 
larger fraction of true positives among all returned “matches”. This is shown by the marginally higher precision 

F I G U R E  3   Feature importances of address fields from Table 1 to matching outcomes. Importances are given 
for the random forest model trained on address fields segmented by the CRFs
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value for the random forest, which we complement by displaying a precision–recall curve in Figure 5. The green line 
in the figure suggests that while the random forest performs well at classifying true matches from the matches it 
returns, it performs less well at retrieving all matched instances. Between the two ensemble approaches, XGBoost 
classifies the highest number of true matches correctly, with only marginal differences in recall, or retrieval of 
relevant address pairs, between the two. Presumably, the ensembles perform better because the vector space for 
classifying address pairs is not linearly separable, and requires a nonlinear decision boundary to partition matches 
from non‐matches to a high degree of accuracy.

Next, we turn our attention to the CRFs method that is augmented with the use of word2vec for address field 
comparisons. While the first method uses Jaro–Winkler similarity to assess string distance between address fields 
parsed by the CRFs model, our second approach augments the first by replacing Jaro–Winkler similarity with 
cosine similarity between word vectors learnt from the parsed address fields. Overall, this augmented approach is 
highly competitive with the first approach. If, for example, we take the XGBoost findings from Table 3 as a point of 
comparison, the precision and recall values decrease by 0.005 and 0.032, respectively, in the augmented approach 
when compared to the first approach. This raises the question of what advantage CRFs augmentation with word‐
2vec yields. The principal advantage is that it does not commit the user to the biases of a particular string distance 

F I G U R E  4   Confusion matrix for true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives retrieved by 
the random forest classifier for CRFs segmentation
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function. Jaro–Winkler similarity, for example, is highly tuned to named attribute values, and so the use of word 
vectors provides a more generalizable approach for matching address fields. In all, the findings support our theo‐
retical motivations from Section 3, and imply that the word vectors obtained for the address fields perform well in 
capturing the syntactic structures and regularities required to resolve address pairs to a match.

Finally, we tweak two components of our empirical design to evaluate the robustness of our main findings. 
In doing so, we evaluate any substantive change in the match performance for our preferred specification, the 
XGBoost classifier, trained on comparison vectors generated by the CRFs model. Firstly, we adjust the probabil‐
ities for introducing modifications to the synthetic non‐matched addresses generated by FEBRL. Here, we apply 
two scenarios: in one, we set the probability of a missing field equal to the proportion of missing fields in the 
matched addresses, while setting the maximum modification per field and maximum modification per address to 
one; and in the other, we maintain the same probability for missing fields, but increase the maximum number of 
modifications per field and maximum modifications per address to nine in both cases. Modifications refer to inser‐
tions, deletions and transpositions of characters in the address field. These scenarios are introduced to evaluate 
the extent to which the classifier performance changes as we degrade the quality of our non‐matches in the train‐
ing data. As expected, the precision value increases marginally from 0.955 to 0.973 as we increase the number of 
error modifications to the non‐matched addresses. This is intuitive as increasing error in the non‐matches means 
the address pairs become more dissimilar. Therefore, it becomes easier for the classifier to disambiguate between 
matches and non‐matches as the nuances between non‐matched address pairs become less pronounced. Our 
second tweak tested the change of blocking mechanism from standard blocking to sorted neighborhood blocking 
and Q‐gram blocking. This was applied to better handle cases of misspelt zip codes, which is problematic because 
misspellings could allocate addresses to incorrect zip code blocks. Despite the empirical motivations to alternate 
the blocking mechanism, we found the results of our main findings were invariant to which blocking technique 
was applied. Presumably this was because zip codes of the LDC and VOA addresses are of high quality, as the 

F I G U R E  5   Precision–recall (PR) curve for the random forest classifier trained on addresses segmented by the 
CRFs model
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VOA addresses originate from an official UK government source and the LDC have a business case in maintaining 
accurate, high‐quality zip codes.

5  | CONCLUSIONS

Often the biggest problem when faced with spatial data is accessing it. Address matching resolves text‐based ad‐
dress sequences to matches, integrating disparate sources of data that would otherwise remain in isolation. In this 
article we evaluated the performance of two recent machine learning techniques for linking address pairs where 
the match status was already known. Our first technique, the CRFs approach, focused on segmenting whole postal 
addresses into address fields, which became the basis for constructing comparison vectors for every candidate 
address pair in the data set. Once obtained, supervised classifiers were applied to partition the comparison vec‐
tors of address pairs into matches and non‐matches. In all, the classifiers trained using addresses segmented by 
the CRFs achieved a precision of up to 0.955, with the ensemble learners outperforming the logistic model. This 
was likely due to the improved fit of a nonlinear decision boundary to the underlying vector space.

Our second approach augmented the first by replacing the string similarity metric we used to compare parsed 
address fields from the CRFs model with a comparison between word vectors. These were generated using a 
technique called word2vec, which sought to embed semantically and syntactically similar address fields to nearby 
locations in the vector space, with the expectation that vectors embedded nearer together could be used to match 
address fields. As before, we used supervised classifiers to facilitate the linkage, which resulted in a precision of up 
to 0.950. This value implied the vectors obtained for the address fields performed successfully at encoding word 
relationships, patterns and regularities that are required to facilitate accurate linkage between address pairs. In 
synthesis, the main implications of this article point to the utility of CRFs, and their augmentation with word2vec, 
for the accurate segmentation of addresses. These steps are preconditions for constructing high‐quality compari‐
son vectors that can be used to accurately classify address pairs into matches and non‐matches.

NOTE S
1Environmental health studies, for example, rely on spatial record linkage to determine whether individuals in residential 

locations live within defined zones of exposure to hazardous environments (Baldovin et al., 2015; Cayo & Talbot, 2003; 
Reynolds et al., 2003). 

2Our HMM is trained on the same OSM addresses for the UK as Libpostal. They are obtained by filtering the “great‐brit‐
ain‐latest.osm.pbf” file available from Geofabrik (2018). Filtering is performed using the Osmosis command line applica‐
tion (OpenStreetMap, 2018) that allows us to distill addresses from the entirety of OSM data in the file. Therefore, we 
use Osmosis to filter by the following tags: “addr:housename”, “addr:housenumber”, “addr:street” and “addr:postcode”. 
Implementation for the HMM model is provided by a script available from FEBRL (Christen & Churches, 2005) which tags 
free‐text address sequences from lookup tables before rearranging the tags to the most likely sequence of address fields. 

3For details of technical implementation, the reader is referred to Mikolov et al. (2013). 
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Building Hierarchies of Retail Centers Using
Bayesian Multilevel Models

Sam Comber, Daniel Arribas-Bel, Alex Singleton, Guanpeng Dong, and Les Dolega

Geographic Data Science Lab and Department of Geography and Planning, University of Liverpool

The perceived quality of urban environments is intrinsically tied to the availability of desirable leisure and

retail opportunities. In this article, we explore methodological approaches for deriving indicators that estimate

the willingness to pay for retail and leisure services offered by retail centers. Most often, because the quality

of urban environments cannot be qualified by a natural unit, the willingness to pay for an urban environment

is explored through the lens of the residential housing market. Traditional approaches control for individual

characteristics of houses, meaning that the remaining variation in the price can be unpacked and related to

the availability of local amenities or, equivalently, the willingness to pay. In this article, we use similar

motivations but exchange housing prices for residential properties with property taxes paid by nondomestic

properties to glean hierarchies of retail centers. We outline the applied methodological steps that include very

recent, nontrivial contributions from the literature to estimate these hierarchies and provide clear instructions

for reproducing the methodology. Using the case study of England and Wales, we undertake a series of

econometric experiments to rigorously assess retail center willingness to pay (RWTP) as a test of the methods

reviewed. We build intuition toward our preferred specification, a Bayesian multilevel model, that accounts

for the possibility of a spatial autoregressive process. Overall, the applied methodology describes a blueprint

for building hierarchies of retail spaces and addresses the limited availability of spatial data that measure the

economic and social value of retail centers. Key Words: econometrics, retail geography, spatial statistics.

城市环境的感知质量，在本质上决定了是否可以提供理想的休闲和零售机会。在本文中，我们探索以多
种方法评估在零售中心内，人们希望花钱购买所提供零售和休闲服务的意愿。最常见的情况是，由于城

市环境的质量无法用简单的常规单位来衡量，因此我们需要从住宅市场的角度，研究人们为城市环境付
费的意愿。传统方法涵盖了房屋的具体特征，这意味着可以使用价格中其他的变量，与当地便利设施的

可用性或同等的支付意愿相关联。在本文中，我们试用了类似的动机，但替换掉了住宅地产的价格，改
用非住宅项目支付的地产税，来确定零售中心的层级。我们概述了具体的方法步骤，包括最近文献中的

有效性研究，对这些层级结构进行评估，为复制方法提供明确指导。利用英国和威尔士的案例研究，我

们进行了一系列计量经济学实验，严格评估零售中心的支付意愿（RWTP），为了检验所提到的这些方
法。我们建立了首选规范的直观模型，即贝叶斯多级模型，它解释了空间自回归过程的可能性。总体而
言，所使用的方法勾勒出构建零售空间层次结构的蓝图，解决了在衡量零售中心经济和社会价值时，可
用空间数据有限的问题。关键词：计量经济学、零售地理学、空间统计学。

La calidad que se percibe en los entornos urbanos est�a intr�ınsecamente ligada a la disponibilidad de

oportunidades para el ocio preferido y de compras al detal. En este art�ıculo, exploramos los enfoques

metodol�ogicos para derivar indicadores que calculen la inclinaci�on a pagar por servicios de compras al

menudeo y ocio que ofrecen los centros de ventas al detal. Con m�as frecuencia, debido a que la calidad de los

entornos urbanos no puede ser calificada por una unidad natural, la voluntad de pagar por un entorno urbano

se explora a trav�es de la lente del mercado de vivienda residencial. Los enfoques tradicionales controlan las

caracter�ısticas individuales de las casas, lo cual significa que la variaci�on restante del precio puede descargarse y

relacionarse con la disponibilidad de atracciones locales o, equivalentemente, con la voluntad de pagar. En este

art�ıculo, usamos motivaciones similares, pero cambiamos los precios de las viviendas para las propiedades

residenciales con impuestos a la propiedad pagados por propiedades no dom�esticas para deducir las jerarqu�ıas de
los centros de ventas al detal. Bosquejamos los pasos metodol�ogicos aplicados que incluyen contribuciones muy

recientes y no triviales de la literatura para calcular estas jerarqu�ıas y suministrar instrucciones claras para

reproducir la metodolog�ıa. Usando a Inglaterra y Gales como estudio de caso, emprendemos una serie de
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experimentos econom�etricos para estimar rigurosamente la voluntad del centro de menudeo de pagar (RWTP),

como prueba del m�etodo rese~nado. Construimos intuici�on hacia la especificaci�on de nuestra preferencia, un

modelo bayesiano de nivel m�ultiple que toma en cuenta la posibilidad de un proceso espacial autorregresivo.

En general, la metodolog�ıa aplicada describe un anteproyecto para construir jerarqu�ıas de espacios del menudeo

y aboca la disponibilidad limitada de datos espaciales que midan el valor social y econ�omico de los centros de

ventas al detal. Palabras clave: econometr�ıa, estad�ısticas espaciales, geograf�ıa del menudeo.

T
he quality of an urban environment is a princi-

ple determinant of attractiveness (Glaeser,

Kolko, and Saiz 2001). Attractiveness, in this

context, might be understood as an outcome of per-

ceived place attributes (Finn and Louviere 1996),

which can be argued as those perceptions, attitudes,

and patronage behavior of consumers drawn to particu-

lar places (Teller and Elms 2012). The quality of an

urban environment cannot be qualified by a natural

unit of analysis, however, and so approaches typically

observe its capitalization into housing prices

(Rappaport 2009). The depth and breadth of consumer

amenities, natural and cultural assets, and opportunities

in the labor market are seen as an influential driver of

demand for residential space (Oner 2017). As an exam-

ple, the attractiveness of Paris might be considered as a

product of fine-dining restaurants, art museums such as

the Louvre, and the impressive stock of buildings

(Brueckner, Thisse, and Zenou 1999). Accordingly,

Rappaport (2009) argued that environments with

above-average consumer amenities or, implicitly, qual-

ity of urban environment typically sustain a higher

density of residential population, resulting in higher

prices in the housing market.
Under these assumptions, the desirability of areas

has often been explored through the lens of home

buyer decisions in the residential housing market.

Hedonic analyses that estimate the willingness to

pay for consumer amenities through residential hous-

ing markets derive a snapshot for the desirability of

particular places. In recent years, the proportion of

the individual’s spending allocated to consuming the

economy’s lifestyle amenities and services has

increased substantially (Oner 2017). An increasing

share of the individual’s rising wealth is allocated to

the pursuit of enjoyment and experience, which is

reflected by an increase in the willingness to pay

for properties that are proximate to retail and

leisure destinations. Changing consumer desires have

transformed traditional retail zones into spaces of

leisure consumption that are increasingly service ori-

ented. Concentrations of retail outlets are referred to

as retail agglomerations and exist across a system in

space, with their attractiveness to home buyers

related to the composition and richness of the retail

environment but also competing opportunities avail-

able elsewhere (Teller and Elms 2012). Moreover,

areas of retail perform as attractors for a multitude of

heterogeneous user groups such as prospective and

existing residents, consumers, visitors, and employees

(Teller and Reutterer 2008). In this way, the avail-

ability of consumer amenities is seen as a driver of

urban vitality, so an estimation of the willingness to

pay for an amenity-rich environment can be used to

gauge how desirable that area is.

One particular area that attracts a number of retail

opportunities is the town center. Town centers are

complex urban economic systems that are character-

ized by the clustering of socioeconomic activity

(Thurstain-Goodwin and Unwin 2000). Embedded

within the urban fabric of town centers are retail cen-

ters that are agglomerations of consumer spaces and

shopping destinations that are central to economic

and civic life (Pavlis, Dolega, and Singleton 2017).

Town centers are typically composed of a retail center

but in some cases have more expansive functional

areas that include office spaces in addition to retail

and services. A focus on classifying retail center willing-
ness to pay (RWTP) is foundational to understanding

hierarchies of retail spaces, which, by implication,

reveal geographic patterns in urban growth and devel-

opment. Retail center hierarchies are the rankings of

particular centers within a network, the position of

which relates to the size, attractiveness, and gravity of

their composite retailers influence, with top-ranked

centers typically offering multipurpose comparison

shopping experiences that have a wider geographical

reach on consumers (Dennis, Marsland, and Cockett

2002). By contrast, smaller district centers are more

embedded in local economies and are patronized by a

smaller catchment area. Although an underlying

driver to the sustainability of the built environment,

since the 1970s retail centers have become threatened

by the decentralization and dispersal of development
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to out-of-town locations on the periphery of towns. In

addition, Singleton et al. (2016) claimed that retail

has become increasingly vulnerable to the effect of

growing online shopping and so must be considered

within a framework of e-resilience.
In this article, we introduce a statistical technique

to derive indicators that describe hierarchies of retail

centers across the national extent, which we obtain

alongside a measure of uncertainty in the rank-

ordered estimate for each retail center. Despite the

concerns previously raised, although retail centers in

the United Kingdom have long been examined under

a series of milestone reviews (Department of the

Environment Urban and Economic Development

Group 1994), there is little quantitative evidence that

explores the performance of town center retail econo-

mies, which has undermined effective policy formula-

tion and decision making (Astbury and Thurstain-

Goodwin 2014). Indicators of retail hierarchies pro-

duced by commercial organizations (Javelin Group

2017; CACI 2018), for example, lack fine spatial

granularity at the retail center scale. Our approach is

motivated by a hedonic framework of analysis that is

typically oriented toward residential housing markets,

except that we exchange residential for commercial

properties to execute our empirical strategy. We

describe the methodological steps required to repro-

duce the RWTP estimates, which includes very

recent, nontrivial contributions from the economet-

rics literature. Finally, we introduce a validation exer-

cise to verify the RWTP estimates correspond to

conventional wisdom by correlating the scores to

socioeconomic characteristics of the retail center. Not

only is the approach we operationalize novel in appli-

cation but we note that our methodology is replicable

and generalizable to international contexts, condi-

tional on data availability.
The remainder of the article is organized as fol-

lows. The next section motivates the underlying

conceptual framework of the article, followed by an

introduction to the specification and underlying

assumptions of the modeling approach. After elabo-

rating on the nature and limitations of the data

source, we step through the results of each model,

including a validation exercise to confirm whether

the RWTP estimate for each retail center responds

to characteristics that are associated with attractive

places. The final section summarizes the article, pre-

senting extensions for future elaborations of the

applied methodology.

Background and Motivation

Modern Consumption Patterns

The desirability of urban places to live is increas-

ingly dependent on their ability to provide consump-

tion opportunities, which are often reflected in

housing prices (Glaeser, Kolko, and Saiz 2001).

Leisure and retail amenities such as restaurants, live

performance venues, and shopping districts have

been shown to be crucial for attracting modern

workers who balance economic and lifestyle opportu-

nity in selecting places to live and work (Florida

2000). Because perceptual qualifications for the qual-

ity of leisure and retail environments cannot be

directly counted or observed, they have often been

evaluated by the willingness to pay for residential

property through hedonic approaches (Rivera-Batiz

1988; Hui and Liang 2016). Jin and Sternquist

(2004) argued that the desire for leisure and shop-

ping is increasingly linked to the concept of enjoy-

ment and experience. From a consumer perspective,

shopping trips not only satisfy the individual’s bun-

dle of wants and needs at a given store but they

allow the consumer to speak his or her own geogra-

phies of everyday life through the language of con-

sumption (Sack 1988). This “credit-card citizenship”

toward identities and preferred lifestyle choices pro-

vides an opportunity for social mixing and participa-

tory entertainment (Goss 1993). Over the last few

years, however, this traditional brick-and-mortar

retailer landscape has been restructured by the

growth of electronic retailing, with e-commerce sales

in the United States rising by 101 percent in the

period between 2011 and 2016 (Helm, Kim, and

Silvia 2018). Due to the rise of the Internet, online

consumption has tilted power from retailers to con-

sumers through opportunities for 24/7 convenience

and price comparison, increased ease of market entry

and transparency, and a distribution of products to a

wider geographical reach (Williams 2009). Evidence

suggests that this rapid expansion in online con-

sumption has affected the health of retail centers in

complex ways and has been a principal driver of

change to the geography of traditional UK high

streets (Wrigley and Lambiri 2014).
Adjustments as a result of online shopping to the

market share of retailing, leisure, and services in

retail centers are typically considered detrimental

effects that cause physical shopping opportunity to

be substituted online (Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick
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2010). Yet, online retailing has also been linked to

complementarity and modification processes that

blend traditional retail channels with e-commerce by

refashioning the in-store consumer experience

(Poushneh and Vasquez-Parraga 2017). In the

United Kingdom, major retailers including Argos,

John Lewis, and Boots have integrated new technol-

ogies by opening “click and collect” points that act

as points of delivery for Internet sales by allowing

customers to order goods online and collect them in

store (Singleton et al. 2016). Thus, the role of retail

centers remains vital to modern consumption and

the continuity of physical shopping environments,

with consumers pointing to the hedonic experience

that physical stores offer through recounted social

experiences, the opportunity to discover new and

exciting goods, and the gratification afforded by

touching or trying products in store (Cho and

Workman 2011). Under this lens, Singleton et al.

(2016) recast the propensity of localized populations

to engage with the mixture of online shopping and

physical retailing provision under a frame work of

“e-resilience.” The constraint or opportunity of e-

commerce to retail centers is not uniform across all

retail types, with retailers whose merchandise can be

replicated and digitized online the most vulnerable

to large-scale store closures and lost physical shop-

ping opportunity (Zentner, Smith, and Kaya 2013).

Geographic Behavioral Drivers of Retail Center
Hierarchies

More concretely, the geodemographic characteris-

tics of catchments served by retail centers are funda-

mental drivers of consumer choices and behaviors

that shape the willingness to pay for retail opportu-

nity and, in turn, hierarchies of retail spaces (Birkin,

Clarke, and Clarke 2002). In the United Kingdom,

geographic variation of consumer disposable incomes

affects the relative retail value of catchment areas.

For example, hierarchies of retail centers for large

conurbations and metropolitan centers are moder-

ated by their propensity to attract highly mobile

consumers who require multiple retail and leisure

choices (Wrigley et al. 2015). More generally, steps

in the hierarchy of retail centers have become con-

tingent on a rising “convenience culture.” This

incorporates the progressive rise of online retail with

preferences for “local” shopping (and derived product

authenticity, traceability, and sustainability benefits)

alongside a revaluation of consumer awareness

toward “community-sustaining” consumption

(Chalmers et al. 2012). Since the early 2000s, signif-

icant demographic and societal shifts have driven

these trends, with particular growth among low-den-

sity households, aging populations, and younger

workers who are faced with longer working hours

and busy lifestyles (Wrigley et al. 2015). These

groups in particular have an increasing desire for

convenience at the local level. In the United

Kingdom this is revealed by evidence from the

Institute of Grocery Distribution (IGD) that suggests

that consumers are increasingly shopping little and

often at shops closer to home rather than shopping

at larger out-of-town retail developments, a phenom-

enon described as “top-up shopping” (IGD 2014).

Moreover, a report by the Ethical Consumers

Market suggests that the number of shoppers pur-

chasing produce from local shops increased from 15

percent to 42 percent between 2005 and 2012

(Ethical Consumer Research Association 2013).

This has considerable beneficial implications for the

configuration of UK retail centers, because high

streets and town centers are now increasingly the

preferred locations for consumers to undertake their

top-up shopping. Not only has this driven footfall

back to retail centers but local shopping has

reshaped hierarchies of retail spaces by boosting the

vitality and viability of town centers and high streets

in the United Kingdom (Wrigley et al. 2015).
Yet there is significant demographic variation in the

propensity for consumers to value local shopping and

engage with Internet retail; this has determined the dif-

ferential geographies of online shopping (Longley and

Singleton 2009) and, in turn, been an influential driver

of retail hierarchies. Although typically younger age

groups have been the most receptive to online shop-

ping, significant growth has been recorded in the rate of

online purchasing among those sixty-five and older,

with 48 percent buying online in 2014, increasing from

16 percent in 2008 (Office for National Statistics

2018). By exploiting opportunities provided by digital

technologies and adapting retail spaces to meet the

needs of every population group, retail centers have

become virtual marketplaces. Here, consumers are able

to access information online regarding the availability

of products, stores, services, and brands prior to visiting,

which has enhanced the retail center customer experi-

ence (Wrigley et al. 2015). Despite these significant

structural changes, though, good product ranges, quality
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of retail provision, and traditional factors such as overall

retail center experience, atmosphere, and leisure provi-

sions remain foundational drivers of footfall in retail

centers. This extends their use from shopping destina-

tions to areas for economic and educational activities

(in addition to social interaction; Warnaby et al. 2002).
In addition to demographic variation, consumer

behavioral patterns vary spatially and are directly

linked to the geographies of demand toward retail

facilities. Steps in the hierarchy of retail centers are

intertwined with the underlying characteristics of

the catchment area itself. Variations in consumer

confidence, the ownership of basic digital skills, and

local supply factors such as convenience and accessi-

bility at the small-area level are influential factors

toward the vitality of retail centers (Wrigley and

Dolega 2011). Thus, the propensity and desirability

of consumers to engage with physical shopping

opportunity are governed by a multitude of contexts

and influences such as the rurality and remoteness of

an area (Warren 2007), the extent of Internet con-

nectivity and speed of connection (Singleton et al.

2016), and even how informed (and educated) con-

sumers are to access online retail (Helsper and

Eynon 2010). Despite these factors, and even in a

digitally transformed retail landscape, the demand

for high street shops remains a permanent fixture of

consumer desires, so an estimation of the willingness

to pay for retail centers is foundational to unpacking

hierarchies of retail spaces that reveal geographic

patterns in urban growth and development.

Measuring Attractiveness

Within the academic literature, measures for esti-

mating attractiveness1 are most typically classified

into two streams of research. Models of the first

stream are inspired by Reilly’s (1931) gravitational

law of retail, which motivated the seminal work of

Huff (1963). The Huff model applies Newtonian laws

of physics to estimate a retail catchment area that

factors in the spatial distribution of competing retail

destinations when evaluating their gravity or con-

sumer pull to different population groups (Dolega,

Pavlis, and Singleton 2016). Huff models are advanta-

geous because they simultaneously estimate break

points in the demand surface for all competing retail

destinations in the model and reduce the probability

of a consumer to patronize a given location to three

groups of variables, namely, distance between shops

and consumers’ homes; a measure of attractiveness

such as store size, service levels, or opening hours;

and competition proxied by the number of retail units

in a location (Teller and Reutterer 2008). Yet, the

usual criteria for retail attraction in Huff models are

often argued as incomplete, because additional factors

that affect the consumer’s propensity to visit a retail

destination involve a suite of qualitative indicators

such as the variety of retail tenants; site-related fac-

tors such as accessibility and parking conditions; and

environmental factors reflected by sensual stimuli

such as ambience, atmosphere, and perception of

safety (Teller and Elms 2010). Clearly, these indica-

tors influence the choice of shopping destination, but

measuring across a national extent is difficult

(Dolega, Pavlis, and Singleton 2016).
Methods of the second stream are motivated by

findings that demonstrate that housing prices

increase faster than wage levels, implying a premium

for particular locations (Glaeser, Kolko, and Saiz

2001). This has led to a number of studies estimat-

ing the relevance of consumption opportunities to

the desirability of places, with a focus on home

buyer decisions toward urban amenities. That is, by

controlling for property-specific characteristics of a

residential property such as the number of bedrooms

or bathrooms or whether the property has a garden,

the residual variation in the property value can be

unpacked and related to the local availability of

amenities or lifestyle opportunity. Using this

approach, the desirability of urban environments has

been shown to be factored into property values and

is broadly defined by the provision of place-specific

assets and amenities that contribute to the allure of

an urban area (Brueckner, Thisse, and Zenou 1999).

Its importance, therefore, is intrinsically tied to pop-

ulation growth and development (Glaeser, Kolko,

and Saiz 2001; Clark 2003), because attractive places

that elevate one’s experience of an urban environ-

ment through concentrations of arts, leisure, and

retail have been shown to attract highly skilled indi-

viduals (Florida 2008). Clark (2003), for example,

demonstrated that university graduates are more

likely to locate in areas with high numbers of con-

structed amenities such as museums, libraries, and

leisure outlets. Oner (2017) paid particular attention

to the role of retail as an urban amenity, regressing a

Q-ratio—a ratio of the marginal price of a property

to the marginal production cost—on variables

reflecting accessibility to shopping destinations. In
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all, the study found a significant increase in the Q-

ratio of 0.1 for every 1 percent increase in the acces-

sibility to shops for city municipalities.

Measuring Retail Center Attractiveness

In this article, we follow methods of the second

stream. Thus, we apply a hedonic framework to esti-

mate the willingness to pay for retail centers. Given

our focus on retail environments, business rates paid

by commercial property such as high street shops

provide an alternative, yet more suitable, lens to

explore hierarchies of retail centers than housing

prices; although rent or housing prices are our ideal-

ized data set, these are difficult to obtain, particu-

larly at the national level. With motivations similar

to the way urban economists proxy willingness to

pay through residential housing, by controlling for

property-level characteristics in business rates—the

total floor area, the number of car parking spaces,

the store type, for example—the remaining variation

in a premise’s business rate can be explained by

home buyer desirability for a particular area or, in

our case, the retail center. In the United Kingdom,

nondomestic rates, or business rates, are a property-

based tax levied on the estimated value of all non-

residential properties such as shops, offices, ware-

houses, and factories (Adam and Miller 2014).

Business rates are determined using a ratable value

for each nondomestic property. This is set by the

Valuation Office Agency (VOA), which analyzes

rent evidence (rent and lease agreement details) in

addition to undertaking visual inspections of proper-

ties to ensure that all evidence is considered fairly.

VOA surveyors set ratable values to reflect features

including total floor area; business assets such as lifts,

air conditioning, and closed-circuit television

(CCTV) security systems; and changes in the local

property market (VOA 2014). A valuation begins by

setting a common basic value per square meter for

similar properties in the same area. This basic value

is then adjusted to reflect the property’s individual

features. Each review of a property’s valuation con-

siders property-level characteristics and, most impor-

tant, the buoyancy of the local property market. In

this way, business rates are synchronized to local

economic market conditions, reflecting the relative

size and scale of retail economies (Astbury and

Thurstain-Goodwin 2014).

In our study, we label the estimated phenomena

as RWTP, which describes the price that home

buyers ascribe to the leisure and retail services

offered by retail centers proximate to the property.

In all, our findings are permissible because the resid-

ual variation in the business rate is attributed to

local property market conditions (VOA 2014),

which themselves are influenced by home buyer aspi-

rations to reside in an environment that satisfies their

wants and desires (Glaeser, Kolko, and Saiz 2001). By

implication, this means that the ratable value, once

controlling for property-level characteristics, can be

used to approximate RWTP for the retail center with

a catchment that services the surrounding area. Using

our conceptual approach, we can begin to unpack

hierarchies of retail centers by undertaking a series of

experiments on several econometric techniques to

find a preferred specification that provides the most

rigorous estimates of RWTP for retail centers across

the case study of England and Wales.

Methodological Framework

Our approach to estimate RWTP relies on

hedonic modeling (Rosen 1974). This technique is

typically used in the real estate literature to disen-

tangle the price of a complex good as a function of

the multiple intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics

common to the property. In our case, a hedonic

framework is applied to unpack the determinants of

business rates for individual stores. By controlling

for various property-level descriptors, a hedonic

approach that uses a variable to represent each retail

center allows us to recover the implicit price for the

retail and leisure opportunities provided by the retail

center. Practically speaking, this approach translates

into a regression that explains the willingness to pay

for receiving consumer amenities inside different

retail centers. Once controlling for property-specific

characteristics, the RWTP effect can be recovered

for the location where stores are located because the

business rate for each property involves setting a

common basic value per square meter for similar

properties in the same area, reflecting the perfor-

mance, size, and scale of local market conditions

(Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin 2014).
To estimate the most robust empirical hedonic

model specification, we compare several approaches,

with a focus on recent contributions to the litera-

ture. To begin, we introduce a baseline spatial fixed
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effects model (Anselin and Arribas-Bel 2013), which

is expressed as

lnyij ¼ x0ijbþ
XJ

j¼1
hjDj þ �ij, (1)

where yij, the business rate for each store i in retail

center j, is log-transformed to alleviate the potential

impact of heteroskedasticity; x0ij is a 1� k vector of

store-level variables in the Appendix, and b is a k�
1 vector of regression coefficient to be estimated; Dj

is the dummy variable for retail center membership

where Dj ¼ 1 when j ¼ h for i 2 h, 0 otherwise; and

�ij is the model residual term, following an indepen-

dent normal distribution N 0, r2e
� �

: For model identi-

fication, the intercept is constrained to equal zero so

that a separate RWTP effect hj can be estimated for

each retail center. From a nontechnical standpoint,

hj can be interpreted as the average willingness to

pay (in log units) for stores to market their ser-

vices in retail center j: One might expect different

retail centers to offer varying degrees of utility

such as access to particular socioeconomic groups,

amount of footfall, or the prestige of surrounding

consumer amenities. Taking into account individ-

ual store characteristics, hj captures the RWTP of

retail centers.
Limitations exist associated with the fixed effect

estimation strategy for the RWTP. First, the estima-

tor of hj, ĥj , would not be reliable and precise if the

number of stores in retail center j, nj, is small. In

addition, if different spatial processes operate at the

property and retail center scale, the conflation of

unobservable influences will violate the indepen-

dence of errors assumption through heteroskedastic

or spatially correlated error in the covariance struc-

ture (G. Dong and Wu 2016). Multilevel models are

approaches that allow variance between areas, so

they remedy these issues by treating the retail center

as part of the explanation for geographically varying

outcomes (Owen, Harris, and Jones 2016). Instead

of fitting a spatial fixed effect that assumes the rela-

tionship between the predictors and response holds

as constant, multilevel models factor both spatial

heterogeneity (differences) between areas and also

dependencies (similarities) within them (Jones

1991). Put another way, this allows two stores

located within the same retail center to be more

alike in their outcomes than would be expected

given their individual characteristics alone.

Correlation within boundaries is expected because

stores are assumed to be affected by the same

aggregate effects, also known as group dependence

(G. Dong and Harris 2015). Our second model thus

requires a two-level hierarchical structure, an out-

come variable measured at the lower level geogra-

phy—individual stores—and a more aggregate spatial

scale for the higher level—retail centers. We specify

a random intercept multilevel model as

lnyij ¼ x0ijbþ ujþ�ij
var �ijð Þ ¼ r2e ; var ujð Þ ¼ r2u,

(2)

where uj (j ¼ 1, 2 , :::, J) measures the RWTP of

the retail center j, assumed to be independently dis-

tributed as N 0, r2u
� �

: Under Equation 2, the depen-

dency between stores in the same retail center j is

cov yij, yijð Þ ¼ cov uj þ �ij, uj þ �ijð Þ ¼ r2u: (3)

The random intercepts uj are a linear combination

of fully pooled and no-pooling models. The fully

pooled model ignores heterogeneity by fitting a com-

mon intercept for all retail center boundaries,

whereas the no-pooling model, identical to the spa-

tial fixed effect, assumes a separate intercept for

each retail center. The multilevel model introduces

the partial pooling, or shrinkage, of the RWTP

effect toward the global intercept (Gelman and Hill

2007). This is expressed as

uj ¼ sjuNP
j þ 1�sjð ÞuFPj , (4)

where uj can be seen as a compromise between the

no-pooling estimate uNP
j , where each retail center is

assigned its own indicator variable, and the fully

pooled estimate uFPj , which assumes a single inter-

cept for all retail centers. This precision-weighted

compromise is governed by the shrinkage factor sj
(e.g., Goldstein 2003),

sj ¼ r2u
r2u þ r2e=nj
� � , (5)

where the weighting for sj is determined by the sam-

ple size in the jth retail center (nj) and the variation

within (r2e ) and between (r2u) groups (Goldstein

2011). For example, when a retail center’s bound-

aries contain a small number of stores nj, the RWTP

estimate is pulled toward the fully pooled estimate.

Similarly, when the boundary-level variance r2u is

small—when the RWTP of retail center boundaries

is similar—estimates are pooled more toward the

mean level than when r2u is large.
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The use of a multilevel model in the estimation

routines for constructing hierarchies of retail centers
represents a novel application. Multilevel models
have been used to produce league tables by inferring
school effectiveness from individual pupils’ educa-

tional attainment but, to our knowledge, have never
been applied to explore hierarchies of retail centers.
Moreover, although this area of social science has a

rich history in the direct application of multilevel
models (Goldstein 2003), they rarely account for
explicit spatial hierarchies in the empirical design.

Thus, there has been emerging interest in incorpo-
rating spatial dependence into multilevel models
(G. Dong and Harris 2015). Although we pursue a

modeling objective similar to educational research
by building a league table of retail centers, in the
remainder of this section we develop an empirical
strategy that accounts for potential spatial autocorre-

lation across the system of retail centers in space.
The model specified in Equation 2 adopts a deter-

ministic, container-driven view of geographical space

that contrasts with the reality that two retail centers
located close together might be similar given their
spatial proximity (Owen, Harris, and Jones 2016). In

our case, we expect the RWTP effect induced by the
retail center at a particular location to be directly
dependent on observed values at surrounding loca-

tions, with the intensity of this influence moderated
by geographic proximity. This interaction is described
by a simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) process. If
the data-generating process contains inherent spatial

correlation, this could bias the estimated variance
used for statistical inference. To account for this pos-
sibility in a spatially explicit hierarchy, G. Dong and

Harris (2015) distinguished between two kinds of spa-
tial dependence: horizontal and vertical. The horizon-
tal are the spatial dependencies between lower level

units that are the traditional concern of spatial
econometrics (Anselin 1988), and the vertical are top-
down group dependencies due to regional effects. One
potential problem is the vertical spatial dependence

effect that causes the RWTP effect in nearby retail
centers to be more similar than those further away.
To account for this possibility, we specify a hierarchi-

cal spatial autoregressive (HSAR) model (G. Dong
and Harris 2015) that integrates SAR processes for
the higher level residuals:

lnyij ¼ xijbk þ hj þ �ij,
hJ ¼ kMjhþuj,

(6)

where M is a J� J spatial weights matrix that cap-

tures the interaction structure of stores by assigning

nonzero weight Mij 6¼ 0 to pairs of observations

assumed to be spatial neighbors and zero otherwise.

Mj is the jth row of M: Given the spatial character-

istics of the data points, we define neighbors using

an exponential decay function with the distance

bandwidth d set to 5 km.2 Following convention, M
is row-standardized so that each row sums to unityP

Mij ¼ 1: The parameter k quantifies the correla-

tion of RWTP, with higher values for k leading to

spatial covariance that dissipates slower for a higher

order of neighbors. The reduced form of h in

Equation 6 is

h ¼ Ij�kM
� ��1u, u � N 0, IJr2u

� �
,

where the spatial filter IJ�kMð Þ�1
captures any

vertical spatial dependence in the RWTP effect hj:
A Leontief expansion of the matrix inverse expands

to IJ�kMð Þ�1 ¼ Iþ kMþ k2M2 þ k3M3 þ � � � and

demonstrates spatial feedback when an increasing

order of neighbors creates bands of ever larger reach

around each location, relating every retail center to

every other one (Anselin 2003).
A different, but related, model we specify next is

a hierarchical spatial error (HSE) model, which is

similar, except that we specify a spatially autocorre-

lated error term in g,

lnyij ¼ xijbk þ hj þ �ij,
hj ¼ uj þ kMg:

(7)

A final methodological consideration relates to

Lesage’s (2014) empirical question as to whether the

spatial process under study is global or local. The

covariance structure induced by the HSAR model is

global, because the spatial process relates every retail

center to each other one. A hierarchical spatial

moving average (HSMA) process, on the other

hand, considers only first- and second-order neigh-

bors, beyond which the spatial covariance is zero

(Anselin 2003):

hj ¼ cMhþ uj: (8)

The data-generating process of Equation 8 collapses

to the reduced form

hj ¼ IJ þ cMð Þu, (9)

where everything holds as in Equation 6, except that

we introduce the HSMA parameter c: Unlike

Equation 6, because IJ þ cMð Þ is not inverted in the
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HSMA specification, there is only local range for

the induced spatial covariance. This approach is

intuitive, because there might only be local interac-

tion across a neighborhood of different retail center

boundaries, as opposed to interaction across the

entire system of the national extent.
Whereas the standard multilevel model is esti-

mated using maximum likelihood estimation, the

spatial models are estimated using a Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation technique, the

stationary distribution of which constructs a target

probability distribution for the parameters. MCMC

simulations are typically the only feasible approach

for fitting spatial models that introduce the complex-

ities of place relatedness into the variance–covar-

iance structure (Lesage 1997). With these

motivations, conditional Gibbs samplers are derived

for the HSAR (G. Dong and Harris 2015) and HSE

and HSMA (Wolf et al. 2018) models to obtain pos-

terior samples for each parameter. This way, the

joint density for the parameters is broken into uni-

variate conditional probabilities where every succes-

sive parameter draw is conditioned on the draw for

the previous parameter value (Geman and Geman

1984). Not only is this sampling technique computa-

tionally efficient but the draws from the parameter

space b, r2e , r
2
u, k

� �
accumulate to an entire distribu-

tion for each parameter. In our case, we summarize

each parameter estimate by the median value across

the distribution but also with interval calculations.

Each sampling chain is simulated for 10,000 itera-

tions, with the first 5,000 draws discarded as “burn-

in” to allow the posterior distributions for each

parameter to converge. In addition, we assess the

serial autocorrelation for the posterior draws by

examining the effective number of independent sam-

ples. As in time series analysis, we evaluate this

because autocorrelation can often understate esti-

mates of the variance in correlated sequences. On a

final methodological note, the same weakly informa-

tive prior distributions were assigned to the model

parameters in each model.3 Further details on the

technical implementation of the spatial models for

the HSAR are found in G. Dong and Harris (2015)

and for the HSE and HSMA in Wolf et al. (2018).
Despite our empirical strategy becoming increas-

ingly sophisticated, a commonality between each

model is that we obtain a free measure of uncer-

tainty alongside each estimate of the willingness to

pay for a particular retail center, hj: Uncertainty is

expressed in the estimates for the confidence inter-

vals of the spatial fixed effect and multilevel models

and Bayesian credible intervals for the HSAR, HSE,

and HSMA models. Because point estimates for hj
represent an absolute ranking, overlapping interval

estimates for each retail center imply confidence or

credibility regions that change the rank-ordered esti-

mate of centers in the hierarchy. Where the density

bands of the confidence or credible intervals become

less disjoint, there is increased uncertainty in the

disambiguation between ranks of a given set of retail

centers. Uncertainty measurements are desirable in

cases where retail centers contain a small number of

stores nj: Returning to Equation 4, because this car-

ries implications for the calculated uj, an uncertainty

estimation is valuable to ascertaining a measure of

trust in the rankings of retail centers.

Data

Our point of departure for the proposed methodo-

logical approach is a geographical data set sorted into

a hierarchical structure consisting of units grouped at

two different levels. The points in our lower level

geography represent 355,076 individual high street

stores across England and Wales that are located

inside retail center boundaries. This includes fran-

chised chains such as fast-food outlets, supermarkets,

and clothing stores—McDonald’s, Tesco, and

Primark, for example—but also independent retailers

with more local scope. These data were collected by

a large pool of surveying teams from the Local Data

Company (LDC) in 2015 and include various

descriptors for each property such as retail function

and occupancy status. The most important character-

istic of the data is that commercial addresses in the

LDC database are matched to addresses in the VOA

2010 rating list (VOA 2018). This affords us a busi-

ness rate valuation for every nondomestic premise,

allowing us to unlock a rich, unique, and highly gran-

ular data set that provides a new and alternative lens

through which to explore the implicit value describ-

ing the willingness to pay of an area. In all, for every

store we have store-level variables that offer a rich

description of the premise’s physical condition. This

includes data collected by VOA surveyors on the

date of assessment such as the total floor area, the

number of rooms in the premise, and the number of

car parking spaces but also data collected by the

LDC that categorize the business’s function.4 A full
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description of the variables that enter our design

matrix is provided in the Appendix.
There are limitations to the VOA rating list

that introduce error, though, especially given the

primary purpose of the list is not intended for data

analysis. The most notable limitation is what

Astbury and Thurstain-Goodwin (2014) described

as the regional difference in data collection techni-

ques that affect the extent to which the ratable

value reflects the market tone of a particular area

and could lead to over- and underpredictions of

the business rate assessed for the premise.

Moreover, although the rating list was released in

2010, the ratable values set are actually condi-

tioned on the 2008 market climate. Given that the

UK economy underwent the shock of an economic

crisis during this period, a time characterized by

fragile consumer confidence, a decline in house-

hold disposable incomes, and rising shop vacancy

on the high street (Department of Business,

Innovation and Skills [BIS] 2011), it is likely that

the overall market tone has been over- and under-

valued across retail centers for England and Wales.

Despite these considerations, the VOA ratings list

provides highly granular and geographically accu-

rate access to data reflecting local market eco-

nomic conditions for the national extent.
The retail center is the observational unit from

which we obtain home buyer willingness to pay esti-

mates. Our higher level units are represented by

2,951 exogenously determined retail centers across

England and Wales. Conceptually, retail centers are

an appropriate choice for this purpose because they

are drivers of local economic performance and reflect

the wider economic health and social well-being of

the urban environment (BIS 2011). Moreover,

although they are often viewed as hubs for retail

activity, they also exhibit a multitude of heteroge-

neous uses, including services, offices, and residential

and public buildings (Teller and Elms 2012). The

boundaries used in this study were produced by

Pavlis, Dolega, and Singleton (2017) as a successor

to boundaries developed by Thurstain-Goodwin and

Unwin (2000) for the Department for Communities

and Local Government (DCLG) in 2004, with the

exception that they were intended to move away

from a definition of town center locations of

employment to functional spaces delineated for

retail. Although the resulting retail centers might

not perfectly align with those designated in

governmental planning policy, they provide a consis-

tent method for comparing retail centers nationally.

In all, these boundaries are our higher level geo-

graphical unit and represent the functional economic

market area of the retail center. The resulting spatial

hierarchical structure of the data is illustrated in

Figure 1 through the example of Liverpool.

Empirical Findings

In this section, we develop a discussion of our

empirical findings in two main directions: First, we

step through each of the modeling approaches, build-

ing intuition toward our preferred specification; sec-

ond, we introduce a validation exercise to evaluate

whether variation in the estimated RWTP effect can

be attributed to characteristics that are generally

associated with attractive areas.

Model Validation

Our point of departure is a discussion of the

results provided for in the proposed methodology.5

Thus, before exploring the subtleties of the multile-

vel specifications, we first step through a description

of the parameter estimates for the store-level explan-

atory characteristics. To do this, we use the classical

multilevel model (shown by the second column in

Table 1) as a baseline but note that the estimates

are generally consistent across each model. Overall,

the estimates for the store-level covariates that enter

our design matrix are fairly intuitive and of the

expected signs for all models. For example, every

additional room in the premise increases the ratable

value by 7 percent, which is consistent with the

VOA’s mandate to adjust the ratable value by prop-

erty-level characteristics (VOA 2014). This is also

reflected in the number of car parking spaces, where

each additional ten spaces increases the ratable value

by 1.3 percent. Somewhat surprising, increasing the

total floor area by 1,000 m2 only seemed to increase

the ratable value by 2.3 percent, but given that we

control for different store sizes latently with the store

category variables, this is somewhat expected. On

the whole, the store type categorizations are consis-

tent with conventional wisdom. The ratable value

for premises such as takeaway food outlets, for exam-

ple, is generally 20.2 percent less than the reference

category, showrooms. This makes sense because the

locations of takeaway outlets are generally linked to
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geographical inequalities in health outcomes (Daras
et al. 2018), which are simultaneously related to

environments that are considered less desirable. On
the other end, the ratable value for hypermarket

stores (with a gross floor area over 2,500 m2) is three
times greater, which is expected given the number

of business assets such as lifts, warehouse machinery,
and CCTV security systems common to large super-

market stores.
We next address model selection by means of

goodness-of-fit tests. In each case, every model had a

highly similar root mean square error (RMSE) and
log-likelihood value. Although the R2 of the spatial

fixed effect model (67.6 percent) is marginally
higher than the multilevel model(s) (67.1 percent to

67.2 percent), the spatial fixed effect fits a parameter
for J ¼ 2, 951 retail centers, which contrasts with

the regularization introduced by hierarchical pooled
effects in the multilevel models for smaller groups.
In other words, not only does the spatial fixed effect

likely overfit but the estimates and standard errors of
the retail center fixed effect will be noisier in places

with a smaller number of properties. In our case this
is pertinent because the minimum number of stores

across retail center boundaries is two. For this rea-
son, we motivate our preferred specification as the

multilevel model(s). Because the performance of
each multilevel specification is comparable on good-

ness-of-fit grounds, however, we undertake further
examination of the substantive effects in the RWTP

estimate later on.
A comparison of the rank-ordered estimates for

the RWTP effect hj are visualized for each model in

Figure 2, which reflects our rankings of point esti-
mates for RWTP, along with a measure of uncer-

tainty shown by the 95 percent confidence (fixed
effect and multilevel model) and credible (HSAR,

HSE, HSMA) intervals. If any of the confidence or
credible density bands for any two models overlap,

the two estimated ranks are not distinct. The rank-
ings, 1 to 2,951, are presented on the x-axis, and the
y-axis displays the estimated RWTP value in log

units. Additionally, we include a zoomed inset to
highlight movement in the estimated RWTP value,

Figure 1. Lower level store premises nested into higher level retail center boundaries for Merseyside, UK.
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Table 1. Regression coefficients estimates for estimated models

Dependent variable

Ln business rate

FE MLM HSAR HSE HSMA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(Intercept) N/A 9.088��� 9.064��� 9.067��� 9.071���
N/A (0.015) (0.018) (0.026) (0.027)

Structural characteristics

No. rooms 0.070��� 0.069��� 0.069��� 0.069��� 0.069���
(0.000) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.000) (0.0003)

Floor area 0.023��� 0.023��� 0.023��� 0.023��� 0.023���
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Car parking spaces 0.013��� 0.013��� 0.013��� 0.013��� 0.013���
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Store typology

Banks and other A2 uses 0.048��� 0.046��� 0.048��� 0.046��� 0.046���
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Factory shops 0.060��� 0.057��� 0.058��� 0.057��� 0.057���
(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020)

Food stores 0.066��� 0.061��� 0.061��� 0.061��� 0.061���
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Hairdressing/beauty salon �0.356��� �0.360��� �0.360��� �0.360��� �0.360���
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Hypermarket/superstore 3.037��� 3.053��� 3.054��� 3.053��� 3.054���
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Large food stores 1.556��� 1.568��� 1.569��� 1.569��� 1.569���
(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Large retail shops 2.770��� 2.770��� 2.766��� 2.764��� 2.760���
(0.427) (0.427) (0.425) (0.429) (0.427)

Nonretail �0.385��� �0.388��� �0.388��� �0.388��� �0.388���
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Other �0.312��� �0.316��� �0.316��� �0.316��� �0.316���
(0.0125) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Pharmacies �0.197��� �0.200��� �0.200��� �0.200��� �0.200���
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Post offices 0.001 �0.003 �0.002 �0.003 �0.002

(0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Restaurants and bars �0.051��� �0.051��� �0.051��� �0.051��� �0.051���
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009)

Retail shops 0.108��� 0.106��� 0.106��� 0.106��� 0.106���
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Takeaway food outlet �0.199��� �0.202��� �0.202��� �0.202��� �0.202���
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

Variance components

r2e 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

r2u N/A 0.503 0.484 0.477 0.492

N/A (0.0001) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

k N/A N/A 0.232��� 0.230��� 0.189���
N/A N/A (0.026) (0.023) (0.020)

RMSE 0.732 0.733 0.747 0.733 0.732

Pseudo-R2 0.676 0.671 0.671 0.671 0.671

Log-likelihood 395,363.5 402,548.3 395,478.8 395,481.9 395,479.2

Akaike’s information criterion 796,644.9 805,136.7 790,993.7 790,999.7 790,994.4

Notes: p Values for Bayesian models correspond to credibility intervals crossing zero. FE¼ fixed effect; MLM¼multilevel model; HSAR¼hierarchical

spatial autoregressive model; HSE¼hierarchical spatial error model; HSMA¼hierarchical spatial moving average model; RMSE¼ root mean

square error.
�p< 0.1.
��
p< 0.05.

���
p< 0.01.
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which is zoomed at a window that displays the most

variability in the estimated scores between each

model. Taking a closer look, it appears that the

movement for the RWTP estimate relative to the

spatial fixed effect model, marked by the green line,

is not uniform. In the upper and lower tails, for

example, there is systematic variation in the parame-

ter estimates between the spatial fixed effect and

estimates of the multilevel models. This suggests

that the point estimates for RWTP values deviate

widely from the multilevel models for the most and

least desirable retail center boundaries, with little

systematic variation in between. At a general level,

Figure 2 reproduces a classical result, because the

estimates of the multilevel model demonstrate hier-

archical pooled effects; that is, shrinkage toward the

global intercept. Here, the estimates exhibit

improved precision, which contrasts with the higher

magnitude of uncertainty in the spatial fixed effect

estimates, as shown by the more extreme and noisy

estimates in the upper and lower tails of the figure.

Shrinkage effects can be seen clearer in Figure 3,

where we sample nine retail centers from our rank-

ings to demonstrate movement in the RWTP esti-

mates by expanding the point estimates horizontally

along a two-dimensional axis for each model. In the

case of Meridian Leisure Park, Leicester, for example,

the fixed effect estimate is shrunk from 10.42

6 0:73 to 9.72 6 0:51 in the MLM. In real terms,

this reflects a change in magnitude from £33,523.43

to £16,647.24 when we exponentiate from log units.

Interestingly, what is also observable for this retail

center is what Wolf et al. (2018) described as

“spatially-local shrinkage,” where spillovers from the

jth adjacent retail centers cause growth in the spatial

multilevel estimates toward the mean of neighboring

retail centers from 9.72 6 0:51 to 9.82 6 0:51
under the HSAR model. Although none of the

interval estimates become disjoint for each retail

center, the findings from the spatial models suggest

that the RWTP estimate is moderated by shrinkage

toward the values of neighboring retail centers.
Having discussed our rankings, we now build intu-

ition toward our preferred specification for the

RWTP estimate, which we begin by turning our

attention to the within-boundary (r2e ) and between-

boundary (r2u) variance components. By combining

these measures, we calculate the variance partition-

ing coefficient (VPC) for the multilevel model,

which measures the proportion of variance explained

by the hierarchical structure (
r2u

r2uþre
). This measure

outlines the correlation between stores within the

same retail center and is required to ascertain the

percentage of variation explained by the retail center

differences for store i in retail center j (Browne et al.

2005). The VPC statistic reveals a value of 0.482,

meaning that 48.2 percent of the variance in the

response is explained by the retail center geography.

This VPC value motivates the empirical decision to

take our multilevel models as the preferred

Figure 2. Rank-ordered estimates for retail RWTP. Note: Ninety-five percent confidence and credible intervals are shaded either side of

the point estimate. FE¼ fixed effect; MLM¼multilevel model; HSE¼ hierarchical spatial error model; HSAR¼ hierarchical spatial

autoregressive model; HSMA¼hierarchical spatial moving average model; RWTP¼ retail center willingness to pay.
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specification(s) over the fixed effect model, with

these models able to flexibly accommodate the

covariance structure induced by the grouping of

stores by retail center boundary. Our search for a

preferred specification continues by evaluating

potential spatial dependence in the RWTP effect uj
estimated by the MLM. Given that the MLM

assumes RWTP values to be independent of each

other, we follow G. Dong and Harris (2015) and use

a Moran’s I to test whether the estimates for RWTP

are spatially dependent. A Moran’s I statistic for uj
premised on the spatial weights matrix M for the

retail center polygons returns a coefficient value of

0.174 (p> 0.001). This illustrates positive spatial

autocorrelation for the estimated RWTP values,

which motivates using the spatial models given that

the core model assumption of independence for uj
across retail centers does not hold.

We subsequently turn direct attention to the spa-

tial multilevel models. Given that our hierarchical

approach is fully Bayesian, trace plots are required to

monitor the convergence of each parameter to the

target distribution (see Appendix). In each case the

parameters were assessed to have converged.

Moreover, there was no serial autocorrelation identi-

fied in the stationary Markov chain for each parame-

ter. The first substantive difference we observe is that

not accounting for spatial dependence leads the MLM

to marginally overestimate the retail center boundary

variance r2u relative to the spatial models; r2u can be

Figure 3. Model estimates for nine retail center boundaries sampled from the retail center willingness to pay rankings. Note: FE¼ fixed

effect; MLM¼multilevel model; HSE¼hierarchical spatial error model; HSAR¼ hierarchical spatial autoregressive model;

HSMA¼ hierarchical spatial moving average model.
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understood as the average variation of RWTP values

across the retail centers in log units. Here, r2u falls

from 0.503 in the MLM to 0.484, 0.477, and 0.492 in

the HSAR, HSE, and HSMA models, respectively.

We also recover evidence of a significant spatial

autoregressive parameter k, which is indicative of spa-

tial spillover effects of RWTP values between neigh-

boring retail centers. This is recovered because k is

distinct from zero at the 95 percent credible interval.

Interestingly, the density of the covariance structure

seems to affect the estimate for k: The HSMA model,

with a sparse covariance structure that is restricted to

first- and second-order neighbors, estimates a k value

of 0.189. On the other hand, models with a denser

covariance structure such as the HSAR and HSE esti-

mate highly similar values of 0.232 and 0.230. Each

of these estimates indicates spatial interaction effects

among retail center boundaries.

To aid the visualization of spatial patterning, we

illustrate the case of Liverpool in Figure 4 with assis-

tance of legendgrams that show the distribution of

RWTP values across all 2,951 retail centers, color

Figure 4. Retail center willingness to pay values in log units for Merseyside, UK. Note: Purple vertical bar identifies the value of the

retail center highlighted in red, with 95 percent confidence or credibility intervals shaded in gray either side. FE¼ fixed effect;

MLM¼multilevel model; HSMA¼ hierarchical spatial moving average model; HSAR¼ hierarchical spatial autoregressive model.
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coded using k ¼ 8 break points classified using

Fisher–Jenks optimization (Jenks 1967). Each cell

highlights a selected retail center in red, with the

corresponding RWTP estimate shown by the vertical

bar stemming from the x-axis of the legendgram,

with 95 percent confidence and credible intervals

shaded on either side to highlight uncertainty in the

estimate. From left to right, the columns identify the

RWTP estimate for the fixed effect, multilevel,

HSAR, and HSMA models. From a first reading, the

spatial patterning in Figure 4 seems to reveal a frag-

mented picture of vitality and decline, with less

desirable retail centers observed in the immediate

hinterland of the prospering regional center (identi-

fiable by the large red polygon in the first row).

Overall, from this reading of Figure 4, we are able to

discern spatial hierarchies that possibly fragment

Merseyside’s functional market area, with certain

retail centers eliciting a higher willingness to pay

than neighboring centers.

Technical Validation

After motivating our preferred methodological

approach, we undertake a validation exercise to eval-

uate whether the estimated RWTP effect hj for each
retail center in the HSAR model responds to char-

acteristics that are generally identifiable for prosper-

ing and thriving areas. Here, we regress hj on a

selection of variables using ordinary least squares first

to assess whether any of the variation in the esti-

mated RWTP values can be attributed to variation

in the selected explanatory variables and, second, to

quantify the strength of relationship, if any, between

the response and explanatory features. Principal

attention is paid to the 2011 census Workplace

Zone (WZ) population characteristics (Mitchell

2014) that represent individuals working in the

retail center. As commuter patterns change, the spa-

tial distribution of the working population changes,

which holds when the bulk of economic activity

occurs during “traditional” office hours (Mitchell

2014), and WZ statistics are preferable because they

describe the daytime working population who com-

mute to their places of work inside the retail center.

The WZ variables we use include the percentage of

people who report their general health as “good” or

better, the percentage of individuals with no qualifi-

cations, the percentage of homeowners, the percent-

age of workers enrolled in higher managerial

occupations, and the percentage of individuals in

full-time employment. Other variables we consider

include the vacancy rate of stores in the retail center

calculated from the LDC database6; a raw count of

stores from the LDC database; the amount of urban

green space (m2; Daras et al. 2018); logged median

housing values for the 2015 rolling year (Land

Registry 2016); and, finally, binary variables for

regions in England and Wales that reflect

Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics

(NUTS) subdivisions—North West, London, West

Midlands, and Wales, for example. In each case, the

variables are spatially joined7 from WZ statistical

units to the retail center boundary polygons.
The findings are displayed in Table 2. Generally,

they are consistent with expectations, although there

are deviations from conventional wisdom. For WZ

characteristics, an increase in the number of individ-

uals with “good” health (or better) by 1 percent

increases the RWTP value by 3.9 percent. Similarly,

an increase in the number of people with no qualifi-

cations by 1 percent decreases the value by 2.9 per-

cent. Surprisingly, an increase in the number of

workers in higher managerial occupations by 1 per-

cent decreases the RWTP of the retail center by 4.9

percent. At first glance this result appears counterin-

tuitive, but managerial workers are more likely to

work in financial districts characterized by mostly

office space, which are not necessarily perceived as

desirable in the same way that consumer amenities

such as leisure plazas and urban green spaces are.
Next, we consider retail center boundary charac-

teristics. For every additional 100 stores in the retail

center, the RWTP value increases by 4.3 percent,

which implies that patrons value a large number of

available retail destinations. Similarly, as the vacancy

rate increases by 1 percent, the RWTP of the area

decreases by 2.2 percent. Again, this is consistent

with expectations that a large number of vacant units

deteriorates the vibrancy of the streetscape by reveal-

ing signs of decay. On the other hand, the availabil-

ity of urban green space was not a significant

determinant. For the regional indicators, relative to

the East Midlands reference category, we recover

some examples of regional inequality. Whereas retail

centers in the East of England are estimated as hav-

ing the highest RWTP value (28.9 percent), there is

a clear disparity in the estimated values for North

West England (9.5 percent), South West England

(4.1 percent), and to a lesser extent, Yorkshire and
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The Humber (13.5 percent) when compared to

South East England (20.3 percent) and London (20.3

percent). These inequalities are broadly consistent

with regional variations in wealth across England and

Wales (Rowlingson and McKay 2011). In all, the

validation exercise demonstrates a relationship

between RWTP values and socioeconomic character-

istics that is consistent with conventional wisdom.

Although not conclusive, the coefficients of our esti-

mates suggest that a decline in RWTP is related to

urban environments with poorer social and commu-

nity well-being. This begins to address a key gap in

the evidence linking retail center outcomes to char-

acteristics of the urban environment that is identified

by the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills

for England and Wales (BIS 2011).

Conclusion

The depth and breadth of leisure and retail oppor-

tunity are increasingly linked to the desirability of

places to live (Glaeser, Kolko, and Saiz 2001).

Because the quality of urban environments cannot

be qualified by a natural unit of analysis, the willing-

ness to pay to receive an amenity-rich environment

has often been explored through the lens of the resi-

dential housing market. The groundings of this arti-

cle were motivated by similar hedonic analyses,

except that we used business rates for commercial

properties alongside a nontrivial methodological

framework to estimate RWTP, for which we provide

a detailed exposition for reproducing the analysis.

Similar to approaches that analyze housing prices, by

controlling for property-level characteristics such as

the total floor area, car parking spaces, and store

type, the remaining variation in the business rate

was attributed to the RWTP. This was possible

because business rates approximate local market con-

ditions, because ratable values are set by estimating

a basic cost per square meter that is adjusted to

reflect similar properties in the same area (VOA

2014). Despite our empirical motivations, particular

attention to how the RWTP estimates interface with

the unique geographic behavioral characteristics of

the UK retail landscape was required. Due to restruc-

turing of the traditional brick-and-mortar retailer

landscape through growth in electronic retailing, our

study required particular attention to the nuances of

UK retail spaces. It is often argued that growth in

online retailing is forecast by its deleterious effects

that cause physical shopping opportunity to be

substituted online (Doherty and Ellis-Chadwick

2010). Despite these concerns, online retail has

recently been linked to complementarity and

Table 2. Regression results for validation exercise

Dependent variable

HSAR hJ
(1)

(Intercept) 2.684���
(0.485)

Workplace zone characteristics

Good health (%) 0.039���
(0.002)

No qualifications (%) �0.029���
(0.005)

Tenure owned (%) 0.0003

(0.001)

Higher managerial occupations (%) �0.049���
(0.003)

Full-time work (%) 0.020���
(0.001)

Retail center characteristics

Vacancy rate �0.017���
(0.002)

Store count 0.024���
(0.004)

Urban green space �0.002

(0.004)

ln median house price 2015 0.243���
(0.039)

Regional indicators

East of England 0.289���
(0.056)

London 0.203���
(0.061)

North East England 0.095

(0.067)

North West England 0.023

(0.053)

South East England 0.203���
(0.052)

South West England 0.041

(0.054)

Wales �0.066

(0.068)

West Midlands 0.229���
(0.057)

Yorkshire and the Humber 0.135���
(0.054)

Observations 2,951

RMSE 0.555

Adjusted R2 0.352

Notes: Regions reference category is East Midlands. HSAR¼hierarchical

spatial autoregressive model; RMSE¼ root mean square error.
�p< 0.1.
��
p< 0.05.

���
p< 0.01.
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modification processes. These processes blend tradi-

tional retail with e-commerce through integration of

technologies such as click and collect points that

operate as points of delivery for Internet sales

(Singleton et al. 2016). Thus, through the market

system of using business rates, the RWTP estimates

relate to how much the behavior of consumers val-

ues a given retail area. Among the context of behav-

ioral patterns, this allowed us to unpack hierarchies

of retail spaces. These spaces are an underlying

driver to the sustainability of built environments and

so, by implication, reveal geographical patterns in

urban growth and development.
Multilevel models have a rich history in the edu-

cational sciences literature for building league tables

of school performance (Goldstein 2003). We used

similar motivations to build a ranking of retail cen-

ters, except that unlike previous studies, we allowed

for possible spatial autocorrelation that operates on

the basis of geographical proximity. This is because

the RWTP effect per retail center is likely to covary

based on spatial proximity. With these motivations,

and by revamping the traditional focus of multilevel

modeling techniques, we were able to derive retail

center estimates of RWTP. A particular focus on

retail centers, our geography of choice, was because

they have been argued as a moderating influence on

urban hierarchies (Dennis, Marsland, and Cockett

2002). Yet, there is a limited availability of national

data for measuring the economic and social value of

retail centers, with a presumptive attitude in UK

policy circles that the impacts of policy instruments

such as the Town Centers First approach are

“instinctively positive” (BIS 2011). In producing

ranked estimates, we remedied these uncertainties by

building quantifiable evidence to directly observe

disparities in RWTP across networks of retail cen-

ters. More concretely, the derived scores allow an

understanding of a particular retail center’s position

within a network of centers; this can be used as a

proxy of economic health and an indicator of the

pull that particular retail center catchments have on

consumers in the area. From this, retail practitioners

might be able to use the derived scores as proxies for

footfall generation, which would allow them to

deduce consumer appeal of particular centers.

Knowledge of such characteristics might be used in

decision-making processes, such as determining

investment and divestment outcomes or the rational-

ization of store portfolios, for example. At a general

level, our findings also provide a platform for

researchers to build on. The applied methodology pro-

vides a blueprint for constructing hierarchies of retail

centers that is replicable and generalizable to similar

contexts, conditional on data availability. In addition,

to our knowledge, the study is the first of its kind to

build indicators that describe hierarchies of retail cen-

ters across a national extent, with previous studies

typically limited to smaller case study areas. Finally, a

core and intentional contribution of the article is the

potential for exploration of hypotheses in retail geog-

raphy that were previously unavailable due to the

absence of statistical data on retail centers.
To conclude this article, we illustrate elaborations

to consider for future research. One refinement

involves the addition of further attributes at the

store or retail center level to be specified into the

modeling approach. This might involve undertaking

visual, in-person surveys for small case study areas to

collect image attributes identified in Gomes and

Paula (2017) such as parking security, atmosphere

perception, or mix and quality of stores within the

retail center boundary, for example. Due to the prac-

ticality concerns of obtaining these highly granular

measures in this study, this direction would reduce

the number of retail centers for which the approach

can return RWTP estimates. The benefit, however,

is that it would allow an estimation of the willing-

ness to pay for highly granular measures that

describe image-based attributes of attractive shopping

environments. As a final remark, the advantage of

the applied methodology is that it can be redeployed

in the future to generate timely updates. This is

possible because the VOA continues to reassess the

ratable values of nondomestic properties according

to a five-year revaluation cycle (VOA 2014).

Conditional on the VOA continuing to release their

ratings list as an open data product, the area esti-

mates of RWTP are updatable over time. Future

research might develop retail center rankings into a

longitudinal data product that allows an exploration

into the temporal characteristics of RWTP and how

successive five-year windows alter the rank-ordered

positions of retail centers.
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Notes

1. Given this article’s intersection between retail
geography and urban economics, particular attention
to the conceptualization of attractiveness is required.
Whereas urban economists perceive attractiveness
through an estimation of willingness to pay, retail
geographers might observe the attractiveness of
shopping environments through a lens of image-
based characteristics such as cleanliness of the
shopping environment, plurality and variety of
shops, or existence of fun and entertainment
programs (El-Adly 2007; Chebat, Sirgy, and
Grzeskowiak 2010; Gomes and Paula 2017). Thus, to
avoid confusion, in this article we adopt the
direction of the former and describe our measure of
interest by willingness to pay.

2. Spatial connectivity at the retail center level is
specified as

Mij ¼ 1, exp � d2ij
� �

=d2
� �

, ifdij � 0

0, otherwise
,

(

where dij is the Euclidean distance between retail
center and d is the fixed-distance bandwidth.
A semivariogram was used as an exploratory tool for
determining the distance at which the spatial
dependence between business rates between retail
centers became negligible (see Appendix).

3. The following conjugate priors are chosen:

P bð Þ / N 0, 100ð Þ
P r2e

� �
/ InverseGamma 0:01, 0:01ð Þ

P r2u

� �
/ InverseGamma 0:01, 0:01ð Þ
P kð Þ / Uniform �1, 1ð Þ:

4. LDC premise types were recoded in accordance with
VOA Special Categories outlined in Rhodes and
Brien (2017).

5. Potential problems of multicollinearity were assessed
using variance inflation factor (VIF) scores for each
predictor variable in the spatial fixed effect model.
VIF scores revealed no evidence of such problems,
with scores of about 3.0 leading us to continue with
our inferential exercise.

6. Vacancy rates are defined as the proportion of all
available retail units that are vacant or unoccupied.

7. Because there is only partial overlap between the
retail centers and WZ polygons, the resulting WZ
statistics are aggregated by the mean value for the
intersecting WZ geometries when joined to each
retail center polygon.
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Appendix

Figure A.1. Semivariogram demonstrating the tendency for retail centers close together in space to exhibit higher correlations for

business rates than those further apart.
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Figure A.2. Trace plots (left) displaying simulated draws from Markov chain Monte Carlo chain for parameters and distribution of

samples (right) for hierarchical spatial autoregressive model. Vertical red line highlights the point along the chain where previous

samples are discarded.
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Table A.1. Variable description for property-level characteristics

Variable Description Source M SD Unit

Dependent variable

Business rate Ratable value taxed on the business property VOA 100,639.9 976,771.5 Pounds

Structural characteristics

Floor area Total floor area of property (in thousands) VOA 0.658 6.155 m2

No. rooms Number of surveyable rooms VOA 6.577 4.010 Count

Parking Number of car parking spaces VOA 0.099 2.053 Count

Store typology

Banks and other A2 uses 1 for A2 uses, 0 otherwise LDC 0.07 0.25 Binary

Factory shops 1 for factory shops, 0 otherwise LDC 0.004 0.07 Binary

Food stores 1 for food store (<750 m2), 0 otherwise LDC 0.04 0.20 Binary

Hairdressing/beauty salon 1 for salon, 0 otherwise LDC 0.13 0.33 Binary

Hypermarket/superstore 1 for superstore (>2,500 m2), 0 otherwise LDC 0.03 0.16 Binary

Large food stores 1 for large food store (>750 m2), 0 otherwise LDC 0.04 0.20 Binary

Large retail shops 1 for large shops (>1,850 m2), 0 otherwise LDC 0.04 0.20 Binary

Nonretail 1 for nonretail, 0 otherwise LDC 0.05 0.21 Binary

Other 1 for other premises, 0 otherwise LDC 0.01 0.12 Binary

Pharmacies 1 for pharmacy, 0 otherwise LDC 0.004 0.06 Binary

Post offices 1 for post office, 0 otherwise LDC 0.01 0.10 Binary

Restaurants and bars 1 for restaurant or bar, 0 otherwise LDC 0.07 0.25 Binary

Retail shops 1 for high street retail store, 0 otherwise LDC 0.40 0.49 Binary

Takeaway food outlet 1 for takeaway outlet, 0 otherwise LDC 0.11 0.32 Binary

Showrooms 1 for showroom, 0 otherwise LDC 0.03 0.18 Binary

Notes: VOA¼Valuation Office Agency; LDC¼Local Data Company.
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A B S T R A C T

Visual characteristics of leisure and retail environments provide sensory cues that can influence how consumers experience and behave within these spaces. In this
paper, we provide a computational method that summarises the “visual features” of shopping districts by analysing a national database of geocoded store frontage
images. While the traditional focus of social scientific research explores how drivers such as proximity to shopping environments factor into location choice decisions,
the visual characteristics that describe the enclosing urban area are often neglected. This is despite the assumption consumers translate visual appearance of a retail
area into a judgement of its functional utility which mediates consumer behaviour, patronage intention and the image a retail location projects to passers-by. Such
judgements allow consumers to draw fine distinctions when evaluating between competing destinations. Our approach introduces a deep learning model known as
Convolutional Autoencoders to extract visual features from storefront images of leisure and retail amenities. These features are partitioned into five clusters before
several measures describing the environment around the leisure and retail properties are introduced to differentiate between the clusters and assess which variables
are distinctive for particular groupings. Our empirical strategy unpacks different groupings from the clusters, which implies the existence of relationships between
visual features of shopping areas and functional characteristics of the surrounding urban environment. Ultimately, using the example of retail landscapes, the core
contribution of this paper demonstrates the utility of unsupervised deep learning methods to research questions in urban planning.

1. Introduction

Visual characteristics of urban spaces drive how individuals eval-
uate and experience their surroundings for the purpose of location
choice behaviour and patronage decisions (Hauser & Koppelman,
1979). In the The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch argues the built en-
vironment can be drawn as “mental maps” that describe how the city is
read visually by cues such as shapes, sizes and colours (Lynch, 1960).
Not only this, Silver and Clark (2016) argue the actions, tastes, and
traits of individuals create and support particular meanings attached to
places. The measurement of a scene assesses the character of a parti-
cular place and highlights distinctive visual aspects of the built en-
vironment. As visual (but subjective) measures that describe scenes
such as liveliness are hard to quantify with traditionally-available data,
urban planners typically resort to building indicators that are based on
more directly observable characteristics such as population density
(Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) or street layout (Jung et al., 2017). Often
representations that characterise the scenes of streets are inferred using
visual audits conducted by researchers who collate data to explore si-
milarities and differences of physical attributes visible from street-level
– the quality of building facade, the presence of street art, or the con-
dition of sidewalks, for example (Bader et al., 2017). Once aggregated,
researchers can unpack relationships exploring the link between

particular visual attributes of built environments and characteristics of
the surrounding area. For retail environments, the visual image that
shopping areas project to consumers is a function of a broad range of
influences which affect patronage behaviour and consumer experiences
(Bell, 1999). Retail area image is a multidimensional concept and to
understand it requires unpacking the multitude of functional and visual
characteristics that consumers associate with shopping areas (Baker
et al., 1994). These characteristics are stimuli that influence consumer
perception and, by extension, patronage intention for particular retail
environments. Typically measures of retail area image are derived using
survey approaches that rate characteristics such as the quality of
building materials, the attractiveness of shop signage and overall en-
vironmental cleanliness (Bellizzi et al., 1983; El-Adly, 2007). As con-
ducting in-person studies in shopping areas to record this data requires
a high level of human judgement, they are cost-intensive and limited in
the throughput required to construct visual descriptors of retail en-
vironments for large study areas

To circumvent the scalability issues of manually auditing a national
sample of retail locations, we apply Convolutional Autoencoders (CAEs)
to automatically extract visual features from images showing the
frontage of leisure and retail properties across England and Wales.
Particular interest on street-level imagery for leisure and retail ame-
nities stems from their influence to the vibrancy of places and, hence, in
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the characteristics of the urban hierarchy (Dennis et al., 2002). While
previous studies have shown that proximity to leisure and retail ame-
nities factor into location choice decisions and patronage of retail en-
vironments (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009), the visual characteristics that
describe the urban environment around the point of interest are ne-
glected. Such approaches assume a “vacuum” around single amenities,
which ignores the environmental context that surrounds these premises.
As an example, the visual characteristics of a street with a restaurant
accessible by several modes of transportation is likely to differ by the
amount of liveliness when compared with another restaurant serviced
in a location with no transport links. Capturing visual features of leisure
and retail amenities allows an exploration into whether aspects of what
we see are related to particular characteristics of the built environment
that describe the amenities location. By clustering visual features ex-
tracted from the CAE, the principal contribution of this paper uses deep
learning to assess whether visual-only features of retail landscapes
correlate with observed characteristics of built environments, and
whether there are distinctive characteristics for particular groupings.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 mo-
tivates the underlying conceptual framework of the paper. Section 3
introduces the sources of data we utilise through the study, before de-
scribing the modelling approach we implement to arrive at our em-
pirical objective. Section 4 presents the main findings. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Background and motivation

2.1. Visual characteristics of built environments

In the Critique of Judgement Immanuel Kant first observed aesthetic
perception as a self-organising process that drives how individuals react
to different environments (Kant, 1790). Not only do humans perceive
their environment as neutral facts and data, but we react to distinctive
aesthetic cues encoded in our surroundings that change how these
spaces are experienced as we walk through them (Silver and Clark,
2016). Our judgement of the elements in our surroundings are rendered
as a totality, independent of the constituent parts. When we stroll
through a “hip neighbourhood”, the avant-garde feel, boutique stores,
and DIY atmosphere are not perceived as independent objects. This is
because they collectively recall a particular way of behaving that is
adopted from the tastes and preferences derived from the environment
the individual chooses to surround themselves with (Merleau-Ponty,
2004). Thus, an environmental psychology influences how preferences
for certain environments are driven by a multitude of interwoven fac-
tors. Jane Jacobs recognised this as early as 1960, emphasising the role
streets perform in setting the visual scene of cities. In a critique of
modernist planning policy, Jacobs (1961) argued that unifying design
elements of urban spaces is short-sighted, as the interplay of their “bits
and pieces” are central to supporting the diverse excitement that street
scenes offer.

Visual cues are seen as discriminative features that influence per-
ceptions and evaluations of urban spaces, and even when considering
socio-cultural biases in aesthetic judgement, have been shown to affect
the psychological state of their inhabitants (Quercia et al., 2014).
Kelling and Coles (1997)’s Broken Windows Theory, for example, sug-
gests cues of environmental disorder in urban appearance such as
abandoned cars, litter, and vandalism drive a perceived breakdown of
social order which, in turn, induce more severe forms of criminal ac-
tivity. Beyond disorder places deviate from conventional form by ap-
pearing, amongst other things, transgressive, glamorous, or informal
(Silver and Clark, 2016). Thus, a suite of evaluative dimensions are
considered when characterising the visual attributes of urban spaces,
with different environments reflecting different visual representations
of tastes and values. Not only this, Massey (1991) argues these parti-
cular spaces are not static, but have multiple identities that are forged
by ever-changing social interactions occurring between people within

them. All together, these considerations highlight the complexities of
capturing a signal that reflects the visual qualities of street scenes.

2.2. Traditional approaches for describing retail environments

As aesthetic descriptions of urban environments such as glamorous,
lively or conventional are difficult to measure directly, urban scientists
typically fall back to constructing indicators of the qualities that de-
scribe spaces such as shopping areas (Silver and Clark, 2016). In-person
visual audits strive to unpack how the functional, physical and social
characteristics of retail environments correlate to affective outcomes
such as store patronage and location choice decisions. Survey techni-
ques have an extensive history in urban planning research, and borrow
from psychometric measurement models to infer latent traits through
an aggregation of single items visible across the audit (Bader et al.,
2017). In UK planning discourse, for example, concepts such as vitality
and viability have long underlined ‘health checks’ of town centre areas,
reflecting arguments in Jacobs (1961) that thriving places maintain a
diverse range of uses, attract significant numbers of people, and sustain
a continuing ability to attract investment (Ravenscroft, 2000). Thus,
vitality and viability is typically inferred by aggregating multiple items
such as pedestrian counts, diversity of amenities, or boarded-up win-
dows that are sampled at points across different retail locations. In the
retail literature, several examples aggregate sets of measures to describe
visual characteristics of shopping spaces. Bell (1999), for example,
shows environmental stimuli such as appealing store colours, attractive
shop signs and fashionable product ranges constitute a ‘visual amenity’
that inspires consumer willingness to patronise a shopping environ-
ment. Moreover, El‐Adly (2007), finds attractiveness attributes of
shopping malls such as luxury, comfort and convenience drive different
patronage motives amongst different shopper segments in UAE.

Survey-based approaches are often required to describe the visual
properties of urban environments due to the absence of accessible and
high coverage quantitative data (Salesses et al., 2013). Traditionally,
studies are undertaken by relying on a mix of personal interviews,
street-level observations of visual appearances, and annotated video
recordings by experts (Quercia et al., 2014). This manual review of
material is an arduous task however, and requires considerable col-
lective effort to distinguish amongst the variety of visual cues encoded
in the images.

2.3. Deep learning approaches for describing urban environments

To evaluate visual characteristics of particular places, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) that are ‘trained’ with human-labelled images
of street scenes are increasingly used to automate the classification of
the scenes presented by built environments. This new body of literature
has been punctuated by emerging access to new sources of data that
have been released by commercial providers and photo-sharing web-
sites in open formats (Arribas-Bel, 2014). Providers such as Google
Street View (GSV) and Flickr have opened up access to street-level
imagery for researchers through Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), which have, in turn, been used to construct modern crowd-
sourcing platforms for collecting millions of user perceptions about
particular places. Large quantities of human-labelled, street-level ima-
gery have been used for training computer vision techniques. Zhang
et al. (2018), for example, use a deep learning based approach to pre-
dict perceptions of neighbourhoods in Bejing, China along six percep-
tual indicators of safe, lively, boring, wealthy, depressing, and beau-
tiful, before investigating which visual elements correlate to a
particular perception. The study used street-level images collated by
MIT Media Lab as part of the “Place Pulse” program, which by fall 2018
had collected 1,566,218 pairwise comparisons between 110,988 street-
level images from 56 cities worldwide (Dubey et al., 2016). This
crowdsourced data was made publicly available by Salesses et al.
(2013), who originally used it to understand the effect of the built
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environment’s visual features on perceptions of safety, class and un-
iqueness in the cities of New York and Boston in the United States, and
Linz and Salzburg in Austria. Additional studies that use labelled GSV
images include Liu et al., (2016), who detect shifts in city identities and
urban form for 26 cities from Europe, Asia, and North America.
Seresinhe et al., (2017) trained machine learning models on 217,000
crowdsourced images from the “Scenic-Or-Not” online game that rates
outdoor, natural environments on an integer scale (1–10) of its scenic-
ness, and explores questions that ask which types of greenspaces are
perceived as beautiful.

Unfortunately, a drawback of these supervised methods are the
large sample sizes required to train the network which are often un-
fulfilled in real-life applications. Moreover, these approaches typically
utilise a large, non-expert workforce (voting on crowdsourcing plat-
forms) to construct massive volumes of labelled image data. This cre-
ates several challenges. Principal amongst these is the balancing be-
tween maintaining a swift and economical annotation process while
ensuring the collected labels are accurate (Sorokin and Forsyth, 2008).
More importantly, the user’s interaction with the labelling task may be
influenced by socio-economic and demographic factors. As urban ex-
periences are highly socially constructed, different groups might engage
with the built environment in different ways, meaning visual char-
acteristics are highly particular to various socio-economic or demo-
graphic groups (Quercia et al., 2014). These challenges exist because
CNNs are supervised, meaning they require the network to be shown
labelled instances of images for learning the nuances between parti-
cular predicted outputs. An alternative approach to extracting features
from street-level imagery are Convolutional Autoencoders (CAEs). CAEs
are unsupervised approaches meaning they provide a self-organised
means for learning the relationships between elements in the data
without being shown labelled inputs. CAEs are advantageous because
they provide a less data-intensive alternative to CNNs that does not
require the user to assemble large quantities of labelled data for
training the network.

2.4. Application of computer vision methods to retail environments

While many studies that apply deep learning have focussed on
urban environments, to our best knowledge, no application of deep
learning to explore visual characteristics of retail environments cur-
rently exists in the literature. This is despite the high suitability of
computer vision methods for characterising the variance in image at-
tributes between different shopping areas. Consumers with little ex-
perience of a store or environment may use perceptual qualifications of
image, in addition to prices, as a proxy for the quality of goods and
service provision (Bell, 1999). Stimuli that influence consumer per-
ceptions of shopping area image are functional qualities but also the
aura of psychological attributes aroused by the environment. Func-
tional characteristics include convenience and accessibility of store or
retail area location, parking availability, the range of stores and pro-
ducts offered, and proximity to residential neighbourhoods and work-
places (Baker et al., 1994; Chebat et al., 2010). Psychological char-
acteristics relate to the “visual amenity” experienced by consumers in
shopping environments. For example, previous research links store
patronage decisions to visual elements such as architecture, shop sig-
nage and exterior design (Baker et al., 1994), but also factors such as
cleanliness and even colour of store premises (Bellizzi et al., 1983).
Thus, quality inference for shopping areas is a function of multiple
influences that affect consumer decision-making choices.

Given the wealth of research that has already linked image attri-
butes of shopping areas to consumer patronage, the focus of the present
study moves away from an exploration of footfall. Instead, our main
research direction focuses on characterising the different visual re-
presentations of shopping environments by functional attributes that
describe the area in which the premise is located. In synthesis of these
two attributes, we unpack different representations of the scene that

particular shopping environments project to passers by. The “scene” of
an environment reflects both the visual characteristics and configura-
tion of leisure, services, retail and cultural life, and data describing
amenities such as leisure and retail premises are windows that allow
researchers to unpack these configurations (Silver and Clark, 2016). An
understanding of different scenes from leisure and retail environments is
an important exercise because it unpacks patterns of urban human ac-
tivity and function. This is useful information for retail planners and
urban management schemes because it raises awareness of attributes
and image among particular areas. Public or private sector agencies
might utilise this to rationalise investment decisions that allocate spend
to promotional activities and place marketing campaigns for building
the profile of shopping environments (Page and Hardyman, 1996).

The visual design of retail environments are among the tools used to
enrich the consumer shopping experience. Visual design of shopping
areas has been manipulated previously to evoke desirable responses,
such as arousal and pleasure which triggers approach behaviour and
supports store positioning (Ballantine et al., 2010; Baker et al., 1994).
Yet the visual design of retail environments in the UK is highly parti-
cular, and so consideration to its nuances is required for understanding
potential implications to our applied methods. One limitation in ap-
plying computer vision methods to UK high street environments is a
phenomena known as clone towns (Ryan-Collins et al., 2010). The idea
of ‘cloned’ streets relates to the loss of identity and local character when
chain stores come to homogenise high street environments at the ex-
pense of independent stores (Carmona, 2015). The implications for
computer vision approaches concern the difficulty in identifying dif-
ferent typologies where no unique characteristics are directly ob-
servable from the images when they broadcast no local distinctiveness.
Despite the British Retail Consortium (2009) arguing there have been
calls for communities to reclaim their local high streets through the
encouragement of local spending, it remains that a large number of
distinctive facades constructed from local building materials may have
been exchanged by identical glass, steel and concrete frontages (Ryan-
Collins et al., 2010). This potentially limits the discovery of more in-
teresting, diverse and distinctive types derived from empirical exercises
that use street-level imagery from UK high streets. Despite this limita-
tion, for wider study areas than would be permitted by in-person audits,
computer vision approaches allow us to unpack how visual features of
leisure and retail properties relate to functional characteristics of
shopping environments, and consequently, how we can characterise the
scenes these places offer.

3. Empirical strategy

Our approach to explore differentiation between visual features of
leisure and retail premises is three-staged. Firstly, we extract visual
features from images of leisure and retail premises using a computer
vision algorithm. Secondly, we partition visual features into a sensible
number of clusters using a bottom-up classification strategy. And
thirdly, to differentiate between the clusters, we introduce variables
that describe characteristics derived from the point of interest around
the properties.

3.1. Data

To implement the methodological approach we require two prin-
cipal sources of data described below. Our first source of data are street-
level imagery of 314,542 retail, service and leisure properties across
England and Wales. These images display the front exterior of the
property that face onto the adjacent street or open space. Exterior
images were collected by a large pool of surveying teams equipped with
hand-held cameras from the Local Data Company (LDC) in 2015.
Sample images are displayed in Fig. 3.1, and are categorised row-wise
by several variables introduced in Table 3.1. As a pre-processing step,
each JPEG image is resized from × ×800 400 3 to a × ×224 224 3 pixel
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image for compatibility with the applied neural network architectures,
before normalizing the RGB values (0–255) to a 0–1 range. These re-
sized, normalised digital images are the 3-dimensional inputs (width,
height, and colour channel) to the convolutional neural networks we
introduce in Section 3.2.

While this data offers new opportunities, there are limitations of
using street-level imagery for visual audit purposes. Channels that af-
fect perceptions of built environments such as sound and smell are
absent from pictographic representations, and so cannot be directly
evaluated from the image (Salesses et al., 2013). Similarly, small items
less visible to the human eye that vary over short periods such as litter,
drug paraphernalia, broken glass, or cracked sidewalks are difficult to
measure given street-level imagery represent a single snapshot in time
(Bader et al., 2017). More specifically, given the principle concern for
the LDC surveying teams was to photograph facade features of the store
premises, measures related to sidewalks such as number of parked cars
or shrubbery might be partially occluded in the image, despite

contributing to the overall ambiance of the urban area. Despite these
limitations, the LDC images remain a valid source of data for our pur-
poses. This is because they simulate a virtual walk down the street that
replicates an eye-level experience, and the large number of LDC images
provides granular, unprecedented coverage that would be impractical
(and cost-intensive) to obtain otherwise.

The second source of data is derived from characteristics that dif-
ferentiate the particular visual representations of LDC images, and is
used in the third stage of our approach. Our variable selection covers
measures derived within a 15-minute walk catchment (assuming a walk
speed of 4.5 km per hour) around each leisure and retail premise (see
Fig. 3.2). These catchments are constructed using OSMnx, which is a
Python library for acquiring, analysing and visualising street networks
(Boeing, 2017). Within each catchment, we derive measures for a
number domains outlined in Dolega et al. (2019) that describe shopping
activity such as composition, diversity, size and function, and economic
health (see Table 3.1). Aside from LDC and OSMnx data, we derive

Fig. 3.1. Sample LDC images for several features in Table 3.1. Each image is a random sample from each of five equal interval bins.
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variables from several other sources. Census data is provided by the
(ONS, 2016), our e-res_score variable is from a Consumer Data Research
Centre (CDRC) data product and describes the vulnerability of town
centres to the impacts of online shopping (estimated by Singleton et al.,
(2016)), and the transport variable is from the database of National
Public Transport Access Nodes (NapTAN) (Department for Transport,
2014). In addition, we use a small number of census-based socio-eco-
nomic characteristics at Output Area (OA) level to describe the area in
which the leisure or retail premise resides. OAs are built from postcode
units and are the smallest statistical unit for which UK census data is
published (ONS, 2019).

3.2. Visual features from CAEs

Given the collection of leisure and retail property images are un-
labelled and represented by a large number of raw pixels, a mathe-
matical technique is required to decompose this larger set of correlated
variables (or pixels) to a condensed set that captures the most salient
characteristics of the image (Efron and Hastie, 2016). To learn this
compressed set of variables from the raw pixels we rely on Convolu-
tional Autoencoders (CAEs) (Goodfellow et al., 2016) which are com-
posed of two layers: an encoder layer fE and a decoder layer fD. From a
non-technical standpoint, the objective of CAEs is to take an input
image, I , and reconstruct it as a copy, I . Internally, CAEs use a hidden
layer h that describes a code to reconstruct the image (Goodfellow
et al., 2016). This lower dimensional mapping forces the CAE to
prioritise aspects of the image that are the most useful for re-
constructing a copy from the input image, meaning h learns the most
useful properties of the data while discarding redundancies.

CAEs are extensions of autoencoders, which are techniques that
essentially reduce the data under consideration to a smaller set of
principal values. Practical applications of autoencoders include data
compression for saving storage space and transmission times, and also
cleaning corrupted data inputs by denoising. Thus, CAEs are auto-
encoders that introduce convolutional and (de)convolutional layers in
the encoder fE and decoder fD sections, respectively:

= + =f I K b h( )E

where is a Rectified Linear Unit (Relu) activation function which is a
truncation performed individually for every pixel x of the input,

=Relu x max x( ) (0, )ij ij , that allows the CAE to learn non-linear patterns
in the data, I are × ×224 224 3 images where the 3 refers to the red,
blue and green (RGB) colour channels, K are ×3 3 matrices called
convolutional filters, b is the bias unit which is similar to the intercept
of a linear function and allows the line of the activation function to shift
from the origin, and h is the code that represents the lower dimensional
mapping of I . The convolution operator, I K , is described more ex-
plicitly for the first layer in Eq. 3.2:

=
= = + +I K K I( ) ·xy i k ij x i y j1

224

1

224
1, 1

which overlays each ×3 3 filter over every possible pixel of the image,
and records the sum of the element-wise product to an intermediate
representation known as an activation map. The convolutional operator
exploits spatial location in the image, as neighbouring pixels become
activated for particular groups of edges that respond to semantically
meaningful objects – trees, cars, or people, for example. This means
particular filters become activated for specific patterns in the image,
and stacking these filters across successive convolutional layers facil-
itates parameter sharing, where hierarchies of filters introduce levels of
abstraction to the different kinds of features identified in the image
(Goodfellow et al., 2016). As an example, the banks of filters learnt at
the first convolutional layer might represent lower-level features such
as lines, circles, and curves, while the higher-level convolutional layers
will use these to construct whole objects – eye-like shapes or auto-
mobile wheels, for example. As the starting values of the K filters are
randomly initialized, over the course of training the CAE the network
will learn to find the optimal filter values that minimize the re-
construction error between I and I .

Within each convolutional layer, a final step commonly applied to
modify the output from Eq. 3.2 is pooling. We apply the max pooling
operation which returns the maximum pixel value within a ×2 2 filter
that steps across non-overlapping pixels of the input. This has the net
effect of down-sampling an image by a factor of two, which sequentially
reduces the pixel representation of our image from × ×224 224 3 to a
latent representation, h, which has shape × ×28 28 1 and reflects the

Table 3.1
Variable description for the domains of economic health, composition, size and function and socio-economics of leisure and retail premises.

Variable Description Source Mean Std. Dev Unit

Economic health
bus_rate Rateable value taxed on the business property. LDC 100,639.9 976,771.5 Pounds
vac_rate Vacancy rate of Local Authority District the property resides in. LDC 0.09 0.03 Percent
unemployed Percent of unemployed people in Output Area. ONS 5.75 3.64 Percent
e-res_score E-resilience score of nearest town centre. CDRC 0.08 0.45 Score
transport Number of bus or train links within catchment NaPTAN 61.21 38.19 Count

Composition
comparison Proportion of comparison goods stores within catchment (clothing, household goods, etc). LDC 0.21 0.21 %
hospitality Proportion of hospitality outlets within catchment (restaurants, bars, etc). LDC 0.31 0.24 %
convenience Proportion of food retailers within catchment (grocers, butchers etc). LDC 0.13 0.18 %
consumer Proportion of consumer services within catchment (banks, estate agents, etc). LDC 0.18 0.21 %
tenant_mix Retail to service ratio of catchment. LDC 0.88 1.00 Ratio
store_diversity Diversity of store types within catchment calculated by Shannon entropy. LDC 1.14 0.57 Bit

Size and function
floor_area Total floor area for the property. LDC 227.61 830.08 m2

car_parking_spaces Number of car parking spaces at the property. LDC 1.28 17.36 Count
roeck_compactness Compactness of catchment morphology. OSMnx 0.49 0.13 Ratio
store_diversity Number of stores within catchment. LDC 14.24 20.45 Count
eig_centrality Influence of store location within street network of catchment. OSMnx 0.02 0.04 Score
street_length_avg Average length of streets in catchment. OSMnx 66.43 25.86 Meter
street_density Total street length within catchment divided by catchment area. OSMnx 15911.72 7134.42 km2

Socio-economic
high_nssec Percent of people with higher occupational employment in Output Area. ONS 42.86 17.21 Percent
detached Percent of housing units classified as detached in Output Area. ONS 6.09 9.52 Percent
flats Percent of housing units classified as flats in Output Area. ONS 35.13 24.94 Percent
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visual features we use for our clustering exercise (see Section 3.3).
To train the CAE end-to-end, we also require a decoder fD network

that reconstructs the original image I from h:

= + =f h U b I( )D

The only difference between fE and fD is that convolutional layers in
the former are replaced by deconvolutional layers in the latter. This has
the net effect of up-sampling the latent representation h ( × ×28 28 1)
back to × ×224 224 3, thus completing the reconstruction of the ori-
ginal image I . Once the CAE network has been sufficiently trained, the
latent representation h, represented by × × =28 28 1 784 pixels, be-
comes the basis of the visual features we use to differentiate between
the visual scenes of different leisure and retail premises. To summarise
these methodological steps, we visualise the resulting CAE architecture
defined by Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 in Fig. 3.3. In regards to implementation,
the CAE model is defined in Keras (Chollet, 2015), with training un-
dertaken on a single Nvidia Quadro M4000 GPU with 8 GB memory.

3.3. Clustering visual features

To derive meaning from the visual features, we require a technique
to group our vectors of visual features such that those in the same
grouping exhibit similarities. This allows us to unpack similarities be-
tween the visual scenes for different retail environments which we can

then describe by a number of functional characteristics outlined in
Table 3.1. Our approach constructs a bottom-up classification where an
initial typology with 250 numerous smaller groups are partitioned
using k-means. Given the sensitivity of k-means to the initial starting
values of the centroids, the algorithm is initialized 1000 times with
different centroid seeds, taking the final result as the output that best
minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares. Finally, we allow up to
100,000 iterations within a single run to ensure stable convergence of
the centroids. After the initial partition, we aggregate the clusters into
coarser and larger groupings based Ward’s method of hierarchical
clustering (Ward, 1963). As Ward’s method produces a dendrogram, we
use it to slice a horizontal cut along the y-axis to create coarser levels of
classification, which groups the 250 centroids of visual features into a
smaller number of distinct clusters. This final partition represents the
resulting clusters that differentiate the visual characteristics of the LDC
images. Thus, we replicate a work flow similar to Spielman and
Singleton (2015) and follow simple and widely supported methods to
facilitate methodological transparency and reproducibility.

4. Results

In this section, we develop a discussion of our empirical findings
based on two validation procedures. First, we undertake a validation
exercise on our bottom-up clustering solution to ascertain a desirable

Fig. 3.2. Example 15-minute walk catchment for a retail store around London Bridge. Note: 30 leisure or retail premises are sampled within the catchment to avoid
clutter. Large red star denotes the store for which the catchment was created. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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number of clusters; and second, we explore consistency of group
membership to particular clusters across sets of visual features gener-
ated from the CAE and two pre-trained CNNs. For brevity, the detailed
outcome of these exercises are moved to Appendix A and Appendix B.
Based on the outcome of these exercises, in the following section we
introduce several characteristics to unpack differences between the five
distinct clusters of images we retrieve from our clustering approach.

4.1. Differentiating visual characteristics

To describe differences between the visual clusters, we aggregate
characteristics for the consumer properties from Table 3.1, taking the
median value for each variable per cluster. Prior to the aggregation, we
transform each variable to z-scores by standardization, =z x µ ,
meaning each characteristic is rescaled by the fractional number of
standard deviations from the mean value. To begin, we introduce radar
plots in Fig. 4.1 where each plot reflects a different visual cluster that
shares similar psychological attributes reflected by common visual
elements such as similar exterior design, signage, architecture, or
colour. Along the axis of each plot aggregated variables that describe
functional characteristics of these clusters are displayed. Thus, in
synthesis of visual (psychological) attributes revealed by the cluster
groupings and functional characteristics by the variables, we describe
the scene projected by the clusters.

Turning to the group sizes, we note the numbers of leisure and retail
premises within the visual clusters vary substantially. Our largest
cluster, Group A, contains 159,251 leisure and retail properties whose
built environment is distinguished by high density street networks and
large proportions of comparison retail outlets who sell merchandise
that consumers purchase relatively infrequently and so evaluate prices,
features and quality between stores before making a purchase. This
includes outlets such as DIY & household goods, electrical, and clothing
and footwear stores. Group A also contains a considerable proportion of
hospitality outlets such as restaurants, bars and pubs, and entertain-
ment venues. The Roeck compactness value measures irregularity in the
shape of the retail area’s boundary, with higher values indicating a
highly compact retail area and lower values reflecting dispersion. The
Roeck value for Group A, alongside its high street density, implies the
urban morphology of the built environment around these stores is
highly dense and not dispersed. All together, this suggests the scene
characteristics of Group A reflects a bustling shopping area with rela-
tively affluent residents who live in the immediate area (as shown by
the high percentage of residents in higher occupational roles).

Group B contains 24,567 leisure and retail premises and is highly
differentiated amongst its characteristics when compared to the other
clusters. The functional attributes shared by leisure and retail premises
inside this visual grouping reflect areas that have a low diversity of
premise types, with the majority of outlets represented by comparison
retail or consumer services such as car showrooms and house & home
stores. Premises in this cluster are located in areas with high vacancy
rates, meaning there are higher percentages of vacant or unoccupied
store units relative to the other groupings. Moreover, outlets in this
cluster appear to have high total floor areas and are serviced by fewer
transport options, which conjures images of peri-urban spaces con-
sisting of large retail units and warehouse spaces located on the fringes
of dense urban areas and so are less beaming with consumer activity.
Overall, the visual and functional characteristics of Group B portray a
scene of sparse and less desirable retail and leisure land use when
compared with the other clusters. This is reinforced by socio-economic
characteristics which reveal that individuals who live in the area, and
might patron the shopping environment as consumers, typically occupy
low percentages of high paid employment.

The next grouping that shares visual similarity is Group C, which
contains 81,310 leisure and retail premises and is ascribed the label of
‘Upmarket Hospitality’. The shopping environment of premises in this
cluster are reflected by a large proportion of diverse hospitality outlets
and leisure venues. This includes services ranging from restaurants and
bars to theatres and galleries. A second defining characteristic of Group
C is the extremely low vacancy rate when compared with the other
clusters. This shows store units around the built environment for this
grouping are typically occupied, which implies units in this cluster are
in higher demand and so possibly elicit increased rates of rent. Similar
to Group A, catchments around premises in this cluster are well served
by transport links and possess highly similar urban morphology and
socio-economic characteristics. In synthesis of visual similarities for
leisure and retail premises within the cluster and functional char-
acteristics of the urban landscape around these premises, Group C
projects the scene of a thriving and upmarket shopping environment
that is highly accessible and amenable to consumption activity.

Our smallest grouping, Group D, contains 6,962 leisure and retail
units and is highly similar to Group C, although there are a few vari-
ables that differentiate the two clusters. Like Group C, Group D is
characterised by a diverse range of hospitality outlets and stores that
provide comparison goods such as electrical appliances and clothing.
Compared to the dense street network of Group C, the urban mor-
phology of Group D appears to reflect longer average street lengths that

Fig. 3.3. Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) architecture showing encoder fe, compressed representation h, decoder fd and reconstructed LDC image I . Note: filter
numbers are shown horizontally along z-axis of feature maps, while width and height are shown along the x and y, respectively. Illustration was produced on the
open-source vector graphics editor Inkscape (Inkscape Project, 2019).
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are fairly dispersed as shown by the low street density. Consistent with
conventional wisdom, these two observations imply the built environ-
ment surrounding leisure and retail premises of Group D reflects high
street shopping areas. Residents who occupy residential housing near
stores in Group D typically occupy lower proportions of higher man-
agerial roles. This suggests consumers, and by extension local con-
sumption opportunities, are represented by less upmarket leisure and
retail outlets given local patrons are typically less affluent than in
Group C. Nine example images comparing low to high average street
length for Group A and D, respectively, are shown by Fig. 4.2. The
presence of automobiles in images sampled from Group D suggest the
built environment here is more amenable to vehicle use, with streets
around leisure and retail premises in this cluster typically longer and
less dense. All together, the composite visual and functional char-
acteristics of Group D project a scene of long high streets that serve a
diverse range of consumption purposes to local consumers.

The last cluster, Group E, contains 81,310 leisure and retail pre-
mises and represents a middle ground between Group C and Group E.
While units providing hospitality represent the highest proportion of
services in this cluster, no particular mode of retail or leisure dominates
unlike the other groupings. In fact, premises in Group E have the lowest
proportion of comparison retailers in the surrounding urban environ-
ment. The urban morphology of Group E is fairly dense and compact, as
evidenced by a relatively high street network density and Roeck com-
pactness value. In synthesis, the shared functional attributes of premises
in Group E suggest this grouping reflects a leisure, services and shop-
ping environment that is accessed by consumers for everyday con-
sumption as opposed to being accessed for a particular mode of retail or
leisure service.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Visual characteristics of shopping environments are a significant
determinant of area consideration and choice (Bell, 1999). Tradition-
ally, visual representations of retail areas are retrieved using teams of
human surveyors, who are cost-intensive to train and limited in the
throughput necessary to construct the visual form of built environ-
ments. Consequently, in this paper, we use vast quantities of street-level
imagery to explore whether visual features of leisure and retail en-
vironments correlate to measurable characteristics of built environ-
ments. This was achieved using a deep learning model known as Con-
volutional Autoencoders (CAEs) which learnt a compressed
representation that captured the most salient characteristics required to
reconstruct the image from a lower dimensional representation. Once
these visual features were partitioned into a sensible number of clusters,
functional characteristics that describe a 15-minute walk catchment
from each premise were introduced to differentiate between the cluster
partitions. By clustering the compressed representation, we were able to
identify five partitions from the data that reflected different categor-
isations of the scene that particular shopping environments project to
consumers across a national extent. This is important because in-
formation describing retail area image has historically been desired by
retail planners for rationalising investment decisions in place marketing
campaigns (Page and Hardyman, 1996), but is seldom available at wide
geographical scales.

Furthermore, our findings unpacked patterns of retail activity and
function, which demonstrated that certain visual features were dis-
tinctive for particular built environments. From an urban planning
perspective, the main implications of our study demonstrated that

Fig. 4.1. Median economic health, composition, size and function, and socio-economic characteristics in standardized units. Circular red line identifies zero, which
shows standard deviations from the mean value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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aspects of what humans see were related to particular functional char-
acteristics of retail environments. This was a pertinent question for
retail practitioners to ask, as while previous studies have shown that
proximity to (and attractiveness of) amenities such as leisure plazas,
galleries and shops enter into consumer patronage decisions (Glaeser
and Gottlieb, 2009), the defining visual characteristics of these en-
vironments are typically ignored. This is despite visual amenity being
an important influence on patronage behaviour and the scene that
shopping environments project to consumers (Silver and Clark, 2016).

In more practical terms, our approach could be mobilised within
retail planning by adding a visual dimension to retail site optimization
tools, and be used to optimally locate stores in locations suitable to
particular consumer space uses. More precisely, retail managers could
take photographs of prospective site locations, and classify each one
according to the several clusters we identify. This would require passing
the photographs through the CAE, and using the clustering outcomes
fitted on the LDC images to predict cluster membership of these new,
unseen photographs. Our approach, therefore, could be used to con-
textualise the visual qualities of potential store locations among store-
fronts that look visually similar through observing which particular
environmental variables are atypical of the visual cluster this new
image belongs to. A retail manger interested in siting a restaurant, for
example, could photograph several prospective locations up for sale,
and use our approach to retrieve a classification for each. The resulting
classification would provide information describing whether the visual
qualities of each location reflect typical uses of these spaces that are
suited to their business. Following our restaurant example, a photo-
graph classified as sharing visual commonalities to our Upmarket
Hospitality cluster would likely present the most idealised location, by
highlighting this photograph shares visual similarity to locations that
appear to attract high volumes of hospitality services. In using this
approach to complement existing tools, we argue taking into account
the visual amenity of potential locations could help retail planners to
arrive at smarter site location decisions, which carries wider implica-
tions for the vitality of town centres when amenities within these
consumption spaces are optimally situated.

More generally, replication of our approach on a similar corpus of
images (Google Street View, for example) could be used by planners to
find whether different visual environments reflect particular patterns of
built environment use, crime or socio-economic conditions of an area.
Across particular urban centres, for example, planners might collect
similar image-based data and apply our methods to identify visual

commonality between different locations. Then, by collecting a set of
variables of interest describing each location, planners might identify
similarity or dissimilarity across different variables between the visual
clusters. By example, if planners find a particular cluster suffers dis-
proportionately high crime rates, they could sample a number of images
from this cluster and undertake post-hoc analysis on possible visual
cues embedded in images of these locations. In doing so, our approach
provides means for planners to evaluate visual elements that potentially
drive the incidence of conditions like crime, which might be identified
from locations with high enclosure or no street lighting, for example.

A further contribution of the present study relates to several
methodological innovations we introduce in the analysis. As our CAE
model is unsupervised, it does not require large numbers of labelled
images for training the model to produce visual features for each image.
While the existing focus of the literature uses pre-trained or fine-tuned
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for computer vision tasks in
urban planning (Dubey et al., 2016; Seresinhe et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2018), in the present paper we show that unsupervised techniques such
as CAEs can also extract visual information from street-level imagery.
This is advantageous for two reasons. Firstly, it does not require the
user to assemble a large number of labelled images for training the
CNN, which might possibly be derived from a non-expect workforce on
a crowd-sourcing platform such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. And
secondly, because pre-trained networks are often designed for a dif-
ferent purpose than that intended by the user, transfer learning ap-
proaches may provide sub-optimal performance if the images used are
too heavily skewed compared to the data used to train the original
network. Thus, while CNNs can be fine-tuned to the user’s image data, a
secondary contribution of this paper highlights the utility of CAEs for
urban scientific tasks seeking to extract visual information from street-
level imagery.

Despite these advantages, there exists conceptual and methodolo-
gical limitations that frame the conditions for which the study should
be interpreted. From a conceptual standpoint, it is reasonable to suggest
the 15-minute walk catchment used to derive measures that describe
the functional characteristics of the environment around each premise
might not be reflective of reality on the ground. A 15-minute walk in a
dense urban environment like London is likely to intersect a variety of
scenes that possess polarised socio-economic and functional char-
acteristics – for example, the short distance between the affluent and
poorer areas of Clapham and Brixton, respectively. This means mea-
sures describing the built environment within each catchment might be

Fig. 4.2. Leisure and retail storefront images and average street length values in metres sampled from Group A and Group D.
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inaccurate due boundary effects that influence area consideration and
create barriers beyond which consumers do not patronize. From a
methodological perspective, a further limitation is that repeatability of
the empirical approach is conditional on the availability of suitable
GPU hardware for training the CAE model end-to-end. Unfortunately,
deep learning models require appropriate hardware to train, and this
presents a financial barrier of access to researchers interested in re-
plicating (or extending) the empirical strategy to their own datasets.
Despite these concerns, the main contribution of this article presents
directions for future researchers to employ the deep learning methods
adopted by the paper. As CAE networks are unsupervised, they offer
flexibility to researchers seeking to extract visual features from image
data without using pre-trained networks. This is a pertinent point to

consider because the target domains of pre-trained networks are often
purposed to answer a different research question than that asked by the
user.
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Appendix

A. Cluster validation

The lack of a single global optimization procedure is an inherent limitation of clustering exercises, meaning the plausibility and usefulness of the
classification are typically split between the purpose it serves but also a validation of its system-wide accuracy. With this in mind, we pair human
intuition for ascertaining a sensible number of clusters alongside a metric used for measuring cluster compactness known as average silhouette
width. To determine the quality of possible cuts to the dendrogram and, therefore, resulting number of final clusters, we calculate the average
silhouette width for several partitions of the 250-class k-means solution. Silhouette width ranges from s1 1i , with higher values being
desirable as they imply low within-cluster dissimilarity; it is calculated as =si

b a
max a b( , )

i i
i i

, where ai is the average Euclidean distance of i to all other
data points in the same cluster, and bi is the Euclidean distance of i to the cluster nearest to the one i is assigned to.

In practice, we average si for all observations for each cut from 2 to 249 of the dendrogram in Fig. A.1, taking the final cut as one that yields a
high average silhouette and sensible number of clusters. By scanning the figure we are able to discern a sensible number of five clusters which is ideal
because five is both manageable to describe and large enough unpack interesting between-cluster variation. To accompany this, we provide the
resulting dendrogram for the five clusters in Fig. A.2, which visualises the agglomerative steps used to aggregate the 250-class k-means solution into
five coarser groupings. This is important because hierarchical clustering techniques do not provide cluster partitions automatically, and so tree-cutting
procedures are required to return partitions that reflect similarities amongst observations in the agglomerative procedure. In our case, while other
cuts to the dendrogram offered reasonable performance, we take the decision to cut the dendrogram horizontally at this particular position (of the
y-axis in Fig. A.2) because the five cluster solution has a high average silhouette width and sensible number of clusters.

Fig. A1. Average silhouette for different aggrega-
tions of the 250-class k-means solution. Vertical
dashed line indicates the desired five-class solution.
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B. Consistency with pre-trained visual features

To benchmark the visual features, h, retrieved from the latent representation encoded by the CAE we extract a similar set of visual features from
two pre-trained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs): VGG16-Places365 (Kalliatakis, 2017) and ResNet50 (He et al., 2015). While pre-trained
CNNs are trained using large volumes of labelled data for predicting a pre-defined set of categories, CAEs learn visual information that is optimised to
the dataset supplied by the researcher. Between these approaches reflects a trade-off between the generalisability of CNNs to extract features learnt
from a larger pool of images and more focused visual information extracted from the CAE trained on the researcher’s data. Irrespective of this, both
serve as points of comparison to assess the consistency of group memberships to particular clusters across different sets of visual features. Given these
networks are pre-trained, they are not required to be trained from scratch, and so are initialized with existing weights. For VGG16-Places365, the
network weights are initialized to those trained on the Places365 database consisting of 365 different environment categories – highways, vineyards,
or libraries, for example – and are tuned for scene recognition tasks. ResNet50, on the other hand, is initialized with weights trained on the ImageNet
database, which is a large visual dataset consisting of hand-annotated images that represent a wider range of 20,000 categories. For these pre-trained
networks, we remove the fully-connected layer at the top of the network, meaning instead of returning probabilities for categories, we extract the
visual features that are discriminative towards particular categories instead. In all, three sets of visual features are introduced to the clustering
exercise introduced below. This includes visual features from the CAE represented by 784 pixels, VGG-Places365 features by 512 pixels, and ResNet50
features by 2048 pixels.

To externally validate our empirical approach we monitor changes in group membership and cluster sizes between visual features extracted from
our CAE and the two pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs), VGG16-Places365 and ResNet50. Thus, after clustering each set of visual
features from the three models, we explore agreeability of cluster membership for a five cluster solution in Fig. B.1. The cluster sizes are represented
by the vertical white rectangles for the CAE, VGG16-Places365, and ResNet50 models (left to right), with the frequency of leisure and retail
amenities changing between groupings shown by the stream fields, and so represent changes in the composition of clusters between the three models.
From an initial reading of the figure a mixed picture emerges. While the group sizes are moderately consistent between the CAE and VGG16-
Places365, the clusters formed from the visual features of ResNet50 are far more balanced, with leisure and retail amenities spread more equally
amongst the partitions. In regards to group membership, the highest agreeability is observable between the largest clusters partitioned using visual
features of the CAE and VGG16-Places365 models. Similarly, the clusters identified by ‘0’ in both models seem to share moderate agreeability, with
there also being minor agreeability between ‘2’ and ‘4’ of the CAE and VGG16-Places365 models, respectively; the frequency flows of the remaining
clusters are far more dispersed between different clustering solutions. Agreeability with ResNet50 visual features, on the other hand, is observably
low, with there being no discernible patterns and consistencies between the clustering solutions. This is unsurprising given the target domain of both
pre-trained networks is highly dissimilar, a phenomena known as data bias (Chen et al., 2017). While VGG16-Places365 is optimized for scene
recognition tasks, ResNet50 is trained to predict over 20,000 object categories from the ImageNet database, with classes ranging from particular
types of plants to bedroom items. The weights of the ResNet50 network are tuned to generate visual features that are discriminative for a wider range

Fig. A2. Dendrogram displaying the ag-
glomerative merge of the 250-class k-means
solution.
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of object classes, meaning when we recover a representation for each leisure or retail amenity image, the kinds of features activated are more
generalised than those from VGG16-Places365. This is due to the narrow focus for the range of categories that VGG16-Places365 has been trained to
identify (with an emphasis on scene recognition tasks), meaning the visual features are more likely to be similar to those derived from the CAE
model. Therefore, as the LDC images describe scenes observable from street-level, there is likely higher agreeability between the CAE and VGG16-
Places365 models in terms of group membership and cluster sizes, which is reflected in the figure. All together, these observations confirm the visual
features we extract using the CAE model are representing salient properties of the image, which motivates our descriptions for the characteristics of
particular visual clusters in our empirical findings section.
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